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One description of a French soldier in the 1779 comedy Les Français à la Grenade 
reads: “il est valeureux, comme notre Général, il a la douceur d’un Parisien, la vivacité d’un 
Provençal, la franchise d’un Picard & la bonté d’âme d’un Flamand” (D’Herbois 12). The 
heroic Chevalier is praised by an English colonist of the recently captured island of Grenada, 
not only for his valor, but his various French qualities. This exemplary Chevalier incarnates all 
the best parts of the French nation in one person, the model Frenchman. He represents a united 
French nation that is no longer divided by regional differences, but united by common goals to 
further the French empire. More important for this study, the character’s French identity is 
founded on France’s military prowess in the Americas.  
The heroic Chevalier is but one example of how French theater attempted to assert an 
idealistic French identity in opposition to its colonial rivals and American societies. 
Throughout the eighteenth century, French theater and French colonial theater interrogated the 
complex and dynamic relationship between France and its colonies. While trying to understand 
and depict the Americas on the stage, French playwrights also questioned their own changing 
culture, reassessing what it meant to be French in the eighteenth century, both in the metropole 
and the colonies. Early on, playwrights who wrote about the New World and French colonies 
focused on a general comparison of Native American and French societies, but in the last 
quarter of the century, they began to directly question the relationship between France and the 
French colonies. By the beginning of the French Revolution the tension between France and its 
colonies had reached a boiling point. This tension was reflected on the stage where playwrights 
questioned notions of identity, asking what it meant to be French and also what it meant to be a 
French colonial subject. The continually evolving relationship between France and its colonies 
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forced playwrights and citizens alike to reconsider French identity and how the French colonies 
fit into or were separate from this identity. 
Colonial discourse, and consequently colonial theater, has long been relegated to the 
sidelines of French history and literary criticism. However, in this dissertation I will argue that 
French theater about the colonies and French colonial theater not only helps scholars 
understand the complex relationship between France and its colonies; these plays reveal a 
struggle to understand what it meant to be French in the eighteenth-century. The comparisons 
made on the stage between France and the Americas spoke to greater concerns playwrights had 
about French society, its morals, and its future. I contend that depictions of the Americas on the 
stage were not peripheral to mainstream Enlightenment discourse on societal reform; instead 
these depictions increasingly influenced how the French conceived of their own society and 
impacted how they viewed the future of French society. Furthermore, this study illustrates the 
dynamic and circular flow of information within the Atlantic World that was a result of the 
colonial endeavors. The plays featured in the dissertation show that French conceptions of the 
world and their own culture were irrevocably altered by the expansion of their empire. 
In the process of trying to understand the Americas and how the French should 
approach this culture, the French grappled with their own rapidly changing culture. The corpus 
of plays used in this dissertation did not set out to define French identity, but while negotiating 
the complex relationship between France and the Americas, these plays revealed much about 
eighteenth-century conceptions of “Frenchness”. The conception of French identity during the 
eighteenth-century was not stable or clearly defined; rather, the idea of a collective French 
identity was emergent and constantly changing. As the situation in the Americas mutated over 
the century in conjunction with the Seven Years’ War and the American Revolution, notions of 
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French identity and French colonial identity also evolved in relation to these world events. The 
plays from the corpus of this dissertation chronicle playwrights’ reflections on French identity, 
an identity that they increasingly constructed in opposition to other cultures. These other 
cultures included Native Americans, Africans, and slaves but also their rivals the English as 
well as the English American colonists.  
 While French playwrights considered the relationship with the Americas and its impact 
on France and French culture, the inhabitants of the French colonies also questioned their role 
in the French empire. For French colonial playwrights, the complicated and increasingly fragile 
relationship with France went beyond ideas of identity to affect their daily life. The plays in 
this corpus that feature French colonists, especially those in the latter part of the century, 
illustrate how these expatriates struggled to define themselves, and how the metropolitan 
French attempted to label the French colonists. As with the French playwrights, when the 
situation in the Americas changed, so did French colonial playwrights’ understanding of their 
relationship with France, and their own French colonial identity. Overall, these plays exhibit an 
interesting paradox: as each side of the Atlantic grappled with their relationship on the stage, 
they tried to construct their identities both together and in opposition to one another. 
Before we can further explore how the relationship between France and its colonies 
impacted conceptions of French identity on the stage, we must understand how some key terms 
are used in this study. First, the term “identity” must be defined for the scope of this study. In 
recent years, many scholars have pondered the question of identity or national identity in the 
context of the growth of nationalism. Benedict Anderson’s classic 1983 study Imagined 
Communities set forth the idea that nations are really imagined political communities that are 
both limited and sovereign (6). This is an important concept for this study because during this 
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period the French, and especially the French colonists, began to question what it meant to be a 
part of the French nation that was spreading across the Atlantic.  The fact that a nation is a 
limited community was challenged by the act of colonialism because those in the French 
colonies wondered if and how they could still belong to the French “nation” at such a distance.  
Questioning the national identity is part of the individual’s attempt to understand his 
own identity. In her study of the development of British identity, Britons: Forging a Nation 
1707-1837, Linda Colley logically states individuals decide who and what they are by 
referencing who and what they are not, or by comparing “us” to “them” (6)1. In this study, I 
show that the French (us) compared themselves to Native Americans, Africans, and even 
French colonists (them) to better understand who they were as a French people. As Colley 
notes for the British people, a person or a nation of people does not just assume a new identity 
one day because “identities are not like hats. Human beings can and do put on several at a 
time” (6). Likewise, the French people did not abandon their regional identities to be “French” 
instead of Breton for example. Neither did the French colonists abandon their French identity 
when they immigrated to the Caribbean; instead, they attempted to maintain their 
“Frenchness”, while layering on their new identity as a French colonist, slaveholder, or 
plantation-owner. The same can be said for slaves who refused to abandon their African roots, 
or Native Americans that would not willingly assimilate to French cultural values; though the 
French and French colonial representations of these peoples often suggest otherwise.   
Since the identites discussed here are layered and fluid, particularly in the French 
colonies, readers must also understand the terms “hybridity” and “creolization” in order to 
understand the development and changes these identites undergo. I fully acknowledge the 
complextity of these two terms and the multiple interpretations and nuances that exist; 
                                                
1 See also Said’s Orientalism, page 7. 
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however, the scope of this study does not allow me to elaborate at length on the debates 
surrounding these terms. For the purposes of this study, notions of hybridity and creolization 
are used to discuss the blending of cultures that typically occurs in a colonized nation. In The 
Location of Culture Homi K. Bhabha discusses hybridity in the postcolonial context as a 
negotiation and translation of cultural identities brought on by the interaction and 
crossbreeding of two cultures. For this study, the term hybridity is simply used to indicate the 
blending of two cultural identities, namely France and the Americas. On the other hand, 
creolization is a term typically applied to the Caribbean where the syncretism or mixing of 
European and African cultures led to a new “Creole” culture. Recent theories of creolization 
focus on “the notion that a common culture may be constructed in a social system marked by 
asymmetrical power relations and the threat of violence” (Garraway 1). The idea that the 
blending of these cultures is marked by a power imbalance between the colonizers and 
colonized is important for both notions of hybridity and creolization in this study. We cannot 
understand the way in which French playwrights envisioned the blending of these cultures 
without first recognizing that France had more power to influence the resulting hybrid 
societies. 
Historical Background 
Historically, the very discovery of the Americas redefined Europe’s understanding of 
the world. Even in the eighteenth century, over 300 years after Columbus’s “discovery” of the 
Americas, Europeans were still trying to reconcile what the settlement and colonization of the 
New World meant for the Old World order. At first, the impact of the New World on the 
metropole an ocean away was of little concern. However, as commerce in the New World 
increased, so did New World’s influence on the Old World economic, political, and even 
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philosophical systems. The influence of the New World on France did not only impact 
economics. In fact, the discovery of a New World and new peoples affected how the French 
and other Europeans understood the world. Gilbert Chinard and Durand Echeverria 
acknowledge that the discovery of America created a fundamental shift in how Europeans 
understood the world and the societies it contained. 
As a first result, the discovery of America brought to the fore a problem of civilization. 
It create the possibility of founding somewhere outside of Europe a new society. To the 
Old World America offered examples of peoples living without government or under a 
minimum of government, of colonies of religious refugees who had undertaken to 
establish an ideal republic. Most of all perhaps, America offered an unlimited territory 
where men could escape the restraints of a civilization growing every day more 
complicated. (Echeverria (Chinard forward) viii) 
  
The “unlimited territory” of the Americas opened the minds of Europeans to the possibilities of 
the New World, including the possibility to form a different kind of society. These new 
promises not only made the French reconsider the world as a whole, but forced them to reflect 
on their own well-established society. 
The new potential for societal change figured into larger Enlightenment questions about 
mankind, society, and what it meant to be human. In The French Encounter with Africans: 
White Response to Blacks, 1530-1880 William Cohen explains that: 
…information about distant and strange lands did not represent merely a collection of 
curiosities, as it had earlier, but rather it provided material from which to fashion an 
understanding of man. The eighteenth century marked the development of a truly 
comparative method of studying cultures. (60)  
 
This comparison of cultures was France’s way of understanding her own culture and 
reconciling how the new discoveries impacted French culture. The French weighed their own 
values against those of other cultures, in particular the values of the New World societies who 
were vastly different from their own. This attempt to understand French values and define a 
French identity grew out of larger currents of the Enlightenment that questioned social norms. 
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What began as a comparison of the merits of American societies versus French society 
developed into an examination of France’s identity in relation to its colonies, and the colonies’ 
own identities. The plays in this corpus showcase how the comparison of cultures evolved over 
the eighteenth century into a spectacle that questioned relations between France and its 
colonies. French playwrights continued to compare themselves to Native Americans, but they 
also increasingly analyzed their relation to colonists, people of color, and slaves in the French 
colonies. Furthermore, playwrights’ attempts to create an idealistic French identity on stage 
became increasingly overt and political in the last quarter of the century. By the end of the 
century, playwrights no longer only questioned what French identity was, they used the stage 
to promote their model of what the Frenchman should by. 
The Social and Political Role of Eighteenth-Century Theater 
It is not surprising that colonial theater would play a role in helping the French navigate 
their relationship with the colonies because the theater was an important public forum during 
the eighteenth century. In The Contested Parterre: Public Theater and French Political 
Culture 1680-1791 Jeffrey Ravel established that “public theaters of Paris are central to a fully 
integrated study of eighteenth-century French political culture because they combine, in the 
same space, the rituals and concerns of the court, the ideas of philosophes and others, and the 
everyday actions of Parisians” (Ravel 7). In this one public space Frenchmen of all walks of 
life gathered to watch masterpieces new and old that tackled social and political issues. The 
medium of theater reached farther than other institutions of the Enlightenment because 
“theaters did not require literacy, social status, or substantial wealth as criteria for participation, 
they engaged larger publics and a broader cross-section of the population than perhaps any 
other institution of the public sphere” (Clay 8). The nature of the theater as a public space, 
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especially one that did not require literacy, meant that plays performed on the stage reached a 
wide audience. Consequently, political and social material in Enlightenment era pieces had the 
potential to reach a larger and more varied audience than any of the most praised philosophical 
publications of the period. 
The negotiation of social, political, and racial relationships did not only take place on 
the stage, but amongst the spectators in the parterre and in the gathering areas of the theater. 
Ravel has shown the importance of the parterre as “a contested terrain where issues basic to 
French political culture in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries came into play” (9). The 
eighteenth-century parterre was not filled with silent spectators like today’s theaters; instead, 
the spectators were active participants in the spectacle who expressed their pleasure and 
displeasure, influencing the actors on the stage and the success of plays. Likewise, these active 
audiences processed and contributed to material on the stage with their reactions and 
discussions of the subject matter. In her classic work La Vie théatrale en France au XVIIIe 
siècle Martine de Rougemont makes an important distinction between the political plays and 
the role of the spectators, clarifying: “la politisation du répertoire ne relève pas des auteurs, à 
peine des acteurs: elle est le fait du parterre qui met des allusions d’actualité dans des répliques 
ou même des mots sortis de leur contexte” (Rougemont 231). It was not the material on the 
stage, nor the spectators alone that created a strong political force, but the combination of the 
two that encouraged change. Lauren Clay explains that, “theaters became key urban sites in 
which social, political, and in the colonies, racial relationships were articulated, contested, and 
redefined” (3). Whereas the salon has long been considered the center of seventeenth and 
eighteenth-century Enlightenment thought, Ravel, Clay, and Rougemont have shown the 
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important role that theater played in disseminating work perhaps first conceived in the salon to 
the more general public. 
Not only was the theater an important site for public engagement, in particular the 
theater helped urban dwellers to consider what it meant to be part of France, to be French. Clay 
suggests that the development of the theater industry itself can tell us how the bourgeoisie 
became French because “playhouses and theater companies powerfully staged for audiences 
their membership in a larger French national community” (7). Theater was not only important 
as a gathering place, but going to the theater became and important element of “eighteenth-
century conceptions of Frenchness” (7). Furthermore, the myriad of social and political issues 
debated within the theatrical space led spectators to be viewed by contemporaries like 
Tocqueville as a united group that could itself be thought of as the public or the nation (Ravel 
11). Gathering in a group where the various echelons of society were all on display and often 
digesting and discussing social and political material created both a sense of unity, as a French 
people, and division because of the obvious societal inequalities. 
 As in France, colonial theater was equally or even more important in determining 
identity in the French colonies. In their article “Voltaire, Zaïre, Dessalines: Le Théâtre des 
Lumières dans L’Atlantique français” Bernard Camier and Laurent Dubois have affirmed the 
importance of theater in the French Caribbean, stating: “bien que l’on ne leur ait pas porté 
autant attention qu’aux essais et aux nouvelles comme lieu de formation du débat politique et 
philosophique à l’époque des Lumières, les pièces de théâtre n’en ont pas moins eu une 
influence populaire significative des deux côtés de l’Atlantique” (40). In the French colonies 
where there were not as many social functions or public spaces, the theater was even more 
important as a social outing.  One colonist and writer Médéric Louis Élie Moureau de Saint-
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Méry confirmed the importance of the theater in Le Cap, writing: “II serait impossible de se 
passer d'un spectacle au Cap, surtout depuis qu'on en a contracté l'habitude. On a peu de 
société dans cette ville, &, l'on est du moins rassemblé si l'on n'est pas réuni” (371). Since there 
were so few other amusements in the colonies, the theater played an even more important 
social role than in metropolitan France. Not only was the theater important socially and 
politically, Clay suggests that, “for spectators living on the peripheries of the Francophone 
world, anxious about their own cultural and racial identity, attending the theater thus provided 
a means to affirm their Frenchness” (198). Attending the same theater pieces as those the 
mainland French frequented provided the colonists with a cultural connection to France. By 
acquiring knowledge of events in France, colonists could hold on to their “Frenchness” and 
their dream of returning to the motherland.  
At the same time, the theater was also a place where French colonists could express 
their own unique colonial culture. Sometimes the colonial theaters performed their own 
colonial adaptations of popular French works, such as Rousseau’s Devin du village. Such 
pieces adapted the popular French works for colonial audiences by casting colonial characters 
or adapting the setting. The mixture of traditional French pieces with colonial qualities 
acknowledged French colonists’ desires to be considered “French” while also admitting that 
they were separate and different from their mainland counterparts. Some colonial playwrights 
also brought “creole” productions to the stages of Saint Domingue and Martinique, such as the 
famous Les Veuves créoles. Plays such as this one went a step further to acknowledge the 
differences that separated the French and French colonists and to assert varying ideas of what 
French colonial identity should be. As the relationship between the French colonies and France 
mutated over the course of the century, so did conceptions of the French colonial identity. 
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Methodology and Corpus 
If theater in general was a way for the French and French colonists to interrogate their 
identity, pieces that contemplated what it meant to be French were doubly provoking. What 
better arena to explore the French identity than on the stage with the various members of a 
diverse society watching and reacting? Unfortunately, we can only imagine most of the 
conversations surrounding these pieces since information on staging and commentary on many 
of the plays in this corpus is unavailable today. Nonetheless, knowing that the spectators 
largely determined which plays would continue to be performed, we can attempt to find a 
correlation between the popularity and the interest of the public in these themes.  
This dissertation takes into account the important political role of eighteenth-century 
theater while exploring the content of the pieces relating to the New World and the colonies. 
When viewed as a compilation the content of the plays reveals a progression towards more 
political theater pieces, which echoes the progressively important social and political role 
French theater played in French society as a whole. Since the majority of the corpus features 
minor authors, there is limited information available about the production, staging, and 
reception of these pieces; however, whenever possible I will show how the reception and 
criticism of the pieces directly coincides with their content. Due to the limited performance 
information, I analyze the plays primarily as texts while taking into consideration how each 
text may be transformed during performances on the stage. This approach allows me to focus 
on the philosophical and political content of each play which in turn illuminates how the 
theater fits into broader Enlightenment and colonial discourses.   
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The corpus of 20 plays used for this study includes plays from both sides of the Atlantic 
ranging from classic tragedy and comedy, to pantomime and opéra-comique2. By studying the 
varying styles of stage productions in the French tradition together, this study reveals how 
representations of the Americas varied and remained the same across a wide variety of 
spectacles. Regardless of the type of spectacle, each piece addresses the New World or the 
French colonies in some substantial way. Although the study recognizes the importance of 
texts that displace colonialism onto other locales, the purpose of this study is to examine the 
more straightforward depictions of the Americas on the French and French colonial stage. The 
plays are split between French authors writing about the colonies for the French audience and 
French colonists or French travelers with experience in the Americas producing plays in the 
French colonies. While many of the authors in this study may be relatively unknown to 
scholars today, the majority of these playwrights were fairly well known in the eighteenth 
century.  
This is not conceived of as an exhaustive study; rather, the plays in the corpus are 
representative examples that address the French colonies during the period. Each particular 
play was selected for its historical significance, relevance to the topic at hand, and relation to 
the other plays within the corpus. When selecting the plays to include in this corpus, I chose to 
focus on less-studied plays rather than certain canonical plays with similar themes in order to 
bring these unstudied works to scholars’ attention. Another important factor in the selection of 
plays was their popularity and reception in France and the colonies. The majority of the plays 
featured here were popular with audiences, even though they did not always receive critical 
acclaim. This popularity indicates that their themes resonated with audiences across France and 
                                                
2 For a complete list of the plays analyzed in this study, please see Appendix A. 
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the colonies, and speaks to their impact on French culture. Finally, the composition of the 
corpus took into account the nature and originality of the themes presented in each play. In 
instances where multiple plays addressed similar themes, I selected the plays that were more 
historically significant or thematically original. 
The Theater as Part of Colonial and Enlightenment Discourse 
Despite the widespread influence of theater, colonial discourses generally have not 
been considered part of the mainstream cultural discourse in the eighteenth century. In Trading 
Places: Colonization and Slavery in Eighteenth-Century French Culture Madeleine Dobie 
argues that in the past the colonies remained “relatively peripheral to the writing of French 
history” (1). Regardless of the significant influence of the French colonies on the economy and 
material culture, “their existence registered very little in cultural representations” (Dobie 1). I 
do not dispute Dobie’s claim about the general “cultural invisibility” of the colonies in France 
for the majority of the eighteenth century. Nonetheless, some playwrights, namely those in this 
corpus, did address the colonies thus making them more visible. As Dobie aptly illustrates in 
other genres, these depictions of the colonies were generally based more on fantasy than facts, 
often ignoring important issues such as the annihilation of Native Americans and African 
slavery. Yet, these representations do show us how playwrights tried to understand their 
changing world and issues of race, gender, and national identity.  
Before we can understand the unique nature of these theatrical representations of the 
Americas in this corpus, we must first understand how theater fits into the colonial discourse of 
the period. Determining what exactly constitutes the “colonial discourse” of the period is a 
complicated venture because many works discuss colonial issues, such as slavery, without 
actually mentioning the colonies or even the New World. As Christopher Miller and Dobie 
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have both illustrated, tales and discussions of slavery have often been displaced to the Orient or 
South America, as in the case of Voltaire’s Alzire. Michèle Longino’s work in Orientalism in 
French Classical Drama also confirms that the Orient was a locale where the French honed 
their “colonial skills” in preparation for their colonial endeavors in the New World, both in 
literature, theater, and in trade (3). The use of the Orient as an exotic backdrop continued even 
once the French were firmly on the road to widespread colonialism, often with the Orient 
standing in for colonial issues like slavery in a supposedly “neutral” setting. Similar to the way 
the Orient was used, suggests Dobie, writers used Native American settings and characters in 
place of African slaves throughout the eighteenth century as another way to avoid discussions 
of slavery. Yet, these works still reveal much about the way in which the French conceived of 
themselves in relation to other cultures and their concerns about colonial pitfalls. For the 
purposes of this study, “colonial discourse” refers to communication and texts, whether 
literary, journalistic, or historical, that discuss issues pertaining to colonialism, such as slavery, 
or areas impacted by colonialism, such as the Americas and French colonies. However, the 
scope of this dissertation has been restricted to works that specifically address the New World 
or Americas in some capacity, but it takes into account the role of these theater pieces in the 
broader genre of exotic literature. 
Much of the literature and commentary that can be considered colonial discourse was 
not only displaced to other locales, but was also displaced through time. Many stories in 
literature and theater imagine the historic era of the Aztecs or Incas rather than focusing on 
contemporary subjects. Even many accounts that featured American settings depicted the first 
encounters of the Native Americans and Europeans, rather than the creolized society of the 
French Caribbean colonies, even after Nouvelle France was lost to the British in 1763 (Dobie 
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13).  The focus on the first encounters in the New World not only avoided addressing the 
issues of annihilation of Native Americans and slavery in the Caribbean, it romanticized the 
colonial relationship itself. In Colonizer or Colonized Sara Melzer presents an alternative look 
at France’s colonial relationship, suggesting that the representations of French colonization of 
the New World were a mirror of France’s relation to the Ancient World (3). According to 
Melzer, the French used both the New World and the Ancient World to construct their own 
cultural identity (18). For Melzer the fascination with the Ancient Romans and Greeks and the 
interest in Native Americans reinforced each other:  
the mythic sauvages were infused with greater life and prestige because real-world 
Native Americans came to embody them. In short, the real-world Native Americans 
and their mythic predecessors merged in the French imagination, each propping up the 
other. (Melzer 88)  
 
As a result of the displacement of colonial issues in both time and place, a great number of the 
representations of the New World are more philosophical than factual representations of the 
Americas or the French colonies. Melzer’s assertions that the depictions of Native Americans 
are related to traditional ideas of the mythical savage are reflected in many of the plays in this 
corpus, as discussed in Chapters 1 and 2. 
For readers today, the emphasis on Native Americans over slaves in literature may 
seem surprising, yet it is a generally established phenomenon in the field despite different 
explanations for this discrepancy. It is important to understand that although France was 
heavily involved in the transatlantic slave trade, there were few slaves who actually lived in 
France (as seen in the work of Sue Peabody). Consequently, Christopher Miller concludes, “it 
was easy for French people to think of ‘slavery’ as a metaphor for intra-European oppression, 
since real slavery was nowhere to be seen” (60). In light of these facts, it is more 
understandable, though not excusable, that many Enlightenment authors conceived of and 
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represented slavery as a philosophical paradigm rather than an actual problem in the French 
colonies. 
Scholars have taken various approaches to analyzing the literature and history of the 
Enlightenment period in light of the silences or veiled discussions of African slavery and 
annihilation of Native Americans. Some critics like Louis Sala-Molins feel that the masking 
and displacement of slavery undermines the very mission and ideals of the Enlightenment. In 
the polemical essay Dark Side of the Light: Slavery and French Enlightenment, Sala-Molins 
declares “the rhetoric of the Enlightenment and of the Revolution is worth absolutely nothing 
when judged against the only reality that matters: the master is guilty, the slave trade is a 
crime, slavery is the crime of all crimes: let’s do away with it! Do away with it? Wait a 
moment!” (16). Though his language is meant to provoke, Sala-Molins rightly notes that the 
treatment of slavery and other colonial evils does put into question many principles 
championed by the Enlightenment. According to Paul Miller by putting slavery at the core of 
the discussion of the Enlightenment, Sala-Molins shows that “the machinery of the 
Enlightenment breaks down under the weight of its internal contradictions” (5). Others take a 
more generous approach to analyzing the Enlightenment and colonial discourse, trying to find 
a balance between critiquing the Enlightenment for its shortcomings while recognizing its 
contribution to modern philosophy. For example, Sankar Muthu’s Enlightenment Against 
Empire looks for those works that did speak out about Empire fighting an uphill battle in the 
era of Imperialism. Muthu contends that “the Enlightenment era is unique not because of the 
absence of imperialist arguments, but rather due to the presence of spirited attacks upon the 
foundations of empire” (Muthu 4). Scholars who take an approach similar to Muthu’s 
acknowledge the limitations of the Enlightenment as a whole in condemning slavery and 
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colonialism, but also recognize the efforts made by some to do so, however flawed those 
efforts may have been. 
In this dissertation I recognize the silence of many authors on colonial policies of the 
annihilation of Native Americans and the enslavement of Africans.  At the same time, this 
study analyzes what was said and done to understand and question the French colonial 
relationship. Even when theater about the New World evades or ignores substantive colonial 
issues like slavery, the plays in this corpus as a whole illustrate that society increasingly 
questioned and critiqued French lifestyle and values, and eventually French colonial policy. 
From a modern perspective we may wish that these playwrights had taken additional measures 
to elucidate the realities of the New World, but questioning the status quo of France and its 
morals and values can be construed as the first step to the eventual condemnation of slavery 
and colonization itself. By examining this first step, and the evolution towards condemning 
slavery outright, we can better understand how the eighteenth-century French conceived of 
themselves and their actions in the colonies. 
As established here, the focus of much colonial discourse throughout the eighteenth 
century was on Native American figures rather than the growing number of slaves in the 
French colonies. Dobie’s work and the corpus in this dissertation show that the French public 
paid more attention to the colonies after the loss of its Canadian colonies in 1763. This 
renewed interest in the French colonies coincided with the growth of the abolition movement 
in England and France. Both Dobie and Sibylle Fischer have shown that colonial discourses 
did not truly begin to depict slavery until the abolition movement became more active in 
France. Dobie argues that a true representation of “colonization in genres other than the 
empirical literature of travel and commerce only becomes possible in the context of the 
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formulation of abolitionist arguments” (200). Fischer’s Modernity Disavowed: Haiti and the 
Cultures of Slavery in the Age of Revolution offers a related argument that “we cannot theorize 
liberty without thinking about liberation and what kind of liberty ensues from what kind of 
liberation” (9). The arguments for more liberty in France and the abolition movement in 
particular finally brought the plight of slaves to the forefront of colonial discourse in the 
1770’s-1780’s.  
Nevertheless, even within the abolition movement, representations of colonies and 
slavery were not necessarily truthful or accurate depictions of slave conditions in the French 
colonies. As Dobie indicates, the abolitionist arguments were often based on economic theory 
as much, or even more than, on a philosophical or moral objection to slavery. Fischer also 
recognizes the discrepancies between fact and representations of slavery in the abolition 
movement which  “no doubt…masks as much as it exposes: for every abuse revealed there 
seems to be an interest concealed or an intention hidden…moderate abolitionism also masked 
consciously or unconsciously, slavery’s modern character” (Fischer 18). Despite these caveats, 
both Dobie and Fischer, confirm the idea that through this discourse liberty “emerges as the 
most cherished political value” even though the commentary about actual slaves and the slave 
trade do not always reflect reality (Fischer 24).  
In keeping with the timelines established by Dobie and Fischer, the plays featured in 
this dissertation increasingly and more directly address slavery and French colonial relations in 
the last quarter of the century. While interrogating these issues, questions of race inevitably 
arise. It is important to establish that the idea of “race” in the eighteenth century cannot be 
construed as a transhistorical category with fixed meaning; but is in and of itself a fluid notion 
related to social and economic relations (Dobie 137). Doris Garraway’s work in The Libertine 
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Colony: Creolization in the Early French Caribbean illustrates how the “social conflicts 
inherent in slavery and a racialized social structure” as well as sexuality and violence impacted 
processes of creolization in the French colonies (1). The conceptions of race in eighteenth-
century France and its colonies are impacted by each of these various categories; therefore, 
race alone cannot be considered a fixed category.  Garraway’s study of how the cultural, 
sexual, and racial dynamics of the French colonies and Deborah Jenson’s study of race and 
gender politics in Politics, Sex, and Manuscripts in the Haitian Revolution are particularly 
useful when compared with the plays in this corpus because matters of race and gender are 
consistently intertwined in the corpus.  
Chapter Preview 
In order to fully appreciate the evolution of colonial theater in the eighteenth century, 
this dissertation is arranged in a roughly chronological order, though each chapter focuses on a 
particular theme across various plays. By moving from the plays that focus more on Native 
American characters to those that question race and slavery in the French colonies, I will show 
how the French consistently used the Americas to forge their own evolving identity. 
In my first chapter, I establish that French playwrights used American settings for the 
purpose of critiquing and understanding French culture. They used the New World landscapes 
and characters to reflect on French values, rather than truly exploring these places and people. 
In these plays, the New World is a philosophical tool employed to question French norms and 
reaffirm French dominance rather than to understand the American cultures depicted. 
In the second chapter, I show how playwrights envision new, improved societies within 
this mythical and philosophical New World. The plays featured in this chapter consider how 
the French could improve their own culture by imagining new hybrid societies in the Americas. 
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These hybrid societies are envisioned through intermarriages between indigenous Americans 
and Europeans, unions that would found a new society. Generally these hybrid societies are 
still based on French values, and focused on improving French society rather than embracing 
American societies or adapting to Native American communities of the New World.  
The next chapter also examines the relationships and intermarriages between 
indigenous American and African women and Europeans, but it focuses on how gender roles 
are used to depict the colonial relationship. Traditionally the relationships between female 
indigenous American and African women and European men cast France as the dominant male 
figure and the colonies in the female role. This gendered depiction reflects a perception of the 
French identity that is based on patriarchal values and power dynamics that cast the colonies as 
a whole in a subservient female role. 
Chapter 4 moves from an examination of gender to an examination of race. As the 
focus of colonial discourse shifts from imagining the Americas as a philosophical space to 
examining them as true colonies, African characters on the stage become more prominent. The 
variations in how black characters are depicted reveal a struggle to understand race and what it 
means to be human. Furthermore, French and French colonial playwrights begin to define 
themselves in opposition to the black man. However, this definition is complicated for the 
French colonists, some of whom were mixed-raced, and French slaves. 
The final chapter examines how the plays move from an analysis of French cultural and 
social identity to using the colonies and political and military events in the Americas to define 
French national identity. This French national identity is formed in opposition to the English 
national identity and uses colonial triumphs to champion French values. In contrast, French 
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colonial identity is not rigidly defined, but is a malleable and fluid identity that speaks to the 
changes occurring in the Americas as a whole. 
To conclude, the dissertation briefly looks forward to the Revolution and how the 
revolutionary discourse will forever change what it means to be French or a French colonist. 
The ideals of liberté, fraternité, and égalité put French identity to the test and called into 
question the French colonists’ relation to French national identity.  
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CHAPTER 1 
PHILOSOPHICAL AMERICA ON THE STAGE 
Introduction 
 In general the depiction of New World people and places on the stage echoed broader 
trends across the eighteenth century, but there are some certain differences that set the theater 
apart from representations in other genres. Although detailed descriptions of people and places 
were common in much colonial literature, in theater the portrayal of these characters and 
settings focused on the philosophical over the physical. Instead of studying the Americas like 
travel writers or providing detailed descriptions like many other fiction genres, many 
playwrights used the Americas to critique and understand French society. The theater pieces 
featured in this chapter resemble colonizers themselves by appropriating what they desired 
from the New World to explore their interests while ignoring attributes that were not useful for 
the playwrights aims. The idea of a “New World” with endless possibilities was more powerful 
for playwrights than the reality of life in the Americas. 
 As a whole, colonial literature is derived from a broader eighteenth-century fascination 
with all things exotic. Whether prose or poetry, fiction or non-fiction, colonial literature 
borrows from exotic trends in the early modern period, exploiting public interest in discovery, 
travel, and far off lands. In fact, Madeline Dobie has aptly illustrated in her book Trading 
Places: Colonization and Slavery in Eighteenth-Century French Culture that the discussion of 
colonialism was often displaced onto other lands, such as the orient. Building on work by 
Christopher Miller, Dobie shows the “correlation between the sparse representation of colonial 
slavery and the far more extensive depiction of both the Orient and the Amerindian cultures of 
South America” (9). Of course many others aside from Miller and Dobie have also discussed 
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the displacement of colonial issues onto the Oriental space, and the preponderance of oriental 
backdrops during the eighteenth century.  
 In her book Orientalism in French Classical Drama Michèle Longino views the exotic 
imagination of the French as a key step toward developing a French identity and colonial 
mentality (1). She explains that “theatre stories organized around the French Mediterranean 
connection prepared the way for negotiating the pressures of the colonial project (Longino 3). 
This chapter and indeed this entire dissertation acknowledge this fact and encourage the reader 
to remember that the colonial texts discussed here are one piece of much larger puzzle. At the 
same time, this chapter focuses on texts that do explicitly consider the actual French colonies 
in the Americas and the New World in general, while keeping in mind their role in a larger 
dialogue of exoticism and orientalism. Despite their debt to earlier exotic texts, colonial texts 
stand on their own. The complicated nature of the lopsided relationship between France and its 
colonies colors any dialogue on the subject. 
 Still, there are certain hallmarks that colonial texts share with the oriental trends. The first 
important hallmark of exotic texts, particularly those in the travel literature genre, is the 
generous detail they provide about exotic locales and the people that inhabit them. Exotic texts 
both inform the reader of about the sights and experiences of fabulous destinations and provide 
the reader with the experience of an “arm-chair traveler”. Travel narratives in particular 
provide lengthy and elaborate descriptions of landscapes, customs, and people met in the 
travels of the author. This is not to suggest that travel literature was entirely factual. 
Conversely, this genre mixed fact and fantasy at will because it was not only intended to 
inform but also entertain the reader.  
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 The desire to inform, and do so accurately, was not limited to non-fiction works. In A 
Taste for the Foreign: Worldly Knowledge and Literary Pleasure in the Early Modern French 
Fiction Ellen Welch explains that novels often when to great lengths to verify their 
geographical settings and descriptions, going so far as to quote passages from travel literature 
at length (29). Although the level of detail may not have compared to that of travel journals or 
the type of realism we expect today, for the time period these novels “measure up well to their 
own stated standards of verisimilitude” (Welch 29). Unlike these efforts to impart a fairly 
realistic view the New World, colonial theater does not attempt to describe the New World or 
Native Americans in detail.  
 Another important attribute of exotic texts was their focus on comparison, namely 
comparison between the cultures of faraway lands with those of the European writers. Many 
studies of both oriental and colonial literature have illustrated two distinct types of works that 
lend to this comparison of cultures: those where the foreigner comes to Europe and those 
where a European travels to faraway lands. In the first category, the famous examples 
Montesquieu’s Lettres persanes (1721) and Madame de Graffigny’s Lettres d’une péruvienne 
(1747) examine how an outsider arriving in Europe could view European society. These works 
generally include a great deal of comparison of Old World and New World morals, religion, 
and lifestyle. Above all, the outsider functions as a tool used to critique European society’s ills, 
such as obsession with riches or the unequal class system. While these works did explore 
exotic characters and different societies, the function of these outsiders in Europe was 
primarily polemical. As outsiders, these characters could make observations about faults in 
European society in a way that others could not.  
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 Other literary works, such as travel narratives and fictional works like Voltaire’s 
Candide, featured European observers abroad. Whether an explorer, scientist, missionary, or 
agent of the crown, the European generally observed the New World around them in great 
detail. Where the foreigners in Europe revealed truths about European society, these explorers 
and colonists revealed the New World to French readers. Where the outsider in Europe viewed 
Old World society from their perspective, the Europeans traveling to the New World also 
reported their experiences through their own personal filter. 
 The majority of the plays featured in this corpus can be divided between those that send 
Europeans abroad and those that welcome New World figures to European shores. In this 
chapter, Arlequin sauvage and Kosmouk ou les Indiens à Marseille feature Native Americans 
visiting European countries, while L’Habitant de la Guadeloupe, La Jeune Indienne, and Les 
Vierges du soleil discuss colonists’ experiences abroad. Additionally, each of these plays 
conforms to trends in colonial literature by comparing and contrasting European mores with 
those of other societies, albeit in different ways and to varying degrees.  
The very purpose of the Native Americans’ presence in these plays is usually to serve 
as comparison with the European characters and customs. Each of these Native American 
characters functions as a noble savage figure, a trope which became a myth of sorts in the early 
modern period. Dobie explains that the: 
the Hurons and Iroquois of New France were portrayed in several influential texts as 
rustic philosophers endowed with a superior capacity for reason. In these works 
“savages” claimed to be more civilized than civilized Europeans, their superior capacity 
to reason and form moral judgments being attributed to their greater proximity to nature 
(177). 
  
Similarly, the plays in this chapter employ the noble savage myth to compare Native 
Americans’ superior reasoning with Europe’s supposedly corrupted morals. Sankar Muthu 
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considers this comparison the primary use of the noble savage myth. He calls the noble savage 
myth “a critical device that could serve the interest of thinkers who sought to challenge a 
variety of orthodox doctrines…a sympathetic analysis of the ‘natural’ peoples of the New 
World could place into particularly sharp relief the deep injustices of ‘artificial’ European 
societies” (Muthu 20). The primary purpose of comparisons between the Noble Savage and 
Europeans is not necessarily to illuminate the Native American societies for the readers, but 
instead to criticize and improve European society. Consequently, the Noble Savage is not a 
true factual representative of the Americas. This phenomenon expanded in the eighteenth 
century when gradually “the information about distant and strange lands did not represent 
merely a collection of curiosities, as it had earlier, but rather it provided material from which to 
fashion an understanding of man. The eighteenth century marked the development of a truly 
comparative method of studying cultures” (Cohen 60). The plays in this corpus are only a 
small contingent amongst a larger body of work that employs the Noble Savage trope across 
genres and national boundaries.  
 On the other hand, the plays here also differ from many other colonial texts because of 
the limited description of the people and the places that they represent. One notable feature of 
many colonial texts and travel literature is the extensive description of both people and places. 
Yet, in this corpus neither people nor places are described in detail. Whether it is a Native 
American in Europe, or a European observing New World landscapes and peoples, the 
descriptive nature typical of other genres is markedly absent. The theater relied on stereotypes 
and the audience’s prior knowledge rather than detailed descriptions to represent exotic lands 
and peoples. Admittedly, the theater is restricted in part by its own nature as a performance art. 
Works of prose are free to provide details about characters and setting at length; whereas, the 
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theater must give the spectator an image of the characters and settings with limited verbal 
explanation. Yet, at a moment when stage directions are emerging in earnest within printed 
versions of plays, even character and scene descriptions generally lack detail.  
 The limited descriptions of people and places in these pieces enabled playwrights to 
focus on philosophical ideals. These authors use the New World to serve the greater ideas they 
wish to explore, exploiting the colonies for European purposes. Unconcerned with imparting 
facts about the Americas like travel writers, or even fiction writers, playwrights relied on these 
prior accounts by assuming their audience had at least a modicum of prior knowledge about the 
Americas and Native American lifestyles. This assumption endowed authors with the freedom 
to explore their own understanding or even imagined versions of characters and places. For 
example, in lieu of illustrating how Native Americans live close to nature, by exploring their 
customs in depth or describing their villages and society, the pieces explore how their 
proximity to nature affects their very understanding of life, morals, and religion.  
 As a result, the New World and colonies depicted in French colonial theater are not 
grounded in reality. The theatrical New World is not necessarily intended to be a faithful 
representation New World, and one playwright’s constructed world is not the same as 
another’s. Furthermore, the generally limited stage direction and character descriptions allow 
each particular performance great leeway in the way in which they choose to represent these 
characters and places in actual performances. Of course the characters were generally 
presented in costume and scenery was used to depict an exotic or tropical environment. 
Unfortunately, details about these aspects of the plays in this corpus are generally unavailable; 
therefore we cannot further explore this interesting aspect of these particular spectacles. 
General information about a few plays that depicted Americans, like Voltaire’s Alzire, 
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indicates that the settings and costuming are reminiscent of classic or ancient settings rather 
than attempts to visually depict Americans and their habitat. 
 The limited descriptions did not impede the spectators’ ability to understand or enjoy the 
spectacles. At this point, the spectators already have an expectation of what they will see on the 
stage. The travel literature and novels in circulation gave the audience a preconceived notion of 
what a Native American, or a slave, or even a colonist should be like. Thus, each audience 
member applied this his or her own understanding of these tropes to the characters on the stage 
resulting in wide interpretations and comprehension of the plays themes. Every reader naturally 
brings his or her own perceptions to each text, but this phenomenon is compounded in the 
theater. In theater the story told by the playwright is interpreted by the actors and those staging 
the production, then understood by the spectator, who is in turn influenced by the reaction of 
spectators around him. The singular nature of theater as a performance art impacts our current 
understanding of these plays and cannot be ignored.  
 The playwrights themselves were aware of the particulars of this theatrical experience. 
The playwrights did not only accept the spectators’ prior knowledge, they relied on it and 
oftentimes wrote their characters with the specific intent of embodying stereotypes, or in some 
cases with the intent of going against the audience’s expectations. Understanding the 
audience’s expectations, playwrights employed the noble savage trope as a philosophical 
comparison with the French characters. Instead of focusing on exotic elements, the playwrights 
focused on contrasting the morals of the Noble Savage with the Frenchman with the intent of 
critiquing French society. Ultimately, these comparisons resulted in a conception of who the 
French were as a society in opposition to the societies of the Americas. 
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America Lands on European Shores 
 With the aim of directly critiquing European society, many plays of the eighteenth 
century feature Native Americans who visit or live in Europe. First, this chapter will explore 
the classic and popular comedy, Arlequin sauvage which views eighteenth-century Europe 
through Native American Arlequin’s eyes. Typical of the genre, Arlequin observes and 
critiques European culture with a striking innocence and truthfulness. The aim of the play is 
not disguised but set out in the first scene by Arlequin’s companion Lélio who tells a friend: 
“Je veux voir en lui la nature toute simple opposée parmi nous aux Loix, aux Arts & aux 
Sciences; le contraste sans doute sera singulier” (Delisle 7). While not always stated outright in 
this manner, this goal is one that many texts featuring the New World outsiders visiting Europe 
share.  
 Arlequin sauvage is the most famous piece written by playwright Louis François Delisle 
de La Drevetière who is also known for his comedy Timon le misanthrope (1722). Both pieces 
are considered some of the most successful pieces to originate from the Comédie Italienne in 
Paris. Consequently, Delisle de La Drevetière is considered one of the most influential and 
successful playwrights at the Comédie Italienne alongside Marivaux. In her article “The 
Savage Ambivalence of Delisle de la Drevetière” Kim Solga notes that: “Arlequin sauvage 
marks the first incarnation of the ubiquitous figure of the “Indien philosophe” on the French 
stage” (198).  
 Reminiscent of Lettres persanes published in the same year, Arlequin sauvage tells the 
story of Arlequin who is brought to Marseille by his friend Lélio. From the moment he arrives 
on French shores, Arlequin marvels at French society and questions the “unnatural” manners of 
the country. While in Marseille, Lélio aims to find his former love who he believes to be in 
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Italy; meanwhile, Arlequin runs into her and her maid Violette whom he instantly loves. 
Unfortunately, Lélio’s beloved now has another suitor Mario, who also happens to be an old 
friend of Lélio’s. Arlequin clumsily tries to woo Violette, but in his adventures around town he 
also finds himself arrested because he believes a merchant’s merchandise to be a gift. In the 
end, Lélio and Arlequin are both united with their respective loves, though the fortune Lélio 
has gained in the New World does play an important role. During Arlequin’s experiences in 
Marseille, he critiques European society comparing it to his own simple and natural society. 
The more he learns about the necessity for laws and the legal system in France, the more 
Arlequin pines for his simple life in the forest.  
 Arlequin’s thoughts on European ills clearly struck a chord with audiences who 
continually turned out for performances of Arlequin sauvage over a 50-year period. Arlequin 
sauvage was performed for the first time on June 17, 1721, at the Théâtre de l’Hôtel de 
Bourgogne in Paris (César “Arlequin sauvage”). In its first run at the Théâtre de l’Hôtel de 
Bourgogne, Arlequin sauvage was performed 15 times, and it returned for 68 additional shows 
between 1722-1779 (César “Arlequin sauvage”). Though its popularity began to wane in the 
mid 1740’s the extended run of this play speaks to the generally positive reception by the 
public. Aside from the Théâtre de l’Hôtel de Bourgogne, Arlequin sauvage was also staged at 
other Parisian locales including the Loge Pellerin, the Variétes Amusantes, Comiques et 
Lyriques, Théâtre de Montansier as well as the Grand Théâtre de la Monnaie in Brussels, 
Belgium (César “Arlequin sauvage”). Furthermore, the play was performed at Fountainbleau, 
Versailles, and the royal court in Paris. It is even said that the play was performed in Québec in 
1792 (Cro).  
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 Not only popular with the public, Arlequin sauvage was also the subject of reflection and 
debate not only amongst critics but philosophers as well. The Mercure de France discussed the 
play’s juxtaposition of Old and New World: “L'auteur oppose dans cette Comédie d'Arlequin 
sauvage, la simple nature à nos mœurs, afin de faire voir par le contraste combien nous 
sommes éloignez du vrai3” (“La Comédie Italienne” 22). The article goes on further to praise 
the play saying the censure in the play “est générale sans blesser aucune des idées que l’on doit 
respecter dans le monde. Elle influe sur nos mœurs, car le Sauvage condamne à la fois chez 
nous…par des raisonnemens d’autant plus forts, qu’ils sont ingénues, & que la simple Nature 
les lui dicte. Tout est vrai, tout est simple & naïf dans cette Piéce” (“La Comédie Italienne” 
24). Another article on the play in Nouveau Spectateur criticized the Comédie Italienne for not 
taking enough care when presenting the French piece, but had a more positive outlook on the 
play itself, saying “l'idée de cette Pièce est très-heureuse ; la conduite en est bien ordonnée, & 
les détails en font charmans; il y règne ce luxe de naïvetés & de faillies qui doit toujours 
suppléer à l'intérêt dans ces fortes d'ouvrages” (“Piéces Remises” 98). Along with the critics, 
men of letters such as Rousseau and Louis Hurtault Dancourt, discussed the play and its 
themes. The play is even mentioned by Dancourt in his letter to Rousseau. Chinard and Cro 
suggest that while Rousseau’s own ideas were not informed by the play, works such as this one 
did prepare the public to receive his ideas in the Discours sur l’origine et les fondemens de 
l’inégalité parmi les hommes and Du Contrat Social.  
 In order to understand Arlequin sauvage’s critique of European society, and how the 
theater performs this critique in a particular way, this analysis will begin with the character of 
Arlequin. Solga aptly describes Arlequin as “the comically volatile hybridization of the 
                                                
3 In order to remain faithful to the sources cited, the eighteenth-century spelling from original sources 
has been retained throughout the dissertation unless a modern edition of the work is cited. 
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favorite commedia dell’arte clown and socially naïve American wild man” (196). From the 
outset, the play suggests that the very aim of this comedy is to contrast nature against society’s 
laws, arts, and sciences when Lélio states that he wants to watch Arlequin’s observations of 
French society. He has an idea of what Arlequin’s experience will be like, telling his friend: “Il 
est dans l’admiration de tout ce qu’il voit, & vous ririez de son étonnement” (Delisle 6). This 
message is not only intended for Lélio’s companion, but is also spoken directly to the audience 
who will be amused by Arlequin’s adept, but amusing comments about their society.  
 Arlequin is introduced to the audience as only a savage whose observations will amuse 
because of their contrast to nature. Yet, the character is not only a noble savage. As Solga 
points out, the character of Arlequin is already an established stock character in commedia 
dell’arte and therefore, the noble savage is layered over this already defined character (Solga 
198). For Solga, “Arlequin-as-savage becomes nothing less than a performative palimpsest, a 
visibly unnatural layering of character-identities which politicizes the text’s comically 
repetitive attempts to locate him under the sign of nature” (Solga 198-199). This complicated 
layering of the character of Arlequin only reinforces the idea that the author is using the New 
World figures for his own purposes. The layering of noble savage over the classic Arlequin 
commedia dell’arte character illustrates the difficulty of using other cultures to faithfully 
mirror French society. French society itself is not homogenous, but incorporates other cultural 
traditions into its own, such as the use of Italian commedia dell’arte characters. Therefore, an 
attempt to succinctly represent France in opposition to the New World (or any other culture) is 
full of challenges.  
 Throughout the opening scenes, Lélio repeatedly primes the spectators for what they will 
see in the following acts, seeking to recast the classic Arlequin character for the audience. 
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Lélio tells Arlequin himself: “tu n’es plus parmi des Sauvages qui ne suivent que la nature 
brute & grossière, mais parmi des Nations civilisées”  (Delisle 12). While counseling Arlequin 
on what he can expect in French society, Lélio also reveals what Arlequin’s society is like. 
They are savages who live in an untouched and rough state of nature, a description which 
emphasizes Arlequin’s proximity to nature, a key element of the Noble Savage trope. Today 
the term sauvages is certainly full of negative connotation; however, the term sauvages in the 
eighteenth century had different interpretations. It was used negatively in many instances even 
during the eighteenth century, but it could also indicate someone or something that was 
untouched by society’s hand or something that had not been transformed by man. The term can 
be used to refer to people, but also to places, which Lélio is effectively doing here. He 
describes Arlequin and his home in the same breath because in many ways the two are 
inseparable; to understand the man, you must understand the land.  
 The country that Arlequin comes from is not described or named, but is instead simply an 
unnamed wood where simple savages live. Arlequin describes himself in connection with his 
home a little later, saying “Je suis d’un grand bois où il ne croît que des ignorans comme moi, 
qui ne sçavent pas un mot de Loix ; mais qui sont bon naturellement. Ah, ah ! Nous n’avons 
pas besoin de leçons, nous autres, pour connoître nos devoirs, nous sommes si innocens, que la 
raison semble nous suffit” (Delisle 21). He first describes his home, a savage forest, but then 
moves on to describe his people, who because of their simplicity require no laws to govern 
them. He is extending his ties to nature to another important part of his way of life, the internal 
reason that governs his people. Throughout the comedy, Arlequin will return repeatedly to the 
“laws” that govern French society, that, for him, are not grounded in natural principles.  
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 At heart Arlequin is a simple person, who only knows what comes naturally to him; he 
does not know what artifice is. He states: “Je ne sçais qu’aimer, sil faut quelqu’autre chose 
pour se rendre aimable, apprenez-le-moi, & je le ferai” (Delisle 24). This tie to nature and 
living naturally that is used to describe Arlequin, and the New World, is key to understanding 
the critique of French society. The issues that Arlequin points out all result from a distance 
from the way man is naturally supposed to live, and create an imbalanced society. The ties to 
nature are not only mentioned outright, but are subtly integrated throughout the play. By way 
of example, Arlequin uses natural metaphors to describe Violette’s beauty (26). As a noble 
savage figure, Arlequin’s proximity to nature is the key attribute that makes him wise. Other 
characters observe this trait, for example Mario, who says Arlequin is nothing but a savage. 
Yet, Mario qualifies this statement, saying: “mais sa raison toute simple lui suggère un conseil 
digne de sortir de la bouche des plus sages” (63). Arlequin’s philosophy, founded on what he 
has learned in nature, is simple because it was not embellished by fancy rules of society and 
laws that are based in pursuit of power rather than nature. 
 This description of Arlequin is typical of a noble savage figure because it features his 
admirable character and lifestyle that make him “noble” and not just a savage. Still, these 
character traits offer no real clues to his origins. Furthermore, descriptions of his home as a 
“savage wood” or untamed landscape do not indicate where exactly Arlequin is from. Near the 
end of the play Arlequin specifies he comes from “des forêts d’Amérique”, but without further 
detail, he could be from almost anywhere in the New World (Delisle 80). As indicated in the 
introduction to this chapter, in other works, particularly in travel literature and novels there is 
often extended description of the locales that explorers visit. Even accounts of visitors to 
Europe often focus on lengthy descriptions of the people, their customs, and where they come 
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from. Yet, all we know of Arlequin’s homeland is that it is a savage and wooded landscape. All 
further embellishments of his home are related to the character of his society, but offer no 
specifics that give clues to where in the New World he is talking about. In another example, 
Arlequin describes his homeland as "un pays où nous n’aurons pas besoin d’argent pour être 
heureux, ni de Loix pour être sages : notre amitié fera tout notre bien, & la raison toute notre 
Loi : nous ne dirons pas de jolies choses, mais nous en ferons” (83). He portrays his society in 
broad terms, juxtaposing it to French society, but does not describe it in any more detail than 
Lélio.  
 The society described could be any New World society because the description lacks 
specific details that would identify a particular location. Yet, the vague description does not 
affect the play’s objectives. The playwright and producers of the play do not need to provide 
additional details for the spectators to understand what the New World may be like. Each 
audience member can fill in the blanks with whatever prior knowledge they possess about the 
New World. It does not matter if the spectators come to the same conclusions regarding 
Arlequin’s origins, because ultimately it is the philosophical attributes of the society, their 
proximity to nature and their lack of status symbols and money, that are important to 
understanding Arlequin and the themes of the play. Arlequin could be from any part of the 
New World, because presumably all indigenous American societies are equally endowed with 
admirable morals. Arlequin need not even be from an actual New World location, it could just 
as well be an imaginary island utopia like Thomas More’s. The playwright simply uses the 
popularity of the New World and the colonies to explore Enlightenment philosophy, rather 
than actually educating the audience on the New World itself. Instead, he seeks to educate 
them about their own society, and the changes that need to be made within it. In Arlequin 
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sauvage Europeans exploit the New World for their own purposes once again, but this time it is 
for philosophical purposes instead of monetary ones. 
 Since Arlequin is the Noble Savage who must reveal the challenges of European society 
to the spectators, Arlequin’s commentary is at the heart of the comedy’s philosophical 
exploration. Arlequin’s first words set the tone, when he exclaims over the lazy nobles, saying: 
“Les sottes gens que ceux de ce Pays! Les uns ont de beaux habits qui les rendent fiers ; ils 
lèvent la tête comme des Autriches ; on les traîne dans des cages ; on leur donne à boire & à 
manger, on les met au lit, on les en retire ; enfin on diroit qu’ils n’ont ni bras ni jambes pour 
s’en servir” (Delisle 10-11). His references to cages and beautiful clothes draw attention to the 
unequal classes, but also the people as a whole who are submitted to laws that are nonsensical 
to Arlequin. These are the two essential critiques of European society that are reprised 
throughout the comedy. In general, Arlequin is unimpressed, calling it “un mauvais Pays” (11).  
His dislike for the country is rooted in the inequality he perceives at every turn. He 
appropriates the word savage that Lélio and Europeans used to describe his own people, to 
explain his own disdain for the European inequality. He declares: “j’y vois des Sauvages 
insolens qui commandent aux autres, & s’en sont servir, & que les autres, qui sont en plus 
grand nombre, sont des Lâches, qui ont peur, & font le métier des bêtes: je ne veux point vivre 
avec de telles gens” (11). He compares the nobles to savages, while the servant class is 
compared to insolent beasts who live in fear. His distaste for the European class system is so 
profound that he no longer wants to live under such inequality. 
 For Arlequin the class system is only one symptom of a larger problem of the very 
foundation of western society, the seemingly arbitrary laws. When Lélio calls the French a 
civilized nation, Arlequin questions what this means. Lélio explains that that they must live 
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under the laws of the land. Arlequin cannot understand why people would need laws to control 
their conduct, so he replies, “Si vous avez besoin de Loix pour être sages & honetes gens, vous 
êtes fous & coquins naturellement; cela est clair” (Delisle 12-13). Since Arlequin views 
wisdom to be instilled with nature, he cannot comprehend why Europeans require laws to 
know how to act. He further questions why people endowed with natural reason need laws 
because for Arlequin reason should be sufficient to teach them right from wrong (14).  
 Arlequin’s commentary on the European laws also reveals another important part of the 
Noble Savage’s character, his lack of artifice. Growing up in an idyllic society, Arlequin has 
little experience with those who would serve their own interest rather than the common good. 
He later comments to himself: “ce Pays-ci est original! Qui diable auroit jamais deviné qu’il y 
êut eu des hommes dans le monde qui eussent besoin de Loix pour devenir bons?” (Delisle 17). 
In fact, Lélio reveals to Arlequin that the lack of community, or concern with the common 
good, is actually the root of the issue. When Arlequin tells him that all is false in this land, 
Lélio explains that their society has progressed beyond Arlequin’s. Lélio responds:  “nous ne 
vivons point ici en commun, comme vous faites dans vos forets; chacun y a son bien, & nous 
ne pouvons user que de ce qui nous appartient; c’est pour nous le conserver que les Loix sont 
établies” (47-48). Essentially, the possession of property leads to the necessity of laws to 
govern property rights, and it separates the haves from the have-nots. 
 The need for laws to govern man’s baser urges is not the only contributing factor to 
inequality in French society according to Arlequin; money is also a key factor. For Arlequin, 
the pursuit of money is the root of inequality and unhappiness of the French people. The 
disparity in wealth is caused by the existence of money and property, which Arlequin views as 
a completely artificial measure of happiness. He describes his opinion on French definitions of 
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wealth and happiness, saying: “Je pense que vous êtes des fous qui croyes être sages, des 
ignorans qui croyez être habiles, des pauvres qui croyez être riches, & des esclaves qui croyez 
être libres” (Delisle 53). In this quotation, Arlequin uses the juxtaposition of words, contrasting 
the word “fous” with “sages”, to reveal that the European’s perception of themselves is foolish. 
Since Arlequin comes from a society with no currency, he cannot understand their 
preoccupation with gold. The arbitrary nature of money and wealth in France seems so 
unnatural to Arlequin that he cannot accept it. Arlequin critiques the class and monetary system 
at length, saying: 
Vous êtes fous, car vous cherchez avec beaucoup de soins une infinité de choses 
inutiles ; vous êtes pauvres, parce que vous bornez vous biens dans l’argent, ou d’autres 
diableries, au lieu de jouir simplement de la nature comme nous, qui ne voulons rien 
avoir, afin de jouir plus librement de tout. Vous êtes esclaves de toutes vos possessions, 
que vous préférez à votre liberté & à vos frères, que vous feriez pendre s’ils vous 
avoient pris la plus petite partie de ce qui vous est inutile. Enfin vous êtes des ignorans, 
parce que vous faites consister votre sagesse à sçavoir les Loix, tandis que vous ne 
connoissez pas la raison, qui vous apprendroit à vous passer de Loix comme nous (54). 
 
Arlequin is not only dismayed by the class divide that money creates, but also the false sense 
of happiness resulting from the system. According to Arlequin, the existence of money tricks 
people into believing they are rich, when in actuality they are missing some of the best part of 
the human experience. Instead of appreciating nature’s bounty, they are consumed with greed, 
which in turn creates the need for laws to govern the people.  
 Once Arlequin begins to understand the power of money in France, he also recognizes 
the poverty in own land because he possesses no material objects. When Arlequin questions 
Lélio about his own fate, he accuses Lélio of attempting to enslave him because he is poor. He 
rebukes Lélio: “tu voudrais que je me donnasse moi-même, & que je fusse ton esclave, comme 
ces malheureux qui te servent: je veux être homme libre, & rien plus. Ramene moi donc où tu 
m’a pris, afin que j’aille oublier dans mes forets qu’il y a des pauvres & des riches dans le 
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monde” (Delisle 56). Even if Arlequin does not become a true slave, he will lose his freedom if 
he must rely on Lélio for money.  
 As Arlequin begins to understand the far reaching effects of French society’s reliance on 
money and the class system, he also realizes that there will be little he can do to reform it. He 
tells them: “votre plus grande folie est de croire que vous êtes obliges d’être fous” (Delisle 54). 
Once again, it seems the author is directing the words of his characters directly at the audience.  
Arlequin simultaneously tells them that they should change, but they cannot change because 
they do not recognize their own folly. Sylvie Romanowski explains this phenomenon where 
the stranger can accomplish “the double process of critique and reform” in a way than an 
insider cannot (214). Arlequin can see what the Europeans simply cannot. In the end, this is 
Arlequin’s very purpose in Arlequin sauvage; the noble savage must show the Europeans the 
plain truth that they cannot recognize for themselves.  
 The Noble Savage may be a powerful figure for critiquing French society, but he is not 
the only type of American representative who can offer a useful critique. In a reversal from the 
situation of Arlequin sauvage, in Louis-Sébastien Mercier’s L’Habitant de la Guadeloupe it is 
not a savage who comes to France for the first time, but a European colonist who returns to 
France with a changed view of his homeland. The European colonist, Vanglenne, is both an 
insider and outsider in French society after living abroad for so long; therefore, he can critique 
society more objectively. Furthermore, he now looks on his society with new eyes after his 
experiences in the colonies. Like Arlequin, he can offer a fresh perspective on French society, 
but he can also understand the society and its history in an intimate way that an outsider 
cannot. 
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 Today, the author of L’Habitant de la Guadeloupe is better known for his Tableaux de 
Paris and his novel L’An 2440, but Mercier was also a prolific playwright who wrote some 44 
plays during his lifetime (César “Mercier”). Mercier’s colonial interests are not only confined 
to this play, but his commentary on the colonies is present in both L’An 2440 and Le Nouveau 
Paris. As Laure Marcellesi lays out in her article “Louis-Sébastien Mercier: Prophet, 
Abolitionist, Colonialist”, Mercier’s writings as a whole express a complicated and evolving 
standpoint on France’s relationship with its colonies. In short, Marcellesi illustrates that 
although Mercier was an abolitionist, he, like many Enlightenment authors, also had concerns 
about the repercussions of abolition in the colonies. While early editions of L’An 2440 predict 
the coming of a Black Spartacus, as the tension in Saint-Domingue led to violence, Mercier’s 
position on abolition evolved. Still a supporter of abolition, Mercier condemned the violence of 
the slave uprising, preferring instead a gradual abolition4 controlled by white planters’ who 
could protect France’s colonial interests. He even suggested, like many others of his time, the 
possibilities for more humane colonies in Africa that could still enrich France. Nevertheless, 
few of these views are featured in his earlier work in L’Habitant de la Guadeloupe. 
 The first performance of L’Habitant de la Guadeloupe was held at the Théâtre de la 
Grande Monnaie in Bruxelles on March 27, 1784 (César “L’Habitant de la Guadeloupe “). The 
play had a somewhat slow start, with the only other performance of the play in 1784 being at 
the Théâtre de Gand, which was located in Gent, Belgium (César “L’Habitant de la 
Guadeloupe “). It later returned to the stage in 1786 at the Théâtre Italien in Paris for one 
performance, and at the Salle de l'Hôtel de ville (Capitole) Toulouse for 3 shows the same year 
(César “L’Habitant de la Guadeloupe “). It was not until the revolution began in earnest in 
                                                
4 Mercier is only one of many to suggest gradual abolition, a very popular suggestion amongst French 
abolitionists, such as Condorcet and Olympe de Gouges, to name but a few. 
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1791 that the play gained popularity (César “L’Habitant de la Guadeloupe “). L’Habitant de la 
Guadeloupe was performed each year throughout the remainder of the century in Brussels and 
Paris where it was performed at a variety of theaters, including the Théâtre du Grand Marais, 
Théâtre de la rue Martin, Théâtre d’Émulation (or salle Louvois), Théâtre de Monsanier, 
Théâtre de l’Odéon, Théâtre Molière, and the new Théâtre du Marais (César “L’Habitant de la 
Guadeloupe “). Fouchard has also noted that the piece was performed in Saint Domingue at 
least once on July 23, 1785 (215). Despite the increasing popularity with the public, the prolific 
literary critic Baron von Grimm said that the moral tableau was well done, but the play was 
lacking because “l’intérêt du troisième acte ne fût presque nul” (93). Grimm’s critique seems to 
indicate that the audiences were captivated by the subject matter and moral of the play rather 
than its style. 
 In L’Habitant de la Guadeloupe Vanglenne returns to Paris from Guadeloupe and visits 
his cousin M. Dortigni and his widowed sister Mme Milville, but he does not identify his real 
identity or situation to his relatives. Upon reuniting with his cousins Vanglenne reveals that he 
is their long lost cousin, but he tells them that he has lost his fortune in a shipwreck and is now 
penniless. When he asks M. Dortigni, and his selfish wife, for aid, they tell him to return later 
in an effort to avoid him. Little do they know that Vanglenne is actually the wealthiest man in 
Guadeloupe, and he is simply testing his cousins to ascertain their virtue. After the 
disappointing response from M. Dortigni, Vanglenne visits Dortigni’s sister, an impoverished 
widow Madame Milville. When Vanglenne visits Madame Milville she receives him kindly 
and offers him a chair before he even tells her who he is. Unlike her brother, when she hears of 
Vanglenne’s supposed misfortunes she offers to share the little she has with him. After Mme 
Milville’s generous offer, Vanglenne reveals to her that he is actually a millionaire who 
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disguised himself so to assess his cousins’ true virtue. Vanglenne offers to take care of her and 
her children, and reveals the callous rebuttal of her brother. Meanwhile, a friend stops by the 
Dortigni household and reveals that Vanglenne is actually a very rich colonist. Having noted 
their faux pas, the Dortigni’s try to repair their mistake with flattery, but Vanglenne sees 
through their veiled avarice. Finally, at the end of the play Vanglenne announces his 
impending marriage to Mme Milville who has proven herself worthy not only of his money but 
his love. 
  Although the situation in L’Habitant de la Guadeloupe differs significantly from 
Arlequin sauvage, Vanglenne’s observations of French society have a similar effect. 
Vanglenne perpetuates a ruse so that he can observe his family’s true motives and morals as an 
outsider. It has been many years since Vanglenne left for Guadeloupe, and he fears that French 
society has greatly changed for the worse. Through Vangelenne’s eyes, and the various French 
characters, we again see the downfalls of contemporary France society. He maintains a special 
position as outsider, and yet cultural insider, which allows him to make insightful observations. 
This position gives the character’s observations weight; yet, Vanglenne himself recognizes that 
he is not a complete outsider, and thus could be biased.  He admits: “L’amour de la patrie 
parloit vivement à mon cœur. C’est le dernier sentiment qui s’éteigne ; il faut être séparé de sa 
patrie pour sentir combine elle reçoit de charmes dans son éloignement” (Mercier L’Habitant 
20). The recognition of his own bias actually bolsters Vanglenne’s legitimacy because he cuts 
down the major criticism of his critique. 
 In Arlequin sauvage the critique of society was revealed primarily through Arlequin’s 
statements and observations; whereas, in L’Habitant de la Guadeloupe each character’s actions 
reveal the truth about French society. The Dortignis clearly represent the corrupted side of 
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France that is preoccupied with money and appearances. Madame Dortigni is rather shameless 
in her greed and rejection of Vanglenne, while M. Dortigni is more circumspect in his 
behavior. For example, after sending Vanglenne on his way M. Dortigni cautions his wife 
about cutting their relative too directly, advising her: “si j’ai agi ainsi, Madame, c’étoit pour 
me conformer à votre façon dure, avide, qui craint de hasarder une obole. Je rougis quelquefois 
& me fais violence ; mais vous, en refusant avec inhumanité, vous n’avez rien à combattre” 
(Mercier L’Habitant 52). Madame Dortigni is so corrupted she is unaware or does not care 
about of her own crass behavior, but M. Dortigni seems to have retained the morals of his 
youth even if he no longer follows them. 
 The rejection of Vanglenne is not the only action that illustrates the Dortignis’ heartless 
greed. Their treatment of M. Dortigni’s own sister, Mme Milville’s reveals the Dortignis’ 
selfishness. Madame Milville’s maid condemns their actions saying “Toute les fois que je 
rencontre votre frère traîné dans un superbe équipage, & que je songe qu’il vous abandonne ici 
sans vous offrir le plus léger secours, je suis prête à crier dans la rue à tous les passans” 
(Mercier L’Habitant 57). Brigitte’s outrage at their treatment of Madame Milville reinforces 
the callous nature of Dortigni’s treatment of his sister, which is patently obvious by her 
impoverished state.  
 Even when the Dortignis learn of their mistake with Vanglenne, they are not truly 
contrite, only sorry they have missed out on an opportunity for self-advancement. In fact, Mme 
Dortigni continues to defend their selfish behavior, telling Mme Milville: “Cela est bien 
philosophiquement dit, ma sœur ; mais il y a dans la société, des rangs, des classes, une 
subordination nécessaire, vous en conviendrez” (Mercier L’Habitant 105). Mme Dortigni 
wishes Mme Milville to remain in her place, and has no remorse at her slight of those who are 
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less fortunate. Essentially, the Dortignis embody all that is wrong with France, and Paris in 
particular: greed and pursuit of status at all costs. 
 In contrast to the Dortignis, Mme Milville incarnates all that France could be if the nation 
would only return to simple morals. When Vanglenne presents his story to her, she offers him 
help despite her own state of poverty. Mme Milville tells her cousin “Écoutez, mon cher 
cousin: j’ai essuyé aussi des revers & je suis pauvre; mais je ne le suis pas tellement que je ne 
puisse partager quelque chose avec un parent plus infortuné que moi” (Mercier L’Habitant 72). 
Generosity is only one of Madame Milville’s many virtues. For example, she is not afraid or 
embarrassed to work: “Il n’y a point de honte, ma chère Brigitte, à travailler pour jeter un peu 
plus d’aisance dans sa maison, sur-tout lorsqu’on est mère de famille” (56-57). Despite her 
upper class upbringing, Madame Milville knows the satisfaction of hard work, and does not let 
her station interfere with providing for her family. In fact, taking care of her family is Madame 
Milville’s primary goal, but she realizes that money is not the only way to care for her children. 
She declares: “Je n’existe que pour élever ma famille dans les principes de la vertu” (60-61). 
Despite her misfortunes and her brother’s disregard, Madame Milville is not bitter about her 
circumstances. Instead, she forgives her brother and hopes that he will change, saying “Mon 
frère peut revenir à la voix de la nature, qui a toujours ses droits, & touché de ma modération, 
reconnoitre d’autant plus ses torts” (60).  
 Outside of the family realm, Madame Milville recognizes the faults in her society, but 
critiques them with gentleness. As an example, Madame Milville tells Brigitte what she views 
to be the cause of evil in France: “Tous les vices & les travers naissent d’un seul vice, de la 
cupidité. Malheur aux cours livrés à cette passion triste ! Ils se tourmentent eux-mêmes, & l’on 
n’a rien à ajouter au supplice dans lequel ils vivent…Il faut les plaindre, vous dis-je, & non les 
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outrager” (Mercier L’Habitant 109). Even in her criticism of the French, she is kind saying 
they should be pitied not angry with others. At every turn, Mme Milville is virtuous and kind in 
word and action. She is an example of what the nation of France could and should be if they 
would put aside their greed. 
 Even though the critical approach of this play generally focuses on French society, the 
play still gives spectators a limited glimpse of the colonies and colonists. Vanglenne is 
somewhat of a mysterious figure due to the ruse he is conducting, but as the play progresses we 
learn more about his character and the way the playwright views colonists in general. 
Vanglenne’s good character is fairly obvious to all the other characters except the Dortiginis. 
When introducing him to her mistress, Brigitte describes him saying: “Il a l’air d’un bien 
honnête homme”(Mercier L’Habitant 64). The spectators’ first real glimpse into his character 
is provided by a friend of the Dortiginis who describes him as “bon, franc, humain, sans 
petitesse, d’un caractère vif, mais excellent…” (50). The friend has nothing but positive things 
to say about Vanglenne, who is good and kind despite his immense wealth.  
 Vanglenne’s actions confirm what others say about him. He looks for virtue in everyone 
he meets, and when he finds it in Mme Milville he makes her children his heirs and marries 
her. He does not care about status but about honest and caring actions. Unlike the Dortigni’s 
who do good only in order to be recognized, Vanglenne’s motivation for aiding Mme Milville 
and her children is pure. Vanglenne explains his gift to Mme Milville, saying: 
Ce que je fais n’est pas par ostentation, mais pour donner un exemple aux riches, pour 
leur apprendre à ne jamais dédaigner le pauvre, à se souvenir que dans un tour de rues, 
la fortune abiasse celui qui étoit au sommet, & éleve celui qu’ils apercevoient au 
dernier rang…Que cette leçon s’il est possible, réprime l’insolence trop commune aux 
riches (Mercier L’Habitant 114).  
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Moreover, like his match Mme Milville, Vanglenne has many reasons to be bitter and 
withdrawn, because he has lost his family, essentially everyone he loves. Instead, he says that 
“La plaie est encore fraiche; mais j’ai appris de votre généreux père, que la fermeté & la 
constance doivent être les premières vertus d’un homme qui veut surmonter le malheur” (71). 
Vanglenne overcomes the sad events in his life by helping and bringing joy to others rather 
than keeping all his wealth for himself.  
 Much like the admired Noble Savage Arlequin, Vanglenne is to be admired for being 
guided by virtue rather than status and money. Some may say that the depiction of Vanglenne 
implies that the colonists are endowed with as much virtue as the Native Americans. It is 
certainly unusual to have a colonist depicted so positively in the theater, as they are usually 
described as greedy men who abandon their home to enrich themselves. Ultimately, an analysis 
of Vanglenne’s character reveals that his status as colonist is only peripheral to his character. It 
is the source of his wealth, but not the source of his goodness. In this instance, we cannot 
extrapolate that his good character is typical of all colonists.  
 Surprisingly, almost nothing is said about the colony of Guadeloupe despite its prominent 
place in the title of the play. The only role of the colony is that it is the location where 
Vanglenne enriched himself. Once again, the colony is portrayed only as a commodity, 
valuable to France as a source of commerce and wealth. The colony is not the focus here; it is 
merely a useful locale that Mercier uses to explore his own interests in human nature.  
 Once Vanglenne has achieved his fortune, and lost his family, the colony no longer holds 
any value for him. He admits: “le ciel de l’Amérique n’eut plus d’attraits pour moi” (Mercier 
L’Habitant 70). Vanglenne’s own attitude toward the colony along with the limited mention of 
it throughout the play except in reference to Vanglenne’s wealth reinforces the idea that the 
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colonies are merely in place for France to exploit them. Overall, the lack of discussion of 
Vanglenne as colonist and the colony itself illustrates that the colony is not really central to the 
development of the play, or in turn central to France’s development. Despite the importance of 
the colonial trade to the French economy, the play denies its influence on France. It maintains a 
separation between the motherland and its distant servant, the colony of Guadeloupe. The 
ending of the play with Vanglenne’s return to France and union with a noble and virtuous 
French woman only reinforces the idea that once the colony has outlived its usefulness we 
must just return our eyes to the Motherland. 
The Colonies Imagine Reverse Migration 
 Even those who had been to the colonies themselves still found the idea of a colonist or 
Native American in Europe to be compelling. Cesar Ribié, who spent two tours in Saint 
Domingue and Martinique with his theater troupe decided to compose a play on the subject 
after his return to France. Kosmouk ou Les Indiens à Marseille (1801) shares traits with both 
the previous examples, yet, it was written by someone who had experienced the New World 
firsthand. While Ribié composed many plays situated in the New World, and had first hand 
experience in the New World, he still felt compelled to explore the classic situation made 
famous by the epistolary novels Lettres d’une Péruvienne and Lettres persannes.  
Born in Paris on March 15, 1758, Louis-François Ribié, who later gave himself the 
more dramatic stage name César Ribié, was the son of Catherine Lebec and François Ribié, a 
puppeteer at the fair (Fouchard 247). According to Fouchard, at 15 years old Ribié started his 
entertainment career working with the jugglers and acrobats (248). Then in 1774, at only 16, he 
opened a “spectacle de curiosités” with a friend and the woman who would later become his 
wife, Jeanne-Elisabeth Nécard (Fouchard 248).  In 1776 that he entered the Théâtre des Grands 
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Danseurs du Roi, where in Fouchard’s opinion his ascension to fame was “vertigneuse” 
(Fouchard 249). Jean Baptiste Nicolet, director of the Théâtre des Grands Danseurs du Roi5, 
supported Ribié’s career and placed him in many leading roles, and later collaborated with 
Ribié in writing as many as 23 plays together (Fouchard 249). In April 1787 Ribié embarked 
for a tour in Saint-Domingue with a theater troupe, where he would stay until August or 
September of 1788 (Fouchard 249-255). During this first visit to Saint-Domingue Ribié 
traveled throughout the Island from the Cap, to Port-au-Prince, to Saint-Marc performing in a 
wide variety of productions, including many he had composed himself (Fouchard 249-255). 
Despite being in demand in France, Ribié would return to the Caribbean for a brief period in 
1791, first to Martinique and then to Saint-Domingue.  
Ribié’s Kosmouk ou les Indiens à Marseille was represented for the first time on June 29, 
1801 at the Théâtre de la Cité-Variétés (César “Kosmouk”). Kosmouk was not an original 
piece, but was adapted by Ribié and his coauthor René Perrin from a piece entitled die Indianer 
en England by the German Kotzebue. Little is said about the success of this adaptation, 
although one mention in the Histoire des théâtres de Paris: Le Théâtre de la cité, 1792-1807 
indicates that it was not very successful with the public (Lecomte 234). Despite the apparent 
unpopularity of this piece, the depiction of a Native American family living in France is 
extremely useful for this study. 
                                                
5 Compardon gives the following details on Nicolet’s troupe “Jusqu’en 1772, son spectacle avait porté 
simplement le nom de theater de Nicolet (…)/ le 23 avril 1772 il eut l’honneur de dérider un moment le 
monarque blasé, qui lui permet en retour d’appeler désormais son spectacle, theater des Grands-
Danseurs du Roi, nom qu’il changea, en 1792 pour celui de theater de la Gaîté. (…) Il (…) céda la 
direction [de son theater] en 1795, un an seulement avant sa mort, `à l’un des acteurs de sa troupe, le 
fameux Ribié.” (César “Louis-François Ribié”)  
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Much as the title indicates, in Kosmouk ou Les Indiens à Marseille, Kosmouk, a Native 
American of unnamed origin, and his family are now living in Marseille next door to the noble, 
but impoverished Durand family. The comedy centers the two families from different 
continents who have both faced reversals of fortune and the love triangles between them. At 
the beginning of the play we learn that the Durand family has lost their fortune in part because 
of the illness of the family patriarch who is tended by his sweet and selfless daughter Jenny. 
The Durand family also includes Mme Durand, who, unlike her daughter, is selfish and 
classist; the younger son Arnaud; and the absent but promising older son Robert who is seeking 
his fortune in the Americas. Early on, we learn that Jenny secretly loves Zadi, her absent 
brother Robert’s right hand man; meanwhile, her brother Arnaud pursues Betzi, their neighbor 
Kosmouk’s daughter. Kosmouk and his daughter have also faced a reversal of fortune in recent 
times, after their palace in the New World was seized and burned and they lost their family and 
community, including Kosmouk’s son. Even as Arnaud pursues Betzi, her father Kosmouk 
pursues the Jenny despite their age difference because of her untold virtues. Jenny is torn 
between her love for Zadi, who has been absent for an extended period of time, and duty to her 
family. Ultimately Jenny’s sense of duty to her father and struggling family wins out and she 
agrees to marry Kosmouk. Betzi also acquiesces to marry Arnaud, though she has no particular 
interest in him.  
Just as the various matches are being finalized, the long lost Robert and Zadi return to 
Marseille. Upon learning of Jenny’s betrothal, Zadi is crushed. Robert also struggles with what 
to do in the future, unsure of his place in the family. All this changes when Betzi, who is 
finalizing her marriage to Armand, falls for Robert, and she asks permission to marry Robert 
instead of his brother Armand. Struggling to comprehend this change of events, Zadi returns to 
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bid Robert farewell, and runs into Betzi, whom we discover is his long lost sister. Kosmouk’s 
whole family is now reunited, but it is bittersweet for Zadi because still longs for Jenny, his 
father’s betrothed. Kosmouk cannot stand in the way of his son’s happiness and he gives his 
blessing to Jenny and Zadi, as well as Robert and Betzi’s unions. 
 Amidst the multiple love triangles, the importance of virtue is a thread that runs 
throughout the play. Unlike many other stories where New World and Old World ideas of 
virtue are compared, generally resulting in criticism of the Old World morals, in Kosmouk ou 
Les Indiens à Marseille both the French and Native Americans possess virtuous qualities. The 
primary examples of virtue, Jenny and Betzi are portrayed as quintessential virtuous and 
dutiful daughters, albeit in slightly different ways. Each woman, despite disparate upbringings, 
tries to fulfill her duties to her own family.  
 From the opening scene, Jenny occupies herself with taking care of her father while 
trying to improve the family’s finances by sewing during the night. She devotes all her time to 
taking care of her father and family rather than making social calls or engaging in frivolous 
pursuits common for girls of her age and rank. M. Durand tells his daughter “ta presence seule 
est un baume consolateur verse sur mes blessures” (Ribié Kosmouk 5). Nothing can sway 
Jenny from her commitment to her family, not even her love for Zadi. When her father 
suggests she marry Kosmouk, she accepts out of concern, love, and duty to her father despite 
her own desire to marry Zadi. Her fiancé Kosmouk also admires her virtue, saying that “une 
femme virtueuse est le plus beau trésor” (29). The main attraction of Kosmouk to Jenny is her 
virtue rather than beauty, wealth, or rank, the traditional qualities valued in courtship during 
the period. Even when she breaks Zadi’s heart by telling him about her engagement, he does 
not speak ill against her. Furthermore, the servants praise her efforts to contribute to the family 
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finances. When she charges Joseph to sell her handiwork, and thanks him, he replies: “C’est 
moi qui devrais vous remercier de me rendre tous les jours témoins de vos bonnes actions” (8). 
In sum, Jenny is the perfect model of how young French women should behave toward their 
families. The happy ending where Jenny marries Zadi instead of Kosmouk implies that if you 
do the right thing you will be rewarded. 
 Her Native American counterpart Betzi is also a virtuous and dutiful daughter, even if she 
is different from Jenny. M. Durand calls her pretty and virtuous and claims he would prefer her 
to a princess when considering her as a spouse for his son (Ribié Kosmouk 13). Just like Jenny, 
Betzi fulfills her duty to her family, at the same time, Betzi is not the proactive and 
independent person that Jenny is portrayed to be. In some ways she as depicted as someone 
who only follows what is she is told; yet she is also depicted as being without artifice. For 
example, she says: “Je dis ce que je pense”, but this statement does not necessarily mean that 
she is frank, merely that she does not put forethought into her statements or try to veil her 
intentions (17). Later she says “Tu sais bien que je ne réfléchis jamais”. This statement is more 
difficult to interpret, but considering the circumstances it implies that Betzi follows her 
instincts. Whereas Jenny plans and tries to devise ways to help her family, Betzi seems to 
simply follow her father’s directives without thought. Betti ultimately agrees to marry Arnaud 
to please her father, but she does hesitate. She explains that she does not feel the pull of beauty 
and nature, but she cannot describe why exactly she is not truly content to marry Arnaud. At 
this point she almost seems flighty, and is depicted with otherworldly qualities that allow her to 
commune with nature.  
 When combined with her own statements, I believe the character of Betzi should be 
interpreted as a “natural woman”, meaning she lives as close to nature as possible. While she 
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follows her family’s bidding as a dutiful daughter, she does not have the ingenuity that Jenny 
possesses. She waits for nature to reveal things to her, rather than making a way for herself. 
Thus, when she meets Robert for the first time, she finally understands why she was not drawn 
to Armand, because she is meant to be with Robert who stirs her heart.  
 Generally in eighteenth-century theater Native American women are depicted as being 
the most virtuous woman, the Noble Savagesse. In Kosmouk ou les Indiens à Marseille Jenny 
and Betzi are both virtuous in different ways, yet, Jenny seems to be the most virtuous. Betzi 
has a communion with nature that Jenny will never have, but Jenny’s service to her family is 
without parallel. Overall, the audience observes that both the French and Native Americans can 
raise virtuous daughters in this world. Unlike other plays where the French are sharply 
contrasted to Native Americans, and usually found wanting, here Jenny is just as virtuous if not 
more so than Betzi. Yet, her aims are also different. Jenny knows her responsibilities and does 
not even seek the communion with nature that Betzi possesses; instead, she follows society’s 
guidelines. For the playwright, the precepts of nature are intriguing, but they are not viewed as 
the only path to virtuous living. In actuality, this play presents a much more attainable moral 
path than many of the plays that suggest that French society is corrupted to the point of being 
irredeemable.  
 Female virtue is the focal point in Kosmouk ou les Indiens à Marseille but Native 
American men are also portrayed in a positive light. Kosmouk himself is considered to be the 
most generous of men. By way of example, a servant Lafleur tells Armand a story he heard 
about Kosmouk’s generosity, even to strangers. When Kosmouk happened upon a man whose 
belongings were being sold to pay a small debt, Kosmouk simply asked bystanders if the man 
was an honest man. Then he paid many times over what the item was worth so that the man 
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could keep his belongings and pay his debts. Such an action demonstrates not only Kosmouk’s 
generosity, but also his compassion for the less fortunate. Rather than being bitter about the 
wrongs committed against his family, Kosmouk has compassion for those in similar 
circumstances. Furthermore, his choice of wife reveals what is important to Kosmouk: virtue 
and family.  
 Likewise, Kosmouk’s son Zadi is also a portrayed in a positive light. Since Zadi does not 
enter the stage until late in the play, he is not described in as much detail as some other 
characters; however, his roles as Kosmouk’s son, Robert’s confidant, and Jenny’s true love 
illustrates his presumed virtue and worthiness. Like his father, his choice of wife reveals what 
he values. Even when Zadi hears that Jenny will marry another and contemplates suicide, he 
stops himself because he does not want to cause Jenny pain. Both father and son share similar 
characteristics that speak highly of Native Americans in general. In fact, every Native 
American character in the play is admirable. 
 Kosmouk and Zadi are not the only virtuous men in the play. Although not all Frenchmen 
are portrayed positively, M. Durand and his son Robert represent the best of French men. M. 
Durand is a kind and caring father, who although guided by French morals rather than nature, 
takes care of his family as best he can. When his son Armand states that he wishes to marry 
Betzi, his father is unconcerned by her lack of rank or even fortune, but instead admires her 
virtue. He goes so far as to state that he would prefer her to a princess. His son Robert is also 
worthy of praise. Despite the state of his own personal finances, when he stumbles upon 
shipwreck victims he gives up all the treasure in his ship’s hold so that each of the victims may 
have something (44). Though we learn little else about Robert’s character, this one action 
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reveals much about Robert’s unselfish and caring character. Additionally, Betzi’s attraction to 
Robert over his less admirable brother Armand illustrates that he is worthy of praise. 
 Of course, every character in the play cannot be the epitome of virtue. Whereas the 
Native American characters seem to be unequivocally good, the French cast is a mix between 
those who have a strong moral compass, and those who have been corrupted by French faults 
of prejudice and greed. Essentially, Mme Durand represents the Old World order that is 
ultimately concerned with social rank and bloodlines, while Armand is an example of the 
newer breed of Frenchman who cares only about fortune. Though Armand is smitten with 
Betzi, who is of good character, he will not seriously consider marrying her without 
determining if she has a fortune. In his monologue in Act II he says to himself: “Je connais trop 
bien le monde: riche on vous accueille; pauvre on vous dédaigne; c’est l’ordinaire” (Ribié 
Kosmouk 14). Conversely, Mme Durand is against the match because nothing is known about 
Betzi’s family and their pedigree. Even when she learns of the family’s wealth she is hesitant. 
One scene in particular sets these two characters apart from their more virtuous family 
members. In this example, Armand says to his mother “je sais parfaitement que le pave autour 
duquel roule toute la morale du monde… Mme Durand responds, “C’est la noblesse”, but 
Armand corrects her saying: “C’est la fortune” (13). This exchange comes just after M. 
Durand’s comparison of Betzi to a princess, juxtaposing what drives Armand and Mme Durand 
from the rest of the family. Even more than Armand who is misguided but not necessarily 
without any virtue, Mme Durand is portrayed in a very negative light. She is contrasted to 
Jenny and Betzi, particularly in her treatment of her husband, whom she ignores despite his 
illness. When M. Durand accuses his wife of abandoning him, Mme Durand callously responds 
that she is popular amongst society and desired at social functions, so she cannot just sit by his 
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bedside. Jenny and Betzi serve as prime examples of virtuous womanhood, whereas Mme 
Durand represents the less virtuous self-serving woman, who should not be imitated. 
 Just like Arlequin in Arlequin sauvage, the Native Americans in Kosmouk ou les Indiens 
à Marseille are said to be from America but no further details are given about their origins. 
Even when Robert and Zadi return from the New World, they do not say where they were 
acting as traders. As for the characters themselves, the words used to describes Kosmouk are 
also very general, mainly “indien” and “étranger”. The use of the word étranger in particular is 
interesting because it places the emphasis on Kosmouk and his family as outsiders in Marseille. 
Once again, it does not matter what part of the New World Kosmouk’s family is from, all that 
matters is that they are strangers in this land, and strange in comparison to the Durand family.  
 As for references to the New World itself, they are limited, but the glimpses into the 
characters who have ventured to the New World also provide insight into how this faraway 
land is viewed. First, the people of the New World are full of virtue, and lacking in artifice, 
supposedly because of their simplistic lifestyle in the New World. This image is reinforced by 
Betzi’s communion with nature. Second, but equally important if not more so, the New World 
is a land of riches or where one can make a fortune. Kosmouk’s family had a palace, diamonds, 
and gold. Furthermore, Robert and Zadi return from the New World with a great fortune. 
While misfortunes befall many people in the New World throughout the play, ultimately the 
New World is a source of great wealth. Again, this play reinforces the colonies role in relation 
to France, as a source of wealth in service to the metropole, rather than any sort of independent 
entity. Despite Ribié’s own experiences in the New World, in Kosmouk ou les Indiens à 
Marseille the New World and its inhabitants are still serving the greater good of France, and 
within the play, the greater good of the storyline. The play is not really an exploration of 
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Native American morals in comparison with French ones, but an exploration and critique of 
French society.  
Venturing to the New World 
 If we only examined the plays seen thus far, it could be argued that the reason that the 
origins of the characters are unknown and the description of the New World is limited is 
because the plays are not actually set in the New World. Nonetheless, when we turn to plays 
that are indeed presented in a New World or colonial setting we discover that the 
understanding of the people and places is not significantly more descriptive or detailed. These 
plays set in the New World also focus on philosophical themes instead of exotic locales and 
locations, and their primary focus is a critique of French society.  
 One example of this phenomenon is Chamfort’s Rousseau-inspired comedy La Jeune 
Indienne. Written in the tradition of the Inkle and Yarico tales (a collection of stories named 
after the most popular names for the main characters Inkle and Yarico), La Jeune Indienne is 
loosely based on the story of an endangered colonist saved by a native woman. Although this 
plaly takes place entirely in the New World, the locales and people remain mythical rather than 
authentic examples. Like Arlequin sauvage before it, La Jeune Indienne appropriates the noble 
savage myth to compare European and indigenous American societies. 
 Before examining La Jeune Indienne we must briefly understand the tradition of the Inkle 
and Yarico tales. In total, the Inkle and Yarico corpus is composed of roughly 45 texts written 
between 1604 and 1830 (Dobie 148). In the English tradition, the Inkle and Yarico myth is said 
to have originated with Richard Ligon’s 1657 A True and Exact History of the Island of 
Barbados (Hulme 227). However, others such as Gilbert Chinard and Madeleine Dobie have 
pointed to a similar tale in Jean Mocquet’s Voyages en Afrique, Asie, Indes orientales et 
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occidentales, divisés en six livres et enrichis de figures (1617) which predates the Ligon tale by 
many years (Dobie 148). In Ligon’s version, a native woman saves an Englishman pursued by 
a group of natives and hides him from his would-be captors and cares for him until an English 
ship returns to shore. In a twist, the Englishman immediately forgets her kindness when he is 
reunited with his countrymen and sells her into slavery. Alternatively, in Mocquet’s tale, the 
Englishman and the Indian woman purportedly fall in love and conceive a child while living 
together for several years. Nevertheless, when the Englishman’s ship returns he abandons the 
Indian woman, who in her distress, tears their child in two, taking one half with her and leaving 
the other on the beach. When the witnesses on the ship ask the Englishman why she would do 
such a thing he simply replies “c’étoit une sauvage” (Mocquet 150). While containing a much 
more violent ending, Mocquet’s version also contains the basic elements of the Inkle and 
Yarico tale, namely a colonist saved from attack by a native woman whom he later abandons in 
one way or another.  
Regardless of which tale is considered the ultimate origin of the Inkle and Yarico 
collection, the version responsible for the growth of the myth is generally considered to be 
Richard Steele’s retelling in No. 11 of the Spectator on Tuesday, March 13, 1711. In Steele’s 
version, the English colonist receives a name for the first time, Inkle. In this retelling, after the 
indigenous woman saves Inkle, he convinces her to embark on an English ship with him 
toward Barbados. However, once on the ship, Inkle rethinks their relationship and offers to sell 
Yarico to a Barbadian merchant. When Yarico informs Inkle that she is pregnant, looking for 
sympathy, he simply increases his asking price. The renown of Steele’s tale, and the numerous 
repetitions of it, led many to consider it the most influential account of the Inkle and Yarico 
tale (Hulme 227). However, in the French tradition Guillaume Thomas François Raynal’s 
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retelling of the tale in his famous 1770 bestseller L'Histoire philosophique et politique des 
établissements et du commerce des Européens dans les deux Indes is also very influential.  
Raynal’s tale is cited as the source for many of the French versions, including Ribié’s Saint-
Domingue play L’Héroine américaine. Raynal’s account is very close to that of Ligon’s and 
Steele’s because it emphasizes the slavery aspect of the tale. 
Chamfort’s La Jeune Indienne shares many of the typical traits of the Inkle and Yarico 
tale, with a notable exception of the ending. In La Jeune Indienne a shipwrecked “English” 
colonist, Belton, spends five years on a desert island with a paragon of natural virtues, Betti, 
the jeune indienne of the title. When they are rescued by the English and return to Charleston, 
Belton must decide how to reenter society, with or without Betti. The struggle of conforming to 
society’s expectations while caring for Betti provides a backdrop for discussions between the 
two characters about society’s ills. Representing nature itself, Betti is the quintessential noble 
savage figure, while Belton represents modern European society. Throughout the play Betti 
and Belton’s discussions reveal the evils of modern society in contrast to the ideals of nature.  
With a surprisingly happy ending, Belton and Betti are married, thanks to a generous dowry 
from their Quaker friend, Mowbrai.  
Perhaps because of its unique ending and the juxtaposition of nature and society, this 
play was rather popular in the eighteenth century. After its debut on April 30, 1764 at the 
Théâtre de la Rue des Fossés Saint-Germain6 in Paris, the play was performed there 10 times in 
its initial run between April 30th and May 27th (César “La Jeune Indienne”).  The play returned 
to Maestricht in 1769 and continued to gain popularity throughout the 1770’s and 1780’s 
(César “La Jeune Indienne”). The play’s popularity only increased, culminating in the 1790’s 
                                                
6 The Théâtre de la Rue des Fossés Saint-Germain was the residence of the Comédie Française from 
1689 until 1770. 
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with 99 performances produced during the decade (César “La Jeune Indienne”).  The piece was 
also presented in the French colony of Saint-Domingue, in Le Cap (1772) and Port-au-Prince 
(1779). While La Jeune Indienne was undeniably popular with the general public during the 
eighteenth century, the play received mixed reviews from literary critics. For instance, 
Friedrich Melchior, Baron von Grimm, was unimpressed, attacking the character of Betti for 
being false and insipid as well as the actress who, in his opinion, had a monotone voice and 
intolerable gestures (Chinard 20). Jean-François de La Harpe gave a more forgiving critique of 
the play, describing Betti as a young savage whose naiveté contrasted agreeably with the social 
institutions she was unfamiliar with (La Harpe 339-360). La Harpe also specified that her pleas 
to Belton held a penetrating truth (Chinard 20). Like these reviews, critics generally focused on 
Betti as the namesake and representative of the play as a whole. 
Even more interesting is the reaction of two of the century’s most important authors 
and philosophers, Voltaire and Rousseau. A self-proclaimed disciple of Rousseau in his youth, 
Chamfort sent him copy of his play. Unfortunately the letter accompanying the play has since 
been lost. Rousseau’s response was lukewarm at best, not even clarifying if he had read the 
play, only thanking Chamfort for his thoughtfulness (Chinard 6). It must also be noted that 
Rousseau was against the theater in general as an educational tool for spectators, so it is not 
particularly surprising that a piece of theater incorporating his ideas failed to gain the 
philosopher’s attention. On the other hand, Rousseau’s rival Voltaire complimented Chamfort. 
He wrote “J’attends avec impatience votre Jeune Indienne; le sujet est très attendrissant. Vous 
savez faire des vers touchants; le succès est sûr; personne ne s’y intéressera plus que votre très-
humble et obéissant serviteur…” (Voltaire Oeuvres complètes 112).  Voltaire’s praise 
remained effusive after the debut of the play, when he wrote again to Chamfort:  
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La Jeune Indienne doit plaire à tous les cœurs bien faits. Il y a d’ailleurs beaucoup de 
vers excellents. J’aime m’attendrir à la comédie, pourvu qu’il y a du plaisant. Vous 
avez, ce me semble, très-bien réussi dans ce mélange si difficile: je suis persuadé que 
vous irez très-loin. (Chinard 7) 
 
Even years later, when Voltaire finished his play Les Scythes, he thought again of La Jeune 
Indienne, this time suggesting it would be a good accompaniment to his own play7.  
Like the other plays highlighted in this chapter, La Jeune Indienne’s focal point is the 
characters rather than the exotic setting, particularly the noble savage Betti and the Quaker 
Mowbrai. Whereas the previous examples focused on characters traveling to Europe, in La 
Jeune Indienne the characters remain in the colonies, although Betti is taken from her own 
New World home to another part of the Americas. Considering that the American setting was 
exotic to French spectators, there is limited depiction of the physical spaces where La Jeune 
Indienne takes place. Both the desert island and Charleston are left mostly to the imagination 
of the audience despite their importance to the storyline.  
The representation of the island is particularly interesting because of the different ways 
that Belton and Betti present it. Belton repeatedly describes the desert island in general terms 
as “savage” or “barbaric” all while emphasizing its distance from civilization at the end of the 
universe (Chamfort La Jeune Indienne 87). In turn, Betti defends the island as an 
“inexhaustible land” of resources, similar to Rousseau’s generous state of nature (Chamfort La 
Jeune Indienne 99). Rousseau described the state of nature as one where the earth “abandoned 
to its natural fertility” easily provided food and shelter for man and other animals (Rousseau 
21). Betti’s comparison of the island to this fruitful state of nature functions as a direct 
counterpoint to Belton’s descriptions of the backbreaking work in his own society, implicitly 
                                                
7 This is an interesting suggested pairing considering the connections posited between the Scythe and 
Native American civilizations by various eighteenth-century writers. For more information on this 
topic, see Marie Christine Pioffet’s article “Le Scythe et l’Amérindien: Esquisse d’une ethnologie 
comparée dans les textes de la Nouvelle-France.” 
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contrasting the untouched island with the developing colonies in the New World. It is 
appropriate that the state of nature is depicted on an island, isolated from outside contact or 
agents of change. In their article “Islands, Literature, and Cultural Translatability” Bassnett and 
Stephanides explain that classic eighteenth-century depictions of islands reflected that 
“encounter with other island worlds and peoples often upsets the epistemological system” (14). 
Belton’s shipwreck on the island in La Jeune Indienne not only disrupts Betti’s epistemological 
system, but also Belton’s own understanding of the world. Still, none of these descriptions 
truly identify the island, which is left to the imagination of the spectators.  
The notable absence of topographical names also perpetuates the idea that the various 
parts of the New World are interchangeable, that one island is any island. Any locale in the 
New World must be savage, undiscovered, and ripe for the taking. The lack of precise naming 
of places and setting of the island allows the spectator to imagine it as a hypothetical state of 
nature that serves a greater function than just a theatrical backdrop. In her article “L’espace 
américain comme figure du désenchantement dans l’œuvre romanesque de l’abbé Prévost” 
Marie Christine Pioffet demonstrates that La Jeune Indienne is not the only fictional work to 
adapt the American backdrop for its own purposes. Pioffet suggests that American spaces in 
seventeenth and eighteenth-century fiction were often subjective spaces and could be adapted 
to serve the author’s needs with little more than a few indications of the topography, like a 
desert island in the case of La Jeune Indienne (83). 
The desert island may be unnamed, but the colony Belton and Betti return to is 
identified as “Charleston, English Colony of Northern America”8. Despite the specificity of the 
setting, there is no further description of the colony in the play. Why name this specific city 
                                                
8 It is important to note that this is not Charleston, SC but instead a settlement about 3 hours from 
Boston (Chamfort 340). 
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and colony, but provide no further description? The key to this location seems to be that it is an 
English colony, not a French one. Gilbert Chinard suggests that the choice of an English 
colony is pointed because England (and presumably its colonies) is a place where we learn the 
merit of a man before learning his name (22). Chinard implies that Betti and Belton’s 
relationship is much more plausible in an English colony than a French one because men can 
be judged on other merits than their social status. Modern critic Martial Poirson suggests 
instead that the choice is derivative of Chamfort’s personal admiration for the North American 
colonies. In my estimation, both critics offer points that are essential to understanding 
Chamfort’s setting. In his Maximes, Chamfort states “l’Amérique septentrionale est l’endroit 
de l’univers où les droits de l’homme sont le mieux connus. Les Américains sont les dignes 
descendants de ces fameux républicains qui se sont exilés pour fuir la tyrannie” (40-41). An 
appreciation for the republican nature of many American colonists of English descent, like the 
Quakers that Chamfort features, seems to explain the use of an English colony rather than a 
French one. Ultimately, regardless of the reasoning behind this choice, the spectators would 
have been familiar with depictions of the British and French North America. The spectators 
previous knowledge of North America gives them an idea of the type of society Belton comes 
from allowing them to understand Belton’s circumstances. 
In lieu of a realistic setting, the characters paint a picture of Chamfort’s America. From 
the beginning of the comedy Betti is depicted as a paragon of virtue by the other characters. 
Belton extols her virtues, namely her simple, tender heart and acknowledges that in rescuing 
him, Betti did everything for him (Chamfort La Jeune Indienne 106). Even though Betti’s 
character is described at length, we know nothing about Betti’s ethnicity or physical 
appearance. The limited descriptions of the desert island and her name, given to her by Belton, 
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provide no indication of her true origins. Poirson calls her a “caraïbe” assuming that she would 
be indigenous to the Caribbean, but there is no explicit indication that this is the case, though it 
is certainly a possibility (80). It is possible that Chamfort was familiar with writings about the 
Caribs; nevertheless, the knowledge provided about the varying people groups in the New 
World in early modern travel literature was often confused and inconsistent. Therefore, it is 
impossible to say if Chamfort intended for Betti to be depicted as a dark-skinned Carib or a 
more fair-skinned Native American.  
In either case, the absence of details about Betti’s origins and appearance compels the 
audience to focus on her admirable character rather than her exotic appearance. Detailed 
descriptions of appearance were very common in travel literature, often featuring attractive 
women who were sexualized in various ways. Consequently, Chamfort would not have been 
lacking for examples of physical descriptions to enhance the physicality of the character of 
Betti. Her exact origins are not required for her to be cast in the role of noble savage because 
contemporary spectators were already accustomed to such characters. Like the New World’s 
landscapes, which are simply termed savage and barbaric, the people are also lumped together 
as “indiens”. Betti’s status as noble savage of unspecified origin perpetuates the generalization 
that all people of the New World are savage and similar, stripping them of their own identities, 
like Betti is stripped of her own indigenous name. Rather than an original character, Betti is 
simply a myth used to illustrate Rousseau’s ideal state of nature. Furthermore, the lack of 
physical description masks to an extent the racial aspects of the unlikely union between Betti 
and Belton, allowing the audience to more easily accept the merging of these two worlds and 
cultures. Like Arlequin and Kosmouk’s family in the other examples, Betti’s incarnates an idea 
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that is useful to the philosophical aims of the author and she serves as an important 
comparison, but she is not a true representation of a Native American. 
 Even those who had first hand experience in the New World did not include more 
description of the New World or show more concern with the accuracy of their portrayal. As an 
example, let us examine Ribié’s Les Vierges du soleil which takes place in Peru. Of all the 
New World discoveries, Peru and its Incan empire was one of the most famous areas for 
European readers. Ribié’s play uses the popularity of the Peruvian setting as the setting for a 
classical tragedy. 
 The remaining copy of this play is entitled Les Vierges du soleil and indicates that it 
was performed in 1801 in Paris. However, the similarity in title as well as genre, pantomime, 
indicates that Les Vierges du soleil was most likely a reproduction or edited version of another 
pantomime Enfants du soleil written by Ribié in 1788 after his first trip to Saint-Domingue. 
Historically, “virgins of the sun” was a name for the chosen women who, in the Inca religion, 
lived in temple convents in chastity. Whereas the people of Peru at large have been called the 
children of the sun, a name derived from their worship of the Sun God. In the eighteenth 
century some accounts call Manco Capac and his wife Coya Mama Oelle Huaco “enfants du 
soleil” meaning they were children of the Sun God (Bakker). The play Enfants de soleil was 
first produced in October of 1788, quickly after Ribié’s return from Saint-Domingue (César 
“Enfants de soleil ”). Later the play was performed on October 23 at the Théâtre des Grands-
Danseurs du roi Paris (César “Enfants de soleil ”). It came back to Théâtre des Grands-
Danseurs in January of 1789 and was produced there 87 times between 1789-1791(César 
“Enfants de soleil ”). Then in 1796 it returned to the stage at Théâtre d'Emulation (Salle 
Louvois) in Paris where 26 shows were held in 1796 (César “Enfants de soleil ”). Later, it 
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appears that Ribié brought it back to the stage under the new name Les Vierges du soleil in 
1801.  
 The story of Les Vierges du soleil centers around two rulers, Ataliba and Huascard, and 
Cora the priestess or virgin of the sun. The plot of the tragedy focuses on a classic case of 
sibling rivalry between Ataliba, the rightful heir to the throne, and his greedy brother Huascard 
who seeks to take over the whole empire. Like most tragedies, the play also features star-
crossed lovers Cora, a vierge du soleil, and Alonzo, a Spanish conquistador. After Alonzo 
saves Cora from an almost certain death, they cannot hide their love, despite the fact that Cora 
is forbidden to be with a man. Meanwhile, Alonzo, goes to Huascard to convince him to should 
mend his rift with Ataliba. While Alonzo is away on his mission, it is discovered the Cora was 
away from the temple, and it appears she will be condemned to death for being with Alonzo. 
At her would-be execution, Alonzo steps up and explains that he is to blame, because he 
sought to save Cora from death by a falling pillar, not defile her and cause her execution. In the 
end the compassionate Ataliba abolishes the law that says virgins who break their vows must 
be put to death, and Cora and Alonzo are united. 
 Unlike the preceding examples, Ribié’s stage directions seem to offer the reader more 
specifics concerning the setting. The notes at the beginning of the first act describe how the 
scenery should be designed: 
Le théâtre représente des jardins délicieux; la nature et l’art se sont disputées pour les 
embellir; les productions communes en Amérique, les cocos, le palmier, les orangers, 
j’éteint de l’ombrage et de la fraîcheur dans ce climat brûlant; ils avoisinent le palais 
d’Ataliba, et font partie des jardins sacrés des prêtresses du soleil. (Ribié Les Vierges 
du soleil 3) 
 
Although this description may be much more detailed than any description of setting in the 
previously discussed plays, when examined more closely it is still lacking in details that would 
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indicate it must be in Peru. A luscious garden like that described here could be found in any 
tropical location, along with the coconut and palm trees. Ribié chooses to present a 
stereotypical idea of what a tropical paradise full of fruit-bearing trees that remind the spectator 
of the rich natural resources of the area. The only element that could be considered very 
particular to Peru is the priestess of the suns palace, but there is no real description of what the 
palace should look like, so there is no way of knowing what type of palace was portrayed or 
was even imagined by Ribié.  
 Much like the description of the desert isle in La Jeune Indienne that focused on woods 
and its fertility, the description could really be any New World locale even though it is named 
Peru. Once again, it allows the author, the actors, and even the spectator to create the Peru they 
imagine. It is important to note that there are no records indicating that Ribié actually traveled 
to Peru, so even though he had experience in the French Caribbean colonies, he chose to depict 
Peru instead. This could in part be due to the historical stories about the Incas in Peru or to 
Peru’s more famous nature in literature. In either case, Ribié was not motivated by his trip to 
write about what he had actually seen, but simply followed the popular trends by using an 
exotic setting. Even though Ribié didn’t choose a setting he was personally familiar with from 
his travels, the vast number of texts that discussed facts about Peru during the time period 
could have provided Ribié with a fairly certain idea of what Peru would look like. Historical 
accuracy is not really a concern for the playwright, rather the feelings the setting evokes, and 
spectators’ expectations direct his depiction of Peru. 
 The only part of the play that sheds light on Peru in particular is the inclusion of the cult 
of the sun, and the ceremonies that go along with it. There are a few features of the sun cult 
included in an attempt to display the worship of the sun, yet, the details of the rituals are far 
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and few between. Instead, the cult of the sun’s rituals move the classic plot along. In fact, the 
sibling rivalry and star-crossed lovers echo the tragedies featuring ancient Greek and Roman 
characters, rather than truly representing something unique to the New World. Even the 
characters here do not illuminate the ways of the New World for the audience, like they did in 
many other plays featured here; rather they play to classic French tragedy traditions. 
 The storylines of family betrayal, war, and love found in Les Enfants du soleil recall 
Racine, Corneille, and Voltaire’s tragedies more than they inform the audience about the New 
World. Cora’s brush with death as a virgin sacrifice is not so different from the fate that 
Iphigénie faces in Racine’s play of the same name, Iphigénie.  By way of reminder, Iphigénie 
bravely faces her fate as a virgin sacrifice to appease the gods, but her fiancé Achilles argues 
for the king to spare her. While Achilles’ pleas cannot save Iphigénie, fate, or the gods save her 
when another princess Ériphile takes Iphigénie’s place, sparing the heroine’s life. Like 
Iphigénie, Cora knows her fate, but Alonzo steps in to sacrifice himself for her. Similarly the 
powers at be, this time not the gods exactly, but Ataliba who is supposedly descended from the 
sun god, step in and declare Cora and Alonzo’s sacrifices as unnecessary. While this ending 
does not conform to tragedy’s traditions by ending with a death, the story is eerily similar. 
Rather than a New World priestess, Cora is more like a New World Iphigénie.  
 Even more so than the other examples in this chapter that seek in some way to shine light 
on the New World, Les Vierges du soleil simply exploits the New World for its exotic setting. 
Like Voltaire’s Alzire or Zaïre, which both displace classic storylines onto foreign and exotic 
lands, Longino has previously noted that the exotic displayed in Oriental plays was not new, 
but recycled material that was not even “uniquely French” (6). Likewise. Ribié’s tragedy 
simply borrows the locale to explore traditional themes. Despite a wealth of resources about 
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the virgins of the sun, a popular notion at the time, Ribié chooses to base his tale on classic 
tragedy rather than really incorporating Peruvian history. The author veils his story in a 
Peruvian cloak, but really it is a classical tragedy that is only retold in a vaguely Peruvian 
setting.  
 This displacement is not so surprising if one considers Sara Melzer’s premise in 
Colonizer or Colonized: The Hidden Stories of Early Modern French Culture where she argues 
that the colonialism in the New World was a way for the French to repeat the Roman 
colonization of France, and live out their admiration for the Ancients. For Melzer the 
fascination with both the New and Ancient Worlds during the eighteenth century was in part an 
attempt to change from the colonized into the colonizer, following in the Ancients footsteps to 
“civilize” the New World. Les Vierges du soleil certainly seems to fit into Melzer’s paradigm 
well by bringing ancient stories to a new setting in the New World. Ribié capitalizes on the 
popularity of classic tragedies and New World settings to try to create a popular production. 
 That being said, Les Vierges du soleil is not devoid of all discussion of colonialism or the 
New World. There are some themes in common with the other plays in this corpus. Much like 
North Americans in other plays in this chapter, the Incas are portrayed as living a simple life 
based on the ways of nature. Their leader Ataliba describes his people as “une nation douce, 
humaine, respectable, ce soleil divin vit nos égaremens; il en eut pitié” (Ribié Les Vièrges du 
soleil 4). This brief description at the start of the play not only highlights the proximity to 
nature of the Incas, but also the importance of their sun worship for the play’s plot. Alonzo also 
confirms Ataliba’s own description of the people by calling them “un people doux, humain” 
(Ribié, Les Vièrges du soleil 10). Though this seems to be a claim for noble savages across 
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literature, it again serves the plot, making it understandable how the ending can veer from the 
classic tragic ending of a sacrificial death. 
 Along with the description of the Incas, there is a limited attempt to compare the society 
of the Incas, to that of Spain, the European colonizer in the play. In one scene, Alonzo and the 
grand priest of the cult of the sun discuss the Inca kingdom, particularly the distribution of 
wealth. Alonzo marvels that wealth is split evenly amongst the people so everyone has what 
they need, as opposed to the uneven distribution of wealth in his own Spanish society. The 
grand prêtre expresses concern to Alonzo about this Spanish customs, saying: “Dans vos 
climats, il doit être honteux de vivre, puisqu’on attache de la honte à travailler pour se nourrir” 
(Ribié Les Vièrges du soleil 12). Of course, the priest is referring to the idea that the aristocracy 
of Europe do not work their own estates, but rely on the work of others to enrich them, similar 
Arlequin’s complaint in Arlequin sauvage. Once again, this critique focuses on European 
mores, rather than issues of the colonial world.  
 In fact, only one comment in the play refers to colonialism directly. Alonzo condemns 
Spain’s mission saying “je cherchais la gloire sur leurs pas, je n’ai vue que le crime, et le ai 
abandonnées” (Ribié Les Vièrges du soleil 18). Such a critique of Spanish colonialism in a 
French production is not unusual. Due to the Black Legend, and competition among the 
various European colonies, criticism of Spain’s early colonization in particular is rather 
common. Nonetheless, displaced in time and space, this critique is hardly an indictment of 
French colonialism, but rather separates French activities from those of their predecessors. 
Instead of confronting French involvement in colonial activities, the Spanish become the 
scapegoats for colonial transgressions. 
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 While Ribié does not ignore the colonial aspects of his setting altogether, neither does he 
draw on his own experiences. Instead Les Vierges du soleil is merely another exotic piece that 
fails to address current colonial issues in any significant way. Even after visiting the French 
Caribbean colonies, Ribié does not incorporate information garnered from his own experience. 
Any attempt to understand why Ribié would not use his own experience would be nothing but 
speculation; however, Ribié is not alone in his use of the New World as merely an exotic 
setting. He follows in the footsteps of others like Voltaire who perfected the exotic tragedy. As 
other examples in this chapter illustrate to different degrees, Les Vierges du soleil exploits the 
public’s fascination with the Americas without addressing the thorny issues colonialism 
actually created. Ribié simply recreates a new version of a classic tale in the new land, much 
like French colonists tried to recreate French society in a new land. Perhaps Ribié is actually 
reflecting some insights gained from his travels, namely that the French can aptly exploit the 
Americas for their own purposes to serve the motherland’s desires. 
Conclusion 
 As seen repeatedly throughout this chapter, when playwrights do feature the colonies, 
they often exploit the Americas for their own artistic purposes. Just as the colonists ignored the 
plights their selfish exploits caused, the French playwrights ignore French transgressions 
against Native Americans and slaves in the colonies, instead using the colonies to suit their 
own literary needs. This is not to say that some playwrights did not discuss issues in the 
American colonies, but rather to illustrate how few actually did so. In most cases, even those 
who do address colonial issues do so on a philosophical basis rather than directly condemning 
French actions in the colonies, particularly during the first three-quarters of the eighteenth 
century.  
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 Much like the oriental settings where these colonial plays originate, the exotic setting 
serves only as a backdrop for philosophical exploration for most playwrights. It was easy for 
playwrights to use the New World as an exotic background without the need to incorporate 
many details because so many other forms of literature have already primed the audience with 
an image of the New World and the French colonies. The elaborate descriptions in travel 
literature, journals, and even works of fiction make it easy for the playwrights and actors to 
draw on the audience’s preconceived notions with only the slightest suggestion of the New 
World. It also leaves the playwrights free to create their own interpretations of the Americas to 
explore their own philosophical, political, or artistic interests.  
 It is important to note that however much or little the colonial plays actually say about the 
real life in the French colonies and the New World, any discussion drew attention to the 
Americas and colonial endeavors. These colonial plays may not illustrate the truth of the 
colonies or the complicated issues surrounding the relationship between France and the 
colonies, but they do illustrate the way that the colonies slowly worked their way into the 
literary conversation, and eventually into the daily French conversation. As Jeffrey Ravel has 
pointed out in The Contested Parterre the theater has a significant influence on the public 
which is unlike any other type of printed literature. No matter how vague these depictions of 
the Americas and Native Americans may have been, they still brought these figures to a wider 
audience of the metropole where the influence of theater could be quite broad.  
 Ultimately these plays not only made theatergoers aware of the New World and French 
colonies, they helped to begin the conversation of what it meant to be part of France, to be 
French. Since the Noble Savage figure was employed across a spectrum of plays, the 
comparison between these figures and the French began to present a more consistent idea of 
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who the French were. Even though the French are not always presented in a positive light, the 
critique reinforces the idea that the French should follow the morals and values set out by 
philosphers. These plays encourage the French people to work together to create a better 





IMAGINING HYBRID SOCIETIES ON THE STAGE 
Introduction 
 While writers employed the New World as a philosophical comparison tool for the Old 
World, they also struggled to reconcile the New World with the Old World. Many prose 
writers were still focused on the early contact with Indigenous Americans, but a contingent of 
playwrights attempted to imagine hybrid societies in the American colonies. In this chapter, I 
discuss a group of plays that look beyond the moment of first contact between Indigenous 
Americans and settlers to envision the future of the Americas. These plays blend the desirable 
qualities of Indigenous American communities with Old World social structures to create an 
improved, if not ideal, society. Oftentimes an interracial marriage within a play illustrates the 
potential for a hybrid society, linking European hope for the new society with the birth of a 
new generation of blended descendents.  
Before we delve into these plays, we must take a step back to examine the theoretical 
framework and historical background necessary for this discussion. To begin, the key terms 
hybrid and hybridity must be explored and defined for the purposes of this chapter. In a 
cultural context, a hybrid is generally produced by the interaction and crossbreeding of two 
dissimilar cultures. In The Location of Culture Homi K. Bhabha discusses hybridity in the 
postcolonial context as a negotiation and translation of cultural identities (38). In the early 
modern colonial period, French colonial societies had to negotiate the cultural identity of two 
merging worlds. The idea that crossbreeding of two cultures produces a hybrid is examined 
quite literally in the plays of this chapter where marriages between two characters from 
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different backgrounds (and their subsequent children) are the first step towards a new hybrid 
society.  
It is important to establish that in the colonial context, and later in the postcolonial 
context, the various cultures merging together are not on equal footing, to say the least. In 
every instance, the colonial power exerts more control on the development of hybrid forms and 
attempts to influence these forms. That being said, the colonial power cannot retain complete 
control over emerging hybrid societies in various colonies. Bhabha underlines the risk this 
poses to the colonial power: as the hybrid cultures emerge “the difference of cultures can no 
longer be identified” (114). This is dangerous for the colonial power because the lines between 
the colonizer and colonized become blurred. France tried unsuccessfully to mitigate this risk by 
encouraging Native Americans to join French society instead of allowing French colonists to 
freely join Native American societies.  
During the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, the French government and 
church employed strategies of evangelization and assimilation of native peoples in an attempt 
to control the hybrid culture developing Nouvelle France. Nouvelle France’s perpetual deficit 
of French settlers led colonial administrators to assimilate Native Americans to increase the 
population of their settlements (Dobie 178). Dobie explains that they “formed alliances with 
local Amerindian populations, hoping ultimately to integrate them into colonial society” 
(Dobie 178). What better way to establish lasting alliances than by marrying French settlers to 
Indigenous American women? Officials encouraged intermarriage between French men and 
Native American women with the end goal of creating a colonial population that was “un 
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même peuple et un même sang” (Dobie 178)9. In theory, these interracial unions would provide 
stability in the floundering French communities. 
Of course, this strategy of assimilation was fraught with risks for the French colonists. 
In Colonizer or Colonized: The Hidden Stories of Modern French Culture Sara Melzer 
explains that the boundaries between French and Native American culture were fragile, but 
maintaining them was important to the French strategy. She explains: 
While assimilation was relatively open to the other, it needed a corresponding 
closedness to ensure the identity and ‘purity’ of the ‘us’…The boundaries would first 
be stretched outward to include the other after their differences had been expunged. 
Then the boundaries would snap back into place, as if they had never really been 
stretched to begin with. Whatever it was that constituted ‘us’ had to remain intact and 
not become influenced by ‘them’.” (Melzer 102) 
 
Like the word assimilation suggests, France’s policy of intermarriage was not intended to 
encourage the creation of true hybrid or creolized societies, but to bring natives into the French 
fold. The French did not want the Native American culture to infiltrate their own, so they 
would accept them into the French fold only after “their differences had been expunged” 
(Melzer 102). It was acceptable for Native Americans to cross the boundaries between cultures 
if they would adapt to French norms, but it was unacceptable for the French to cross these 
cultural boundaries.  
From today’s perspective the desire to assimilate Native Americans to French lifestyle 
without allowing French culture to be changed seems naïve and contradictory, but those 
dictating French colonial strategy envisioned this possibility. According to Melzer, the 
perception was that “France’s cultural authority over the Amerindians would change their 
                                                
9 Melzer discusses the same issues in Colonizer or Colonized, writing “Although the French church and 
state painted the Amerindians as barbarians, these institutions nevertheless sought to assimilate them 
and have them form “one people” with the French…Official French policy urged the French and the 
Native Americans to live together, work together, pray together, and be educated together. This policy 
went so far as to promote intermarriage.” (Melzer 11). 
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hearts so they would not wish to create a hybridized mix of both worlds” (Melzer 120)10. 
France assumed that their perceived cultural superiority would enable them to control the 
assimilated Native Americans and the very process of hybridization. For example, by creating 
French schools for Native Americans that indoctrinated French values, they naively believed 
Native Americans would gladly adapt to the French lifestyle. 
Naturally, the literature of the Early Modern Period reacted to and reflected on the 
French colonial endeavor. As the French began to more systematically settle the New World 
throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, French writers began to question if and 
how the endeavor would impact their culture. How would the colonies in the New World 
change life in France and what it meant to be French? In response to these questions, French 
authors and playwrights frequently wrote about the contact and connection between characters 
in the New World and their European counterparts. However, Chapter 1 illustrated that the 
philosophical encounters in these texts bore little resemblance to reality in the Americas.  
It is important to note that colonial literature often does not coincide with the historical 
events of the period, but reflects on earlier periods. Many writers continued to portray the first 
contact between Indigenous Americans and Europeans long after Indigenous American 
populations were decimated. After France lost its Canadian holdings to the British in 1763, 
there was a resurgence of texts that depicted contact between Native Americans and the French 
even though the French no longer held colonies in North America. In fact, the French colonies 
had already transitioned to a primarily slave-based economy where Europeans interacted 
frequently with slaves, not Indigenous Americans.  Dobie, and to some extent Peter Hulme, 
believe that this surfeit of texts reflects nostalgia for the lost colonies or a wish to avoid 
                                                
10 These fears of the French colonial strategists echo the complications with hybridization that Bhaha 
discusses at the beginning of this chapter. The blurring of lines between distinct French identities and 
native identities is of great concern. 
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discussion of slavery in the Caribbean; whereas, Echeverria attributes the fascination with 
North America to interest in the British colonies and their war for independence (Dobie 10; 
Echeverria 19-22). 
Although I will address the depiction of slavery and Africans in colonial theater in 
depth in Chapter 4, I would like to say a few words on the subject here. In Trading Places: 
Colonization and Slavery in Eighteenth-Century French Culture, Madeleine Dobie asserts that 
the New World was primarily depicted as a contact zone where civilized Europeans 
encountered native others (Dobie 10). By depicting colonial society as a “contact zone” 
between Native Americans and colonists, writers avoided addressing the evils of the creolized 
slave economy of the French colonies.  Throughout Trading Places, Dobie offers abundant 
examples where the portrayal of the Americas as a “contact zone” bypassed discussion of 
slavery. Furthermore, those fiction authors who did address slavery set their stories in the 
Orient instead of the French colonies. By displacing the discussion of slavery to an Oriental 
setting, these authors were able to address slavery as a moral problem without indicting the 
French in particular.   
Even as the use of Native American noble characters masked the presence of slavery in 
the French colonies, the way in which Native Americans were depicted still reveals the culture 
of oppression that existed in the colonies. Native Americans were represented primarily as 
noble savages who lived virtuously in nature. While at first glance this trope seems to glorify 
the Native Americans’ way of life, the noble savage trope created in French fiction ultimately 
results in Native Americans becoming a mythical group that is not grounded in reality. Sankar 
Muthu explains the process, saying “identifying indigenous Americans as purely human 
resulted ultimately in their dehumanization, making the possibility of any meaningful 
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commiseration with their oppression remote” (Muthu 13). As a mythical figure, who exists 
outside of history, the noble savage becomes disconnected from the actual Native Americans in 
the Americas. In French literature the noble savage was no more of a realistic depiction of the 
European interactions with Native Americans than the lack of slavery was a reflection of the 
colonies. 
Another consequence of portraying the Americas as a contact zone between Europeans 
and indigenous Americans was that  “the Americas were much less often portrayed as a 
creolized society formed from the merger of Amerindian, European, and African cultures” 
(Dobie 10). In part, French writers depicted the Americas as a “contact zone” because they 
lacked conceptual models to represent a creolized society which included slavery, colonization, 
and métissage. Dobie argues that without conceptual models eighteenth-century writers “had 
no precedent for depicting the hybrid and volatile environment of colonial societies” (Dobie 
13). As Dobie suggests, many playwrights did depict America as a “contact zone”, but others 
attempted to imagine more of a creolized or hybrid society in the Americas. The plays in this 
chapter imagined the possibility of hybrid societies in the New World that could negotiate vast 
cultural differences.  
The Union of the Noble Savage and the Erudite European 
The first two plays discussed in this chapter, La Jeune Indienne and L’heroine 
américaine, both consider the possibility of a society that blends the values of the Noble 
Savage with European mores. Each play is a part of the Inkle and Yarico corpus, but the two 
plays take divergent stances on the potential for a successful hybridized society in the 
Americas. Chamfort’s La Jeune Indienne is optimistic about the possibility of an improved 
hybrid society in America, but L’heroine américaine reflects on the impossibility of creating a 
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successful hybrid of the two cultures. Even as these plays interrogate the possibility of a hybrid 
culture, they further define what being French meant during the period. 
Chamfort’s comedy La Jeune Indienne features an interracial marriage that could 
potentially found a hybrid society in Chamfort’s imagined America. After a young indigenous 
American woman, Betti, rescues English colonist Belton on a desert island, the pair returns to 
the English colonies where Belton must decide how to resume his life. He is unsure if he can 
marry Betti because of his concerns how colonial society would view the marriage; however, 
after their family friend Mowbrai supports the marriage, the two lovers are united. The 
marriage between Belton and Betti is more than just an interracial marriage. It is the 
reconciliation and blending of two cultures. The marriage is the first step towards establishing 
a new and better society. Rousseau’s Discours sur l’origine et les fondements de l’inégalité 
parmi les hommes inspires Chamfort to model his characters of Betti, Belton, and Mowbrai 
after the various stages in Rousseau’s hypothetical development of mankind. The marriage 
between Betti and Belton which must be facilitated by Mowbrai represents the compromise 
man must make between life in nature and life in contemporary society.  
The reader will recall that Chapter 1 introduced La Jeune Indienne’s namesake Betti as 
the quintessential noble savage.  Betti’s origins and heritage are not made explicit in the play 
because she functions as a mythical figure who embodies the traits of the noble savage trope. 
Betti is not just a passive virtuous example; however, she actively defends her former way of 
life in the state of nature. During her debate with Belton, she questions his society, which 
values only status and money, asking “Que dis-tu?/ Avec de l’or ici vous payez la vertu?” 
(Chamfort La Jeune Indienne 99).  Betti appeals to Belton to remember the simple life they 
shared alone on the desert isle, where necessity, not social status, governed their lives. 
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Unspoiled by society and the inequality it creates, Betti’s character is an ideal natural woman 
who is moved by pity, rather than self-love.  
Rousseau so inspired Chamfort that he does not simply follow the Inkle and Yarico 
narrative, but creates characters that embody Rousseau’s philosophy. Rousseau described man 
in the state of nature as gentle because he is “limited equally by instinct and reason to 
protecting himself from the harm that threatens him, he is restrained by Natural pity from 
harming anyone himself, and nothing leads him to do so even after he has received harm” 
(Rousseau 48). Betti personifies these attributes, and, at the same time, she represents an 
unattainable ideal for the European spectator. Chamfort models Betti after man in a state of 
nature that Rousseau said “no longer exists, which perhaps never existed, which probably 
never will exist” (13). Chamfort uses Betti as an example but he does not suggest that 
spectators can return to nature like Betti. Neither Chamfort nor Rousseau suggested an attempt 
to return to the state of nature; rather they both employed this image as the ultimate contrast to 
European society.  
Betti is not merely a woman; rather, she is a representation of a purely philosophical, 
and hypothetical ideal that Chamfort uses to shed light on Belton’s unnatural European 
lifestyle. Aside from embodying the natural world, Betti is also the quintessential submissive 
and sacrificing female character who leaves her home for the man she loves. Presumably, 
women are encouraged to follow Betti’s example as the self-sacrificing woman; yet, due to her 
natural perfection, Betti’s entire lifestyle is not attainable for the spectator. French woman can 
emulate Betti’s submissive nature, even if they cannot be as virtuous as Betti.  
Along with Betti, Mowbrai the Quaker also presents the spectator with an alternative to 
French norms. Mowbrai serves as more realistic alternative to the ideal but unattainable Betti 
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since he has achieved the fabled balance between life in society and virtuous living. The other 
characters praise Mowbrai before he even enters the stage, like Betti. The first description of 
him states:  
Il est d’un caractère 
Excellent, sans façon, d’une vertu sévère. 
La Secte dont il est, tranche les compliments;  
Les Quakers, comme on sait, ne sont pas fort galants. (Chamfort La Jeune Indienne 86)  
 
This quotation reveals that Mowbrai’s character represents his sect with his severe virtue and a 
sober nature; he is an almost stereotypical representation of a Quaker. Despite his sober nature, 
Mowbrai is a more realistic model for spectators. Betti does not, or really cannot, understand 
society and therefore cannot truly be a part of it. On the other hand, Mowbrai is an active 
member of society, even though he is part of a special sect; therefore, he serves as a more 
practical example for spectators. 
Mowbrai was the first Quaker to grace the French stage, but the audience’s previous 
knowledge of Quakers gave spectators an expectation of how the character should act  (Phillips 
68). In The Good Quaker in French Legend, Edith Phillips explains that the French public was 
familiar with the Quaker sect from its very inception. The French public became increasingly 
fascinated with the sect through the writings of Voltaire and others11. The Quaker was viewed 
as “a model citizen of a model republic” (Phillips 43). According to Phillips, in French eyes the 
Quaker had “accomplished the miracle. He lived in the modern world, he carried on commerce, 
he had founded a great “republic,” but his manner of living was of natural man” (44-45). In 
their eyes, the Quaker had found a happy medium between the state of nature and 
                                                
11 From Phillips’ perspective Voltaire was key to the image of the Quaker in French legend not only 
because “he gave a new significance to the Quakers and made them known to a larger public” while 
also turning attention to the Pennsylvania Quaker as the “model citizen of a model republic” (43). 
Though mocking in tone, as usual, Voltaire showed real interest in certain Quaker ideas such as 
tolerance and pacifism when discussing Quakers in various works such as Lettres Philosophiques, 
Traité sur la Tolérance. 
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contemporary European society. Mowbrai personifies the audience’s preconceived image of 
the mythical Quaker who “recovered the true goodness of man, man unspoiled by society” 
(Philips 44).  
In Chamfort’s America, Mowbrai represents man living in the early societies that 
Rousseau envisioned in the Discourse on [the Origins of] Inequality. According to Rousseau 
the early simple society was “a golden mean between the indolence of the primitive state and 
the petulant activity of our amour-propre, [which] must have been the happiest and most 
durable epoch” (48). Like man in the early societies Rousseau describes, Mowbrai has found a 
middle ground between a primitive state and the narcissistic societies of Europe. For 
contemporaries, Mowbrai is the philosophe incarnate, who lives out the philosophies he 
espouses while fully participating in a contemporary society.  
Such a unique position allows Mowbrai to participate in society while remaining in 
tune with nature. In reaction to Betti’s pleas, he says: “l’amour porte en mon sein le cri de la 
Nature” (Chamfort La Jeune Indienne 115). In part, this cry of nature could represent the 
inspiration or inner light that Quakers profess to feel12. This idea is also reminiscent of 
Rousseau’s “guiding conscience” which Phillips compares to the Quaker’s guiding light (82-
83). The guiding light or inner light of the Quakers may differ from Rousseau’s since it is 
considered God’s guiding voice, instead of the voice of nature, but the depiction of the cry of 
nature in Mowbrai alludes to the similarity between Rousseau’s ideas and the Quakers’. At 
once Mowbrai’s position as a Quaker and his realistic ideals allow him to transcend the 
restrictions of society and enable him to commune with nature. Mowbrai is more attuned to the 
cry of nature than Belton who spent time in nature on the desert island.  
                                                
12 Phillips explains that one Quaker dogma is that “Christ is an inner light” guiding the Quakers actions 
(38). 
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Whereas Mowbrai has attained a balance between nature’s ways and living in society, 
Belton has not yet achieved such a balance. Belton may not be the hardhearted villain found in 
most of the Inkle and Yarico tales, but he still struggles with the need to conform to society’s 
expectations once he returns from the island. In Richard Steele’s famous 1711 version in The 
Spectator, Inkle quickly made a decision to sell Yarico as a slave and return to his former life 
(Steele n.p.). The decision is not so simple for Belton. Belton must reconcile his former life in 
the colonies with what he has learned in his five years on the desert island. 
By the time the play begins, Belton and Betti have already returned to the colonies. 
From the beginning, Belton is struggling to reenter his former life. Torn between nostalgia for 
the island and societal responsibilities Belton regrets having wasting time on the island. He 
says: 
…mes jours perdus dans la misère. 
Ces jours si prodigués, dont un plus sage emploi 
Pouvait me rendre utile à ma famille, à moi. (Chamfort La Jeune Indienne 84)  
 
Now far from his life in a “state of nature” with Betti, Belton seeks to compensate for his 
“wasted” time by concentrating on his reentry into society. To this end, he contemplates 
abandoning Betti and marrying his former intended, a family friend Arabelle. He confesses to 
Mowbrai that a marriage with Arabelle may be the only means to repair his relationship with 
his father (91). Belton considers himself a “disgrace” to his family and seeks some way to 
recover his prior position, even if that means marrying Arabelle instead of Betti (41).  Belton 
does not forget Betti, whom he truly loves; however, he cannot bear the potential scorn of 
society (87). Five years of living a simple, natural life with Betti did not cure Belton of his 
societal upbringing.  
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Chamfort uses Belton’s polite manners to emphasize Belton’s complete and quick 
return to the ways of society. Mowbrai, a severe Quaker, does not appreciate what he perceives 
as the affected manners of Belton. He criticizes Belton’s quick return to these manners when 
muttering to himself: “Il me fait enrager avec son élégance” (Chamfort La Jeune Indienne 92). 
Mowbrai’s anger at Belton’s elegance illustrates both the Quaker’s severity and Belton’s quick 
return to civilized ways after leaving the state of nature. It is unclear how long Belton and Betti 
have been in the colony, but it is obvious they have not been there long, so Belton must have 
immediately resumed the elegant manners he learned in childhood. His polite manners also set 
Belton apart in contrast to the virtuous Mowbrai.  
Belton’s polite manners also betray his desire to fit in with his former society. In 
Théâtre de Chamfort, Martial Poirson explains that Belton perceives himself at once as 
outsider and insider (32). Looking on his former life with new eyes, Belton reconsiders his 
society relative to what he has learned and seen elsewhere (Poirson 78). Belton may be 
changed by his experiences, now viewing his society as both insider and outsider, but he 
cannot avoid conforming to its norms again.  
Belton’s complete and immediate return to affected manners and his concern with 
society’s opinion both illustrate the impossibility of a return to nature for social man. 
Rousseau’s hypothetical model of the development of societies shows that as man and society 
progress, they also degenerate. The more a society develops, the more inequality also develops 
between the members of the society. This process of degeneration cannot be reversed because 
social man is already consumed by self-love. In La Jeune Indienne, Belton is an example of 
social man corrupted by society. Having spent his formative years in a degenerate society, he 
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cannot possibly return to a natural way of life akin to the state of nature. His very need to 
escape from the desert island with Betti speaks to his incapability to acclimate to life in nature.  
Although Betti and Belton are eventually united, it is only due in part to Belton’s 
changed outlook, and in part to Mowbrai’s dowry. While Rousseau did not believe that man 
could return to the state of nature, Roger D. Masters explains that man can change his own 
nature, whether for better or worse (295). Despite this capability to change, Masters states that 
“the possibility of creating a truly decent and virtuous human society seems to be subject to the 
dual limitation of the impotence of the individual’s natural goodness and the irreversibility of 
an enlightened society’s corruption” (297). It is impossible for Belton to live exactly as Betti 
does, because his own natural goodness is not sufficient to overcome enlightened society’s 
irreversible corruption, at least not entirely.  
 It is important to clarify that the colonial American society Belton rejoins is not meant 
to represent the ideal hybrid society Chamfort imagines; it represents European society. 
Throughout La Jeune Indienne Belton is very concerned about his place in this society because 
of its judgmental nature. For Belton the worst possible punishment would be the mépris of 
society. Belton uses this term repeatedly when expressing his concern about reentering society. 
In Scene 2 Belton contemplates the mépris of society saying: 
Le Mépris n’y suit point la triste Pauvreté. 
Le mépris ce Tyran de la société, 
Cet horrible fléau, ce poids insupportable 
Dont l’homme accable l’homme & charge son semblable (La Jeune Indienne  87). 
  
Later in Scene 4 he also explains to Betti the dangers of this mépris, declaring that without 
money or rank, the colonial society will look upon them with disdain (La Jeune Indienne 54). 
Simply put, Belton cannot contemplate living with the mépris of society.  
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According to Rousseau, the mépris Belton is so concerned with is ultimately rooted in 
the self-love that is nascent in society.  In his Discourse on Inequality, Rousseau proposes that 
competition between men in society eventually led to inequality within society. He explained it 
as a gradual process where “the one who sang or danced the best, the handsomest, the 
strongest, the most adroit, or the most eloquent became the most highly considered; and that 
was the first step toward inequality and, at the same time, toward vice. From these first 
preferences were born on one hand vanity and contempt (mépris), on the other shame and 
envy” (Rousseau 47). The comparison of one person to others in society is what leads to the 
mépris that Belton fears. What Belton truly dreads is not only the mépris that others may feel 
towards him, but the shame and envy that Rousseau indicates Belton will feel towards those 
who scorn him. He fears his own reaction to society’s judgment and the wedge that it will drive 
between him and society, and eventually between him and Betti. Betti does not, and cannot, 
understand mépris because she is not from a similar society. Essentially, Belton could not live 
with the contempt of others because he knows what they are thinking and feeling.  
As opposed to Belton, Betti is blind to their contempt thus she can survive perfectly 
well without the dowry or society’s acceptance of their union. In Scene 5 she tells Belton 
“Jamais je ne t’ai méprisé” (Chamfort La Jeune Indienne 106). Betti is incapable of mépris 
because she is not from Belton’s society and is not accustomed to judging others, which only 
compounds her confusion about the obstacles to her marriage with Belton. Like Rousseau’s 
man in the state of nature, Betti takes things at their face value and does not understand when 
they are otherwise complicated because she has not yet experienced envy or contempt for 
others. It must be noted that this depiction of Betti’s simplistic nature not only fulfills 
Rousseau’s description of natural man, but also infantilizes her and indigenous Americans in 
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general. Her status as a mythical also makes the oppression of Betti’s people, and all 
indigenous Americans, more remote for the spectator, as Muthu suggests. 
Despite the risk of society’s mépris, all is not lost for Belton and Betti. The ideal life in 
the state of nature is impossible, but a simpler way of life is possible in Chamfort’s imagined 
America. At first glance, Belton and Betti’s marriage seems to be the fulfillment of this dream; 
however, the marriage is more complicated than it may initially appear. On the surface, Betti 
and Belton’s marriage technically fits in with the official French colonization strategies: a 
European male marries an Indigenous American woman. However, below the surface their 
marriage does not fit the mold because Betti and Belton are both sacrificing something for their 
union. In an ideal intermarriage, the European counterpart would not cross the boundary 
between the two cultures, but in La Jeune Indienne Belton does make some changes. Betti 
must learn to live in society, while Belton must learn from Betti’s virtuous ways and abandon 
concerns of social status. Despite this give and take, Betti’s sacrifices significantly outweigh 
Belton’s because she has left her home and entire way of life to become part of society that 
could easily reject her. Belton is not risking fortune to be with Betti and learning to live 
according to natural virtues is certainly not meant to be a sacrifice.  
Nonetheless, the marriage softens and transgresses the boundaries between the two 
cultures. Melzer’s research on the subject clearly states that the boundary between the French 
settlers and Indigenous Americans must remain intact. Remember, the intent of the French was 
to assimilate the Americans to their way of life, not the other way around. The very suggestion 
from Mowbrai to Belton that he should learn from his wife’s virtue and emulate her 
philosophies is not line with contemporary French norms. It suggests the beginning of a 
hybridized society.  
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A further complication to the marriage is the issue of Mowbrai’s dowry. Belton does 
not fully embrace the ways of nature or leave behind selfish concerns of money and status; 
instead, he obtains both through Mowbrai’s dowry. This dowry may taint Belton’s embrace of 
nature’s ways, but it does provide another example of the possibility to live in contemporary 
society and live ‘naturally’, in a sort of hybrid society. Mowbrai’s dowry seems to bridge the 
gap created by the dual limitations Masters describes, making it possible for Betti and Belton 
to create a decent and virtuous society. Financially, Betti and Belton require the dowry so that 
they do not have to live in poverty. Furthermore, figuratively, the dowry can be viewed as a 
societal sanction of the interracial marriage which Mowbrai, and thus society, will support. It 
also enables Belton to overcome his fears that society will not accept his marriage to Betti.  
Despite the transgression of the boundaries between the French and Indigenous 
American societies, the strangeness of both Betti and Mowbrai still serves to reinforce French 
cultural norms. Mowbrai and Betti are models of virtue, but their unusual attributes, such as 
Mowbrai’s severity, underline the eccentricity of these characters. Furthermore, when 
considering the marriage, Betti makes the most compromises, assimilating in many ways to 
Belton’s society. Belton’s sacrifices are not as material. Chamfort goes further than most 
authors of the period to imagine acculturation instead of a simple contact zone; but the 
America Chamfort constructs is still heavily reliant on European traditions and philosophy.  
Beyond the somewhat problematic marriage, the open ending of La Jeune Indienne 
does not provide the spectator with the reactions of society or Belton’s family to this interracial 
marriage. Chamfort seems to suggest that Belton and Betti’s marriage could be an example of 
hybrid society, but the success of such an endeavor is still undetermined. He envisions a 
blending of cultures, but does not go so far as to really illustrate what this could mean on a 
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larger scale beyond Betti and Belton’s union. In most of the other Inkle and Yarico tales, a 
child, whether unborn or an infant, is an important factor in the ending. However, in La Jeune 
Indienne there is no mention of a child or what role Betti and Belton’s future children would 
play in society. At the same time, children are an expected and important part of any marriage 
during this period. Here, Betti and Belton’s children would presumably form the foundation of 
a new hybrid society, one composed of “un même peuple, un même sang”. Like the future of 
the progeny in most Inkle and Yarico tales, the future of Betti and Belton’s children and the 
hybrid society they would create is uncertain at best.   
By this point it is quite apparent that the hybrid society envisioned in La Jeune Indienne 
is not a realistic depiction of Nouvelle France or the Caribbean colonies, or even the English 
colonies. In this case Chamfort is not only limited by the lack of conceptual models Dobie 
discussed, but purposefully limits himself to modeling Enlightenment ideals in a New World 
setting.  Chamfort does not attempt to depict a society that exists, or one that could even 
potentially exist. Like Rousseau, he depicts a society that will never exist, but the depiction is 
intended to serve as a philosophical model and a catalyst for discussion. Chamfort questions 
both the nature of European society and the future of the French colonies, as well as their 
intrinsic connection. In the end, Chamfort’s La Jeune Indienne suggests that Europeans must 
make use of America for their own good, rather than truly weighing the costs for Indigenous 
Americans. 
La Jeune Indienne considers the potential for a new hybrid society, but other plays are 
not as optimistic about this possibility. Another French retelling of the Inkle and Yarico tale, 
the pantomime L’Héroine américaine, suggests that a hybrid society in the Americas is a futile 
scheme.  Jean-François Mussot, better known in theatrical circles as Arnould, produced this 
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pantomime after reading Raynal’s version of the story. In contrast to La Jeune Indienne, the 
storyline of L’Héroine américaine is more faithful to the original Inkle and Yarico tales. In 
fact, the “avertissement nécessaire” preceding the play specifies that the story is adapted from 
Raynal’s version of the tale and it includes a copy for the reader (Arnould iii-iv).  
Although the pantomime is rarely studied today, L’Héroine américaine was fairly 
popular in the eighteenth century like many other Inkle and Yarico tales. The pantomime was 
performed for the first time in Paris on March 16, 1786 at the Théâtre de l’Ambigu-Comique 
(César “L’Héroine américaine”). After its debut, L’Héroine américaine returned to the stage of 
the Théâtre de l’Ambigu-Comique each year from 1790-1799. Its popularity peaked in the 
middle of the decade with 31 performances in 1795 and 30 performances in 1796 (César 
“L’Héroine américaine”). L’Héroine américaine may not have received the critical attention of 
La Jeune Indienne, but it was clearly well received by the public. 
The popularity of L’Héroine américaine testifies to the popularity of Inkle and Yarico 
tales and the author’s reputation. Credited by historian Michaud as being one of the creators of 
the pantomime, Arnould followed in the footsteps of Jean-Georges Noverre. Critic Simon-
Nicholas Henri Linguet said of Arnould: “Homme plein de talent et d’enthousiasme, Arnould a 
le premier marché sur les pas de Noverre, et donné au genre qu’il cultivait un développement, 
un caractère que l’inventeur lui-même n’avait pas été le maître d’adopter” (Michaud 280). 
Arnould was not only popular with the public, but was recognized as an innovator by critics 
and playwrights alike. 
Like La Jeune Indienne, the plot of L’Héroine américaine follows the standard Inkle 
and Yarico tradition, except it features an unusual ending. Reminiscent of Raynal’s tale, in 
L’Héroine américaine Jarika saves Inkle from the rest of sauvages on the island who attack 
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him and ushers him to safety. She hides Inkle in a cave where he rests while she searches for 
food. Shortly, the sauvages return and once again Jarika protects Inkle who hides in the cave. 
When a European ship lands on shore, Jarika escorts Inkle to the beach with the intention of 
joining him on the ship. After another skirmish with the sauvages, Jarika and Inkle eventually 
make it to the safety of the English ship. At first Inkle seems grateful for Jarika’s heroic 
protection and plans to take her with him, but when tempted with a large sum of gold Inkle 
heartlessly sells her to the ship captain with little hesitation. Unlike Raynal or Steele’s version 
of the tale, however, the story does not end there. The chief of the sauvages witnesses Jarika’s 
enslavement and attacks the English on her behalf, in turn enslaving Inkle and freeing Jarika. 
Jarika is hurt by Inkle’s betrayal, but she compassionately pleads with the chief to save his life. 
Once her wish is granted, she sends Inkle away vowing an eternal hatred for him and his nation 
(24). In one final twist, she marries the Caribbean chief and celebrates their union. Much like 
La Jeune Indienne, the ending of L’Héroine américaine is much happier for Jarika than the 
average Inkle and Yarico tale, but it is not nearly as optimistic about the possibility of founding 
a hybrid society. 
Unlike Chamfort’s La Jeune Indienne, Arnould’s pantomime emphasizes the mutual 
physical attraction between Jarika and Inkle rather than the characters’ virtues. Jarika has a 
strong interest in Inkle, while Inkle is “touched” by her beauty (Arnould 9). Aside from his 
physical attractiveness, Inkle is portrayed in an otherwise negative light. In the opening scene 
Inkle transports two enslaved Caraïbe women (who are ostensibly of the same nation as Jarika) 
to his awaiting ship. Furthermore, when the savages suspect Jarika of hiding their captive and 
begin to attack her, a frightened Inkle hides in a cave instead of coming to her aid. Most 
offensive of all, when the European slavers arrive Inkle sells Jarika to them as a slave. Once 
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the tables are turned and Inkle is facing death, he tries to win Jarika back, but by then Jarika is 
immune to his charms. The physical attraction between the two characters is not a basis for a 
longstanding union because it cannot overcome Inkle’s flawed character or vested financial 
interests. 
Each of these successive developments reveals the extent of Inkle’s unworthiness when 
compared with Jarika. Another noble savage, Jarika is not only beautiful, but heroic, 
compassionate, and selfless. Jarika repeatedly puts Inkle’s safety above her own. Beyond 
physical safety, she also risks her standing in her own society by lying to the chief and 
defending Inkle. Her heroism seems motivated primarily by her overwhelming love and 
compassion for Inkle. The narrator states: “Sa (Jarika) joie éclate en voyant qu’elle a sauvé les 
jours de celui qu’elle aime” (Arnould 9). In this scene, she risks her life because of her love 
and compassion. While hiding Inkle in the cave, Jarika treats him as her lover, bringing him 
food and showing him “tenderness” (9). Her loving and hospitable nature is shown in her 
hospitality and care for Inkle’s needs which are classic representations of a woman’s love. Yet, 
even after Inkle betrays her, Jarika does not allow the chief to kill Inkle. At this point she is no 
longer blinded by love, but motivated solely by compassion for a fellow human’s suffering. 
The compassion she shows for someone she now hates reveals Jarika to be a true noble savage, 
whose morals supersede her own self-interest. The traits of selflessness and compassion are 
desirable in any woman, but are of course exaggerated in Jarika who is a not only a woman, 
but a noble savage.  
Following the tradition that Dobie illustrates in Trading Places, in this pantomime, the 
discussion of slavery and colonial greed is masked by the use of Indigenous American 
characters instead of African slaves. Authors routinely masked the true nature of French 
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slavery by drawing the attention to different locales and people, like the Orient or Native 
Americans, and by softening the treatment of these slaves. Called “la jeune Américaine”, it is 
clear that Jarika is of Indigenous American origin. She is most likely a Caraïbe like the two 
enslaved women Inkle was escorting at the beginning of the play. The image of the two 
enslaved Caraïbe women and Jarika’s enslavement take the focus off of African slavery and 
mask its horror. Arnould is not ignoring slavery; in his own subtle way, he condemns the 
practice by eliciting sympathy for Jarika’s plight. Nonetheless, the portrayal of Carib slavery 
masks the true nature of African slavery in the French Caribbean colonies. Not only are the 
slaves in the story Caribs instead of Africans, there is no real discussion of their treatment or 
the slave economy in these islands. Arnould is condemning slavery on moral and philosophical 
grounds without really condemning the French for their participation in the slave trade. 
 The finale of L’Héroine américaine envisions a different future than the open-ended, 
even hopeful ending of La Jeune Indienne. Jarika’s marriage to the Caribbean chief at the end 
of the play is effectively the opposite of Chamfort’s interracial marriage. This traditional 
marriage, as well as Inkle’s betrayal, imply that Europeans and Native Americans should not, 
or cannot, blend their diverse cultures because of their conflicting interests. As long as the 
Europeans have a financial interest in the New World, they will be in conflict with the 
Indigenous American people who want to retain their own way of life. Even Inkle, who should 
treat Jarika kindly because her heroic actions, is easily swayed by the captain’s offer of gold. 
No matter how virtuous the noble savage is, in this case Jarika, she cannot overcome the greed 
of the European colonists.  
In contrast to the philosophical hope in La Jeune Indienne, L’Héroine américaine is a 
cautionary tale about the inherent moral downfalls of colonialism. Arnould not only critiques 
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the greed of colonists and slave traders, he implicitly critiques the very mission of colonialism. 
The Europeans may profit financially from their ventures in the New World, but at what moral 
cost? Jarika may not be an African slave, but she is a virtuous Carib who certainly does not 
deserve enslavement by European merchants. Even though African slaves are not depicted, the 
enslavement of such a loving and compassionate indigenous American should provoke 
spectators to reconsider the practice of slavery.  
Likewise, the finale featuring the joyful Caribbean society who has thwarted European 
interference suggests another cost of the colonial endeavor. Arnould is not looking into the 
future, but actually reflecting on the past because at this time, Indigenous American population 
had already been substantially reduced. Even before France lost Nouvelle France to Britain in 
the 1763 Treaty of Paris, war and European diseases had already decimated the Native 
Americans and Caribs. Arnould portrays a virtuous society that faces complete extinction at the 
hands of European greed, a warning of sorts for spectators.  
Reversing the Stereotype: Joining Native American Society 
In both of the preceding plays the male protagonist has been a European of a certain 
status who is paired with a woman of “inferior” race or class. In contrast, Edme Louis 
Billardon de Sauvigny’s play Hirza ou les Illinois rejects this stereotype by featuring a 
physically and politically powerful female lead. In this tragedy, the Native American heroine 
Hirza wishes to marry a French soldier, but their union is complicated by the attack of the 
French military on her people. Contrary to the previous examples, the French protagonist 
Monréal wishes to join Hirza’s society, rather than welcoming her into the French fold. After 
Hirza announces her engagement to Monréal, amidst some backlash from her community she 
discovers that Monréal’s father may be responsible for the death of Hirza’s father. This 
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revelation not only tears apart Hirza and Monréal, but leads to war between the Illinois and the 
French. Even though the characters later discover that Monréal’s father was not responsible for 
the death of Hirza’s father, the play still ends with Hirza’s suicide.  
Playwright Billardon de Sauvigny was a man of many talents, known as a journalist, 
military man, and the censeur de la police from 1786-1788 (César “Billardon de Sauvigny”). 
Among his varied pursuits, Billardon showed a considerable interest in the colonies, 
particularly the political situations in these locales. Many of Billardon de Sauvigny’s plays, 
including Péronne sauvée (1783), Les Nègres (1783), and Vashington ou la liberté du monde 
(1793), address issues in the colonies. The first of these, Hirza ou les Illinois premiered on 
May 27, 1767, at the Théâtre de la rue des Fossés Saint-Germain in Paris (César “Hirza ou les 
Illinois”). Subsequently, the play made its debut in Brussels at the Grand Théâtre de la 
Monnaie, where it returned in 1773 for three shows, and in 1775 for one performance only 
(César “Hirza ou les Illinois”). In December 1791 Hirza ou les Illinois returned to the Paris 
stage for two performances at the Théâtre de la Nation (César “Hirza ou les Illinois”).  
As the limited productions illustrate, the play was not particularly well received in 
Paris. The unpopularity of the play was compounded after Billardon de Sauvigny alleged that 
Voltaire’s Les Scythes stole from his own play. In 1767 Grimm wrote of Hirza “on n’aperçoit, 
dans les Illinois, que les efforts incroyables d’un homme froid et sans ressources” (Grimm 325-
326). Upon its return to Paris in 1780, Hirza was not received any more warmly. Grimm’s 
Correspondance Littéraire describes the scene of a deserted theater for the shows of the 
“boring” tragedy (Grimm 366). Despite the popular subject matter, the overall package of 
Hirza ou les Illinois was simply unappealing to contemporary spectators. 
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Throughout Hirza ou les Illinois the virtue of the Illinois is juxtaposed with the actions 
of the French, as intended by the author. In the preface to the tragedy, Billardon de Sauvigny 
explains his goals for the play, which were to “mettre en opposition les mœurs des Sauvages 
avec celles du people le plus police de l’Europe, j’ai choisi deux hommes de chaque Nation; 
l’un a les vertus, l’autre les vices de son pays” (Billardon de Sauvigny Hirza ij). Unlike most 
plays featured in Chapter 1, Billardon de Sauvigny does not only critique the French or the 
Illinois. He attempts to show the virtues and vices of each society with a host of virtuous and 
flawed characters. Hirza’s French lover Monréal and his father of the same name represent the 
noble qualities of the French. In contrast, Fontalbar is an evil and vengeful French colonizer 
who will not let people stand in his way. On the part of the Illinois, Hirza and Hiaskar are the 
virtuous noble savages, while Oukea cannot be trusted. By including characters who are 
virtuous and evil from each culture, Billardon de Sauvigny puts neither culture above the other 
and glorifies and criticizes aspects of both. 
Typical of a tragedy, Hirza ou les Illinois’s love story does not end well; rather, Hirza 
and Monréal are separated by their loyalties to their own nations. From the beginning, their 
disparate backgrounds and the divergent interests of their nations complicate their relationship. 
At first Hirza and Hiaskar acknowledge the virtue of Monréal as a Frenchman whose honor is 
unequaled by any other, even the Illinois (Hirza 9). However, when it appears that Monréal’s 
father killed Hirza’s own father Thamar, this pits the lovers against each other. Monréal cannot 
abandon his honor, his family, or duty as a Frenchman. Since Hirza cannot forgive this betrayal 
against their love, in the classic tragic ending, she commits suicide. Monréal is ready to follow 
in her footsteps, but his father stays his hand by reminding him of his duties.  
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Again we see the complications of blending European and indigenous American 
societies. Similar to Arnould’s L’Héroine américaine, conflicting interests prevent the union of 
Hirza and Monréal. However, Hirza ou les Illinois stands out because of the nationalistic 
propaganda in the play. The differences separating Hirza and Monréal are more than a cultural; 
the lovers’ loyalties to their nations are more important than their love for each other. Monréal 
père reminds his son of their duty as Frenchmen, saying: 
Songe que ton devoir est d’aimer ta patrie, 
De lui sacrifier ton amour & ta vie (Billardon de Sauvigny Hirza 78).  
This is one of many patriotic statements made by the characters of the play, who place loyalty 
to their nation above other selfish concerns, such as love. Unlike L’Héroine américaine where 
Inkle’s lack of virtue separates the couple, in Hirza ou les Illinois the couple’s relationship is 
doomed on a national level. The finale suggests that regardless of the virtue of the noble 
savages, the French must remain loyal to their own nation and their colonial mission. In 
addition, these patriotic statements instruct the spectators that they too should put the good of 
the nation above individual desires.  
 The patriotic loyalties of the various characters are not the only problematic component 
of the play; the fact that Monréal wants to join Hirza’s society and abandon his own also 
transgresses normal boundaries between the French and indigenous Americans. Aside from the 
classic power struggle between a woman in a place of power and her lover (which will be 
further discussed in Chapter 3), Monréal’s willingness to leave his countrymen for Hirza 
creates additional barriers to their happiness. It seems as though Monréal is abandoning his 
country for the love of Hirza, but neither the French nor the Illinois are truly satisfied with this 
situation. As previously established, the French strategy in North America was to bring Native 
Americans into the French fold, not to have Frenchmen join Native American society. In this 
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instance, the boundaries between “us” and “them” have been so significantly corroded so that 
Monréal almost forgets his duty to France. Hirza’s eventual suicide and Monréal’s return to his 
father’s side both indicate the futility of this option, which can only end in death and 
separation. The Illinois are equally troubled by Hirza and Monréal’s engagement because they 
fear that the French will conquer and destroy their nation. 
Imagining a Colonial Utopia 
Arnould and Chamfort are not the only playwrights to question the possibilities for a 
hybrid society in the American colonies. Nicolas Étienne Framery’s La Colonie also 
interrogates how Europeans could establish improved societies in the New World. Even though 
the commentary in La Colonie does not focus on a hybrid society between Europeans and other 
races like La Jeune Indienne, it does address another kind of hybridity that was a reality in the 
colonies. Instead of the mixing of races, it addresses the mixing of classes, which was another 
concern for the French, particularly the aristocrats of the Ancien Regime. It is important to 
conceptualize the different kinds of hybridity that must be contended with in the New World 
beyond issues of racial inequality.  
Born in Rouen on March 24, 1745, Framery was a well-known playwright and author 
who began his career with the comedy Nanette et Lucas ou la paysanne curieuse which 
debuted at the Théâtre Italien in 1764. Along with his dramatic productions, Framery is known 
for his work in defense of his profession’s legal rights. Namely, he founded an agency whose 
primary goal was to defend the rights of playwrights after their works had been presented on 
stage (César “Framery”). In addition to La Colonie, Framery composed other pieces, including 
the play L’Indienne and the prose work Réponse de Valcour à Zélia, which reveal his personal 
interest in the Americas.  
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Framery’s portrayal of the New World was successful with spectators, as proved by La 
Colonie’s triumph on the stage. The utopian comedy debuted at the Théâtre de l’Hotel de 
Bourgogne Paris on August 16, 1775 (César “La Colonie”). The play returned to this 
playhouse again for one show in 1780 and 1785 (César “La Colonie”).  La Colonie was staged 
at various Paris theaters throughout the rest of the century, most frequently performed at the 
Théâtre Italien (salle Favart) every year from 1785-1799 (except for 1787 and 1798) (César 
“La Colonie”). It was also performed at the Théâtre de Société de Momus in 1795 and 1796 
and the Théâtre des Amis de la Patrie in 1799 (César “La Colonie”). The play also enjoyed 
popularity outside of Paris with performances in Brussels at the Grand Théâtre de la Monnaie 
in 1776, 1782, 1783, 1785, Moscow in 1780 and 1784, and Toulouse’s Salle de l'Hôtel de ville 
(Capitole) each year from 1786-1790 (César “La Colonie”).  
La Colonie features a fictional island colony established on a newly inhabited island. 
After shipwrecking on the previously undiscovered island, a group of adventurers decide the 
“beautiful and fertile” island would be the perfect locale to found their own colony (Framery 
5). In order to populate their new colony, the colonists enact a law requiring all unmarried 
women arriving on the island to marry within 8 days of arrival or they will be forced leave the 
island (3). The narrative of La Colonie focuses on two sets of separated lovers from different 
walks of life, Marine and Blaise, two servants, and Fontable and Bélinde, two nobles. The 
central characters, Fontable and Belinde, were once sweethearts, but they have been separated 
by a cruel trick that led Fontable to believe that Belinde was unfaithful to him. Fontable, the 
island’s governor, is heartbroken by Belinde’s abandonment, so he decides to marry Marine 
when she arrives on the island. For her part, Marine is depicted as a simple hearted but 
admirable jardinière. Believing her past lover Blaise to be deceased, Marine agrees to the 
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marriage. Of course, the discovery of Blaise and Belinde alive on the island complicates 
Fontable and Marine’s impending union.  While Belinde works to prove her faithfulness to 
Fontable, Blaise and Marine bicker over their own future. The conventional ending finds the 
characters happily reunited with their original lovers and ready to begin their lives together in 
the colony.  
Like the previous examples, Framery’s colony contemplates another possibility for a 
new society in the colonies, one where the union of nobles and servants or slaves is possible. 
This fictional colony sanctions and even encourages couples’ unions regardless of social 
station in order to populate the colony. The new colonists recognize that for their colony to 
survive and thrive, they will need a strong working population. With the need to increase their 
population, the colonists of Framery’s colony cannot be picky about he social status of the 
colonists or their partners; all willing and able members of society will help them build their 
colony. 
In fact, the reasoning behind the unusual law is not dissimilar to the French authorities 
sanction of interracial marriages in Nouvelle France. Both societies desperately need to 
increase the population of the colony. As in the play, the population of the colonies was a 
legitimate concern for the French colonists and government, especially considering that the 
French colonies in North America were significantly under populated in comparison with 
English settlements on the same continent. When faced with under population, the class or 
even race of spouses becomes less important, as is evidenced by the encouragement of 
intermarriage between French and indigenous peoples.  
When Fontable contemplates marriage to Marine, he bluntly states: “Qu’importe sa 
naissance?” (Framery 2).  The society Fontable governs is not fixated on class or status, but on 
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survival in the New World. The requirements for survival on a virgin island are certainly not 
the same as those for social survival in Metropolitan France, so why should the same social 
constrictions be employed? In founding the new colony, the founders are not concerned with 
traditions, but what they can do to make their colony successful, or even better than their 
homeland. In this new colony, the founders seek to eliminate many of the injustices that existed 
in France by effectively dismantling the class system. 
Aside from the necessity of survival, Fontable appreciates the virtues that Marine 
possesses. In the opening song, he calls her charming, lovable and wise and he expects that she 
will bring him happiness (Framery 1). She may not have superior breeding or distinguished 
speech, but that does not mean she cannot be a good wife or mother. In fact her simplicity and 
lack of haughty sophistication works in her favor. Fontable admires her: “Ce cœur simple que 
les mœurs de la ville n’ont point corrompu” (2). Even though Fontable finally marries Belinde, 
a woman who is from his own class, he seriously considers a union with Marine. If not for his 
love for Belinde, he would have been content to go through with the marriage to Marine.  
From her perspective, Marine believes her lover to be deceased, so she is also willing to 
consider the suit with Fontable. In fact, for Marine this would be an excellent match because 
she would be elevating her station from jardinière to governor’s wife (Framery 7). She is 
actually surprised by her own fortune, calling it incredible. Marine is not depicted as being 
driven by greed or status, but she does acknowledge that the marriage would benefit her social 
status. Furthermore, for Marine the marriage is a matter of practicality. She is stranded on an 
island and an ocean away from her home with no means of support. Furthermore, unlike in 
France, Fontable does not consider his marriage to Marine to be a step down the social ladder, 
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because such strictures no longer apply in this new colony. Once again, what makes sense in 
the New World is quite the opposite of French metropolitan norms. 
It is well known that many who originally came from lower classes in France would 
establish themselves in the colonies and raise their status through work and the accumulation 
of wealth. Even those who were extradited to the colonies for crimes could eventually 
reestablish themselves in the colonies and elevate their social standing. Like the intermarriages 
that could potentially blur the lines between French and indigenous American culture, those 
who elevated their standing in society in the colonies also transgressed the boundaries 
traditional French social structure. 
The description of the colony as “fertile” informs the spectator that it is a desirable 
location for commercial interests. The colonists concerns with populating the colony also speak 
to the commercial aspects of the colonial endeavor. If there is no one to cultivate the colony 
then it cannot be fertile or profitable. In the French colonies, marriages were often made based 
on an accumulation of wealth and land rather than on family lineage. These various methods of 
“social climbing” were certainly a concern for metropolitan France where aristocrats are trying 
to hold onto an increasingly challenged social structure in France in eighteenth century.  
Voices from the Colonies: Contemplating Hybrid Societies from Within 
 This chapter has established that some thinkers in France were trying to imagine how a 
hybrid society could function in the American colonies, but the question remains: did those 
living in the colonies conceptualize hybrid societies? Records of plays performed in Saint-
Domingue reveal that visitors and locals alike were contemplating how Europeans could and 
should interact with Indigenous Americans and slaves on the stage. In particular, Le Héros 
américain and the L’Héroine américaine by Louis-François Ribié, who spent time himself in 
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the Caribbean, contemplate the formation hybrid societies in the Americas. By comparing 
Ribié’s work with that of French playwrights who had never visited the colonies, we can 
understand how first-hand experience in the colonies could change the perspective on popular 
themes. 
 While in Saint Domingue for one of his tours Ribié participated in several 
performances of Le Héros américain and the L’Héroine américaine. Unfortunately, no copies 
of the text of L’Héroine américaine have survived; however, the text of Le Héros américain is 
available for study. Using knowledge of the content and reception of L’Héroine américaine 
and the text of Le Héros américain, this section explores the theatrical portrayal of the noble 
savage and hybrid societies in Saint-Domingue. Both Le Héros américain and the L’Héroine 
américaine were performed at the Comédie du Cap several times, as revealed by 
advertisements in the Affiches Américaines. According to Fouchard, L’Héroine américaine 
debuted on the first of August 1787, and then due to its success returned to the stage on August 
8th (Fouchard 251). Later it was produced again when Ribié returned to the Cap in February of 
1788. An advertisement for the piece dated July 28, 1787 reveals that L’Héroine américaine 
was a pantomime in 3 acts written by Ribié himself and inspired by Raynal’s work.  
One cannot help but notice the resemblance in this description to Arnould’s pantomime 
discussed above also entitled L’Héroine américaine. The title and source story by Raynal 
suggest that this pantomime is yet another retelling of the Inkle and Yarico tale.  Although we 
cannot determine its stance on important questions like the race of Yarico or the discussion of 
slavery in the pantomime without the text itself, the success of the pantomime and Le Héros 
américain illustrates the interest of the Saint-Domingue public in this tale. An analysis of the 
text of Le Héros américain, which was considered similar enough in subject for it to be 
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confused with L’Héroine américaine,13 will further illuminate the discussions in Saint-
Domingue around this subject. 
 According to theater records, Ribié’s Le Héros américain was first performed on July 
17, 1786 at the Théâtre des Grands-Danseurs du roi, before his first foray to Saint-Domingue 
(César “Le Héros américain”). Presumably, Ribié later brought the play with him to Saint-
Domingue before he composed L’Héroine américaine. In Paris, the play was shown once in 
Ribié’s absence by the Théâtre des Grands-Danseurs du roi in 1787 (César “Le Héros 
américain”).  It was reprised by the troop for 9 shows in 1789, 19 shows in 1790, 15 shows in 
1791, and 3 shows in 1792 and 1795. Then, in 1796 it was produced 11 times at the Théâtre 
d’Emulation (César “Le Héros américain”).  The continued popularity of the piece in Paris 
illustrates a certain success, regardless of the dearth of commentary on the piece in Parisian 
journals. According to the published version of the text, the pantomime returned to the stage at 
the Théâtre de la Gaîté (formerly Théâtre des Grands-Danseurs du Roi) on April 30, 1805, 
demonstrating its continued appeal (César “Le Héros américain”).  
In Saint-Domingue, the play was performed at least 3 times before August 1787, when 
Ribié was to present his other play L’Héroine américaine. A notice in the Affiches 
Américaines mentioned that Le Héros américain was a “pantomime que nous avons eu 
l’honneur de donner trois fois avec succès” (Fouchard 251). According to this advertisement, 
Le Héros américain was also successful with audiences in Saint-Domingue.  
 Like La Jeune Indienne, the pantomime Le Héros américain culminates in an 
interracial marriage, but in this instance the husband is Native American. The pantomime 
                                                
13 An advertisement reveals the confusion between the two pieces. It stated “Il nous a été rapporté qu’il 
s’étoit introduit un bruit dans le Public que notre intention était de le tromper par le tître de l’Héroine, 
en travestissant le Héros américain, pantomime que nous avons eu l’honneur de donner trois fois avec 
succès.” (Affiches Américaines, Samedi 28 Juillet 1787, Fouchard 251). 
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opens on Kabouc and his father (also named Kabouc) who are excited about Kabouc’s 
marriage to a woman of Spanish descent, Chestère. The father and son discuss the arrival of a 
Spanish ship, which Kabouc believes to be no threat. Conversely, when Chestère and her 
father, Léonce, learn of the ship’s arrival they reveal that it to be their sworn enemy Don 
Diègue. Fearing the worst, they prepare for battle, despite Don Diègue’s overtures of peace. 
Unfortunately, their fears are justified.  When Don Diègue learns that Chestère, the woman he 
wished to marry, is about to marry a savage, he initiates an attack against Kabouc’s people. 
When the Native Americans are triumphant and give Don Diègue clemency instead of 
executing him, Don Diègue recognizes the error of his ways and the virtue of Kabouc’s people. 
He promises to leave the territory, all the while swearing eternal friendship to Kabouc.  
Ribié uses Spanish characters rather than French colonists to indict Spain’s colonization 
of South and Central America without attacking French colonists. The Black Legend painted 
Spain as a ruthless colonial power14.  French writers made use of this legend to explore the 
negative aspects of colonialism with Spanish characters instead of French ones. Using this 
trope, French authors could condemn colonialism’s greed and violence without actually 
criticizing their own nation. It is possible that Ribié did not want to anger the colonists in the 
audience, and thus distanced French colonial endeavors from those of the Spanish in this play. 
In actuality, most of the critiques of Spain can also be applied to France and England, and they 
can often be interpreted as critiques of Europe as a whole.  
In Le Héros américain both the Native American society and the Spanish society are 
praised in the play, similar to Hirza ou les Illinois. While Don Diègue represents the 
                                                
14 The Black Legend was anti-Spanish historical propoganda alleging Spain’s cruelty in the Americas 
that was generally encouraged by Protestant writers. For more about the Black Legend, see Jeremy 
Lawrance’s Spanish Conquest, Protestant Prejudice: Las Casas and the Black Legend. Nottingham: 
Critical, Cultural, and Communications Press, 2009. Print.   
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malevolent side of the Spanish empire, the Spanish are equally praised in the characters of 
Chestère and her father Léonce. Kabouc describes his fiancé Chestère as “courageuse et 
modeste, elle ignore qu’elle est belle, son ame est noble, car elle est sans orgueil, Sans s’avilir, 
elle s’abaisse à tout” (Ribié Le Héros américain 4). Beyond the singular virtues of Chestére, 
Kabouc also praises the Spanish people as a whole, calling them “nos voisins meme, ce people 
si superbe, ces Espagnols” (4). Although this exaltation of the Spanish people comes before 
Don Diègue’s betrayal, it is clear that it is Don Diègue and certain aspects of the Spanish 
culture that are less desirable, not the people as a whole.  
Near the end of the play, Kabouc reveals some of the negative attributes of Spanish 
society, saying “Le faux orgueil de tes climats n’eu impose pas ici” (Ribié Le Héros américain 
12). In a conversation with Don Diègue, Kabouc further criticizes the greed and warlike nature 
of the Spanish activities in the New World that corrupt many Native Americans. He rebukes 
Don Diègue, “Ces malheureux dont tu me parles, ont connu l’avarice; la fureur d’acquérir a 
corrompu leurs mœurs: Ils n’ont su que servir; ils ont abandonné l’art affreux de la guerre! Ils 
ont vendu leur sang!” (9). Despite these criticisms of the Spaniards and their actions in the 
New World, the characters of Chestère and Léonce illustrate that Spaniards have the ability to 
be virtuous if not corrupted by colonial interests. 
As the title suggests, the Native American society is the focal point of Le Héros 
américain. In the exposition scene, Kabouc describes the freedom of his own: “nous sommes 
tous égaux, sans rois et sans sujets, tous libres et tous frères” (Ribié Le Héros américain 3). 
This is a direct contrast to the “faux orgeuil” of the Spanish. The pantomime repeatedly praises 
the equality and liberty within the Native American society. In another example, Léonce 
praises Kabouc’s people as “un people libre, equitable et redouté” (8). These attributes of 
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Kabouc’s society are linked to the society’s proximity to nature which allows the people 
natural liberty and equality. In preparing for the marriage, Kabouc père describes the “autel de 
la nature” where they will be married under the precepts of their religion which is as simple as 
their hearts (7). The simplicity and rusticity of the Native American’s way of life is highlighted 
numerous times. To close the play, Kabouc paints a tableau of a tranquil, natural, and rustic 
way of life saying: “livrons-nous au tranquille plaisir que donne la nature; et que ce jour 
mémorable soit à jamais marqué dans nos fastes rustiques, par le double triomphe de l’amour 
et de la victoire” (12). By ending the play on a note about the society’s proximity to nature, the 
spectator is left with an image of the noble society living in peace. 
At the same time, Kabouc recognizes that this way of life could be considered 
backwards in comparison to Chestère and Léonce’s former lifestyle. He speaks to Chestère on 
the issue, saying: “Je crains seulement que nos mœurs ne te paraissent trop grossières: pourras-
tu bien oublier ta grandeur?”15 (Ribié Le Héros américain 4). In response, Chestère praises 
Kabouc’s virtue and honesty, which are more important to her than any riches or splendors 
from her past. Chestère stands out among the Spaniards here because she is not swayed by 
wealth, but seeks a virtuous life. Once again the liberty and honesty of the noble savage is 
preferable to the creature comforts of the increasingly artificial European life. Chestère is an 
ideal example for spectators and is an exception amongst the Spaniards because she recognizes 
the worthiness of the Native American people. 
                                                
15 The savage as noble and yet barbaric is not an unusual occurrence in seventeenth and eighteenth-
century texts. Judith Still suggests “Amerindians are described as noble, hospitable and brave in many 
early modern texts; at the same time, and sometimes even in the same texts, they are represented as 
ferocious cannibals…First Nations of the Americas are represented in Enlightenment as both 
supremely, humanly, sociable through their hospitality and asocial, even inhuman, through their 
cannibalism” (87). 
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Similar to Chamfort’s La Jeune Indienne, Ribié’s Le Héros américain imagines a way 
in which Europeans and Native Americans can live in peace, and create a society together. The 
potential for a hybrid society is again imagined via a marriage between a European and an 
Indigenous American. In previous examples, the female character was an indigenous 
American, but in Le Héros américain the European is a woman. It implies that the Native 
American society should be the base for a model hybrid society, rather than the European 
society. In many ways, this plan is in conflict with the standard French strategies in North 
America.  Native Americans marrying into the French fold were supposed to conform to 
French standards. In Le Héros américain Chestère, despite her own innate virtue, is leaving 
behind most of her society’s customs in order to embrace Kabouc’s way of life. By leaving her 
European society to join Kabouc’s society, Chestère is transgressing the boundaries between 
the cultures. 
At first glance this scenario is more fits the myth of the noble savage. If their way of 
life is admirable, why not imitate it? Nonetheless, the idea of “going native” was unacceptable 
to the French, even if tales of it were not unheard of. Madeleine Dobie explains that the 
doctrine in North America was contingent on the Native Americans compromising more than 
the French. She states: “The colonial doctrine of assimilation allowed colonized subjects to 
become French citizens, regardless of parentage or phenotype, if they were willing to renounce 
practices considered antithetical to French mores and if they could demonstrate mastery of key 
French skills” (Dobie 167). In contrast, in Le Héros américain, Chestère is the one who 
renounces her way of life to follow Kabouc’s traditions.  
The “mores” Dobie refers to certainly included religion, which is an issue in Le Héros 
américain even though it is not evident in the other plays. Whereas Chamfort does not resolve 
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what religion Betti will practice (in fact little mention is made of any religion besides the 
Quakers) Ribié makes it clear that Chestère is participating in Kabouc’s natural religion with 
the wedding ceremony on the altar of nature. Adopting Kabouc’s religion is the ultimate 
transgression of cultural boundaries that Chestère could commit. It indicates that Chestère is 
fully integrating into Kabouc’s society, leaving her own European culture behind. 
Like other marriages I have discussed, Chestère and Kabouc’s marriage tests the 
boundaries between French and Indigenous American society.  Under Louis XIV’s 
administration, “Colbert wanted to ensure that the French would assimilate the natives rather 
than the reverse.16” (Melzer 108). According to Melzer, Louis XIV went so far as to write that: 
“in order that they form only one people, the Amerindians should take on a civilized French 
form of life and reject their own” (Melzer 107). The union of Chestère and Kabouc in Le Héros 
américain espouses the very philosophy that Louis XIV and Colbert attempted to prevent. 
Chestère rejects her own culture, and joins Kabouc’s people with her father.  Furthermore, her 
father’s agreement to the marriage illustrates that her entire family is turning to the Native 
American way of life. 
Yet again, the hybrid society that would originate with Chestère and Kabouc’s marriage 
is not a reflection of reality in the Americas. Once more, the Americas serve as a philosophical 
backdrop to explore a simplified and virtuous lifestyle. In this instance, Chestère and her father 
are encouraged to integrate more fully into Native American society than any of the other 
examples in this chapter. Chestère and her father not only join Kabouc’s society, but as a 
female Chestère defers to Kabouc’s traditions and even his religion. Being that French society 
is patriarchal by nature, Kabouc’s role as family leader signifies that Chestère and her father 
                                                
16 In order to ensure this, Colbert instructed that the French should outnumber natives in settlements, 
specifying that “one Indian for seven or eight Frenchmen” would be desirable (Melzer 108). 
Nevertheless, this was difficult to achieve and was often the reverse (Melzer 108). 
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are embracing the Native American lifestyle. The hybrid society that Kabouc and Chestère’s 
marriage suggests is one based primarily in Indigenous American culture.  
Conclusion 
In each play discussed in this chapter, playwrights questioned how Europeans could 
establish new and improved societies in the New World. On both sides of the Atlantic they 
chose to imagine these hybrid societies through the merger of European and Native American 
societies, essentially ignoring the presence of slaves in their creolized society. This supports 
Dobie’s assertion that issues such as slavery and creolization were often displaced into Oriental 
or North American settings to mask issues in the Caribbean colonies. This trend is particularly 
apparent when considering the plays by Ribié which were performed in Saint-Domingue where 
people of color and free blacks, possibity including former slaves, may have been in the 
audience. At the same time, through these displacements of colonial society into the North 
American landscape, French and colonial playwrights were attempting to conceptualize how a 
hybrid society could function. Even Arnould’s L’Héroine américaine and Billardon de 
Sauvigny’s Hirza ou les Illinois consider the issue of Europeans blending with Indigenous 
American society, even if the outcome is not a positive one. The playwrights may not depict 
the true type of creolized society that existed in the French Caribbean colonies, but they did 
contemplate the idea of hybrid societies. 
Despite masking the issues of slavery, the study of these texts still provide historical 
insight into the transition from colonialism in Nouvelle France to a system of slavery in the 
Caribbean. In La Conquête de l’Amérique Todorov explains that the transition from an 
assimilationist policy to slavery was not immediate. He writes “C’est ainsi que par des 
glissements progressifs, Colon passera de l’assimilationnisme, qui impliquait une égalité de 
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principe, à l’idéologie esclavagiste, et donc à l’affirmation de l’infériorité des Indiens” 
(Todorov La Conquête de l’Amérique 51). The noble savage trope itself contributed to the 
movement from considering Native Americans as potential equals, to considering them as 
inferior. Even while playwrights in this chapter contemplate hybrid societies, they are do so by 
employing a mythical figure, rather than representing the people who would actually play a 
part in the real creolized society of the colonies. This dehumanization of Native Americans is 
often considered to be just one step toward the total dehumanization of slaves. As Chapter 4 
will illustrate, even authors who eventually attempt to represent slaves and former slaves 
imagine them as mythical figures, disenfranchising them at the same time.  
Generally speaking, the hybrid colonial societies French playwrights imagined are still 
largely philosophical constructs. The predominant use of indigenous Americans speaks not 
only to the denial of slavery, but also to the desire to imagine a better world for Europeans. The 
French playwrights are not only appropriating the New World locale for European purposes (as 
shown in Chapter 1), they appropriate the people and cultures of Indigenous Americans for 
their own needs. The hybrid societies incorporate Indigenous American traditions and values 
because they echo Enlightenment values the playwrights wish to explore. The hybrid societies 
are not based in reality because the playwrights are not interest in depicting reality, but 
philosophical possibilities.  
Regardless of intent, these philosophical discussions recognize that the New World 
cannot, and will not, be like the Old World. Playwrights attempt to imagine hybrid societies, 
however unrealistic, because they understand that changes in the colonies and France are 
inevitable. The use of Indigenous American characters is one way of attempting to reconcile 
hopes for the colonies with concerns about the impending changes. The denial of slavery in 
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these plays does not mean the playwrights are in denial about the impact of the American 
colonies on France. Many playwrights may not fully understand the nature of life or 
creolization in the French colonies, but they are beginning to contemplate the impact the 
colonies will have on the French way of life.  
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CHAPTER 3 
THE FEMALE PROTAGONIST 
Introduction 
It is a well-known fact that European men executed most early colonization efforts. 
Nonetheless, the corpus of colonial plays in this dissertation includes a large number of female 
protagonists of Indigenous American or African origins who complement European male 
characters. Approximately half of the plays in the corpus for this study feature important 
female protagonists who are indigenous, black, or biracial. By exploring the nature of these 
female characters and their relationships with European men, this chapter examines how 
gender roles in the colonies are understood and depicted on the stage. Ultimately, these female 
characters are used to reinforce the colonial dream of the patriarchal European powers. In these 
plays, the female characters represent a female America that is subordinate to the male French 
colonizer. Even those female characters who initially seem to challenge traditional gender roles 
fundamentally bolster playwrights’ arguments for France’s colonial endeavors. 
Even outside of the corpus for this study, many other famous authors of the period 
feature female protagonists who are Native American or black, to name a few, Voltaire’s Alzire 
and Zaire and Mme de Graffigny’s Zilia in Lettre d’une péruvienne. In some ways, the 
prevalence of female characters who are Indigenous Americans or black is not surprising as the 
number of male European colonists largely outweighed female colonists, particularly in 
Nouvelle France. Thus, relationships between European men and women of Indigenous 
American or African descent were not uncommon. At the same time, the numerous lead female 
characters of indigenous, black, or mixed races is surprising considering the patriarchal nature 
of French society. 
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The role of women in the New World has been a subject of interest for many recent 
scholars. Recent work by Doris Garraway and Deborah Jenson has in part focused on the role 
of women, particularly women of color, in the French Caribbean. In her book The Libertine 
Colony: Creolization in the Early French Caribbean, Doris Garraway draws attention to the 
role of desire and sexuality along with violence in shaping the Creole society of the French 
Caribbean (1-2). She explains that in colonial literature “interracial sexual fantasies were the 
primary means through which white men legitimated their desired social and racial supremacy 
while at the same time repressing the brutality and sexual violence of racial slavery” (24). 
Confirming the work of Joan Dayan, Saidiya Hartman, and Arlette Gautier, Garraway also 
asserts that “desire is a function of power” (23). However, sexual desire does not only reaffirm 
white power, it allows for a “careful redistribution of agency across the power dichotomy, such 
that slave women and free women of color may be viewed as agents and negotiators of desire, 
as well as victims of sexual violence” (Garraway 24). White writers used sexual desire not only 
to increase their own sense of power, but also to suppress the African slave population they 
sought to control. 
In fact, some women of African descent used the sexual desire of European men to 
create their own agency and better their social status. This provoked white writers to “cast 
interracial libertinage less as the libidinal expression of white hegemony or the abuse of the 
weak than as a political strategy whereby women of color accrued agency and control over 
whites” (Garraway 28). In time, white writers created a recurring narrative around the myth of 
the seductive mulatresse and négresse. Garraway describes this figure as “superior in charms, 
intelligence, and sexual savoir faire to white women, thus leading white men to shun women of 
their own race in favor of colored lovers and concubines” (28). Much like the noble savage 
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who became a mythical symbol of virtue, the mulatresse and négresse were repeatedly cast as 
the tempting seductress. 
Whereas Garraway focused on literary texts, Deborah Jenson’s Beyond the Slave 
Narrative: Politics, Sex, and Manuscripts of the Haitian Revolution explores sexuality, 
violence, and politics in non-fiction manuscripts form the Haitian Revolution. According to 
Jenson, “the late colonial period was characterized by a structural antagonism between colonial 
subjugation of non-whites and colonists’ fetishistic sexual valorization of non-whites as 
debased and yet fascinating others” (9). Presumably, the fetishistic nature of whites fascination 
with these female others contributed to the sexualized depiction of the mulatresse and négresse 
explored by Garraway. Moreover, Jenson analyzes the “gender politics of a woman as 
commodity against the background of slave-holding societies” (12). Jenson’s work reveals that 
these women are not only seductive figures, but commodities that are an important component 
of the colonial economy and social structure.  
 It is important to note that Garraway and Jenson’s assertions apply primarily to the 
French Caribbean and relationships between whites and those of African descent, rather than 
the depictions of indigenous Americans that are more prevalent in colonial theater. 
Nonetheless, this paradigm is not only useful analyzing the African women on the stage, it is 
also useful for understanding the noble sauvagesse on the stage and their interracial 
relationships with European men. Understanding the conceptions of the mulatresse and 
négresse helps us to understand why Indigenous American women frequently replaced African 
women on the stage. The contrast between the noble savage and the seductive African woman 
illustrates the dichotomy in the literary treatment of these two races that were both ill-used by 
the colonists. 
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In the same vein, Michèle Longino has written about the exotic depictions of women in 
her book Orientalism in French Classical Drama. For Longino, the prevalence of women who 
are ‘Other’ on the stage goes beyond a simple depiction of exotic women. She states that “the 
seventeenth-century French process of constructing on stage a self-identity in opposition to an 
Oriental ‘Other’ consistently involves this highly gendered rhetoric: the French self is 
projected as the normative masculine self, while the Oriental “Other” is by connotation 
feminine” (Longino 155). By consistently featuring female Oriental characters in literature, 
French writers positioned the Orient as feminine and therefore weaker and in need of guidance 
from the masculine European. Whereas Longino suggested that the East was cast as female 
against the colonizing male West, I would suggest that the Americas are also female in the eyes 
of Europe.  
Longino focuses on the woman who is an outsider and therefore a “double victim”: 
both a subordinate woman and colonized person (75). Longino explains that:  
the plight of the exotic woman imported from another world, along with other forms of 
plunder from that same place, submitted to local politics and mores, with dire 
consequences for all, organizes the core of these versions and resonates through time. 
The unspoken lesson appears to warn that the introduction of foreign women into a 
given culture is dangerous to that culture’s stability. Exogamy extends only so far as the 
edges of a set community (31).  
 
Once again women pose a danger to the stability of the colonial empire, much like the 
seductive African character endangers French colonial society. The dangers of introducing 
foreign women into a new culture are not specific to the Orient, but can be applied to the 
Native American and African characters in this corpus.  
At first glance, French colonial theater frequently presents seemingly positive images 
of Indigenous American and African women. Such female characters are often depicted as 
hospitable and virtuous saviors. Theater produced in Martinique and Saint-Domingue often 
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portrays female protagonists is a decidedly positive light. These positive portrayals complicate 
women’s role in the colonial politics as illustrated by Garraway, Jenson, and Longino. This 
chapter will question how the theatrical depiction of female protagonists at once conforms to 
and contradicts the norms established by Garraway, Jenson, and Longino.  
The Powerful “Bonne Sauvagesse” 
Many plays on colonial subjects do not only feature indigenous American female 
characters, but these characters are usually the focal point of the pieces. Both Chamfort’s La 
Jeune Indienne and Billardon de Sauvigny’s Hirza ou les Illinois have female title characters 
that play integral roles in the narrative of the play. Yet, these two characters, Betti and Hirza, 
differ greatly both in personality and role within the narrative of the play. The title character of 
La Jeune Indienne, Betti, is the quintessential noble savage praised for her feminine virtue, 
hospitality, and proximity to nature. Hirza, on the other hand, is a strong and powerful warrior 
who directs her family and people. The contrast between these women reveals two divergent 
perspectives on indigenous Americans and their relationships with European colonists. In 
accounts of the Americas different indigenous American groups are alternately presented as 
either natural and admirable savages or fierce warriors to be feared. 
In La Jeune Indienne Betti is admired for her virtue and natural way of life, which is 
contrasted to her lover Belton’s European ways. She is an idealistic, even mythical, example of 
the noble savage who is portrayed in an extremely positive light. The spectators and her lover 
Belton learn from Betti’s natural virtue. At the same time, Betti is disenfranchised simply by 
virtue of being a woman and an outsider in the colonial community. Longino shows that 
women who are outsiders pose a danger to the status quo of the community they are joining 
(31). In La Jeune Indienne Belton fears that a relationship with Betti will subject him to 
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judgment and contempt from the rest of society. Belton’s fears reveal the potential danger Betti 
poses to society. Mowbrai convinces Belton that Betti’s virtue makes up for her differences, 
but Belton’s projected fears represent societal concern about outsiders.   
In the end, Belton does find ways to offset the otherness of Betti. By way of example, 
the character’s very name, Betti, was assigned to her by Belton. The English name effectively 
strips Betti of her own indigenous name and identity. Her ambiguous origins only reinforce the 
idea that her previous identity is unimportant. This lack of personal identity adds to Betti’s 
mythical qualities, but in turn, it also deprives her of a certain personal agency as an 
independent figure. Due to her new identity she cannot exist except in relation to Belton, since 
he has named and claimed her. In Marvelous Possessions: The Wonder of the New World 
Stephen Greenblatt discusses the significance of naming of place and people in the New World 
by Europeans. He compares the act of “naming” with christening, writing: “the founding action 
of Christian imperialism is a christening. Such a christening entails the cancellation of the 
native name—the erasure of the alien, perhaps demonic, identity—and hence a kind of making 
new; it is at once an exorcism, and appropriation, and a gift” (Greenblatt 83). While the 
religious undertones are not necessarily relevant in La Jeune Indienne, Belton is both 
appropriating and making Betti new by naming her.   
Belton’s appropriation of Betti means that Betti’s future is no longer in her own control. 
Instead, Belton and Mowbrai decide her future. At first, without consulting her or truly 
considering her desires, the men discuss her potential future as Belton’s servant. Even though 
she protests this decision, it is not because of the lack of freedom she has to make her own 
choices. She protests primarily because of her love for Belton. Betti desires to be his wife, not 
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his servant, but she does not object to Belton’s role as leader. As a subordinate woman, Betti is 
content to allow Belton and Mowbrai make certain decisions for her.  
In Orientalism in French Classical Drama Longino discusses the plight of the 
subordinate foreign woman. According to Longino, “such women, be they of colonized or of 
colonizing background, suddenly find themselves uprooted, demonized, and having to cope in 
the alienating space of the righteous metropole where they are the ‘Other’. Both exploitation 
and exile exact their price…they are doubly ‘Other’” (31). Although Belton or Mowbrai do not 
necessarily exploit Betti, she remains in the position of double Other. Despite Betti’s 
unparalleled virtue, she is not considered worthy to control her own life. The white man still 
knows best. She can protest the rules of Belton’s society and point out its evils, but she must 
submit to Belton and Mowbrai’s final decision. Her exile from her own land and way of life 
leaves her no other choice but to follow Belton’s lead. 
To conclude, Betti’s importance as a philosophical representation of the noble savage 
does not override the fact that Betti is a woman. Even though she is cast as a wise and 
admirable figure, because she is a woman she is not endowed with the same as agency as 
Belton and Mowbrai. One perspective could be that the author wishes to contain the changes 
that Betti will make to the community, by confining her with the decisions of the males in her 
life. As stated earlier, Longino has suggested that the introduction of foreign women into a 
culture can be considered dangerous. By keeping Betti in her appropriate subordinate female 
role, Belton and Mowbrai contain the danger she could bring with too much change, while 
accepting the philosophical changes they agree with. This act is reminiscent of the colonial 
endeavor, where European powers exploited and used parts of the New World while negating 
and destroying others. Belton and Mowbrai exploit Betti’s virtue, while negating her agency. 
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Belton and Mowbrai may accept that Betti is a noble savage, but as a woman she must still be 
subordinate to men’s desires, just like the colonies should submit to the European powers. 
In contrast, Hirza ou les Illinois’s heroine Hirza is a vastly different depiction of the 
noble sauvagesse. Hirza is a very strong, almost fierce woman, who is a respected leader 
amongst her people. Whereas Betti’s virtue and kindness are her key attributes, Hirza’s power 
and strength are her primary traits. From the beginning of the tragedy, Hirza displays her 
power. For example, when she discusses her duty to avenge her father’s death and lead her 
people she states: 
Je connois mon devoir. 
Quand les Chefs ennemi seront en mon pouvoir; 
Quand mes yeux les voyant au milieu des tortures, 
Je pourrai de mes mains déchirer leur blessures; 
Quand leurs cranes sanglans sur sa tombe entassés, 
Calmeront de Thamar les manes courroucés, 
Alors mon choix est fait. (Billardon de Sauvigny Hirza 8)  
 
It is difficult to imagine such violent or forceful words coming out of the virtuous Betti’s 
mouth. Hirza speaks of destroying her enemies in a violent and bloody manner that 
demonstrates her strength and desire for revenge. Additionally, the rhyme of the words 
“devoir” and “pouvoir” reinforces how her power is linked to her duty to avenge her father. 
Hirza’s character is defined by her duty and power, whereas Betti was defined by her virtue. 
Unlike Betti, Hirza controls her own destiny, even to her life’s tragic end. In the 
statement above she says “mon choix est fait”. She does not allow the men from the Illinois 
nation to control her or instruct her. In fact, when members of the Illinois question her choice 
to marry the Frenchmen Monréal, she defends herself and continues with her plan (until she 
believes Monréal has betrayed her). In the end, Hirza takes destiny into her own hands by 
committing suicide. Instead of accepting defeat at the loss of her love, Hirza chooses death as a 
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sort of self-punishment for failing as a leader. Betti allowed Belton and Mowbrai to control her 
destiny, but Hirza is the master of her own fate. 
 Throughout the play Hirza, is not only a symbol of strength, she is also on equal 
footing with her male counterpart Monréal. Neither Hirza nor Monréal is more powerful than 
the other because both are leaders and warriors in their own cultures. In fact, both heroes 
sacrifice their love and personal desires out of loyalty to family and nation. For Hirza, 
vengeance for her father’s death is the crucial goal, but for Monréal honor and loyalty to his 
country are also paramount. Hirza’s equality with Monréal only reinforces her strength and 
image as a leader to her people. Once again, when compared to Betti’s submission to Belton’s 
leadership, Hirza’s independence stands out. 
Hirza’s characteristics differ greatly from the ideal average French woman, who is not a 
leader, but subordinate to her husband or male family members, much like Betti. In many 
ways, Hirza’s strength makes her almost a masculine figure. Her propensity for violence and 
hardened heart seem reminiscent of classic male heroes. At the same time, Hirza’s suicide 
recalls the classic French tragedy where a star-crossed lover cannot bear to live without her 
lover. Hirza transgressed traditional gender roles and she pays for this transgression with her 
life. The implied equality between Hirza and Monréal dooms their relationship to failure, so 
Hirza must end her own life. Her lover Monréal contemplates suicide, but he chooses not to do 
so because of his duty to his country. Hirza is the character who has transgressed traditional 
roles; whereas, Monréal escapes this fate because he upholds the traditional male role.  
By comparing Hirza and Betti we see two points of view not only of the indigenous 
American woman, but of indigenous Americans in general. Betti functions as an ideal example 
of womanhood, sacrificing for her love. She is also praised for being close to nature and 
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teaching her husband to be more virtuous. On the other hand, Hirza represents the Native 
American warrior. Her violent, bloodthirsty nature represents another stereotype: the 
bloodthirsty Native American who is at war with the colonists. Betti’s proximity to nature 
makes her virtuous, but Hirza’s makes her savage. Nonetheless, even the savage Hirza must 
submit to her fate at the hands of European men. The depiction of these two characters reflects 
the variation seen in European observations of indigenous Americans. Whereas some travel 
narratives praise indigenous American societies, others depict them as bloodthirsty warriors 
who must be crushed by Europeans. In both cases, the colonizer still wishes to control the 
colonized society, but they may consider different methods for doing so. 
A Tale of Two Zélia’s: The African and the Noble Savage 
Each of the previous examples highlights an Indigenous American heroine, but a few 
French playwrights did bring black female characters to the stage. One rare example is La 
Négresse ou le pouvoir de la reconnaissance by coauthors Jean-Baptiste Radet and Pierre 
Yvon Barré. In this tale the heroine who saves the shipwrecked colonists is not an indigenous 
American, but an African. This play is unique because it takes place not in the colonies, but in 
Africa and it features an African who is not a slave. In actuality, the heroine Zilia shares many 
traits with the indigenous American saviors depicted in other pieces.  
The writing team of Pierre-Yvon Barré and Jean-Baptiste Radet were prolific 
playwrights who shared an interest in colonial subjects. The coauthors composed at least 23 
pieces together, including other pieces that address the colonial world, such as Dugai-Trouin, 
prisonnier à Plymouth (1804) and L’Isle de la méglantropogénésie ou les savans de naissance 
(1807). Radet also composed other plays about the colonies on his own, for example, Le 
Marchand d’esclaves (1784). This theatrical team, along with Piis and Desfontaines are known 
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for bringing the genre of Vaudeville theater to its height, which declined after their deaths 
(Arnault et al 206-207). 
Both of the coauthors of La Négresse were heavily involved in the Paris theater scene. 
Pierre-Yvon Barré, born in 1750 and deceased in 1832, was originally trained as an attorney at 
parlement and then became a court clerk. Outside of his legal work, Barré was a prolific 
playwright, composing and coauthoring over 55 plays during the eighteenth century (César 
“Pierre-Yvon Barré”). In addition, he was the co-founder of the Théâtre du Vaudeville along 
with Piis, Radet and Desfontaines. Barré also functioned as the director of this troupe from 
1792-1815 (Bouillet 179). Aside from his plays, according to Bouillet’s dictionary, Barré also 
composed joyous and spiritual songs (Bouillet 179).  
Barré’s counterpart Radet was nearly as prolific as his partner, composing more than 45 
plays during the century. Born in 1751 in Dijon and deceased in 1830, Jean-Baptiste Radet was 
a librarian and secretary to the Duchess of Villeroy, an employ which enabled him to indulge 
his taste for literature (Bouillet 1577). Before teaming up with Barré and Desfontaines, Radet 
had already participated in Audinot’s theater, the Théâtre de l’Ambigu-Comique, as well as the 
Théâtre Italien (Bouillet 1577).  
La Négresse ou le pouvoir de la reconnaissance was performed for the first time at the 
Théâtre Italien in Paris on June 15, 1787. There were only two performances in its initial run. 
The play then returned to the Théâtre Italien for four shows in 1789. Later, in 1792 it was 
reprised three times in April and November at the Théâtre du Vaudeville. Although reviews of 
this play are not available, the modest performances indicate the public had at least a modicum 
of interest in the play. Additionally, in the Biographie nouvelle des contemporains Radet’s 
biography lists La Négresse as one of the principle pieces by the author, most of which 
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received “un succès mérité” (Arnault et al 206). On the other hand, the critic La Harpe also 
mentions the play briefly in Lettre CCLI in a section where he is criticizing the Opéra-
comique. He simply lumps it in with several others plays that he terms “frivolités éphémères”, 
indicating his general derision for these pieces (La Harpe Correspondance 168). These 
contradictory reactions imply that the play was fairly popular, but not critically acclaimed. 
In La Négresse ou le pouvoir de la reconnaissance two shipwrecked Frenchmen, 
Dorval and his valet Frontin, land on “Une Isle d’Afrique” where they are saved by two 
African women, Zilia and her sister Zoé, from a tribe that the Frenchmen believe to be 
cannibals (Radet and Barré 2). According to Frontin, the Africans on the island “ont juré de 
sacrifier tous les blancs qui abordéroient dans leur Isle” (5). After Zilia and Zoé hide and care 
for the colonists for several months, Dorval falls in love with Zilia. In the middle of the play, 
Dorval is fortunate enough to save the life of the king of the Africans. It is finally safe for 
Dorval and Frontin to be on the island when a ship arrives on the island carrying Dorval’s 
father. Unfortunately the other Europeans on the ship take Zilia into slavery, and Dorval must 
buy her back in order to save her. Frontin mistakenly believes that this act means Zilia will be 
Dorval’s slave. When he informs Zilia that Dorval will marry a European woman and she will 
serve them, Zilia is heartbroken. In the end, Dorval’s father and Dorval decide that they should 
take Zilia back not as a slave, but as Dorval’s wife.  
With the name Zilia, this character enters into a long line of heroine’s by the same 
name. Zilia is one spelling of a popular name, also written Zélia, used for many indigenous and 
exotic figures from the New World. Perhaps the most famous Zilia is featured in Françoise de 
Graffigny’s Lettres d’une Peruvienne, who is the Peruvian of the title. Two other Zélia’s are 
featured in other plays discussed in this dissertation, namely Dumaniant’s La Belle esclave ou 
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Valcour et Zélia and Dubuisson’s Zélia. Aside from this particular name’s popularity, the 
sounds of this name, particularly the first letter z, fit in with the exotic names that were applied 
to both New World and Oriental characters during the period17.  
Each of the other Zilias and Zélias mentioned here are of Native American descent. By 
naming this character Zilia, Radet and Barré insert their heroine into the dialogue already 
created around this character. Although African, Zilia is depicted is a similar way to the noble 
savage examples cited earlier. Zilia’s virtue and kindness are her primary character traits. 
Dorval sings about Zilia’s virtuous nature:  
Zilia nous offre l’image 
De la candeur, de la bonté; 
   douce, paisible, 
   Tendre, sensible, 
Heureuse du bien qu’elle fait, 
   son ame pure, 
   De la Nature, 
Est l’ouvrage le plus parfait (Radet and Barré 7).  
 
Described as good, sweet, peaceful, tender, and sensible with a good heart, Zilia’s description 
recalls that of Betti and the other Indigenous American figures. She is also described as being 
the most perfect work “from nature”, which implies that she lives a way of life close to nature, 
much like the noble savage. 
Dorval and his father are not naïve enough to assume that the interracial marriage will 
be readily accepted amongst Europeans. However, they believe that people will accept the 
union once they learn about Zilia. Dorval tells his father: 
si le Public la trouve intéressante, 
Je suis certain qu’il nous approuvera;  
Oh! Oui, mon père, il nous approuvera (Radet and Barré 47). 
 
                                                
17 For more information on the use of names beginning with the letter Z, see Hoffmann’s Le Nègre 
romantique page 63. 
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Essentially, Dorval and Zilia’s future rests on the fascination French have with exotic 
commodities. Whereas Dorval and his father praise Zilia’s character, when it comes to gaining 
the favor of the French, Dorval recognizes that the public will focus on her exotic nature. It is 
not important if the French people find Zilia to be virtuous or worthy of Dorval, it is only 
important if they find her “interesting”. Zilia will not be evaluated as human, but another 
commodity from Africa that can serve the interests of the French. 
Nonetheless, Zilia’s race remains an issue. Frontin comments on her race, saying: “c’est 
bien dommage qu’elle soit noire…les traits les plus réguliers, la plus jolie petite taille…des 
grâces, de la gentillesse” (Radet and Barré 8). Zilia is virtuous like the noble savage, but she is 
noble and virtuous despite her color. The other noble savage figures studied here have been 
endowed with their character traits primarily because of their proximity to nature and their 
culture. Conversely, Zilia receives accolades only in spite of her race. When Dorval continues 
to praise her, he clarifies that her beauty comes from within, not from her appearance. He 
sings:  
Tu reçus de la nature 
Tout ce qui fait le Bonheur; 
Ta belle ame est ta parure, 
Et ta beauté c’est ton cœur (19). 
 
At first glance this song exalts her character; but, at the same time, it criticizes her race. Her 
beauty is derived solely from her good nature, implying that her race is a negative trait that she 
manages to overcome with her virtuous spirit.  
Beyond her role as African noble savage, Zilia embodies the role of hospitable hostess 
to the Frenchmen. Throughout La Négresse Zilia’s hospitality is highlighted and praised. Zilia 
fulfills the role of savior, like Betti and Yarico in the Inkle and Yarico tales, while also 
extending hospitality to the men. Dorval explains her kindness saying:  
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Chaque jour sa bonté nouvelle 
prévient nos besoins, nos souhaits, 
Et chaque jour un nouveau zèle 
Ajoute un channe à ses bienfaits (Radet and Barré 8).  
 
Zilia sees to the Frenchmen’s every need in the classic show of hospitality. Furthermore, 
Dorval also implies that the hospitality of Zilia is a vital part of her virtuous nature. She does 
not take care of the Frenchman out of duty, but because of her innate goodness. 
In order to understand the importance of Zilia’s hospitality, we must first understand 
the importance of hospitality in the period. In her recent book Enlightenment Hospitality: 
Cannibals, Harems and Adoption, Judith Still defines hospitality as “a structure that regulates 
relations between inside and outside, and, in that sense, between private and public” (5). She 
continues to clarify that hospitality is at once a structure of reciprocity and an exchange 
between peers (Still 5). While Still notes that hospitality has “traditionally been offered and 
accepted by men”, woman play an important supportive, if often invisible, role that leaves 
them more vulnerable than men (1). Zilia offers hospitality to these men, but in doing so she 
puts herself in a vulnerable relationship with her own people and with the Frenchmen. 
Dorval not only praises Zilia for her hospitality, but implies that she deserves public 
recognition for her kindness. He sings: 
laisse, laisse-moi du moins 
T’exprimer la reconnaissance 
Que méritent ces tendres soins (Radet and Barré 11).  
 
In this song, Zilia’s care is described as tender, invoking a feminine form of hospitality that is 
distinguished from the hospitality generally offered by men. In another example, Dorval tells 
his father: 
Depuis six mois dans ces climats 
A me servir elle est constante, 
Le froid, ni la chaleur brulante, 
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N’ont jamais arrêté ses pas (30). 
 
Dorval repeatedly emphasizes the nature of Zilia’s hospitality because her treatment of the 
French goes beyond the standard expected hospitality. She is not only tender, but she is faithful 
in a distinctly feminine way. Zilia goes above and beyond the structures of the moral code that 
Still addresses in her book, in part because of her feelings for Dorval. 
Furthermore, Zilia extends hospitality and receives recognition for this hospitality 
despite being a woman. According to Still, who terms woman’s role as “the invisible labour of 
hospitality”, this is unusual (1). In addition, for Still, hospitality is exchanged between peers. 
The hospitality shown by Zilia, and the acceptance and praise of that hospitality by Dorval 
establishes Zilia as a peer with Dorval. She is valued for her hospitality in a way that most 
women are not. Of course, this status is challenged when she is enslaved by the other 
Frenchmen arriving on the island. The men who know her value Zilia, but in the end she is still 
a female who is easily subjugated by men, just as the colonies are subject to European control. 
Furthermore, she is not only a woman, but an African woman, so her only hope is for the 
Dorval to save her from her fate. Although she can be considered a peer from a moral 
standpoint, she is not a true equal because society will not allow her to be. 
At this point the reader or spectator must truly question the role Zilia’s race plays in her 
relationship to Dorval. Ultimately, Zilia’s race in La Négresse is effaced, at least partially, by 
her depiction as a noble savage. The description of Zilia focuses on her character rather than 
her appearance. Like Betti and Hirza, Zilia is not really represented as a sexualized woman. 
From this perspective, these descriptions are at odds with the image created by Garraway and 
Jenson of the mulatresse and négresse. Whereas Garraway and Jenson have established that 
Africans were primarily depicted as highly sexualized and opportunistic women, Zilia is 
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depicted much more like a noble savage than these other African women. Her beauty is 
mentioned but it is not considered her most valuable trait. Furthermore, there is no indication 
that Zilia takes advantage of her beauty or sexuality to further her social status. 
An important difference between Zilia and the women that Garraway and Jenson 
discuss is that Zilia is still living in her homeland in Africa, whereas the women of the 
Caribbean have been taken from their homes and integrated into the slave economy of the 
French colonies. Since Zilia is in her natural state in her African community, it is much easier 
to compare her to the noble savages who also live simply in nature. Furthermore, Zilia has not 
been exposed to the slave economy of the Caribbean where her sexuality is a true commodity. 
Zilia is still unexposed to the outside world; therefore, she can play the role of innocent and 
hospitable female. The distinction between Zilia and the women Garraway and Jenson discuss 
reveals that African women are not naturally overly sexualized, but this sexualized image is a 
product of the French Caribbean social structure.  
By comparing Zilia from La Négresse with one of her Native American counterparts 
we can fully understand how her depiction differs from the depictions of other African and 
Native American women. Paul Ulrich Dubuisson and Prosper-Didier Deshayes’ Zélia was 
produced in the Caribbean colonies, but ironically it features an Indigenous American heroine 
instead of an African one. In this story, Zélia is the Native American wife of a German baron 
who has traveled with her husband to his homeland. Even though the play does not take place 
in colonies, it reveals a perception of women in the colonies from the point of view of the 
Europeans that Zélia encounters. Furthermore, it directly compares women from the New 
World and European women, an unusual occurrence in this corpus. 
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Paul Ulrich Dubuisson composed the wording of this drame with his sometime musical 
partner Prosper-Didier Deshayes. Dubuisson had first hand knowledge of the colonies from his 
time in Saint-Domingue. Born in Laval in 1746, Paul Ulrich Dubuisson visited the United 
States and the Caribbean. While the exact length and timing of Dubuisson’s trip is not clear, he 
departed for the United States at the time of the American Revolution (Mougin and Haddad-
Wotling 348). To further clarify, Fouchard places Dubuisson in Saint-Domingue in March of 
1778 when an advertisement for his play L’École des pères ou les effets de la prévention noted 
that the author was “actuellement dans cette colonie” and stated that he was there for “une 
longue sejour” (260).  
The composer of Zélia, Prosper-Didier Deshayes did not have experience in the 
colonies. He may have been inexperienced with the subject matter, but Deshayes was an 
accomplished composer, dancer, and teacher. He is also known for his role as ballet-master at 
the Comédie Française in 1764 and master of dance at the École Royale de Chant in 1784 
(César “Zélia”). Deshayes composed at least 11 pieces in his career, but his collaboration with 
Dubuisson on Zélia is considered his best-known work (César “Zélia”).  
Zélia was a “drame mêlé de musique”, known by several names, including Zélia ou le 
mari à deux femmes and Zélia ou la grille enchantée.18 The drame was first performed in Paris 
on July 7, 1779 at the Théâtre de l’Ambigue Comique in an early version identified as a 
pantomime (César “Zélia”). This version was performed again on September 15, 1779. The 
play returned to the Paris stage under the title Zélia ou le mari à deux femmes on October 29, 
1791 at the Théâtre de les amis de la patrie Paris. It enjoyed great success with 19 
performances that year (César “Zélia”). The play returned to the same theater with 21 shows in 
                                                
18 César identifies that both of these titles were composed by Dubuisson and Deshayes, while the book 
Théâtre de l’Opéra-Comique by Nicole Wild and David Charlton indicates that Zélia ou la grille 
enchantée was the alternative title for the play (Charlton 446). 
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1792, 8 shows in 1793, 27 shows in 1794, and 22 shows in 1795(César “Zélia”). In 1795 the 
play was reprised at the Théâtre du Lycée des Arts in Paris for 45 shows (César “Zélia”). After 
1795, the play returned to its original title; it was performed as Zélia ou la grille enchantée at 
the Théâtre Italien in Paris once on November 26, 1796, and then at the Théâtre de la rue 
Martin in Paris on January 16, 1797. Later, it returned to the Théâtre Italien for six shows in 
1797 (César “Zélia”).  
After Zélia achieved success in Paris, it was also produced in the colonies. It was 
shown in Saint-Domingue in 1798. Fouchard describes its popularity saying “sinon un chef 
d’œuvre, mais une pièce égale à Nadir et digne de tenir l’affiche avec…la complicité de bons 
acteurs” (264). Despite the unpopularity of this play in the colonies, which Fouchard terms “un 
échec complet”, Dubuisson was determined to defend his work. He wrote a letter to the 
Affiches Américaines to proclaim that he was not embarrassed by the incident (Fouchard 261-
262).  
Despite finding success in Paris, Dubuisson’s works like Nadir ou Thomas Kouli-Khan 
did not receive acclaim in Saint-Domingue where Dubuisson was not well liked (Fouchard 
263). Fouchard describes the relationship between Dubuisson and the colonies, and colonists, 
as follows:  
Alors que la vanité coloniale réclamait le partage des moindre succès d’un ancien 
habitant de Saint-Domingue ayant regagné la Métropole, et à qui on attribuait, trop 
généreusement parfois, le titre de ‘créole de la colonie’, Dubuisson le plus célèbre 
pourtant des écrivains coloniaux ne bénéficia pas toujours des fruits de cette curieuse 
recherché de collatéraux (263). 
 
Whether the colonists of Saint-Domingue chose to claim him truly as their own or not, 
Dubuisson’s knowledge and portrayal of different aspects of the New World and the exotic in 
his various plays show a personal connection with the colonial discourse. In some ways, 
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Dubuisson is better known today for his death by guillotine during the French Revolution than 
his dramatic work during his lifetime.  
As its title suggests, Zélia tells the story of a woman from the Americas who has 
reestablished herself in Europe with her European husband. Unfortunately, at the outset of the 
play Zélia’s husband appears to have abandoned her since he has been absent for three years. 
When a widowed woman, Cécile, and her daughter Lucy arrive to keep Zélia company, the 
plot thickens. The spectators discover that Cécile lost all contact with her husband after Cécile 
and Lucy’s village in Germany was pillaged. The presumed widow and her daughter have 
moved to their new home to start a new life. In the second act, Zélia’s husband the Baron 
returns. In a twist we discover that he is also Cécile’s long-lost husband who has actually spent 
the last three years searching for Cécile and Lucy. The baron decides that he must abandon 
Zélia once again, because of his duty and love for his first wife and daughter. However, the 
villagers reveal his plot to Zélia before he can leave. After recovering from an illness brought 
on by the shock of the situation, Zélia determines she must be the one to leave. Once again, the 
villagers who love Zélia, foil her plans. With the help of Cécile and Lucy, the cast convinces 
Zélia to stay in the town, even if she cannot live at the castle as the baron’s wife. 
The three central female characters in the drama, Zélia, Cécile, and Lucy, are all 
virtuous and admirable characters in spite of their cultural differences. The title character Zélia 
embodies the virtuous noble savage come to Europe. In the list of characters descriptions, the 
role intended for Zélia is obvious. She is described in the “caractère des personnages” as “tout 
amour, tout âme” (Dubuisson 2). The first time other characters speak of her during the play, 
La veuve Tatillon describes her as very good, but not proud (8). When questioned about Zélia’s 
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faults, la veuve Tatillon cannot come up with negative traits except that Zilia is not a joyful 
person because of her husband’s absence.  
Throughout the play, Zélia’s kindness and goodness are illustrated in her actions 
towards others. Despite her deceased child, she is kind to Lucy and the town’s children. When 
she meets Lucy she tells her: “je vois que l’on vous a mal informé; ce n’est point une maîtresse 
que vous serez venu ici; c’est et ce sera une amie, entendez-vous, une bonne amie?” 
(Dubuisson 18). She extends friendship to Lucy, not competition. Additionally, Zélia thinks of 
others before herself. When Cécile is ill, she requests that she not be disturbed saying “voulez-
vous que pour lui donner bonne opinion de moi, je commence par interrompre un repos qui est 
sans doute nécessaire?” (18). In every instance, Zélia puts others’ needs before her own. 
In fact, Zélia is so selfless she is willing to commit the ultimate sacrifice. When she 
learns of Baron’s first family, she chooses to leave so that they can live in happiness. Zélia is 
willing to sacrifice her happiness for Lucy’s, saying “Laissez un moment nos intérêts 
particuliers; voyez au genoux cette innocente créature; vous voulez la priver de son père, au 
moment même que le ciel le lui a rendu” (Dubuisson 66). Even Cécile, who should in theory 
dislike the woman who married her husband, says of Zélia: “On ne peut assez l’admirer! 
Femme sensible et généreuse” (67). Zélia is not only kind and generous, but she is sensitive to 
others, anticipating their needs. 
All the characters focus on the kindness and virtue of Zélia with little mention of her 
origins. As spectators, we know that she is from the colonies, but there is no description of her 
appearance or her past. Some villagers insinuate that perhaps she and the Baron were not really 
married, but later in the play the Baron confirms that they were in fact married in the United 
States. Despite the limited physical description with her exotic (and well-known) name, Zélia 
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clearly represents the New World. She is not only exotic, she is the new wife of the Baron. 
Their marriage is a merger of Old and New Worlds, but there is a sacrifice involved because 
the Baron loses his first wife and family in the process. This implies that the New World 
cannot be made “new” without some sacrifice or loss. 
In contrast to Zélia, the Baron’s first wife Cécile and his daughter Lucy represent 
European values and mores. Similar to Zélia, both of these female characters are also good and 
kind. Cécile’s role is that of the sad, but virtuous, first wife. In the character list she is 
described as “triste, comme ayant l’habitude du malheur" (Dubuisson 2). Despite her obvious 
sadness at the loss of her husband and the hardship she experienced when her home was 
pillaged, Cécile maintains a compassionate character. When she learns of Zélia’s similar 
difficult experiences she is empathetic to her plight, saying “L’infortunée! que je la plains” 
(11). The two women may be from different worlds, but they share virtue and compassion. 
Even when Cécile discovers that Zélia’s lost husband is also her own husband, she 
remains compassionate towards Zélia and regrets the pain she has caused her. Zélia tells Cécile 
that she should hate her for stealing her husband (however unintentionally), but Cécile is 
incapable of hatred. She even tells Zélia that she is not to blame for the unfortunate situation 
(Dubuisson 53). In fact, Cécile feels guilt for interfering in Zélia’s happiness. She tells the 
Baron: “c’est moi qui ai jetté ici le trouble et la douleur! Ah! N’est-ce pas pour moi qu’est fait 
l’exil et l’éloignement” (67). Instead of blaming Zélia, who is the second wife, Cécile blames 
herself for returning and ending Zélia’s happiness. Both characters realize that they are in an 
impossible situation that was brought about by war and separation of families, not by the 
actions of either woman. 
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Cécile cannot stand to have her happiness come at the expense of another woman’s 
happiness. To this end, she encourages Zélia to stay in the area and maintain a relationship 
with the family. She tells the others: “Elle ne peut me déplaire; je l’ai éprouvé” (Dubuisson 
79). Of course, with Zélia’s virtue, it is easy to love her, but Zélia herself affirms Cécile’s 
goodness. She cannot blame Cécile for the change in her fate, and she confirms of Cécile, the 
Baron, and Lucy “Il n’y a pas de mauvais cœurs ici” (60). Each of these virtuous women 
repeatedly confirms the virtue of the other character through their praise of each other and their 
selfless attitudes.  
Not only compassionate, Cécile is virtuous in general. For example, she does not 
support gossip or allow her daughter do so. When Lucy pries too much into Zélia’s life, Cécile 
instructs Lucy: “Ma fille, point de ces questions-là, elles sont très-indiscrettes” (Dubuisson 9). 
In addition, Cécile does not allow her own melancholy to interfere with her role as mother; 
instead, she puts her daughter above her happiness. After discovering that Zélia’s husband is 
also her own lost husband, Cécile chooses to let Lucy meet him and face her own pain before 
fleeing the area. Cécile tells her daughter: 
Mais s’il faut au moment où je le retrouve, je le perde à jamais, il n’est pas de même de 
toi, ma Lucy. Je sais ce qu’impose le nom de mère. Je ne m’éloignerai point sans 
l’avoir vu. Je te présenterai à lui; il te reconnaitra; il t’aimera; ma rivale même ne te 
haïra pas, et moi j’irai consommer le reste de mes jours dans une retraite ignorée (42).  
 
Here, Cécile is willing to commit the ultimate maternal sacrifice, letting her daughter go for the 
sake of Lucy’s own happiness. Virtuous, compassionate and wise, Cécile is the model mother 
figure. 
Likewise, Lucy is the dutiful and compassionate daughter. When her mother takes ill 
with the loneliness of her life, Lucy steps in to care for her and will not leave her side. When 
her mother asks her to take her place to meet their new mistress Zélia, Lucy returns to her 
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mother’s side as soon as possible. She explains to Zilia: “Madame, si ma mère se réveille, et 
qu’elle ne me trouvât pas près d’elle, cela pourroit lui donner de l’inquiétude; souffrez que je 
lui épargne au moins ce-là” (Dubuisson 20-21). Furthermore, when Cécile wishes to sacrifice 
her own happiness and tells Lucy to stay with her father, Lucy responds: “Rien ne me séparera 
moi de vous, quelques soient vos projets. Je ne vous quitterai point; non, je ne vous quitterai 
jamais” (42). These examples illustrate that Lucy is a faithful daughter who will not sacrifice 
her relationship with her mother for her own potential advancement.  
Although Lucy is the quintessential dutiful daughter, at the same time, she also 
maintains a certain childlike spirit and hope which contrasts with Zélia and Cécile’s sadness. 
At the beginning of the play she tries to determine information about their new mistress, 
revealing a youthful curiosity and impulsiveness. Her mother must reprimand her about gossip 
because Lucy’s curiosity gets the best of her. Moreover, Lucy maintains hope in the happiness 
that she and her mother will have one day. In the end, Lucy represents the hope for the future 
of the next generation. Despite the sadness the family has endured, they can still find 
happiness, even Zélia. 
At the end of the play, despite Zélia’s goodness and virtue, the Baron chooses to return 
to his European wife. The Baron loves both women, but he believes that Lucy needs to have a 
father in her life. Zélia, whose child died shortly after birth, no longer has a child to tie her to 
the Baron, so she is the one who must sacrifice. Although the Baron and Cécile are remorseful 
for the fate of Zélia, there does not seem to be any doubt on the part of any of the characters, 
even Zélia, about the correct action to take. 
At the same time, the fruitfulness of the marriage between the Baron and Cécile, is 
juxtaposed with the fruitlessness of the interracial marriage between the Baron and Zélia. They 
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all mourn the lost child of Zélia, just as they mourn the unsuccessful union of the Baron and 
Zélia. Still, they find a place for Zélia in their lives, if only on the periphery. The two 
marriages also evoke the colonial relationship between France and the colonies. Like the 
colonies, the Baron’s family still wants Zélia in their lives, but she cannot interfere in their 
normal operations and she must stay in her assigned place. In return, the Baron and his family 
will maintain a familial, almost parental, relationship with Zélia. They will see to it that she is 
taken care of.  While Zélia clearly gets the short end of the bargain, she is expected to fulfill 
this role and in many ways she is grateful for it, just as the colonies are expected to be grateful 
for Europe’s “protection”. Similarly, Europe chose to view their relationship with the colonies 
as a familial romance rather than the exploitation it was. The American colonies are once again 
cast as the weak female who should be grateful for the protection of her male protector, France. 
Contrasting White and African Women in the Colonies 
To this point, none of the plays in this chapter have featured a realistic portrayal of the 
creolized French Caribbean society, even Zélia which was produced in the colonies. One piece, 
Les Veuves créoles did attempt to depict of the type of women who actually lived in the 
Caribbean during the time period. Intended for the Caribbean audience, the play includes a cast 
of different white women who live in the colonies, a rarely represented group in colonial 
theater. The play primarily features white colonial widows who are attempting to define their 
own role and identity in the colonies.  
Les Veuves créoles, by an anonymous author, was the first piece of theater written in 
Martinique (Brillaud 144). While the text for Les Veuves créoles appeared in Paris in 1768, 
there are no performances in France on record (Brillaud 149). However, the play was produced 
in the Cap on May 1, 1769 and then again 10 years later (Brillaud 149, Fouchard 85 and 121). 
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In the avertissement before the piece, the author notifies us that the piece is intended primarily 
for the Martiniquais audience when he writes “Cette pièce court manuscrite depuis l’année 
dernière à la Martinique pour qui principalement on l’imprime” (Les Veuves créoles). This 
piece stands out from most others because it was specifically intended for the colonial 
audience, and not the European audience. This play more so than any other attempts to 
understand the complexities of French colonial identity as one that is indebted to, but 
distinguished from French identity. 
In his article, “Les Veuves créoles et le theater à la Martinique au XVIIIe siècle”, 
Jérôme Brillaud has noted that at first glance the play is “une comedie créole écrite pour des 
créoles”; however, in looking deeper the author is actually attempting to create a dialogue 
between France and the colonies (150). Again in the avertissement, the author states “Comme 
cette Comédie pourroit tomber entre les mains de gens peu instruits de quelques usages 
particuliers au pays pour qui elle est faite, on a cru devoir y mettre quelques notes” (Les Veuves 
créoles). In the Année Littéraire Fréron reminds his readers that “L’Auteur de cette Pièce 
attaque quelques ridicules de nos Colonies: il faut en lisant se souvenir que l’action se passé 
dans le Nouveau Monde, & s’attendre quelquefois à des mœurs nouvelles” (Fréron 168). It is 
clear that without some knowledge of colonial society, French spectators would not be able to 
fully understand or appreciate the play. 
Due to its unique content, Fréron did not expect Les Veuves créoles to please French 
audiences. Nonetheless, Fréron concludes: 
Il y a de l’esprit dans cette Pièce; on y trouve même quelques scènes de situation qui 
sont assez plaisantes, & qui nous le paroîtroient peut-être davantage si nous étions plus 
au fait des mœurs & de la vie ordinaire des habitans des Colonies, mais, en général, ce 
Drame est dans le genre du bas comique, & les noms des personnages sont de mauvais 
gout (178).  
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He admits that the play could be enjoyable if one had the proper background but also 
recognizes that French audiences do not have the familiarity with French colonial society 
needed to appreciate it. In his article, Brillaud suggests that the piece may have been 
considered either too French or too Creole depending on which side of the Atlantic you came 
from (150-151).  
The narrative of Les Veuves créoles centers on the family of Monsieur de la Cale, a 
négociant, whose two sisters and niece are all widows. Each of these women imagines that the 
French fortune hunter, Chevalier de Fatincourt, is in love with them, and wishes to marry them. 
In actuality, the Chevalier does not prefer one widow to another; he is only interested in the 
size of their fortunes. This miscommunication between the widows and the chevalier leads to 
many comic situations when the women flirt with the chevalier. To complicate matters, M. de 
la Cale wishes to marry off his own daughter, Rosalie, to Fatincourt so that she will become 
titled. M. de la Cale even convinces the chevalier to agree. However, Rosalie is already 
involved with a Creole named Fonval who is of great character, but neither titled nor rich. 
Rosalie fights the betrothal to Fatincourt by enlisting her aunts to champion a marriage to 
Fonval. Meanwhile, each of the widows discovers that Fatincourt was not actually interested in 
any of them and one by one they turn against him. Eventually, even M. de la Cale sees 
Fatincourt for what he really is and he supports Rosalie’s marriage to Fonval. 
The women of Les Veuves créoles, particularly the widows, reflect actual events and 
social issues in the French Caribbean colonies.  In fact many widows with land-holdings were 
an important part of colonial society. While married women composed 34.2 % of the female 
population, widowed women consisted of 12.5 % of women in 1785 (Brillaud 145). Many of 
the widows owned important plantations on the island. For example, in 1743, 17 widows 
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represented 16.8% of noble proprietors on the island (Brillaud 145). Brillaud explains: “Ces 
veuves nanties exerçaient un réel pouvoir de séduction sur les jeunes hommes tout juste arrivés 
de France et rêvant de faire fortune” (145). Thus, the situation in Les Veuves créoles in fact 
draws inspiration from real events in Martinique. It reflects on a specific part of the French 
colonial population that separates the colonies, and their identity, from the France. 
It is important to note that this situation may not have been well known to French 
spectators or readers, even though spectators in Martinique would have been familiar with the 
importance of the widows in their society. Furthermore, the trope of young French men 
seeking out wealthy widows was probably not fully understood by the French audience. This 
situation also illuminates the relationship between the French Caribbean colonies and the 
metropole. Brillaud says of the widows: “Elles sont, à l’image de l’île qu’elles habitent, dans 
un rapport complexe avec la France” (151). Brillaud goes so far as to say that the tarnished 
image of France and the marriage of two Creoles draws attention to the misalliance of France 
and the colonies and suggests murmurs of independence (152). In any case, it is clear that the 
situation of these women, and each of their personal aspirations, indicates a complicated 
relationship with the motherland, as will become more evident when each character is 
analyzed.  
As a group, the three widows give the spectator an idea of what the colonial widow is 
like in general; although each widow retains her own particular traits that differentiates her 
from the other widows. To begin, M. de la Cale’s two sisters Madame Sirotin and Madame 
Grappin are established widows who appear to have been widowed for some time. Both of 
these widows are wealthy landholding widows who represent the large population of widows 
on Martinique. The two widows’ particular character traits play on the stereotypes about these 
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widows, and white women living in the French Caribbean in general. Each of M. de la Cale’s 
two sisters’ apt names reveals much about their character.  
First, Mme Sirotin’s name seems to refer to the verb siroter or the noun sirop, 
referencing her overly sweet demeanor. For example, when speaking to the chevalier 
Fatincourt, Mme Sirotin flirts, acting overly feminine.  The other key character trait of Mme 
Sirotin is her obsession with the motherland, France. From the beginning of the play, Mme 
Sirotin’s main goal is to return to her birthplace in France. She states that she plans to sell all 
her property in Martinique in order to reestablish herself in France, where she assumes 
Fatincourt will join her. Mme Sirotin imagines that she will be able to easily reestablish herself 
in France and fit into the contemporary French society despite her extended time spent in the 
colonies.  
This aspect of her character represents the general desire of French Caribbean residents 
to consider themselves as French and to maintain contact with France. It is general knowledge 
that many colonists were talked of returning to the mainland, viewing their stay in the colonies 
as a temporary means to wealth, even though many never returned to the mainland. 
Contemporary commentator Don Ignacio Gala observed that “The desire to return to Europe 
agitates them continually…they believe that they can only recover the happiness that they have 
lost when the desired day arrives of their return to France (Clay 209). Mme Sirtoin’s desire to 
return to the mainland, almost as if she never left, belies her desire to maintain a connection 
with the metropole. 
On the other hand, her sister, Mme Grapin’s name references the noun grappin which 
can be translated as grappling irons. This name plays on the idea of getting a man in one’s 
clutches, but it is not only relating to her desire to trap Fatincourt. It also refers to her desire to 
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obtain material items that portray her as a worldly woman. Concerned primarily with 
appearances, Mme Grapin wants to appear as if she knows all the latest French fashions. She 
asks Fatincourt “Vous croyez donc que je ne serois ni déplacée, ni embarrassée, si je me 
trouvois tout-d’un-coup au milieu de Paris, dans le plus grand monde?” (Les Veuves créoles 
22). In fact, Mme Grapin is not really following French fashion, she instead appears to be 
rather ridiculous in her attempt to be fashionable. Her failure to appear fashionable is revealed 
by Fatincourt’s insistence that her fashion is one of a kind when he responds, “car personne ne 
s’habille comme vous…personne” (22). Ultimately, Mme Grapin wants to show people outside 
of Martinique, namely Europeans, that the colonists are not backwards. She states explicitly “je 
veux faire voir aux étrangers qu’ici nous valons quelque chose” (23). Unfortunately, her 
conduct proves the opposite because she is unaware of current fashions and trends.  
Nonetheless, Mme Grapin’s desire to prove her worth to the French on the island and 
the mainland illustrates the concerns of the colonists about how they are perceived by the 
metropole. In addition, her concern with fashion may also refer to the desire of white women to 
dress like mulatto women, who were perceived as desirable (Moreau de Saint-Méry 93). Still, 
fashion is not the only issue at stake here. Despite the importance of the colonies to France’s 
economy, the residents clearly worry that they are not appreciated or understood by France. 
Beyond social issues, this concern is revealed politically by many of the debates that occur 
before and during the French Revolution where colonists tried to gain more control of the 
governance of the colonies.  
Despite their personal desires to emulate France, in the end the widows still assert their 
independence. When they learn of Fatincourt’s true nature, they refuse to support his marriage 
to Rosalie and stand up to their brother in defense of Rosalie. Additionally, they throw the 
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weight of their finances behind this decision vowing to disown Rosalie if she marries 
Fatincourt. The veuves assert their independence through their financial importance to the 
family much like the colonies used its financial importance to France to influence political 
decisions made about the colonies and their governance. 
The other widow featured in Les Veuves créoles, Mélite, is much younger than the two 
sisters. Only widowed for two years, Mélite may be younger but she also seems wiser and 
more cautious than her two aunts. At the beginning of the play, before she suspects 
Fatincourt’s attentions, Mélite states that she does not necessarily wish to marry again. She 
confesses “je vous avouerai que je tremble quand je songe à l’éternité peut-être de chagrins où 
le mariage nous expose” (Les Veuves créoles 18). Perhaps having already experienced a less 
than idyllic union, Mélite is aware that for the woman, marriage in the eighteenth century is not 
always a positive experience. Furthermore, she recognizes the certain freedom that she has as a 
widow and is not anxious to give up her independence.  
Nonetheless, when Mélite believes she has overheard her uncle discussing a marriage 
with Fatincourt, she quickly changes her tune. She tells Fatincourt “Je ne me croyois pas 
capable de prendre encore un engagement sérieux; je ne croyois pas tant de courage à mon 
âme. Puisque c’est vous qui êtes cause que je change résolution” (Les Veuves créoles 47). Her 
rapid change of heart seems to imply an inconstancy and a certain vulnerability of the widowed 
woman to the fortune hunter. Even the wisest widow can be persuaded by a sweet-tongued 
philanderer, particularly since she does not require the protection of her family, or her father, to 
guide her decisions.    
Despite her independence and wealth, each widow is interested in remarrying, as long 
as her new spouse meets certain criteria. Mme Sirotin wants someone to return to France with, 
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while Mme Grapin looks for someone to enhance her worldliness. As for Mélite, she simply 
wants someone to love her because she still harbors the romantic dreams of a young woman. 
These desires for a new husband reinforce the idea that a woman’s place in the world is to 
marry and produce children. Even though Fatincourt is not the ideal husband, each widow 
would give up her independence to remarry. This is rather significant during the period, since 
remarrying would not only end their personal independence, their new husband would also 
have control over their property and inheritance, ending all financial independence for these 
widows. 
However, we must return to the fact that the widows do not remarry in the end. This 
ending implies that it is not in the best interest of the colony for the widows to marry French 
men. The colony desires a certain independence from a metropole that does not understand 
them. To this end, the colony does not want young French men to come to the colonies and 
control their land interests. The colonists desire to be recognized by France and considered 
French, but they crave a certain amount of autonomy at the same time.  
The widows in Les Veuves créoles are contrasted with Rosalie, M. de la Cale’s 
daughter, another example of an unmarried woman. In contrast to the widows, Rosalie is the 
voice of reason. She is the only female who does not fall prey to Fatincourt’s charms because 
she recognizes him for what he is. Unlike the other characters, Rosalie considers Fatincourt to 
be the meanest and most unworthy of all men (Les Veuves créoles 50). She is not shy in 
berating his character in every way, stating “il n’a d’autres talens que de déchirer les personnes 
qui lui ont rendu le plus de services. Sa langue n’épargne personne, pas même vous, ni votre 
famille: je le tiens de bonne part” (50). Her recognition of Fatincourt’s true character illustrates 
a wisdom beyond her years that is not swayed by pretty words. 
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Rosalie is not only wise, she is also a strong woman. Her resistance to her father’s plan 
indicates her strength of character, which is opposed to Mélite’s inconstancy. Rosalie 
represents the colonist who is aware of the threat that France, and her policies, can present to 
the colonial way of life. Rosalie is independent and does not need interference from the French 
to lead a happy and fulfilled life.  While she gives up her independence to marry, she does so 
by her own choice and she marries a fellow Creole, rather than a Frenchman.  
In sum, the women of Les Veuves créoles present an image of strong women and a 
strong colony. In this comedy, the women maintain a certain agency despite the attempts of 
Fatincourt to tie them down. Each exerts her own independence by the end of the play in her 
own personal way. In addition, none of the women is forced by the men in their life to follow a 
path different than their own choosing. At the same time, they are still products of their 
environment, particularly when it comes to marriage. The widows are vulnerable to fortune 
hunters because of their particular place in colonial society, while Rosalie is ultimately at the 
mercy of her father’s decision concerning her own marriage.  
The complicated relationship that each woman has to the French character of 
Fatincourt, and the French land itself, speaks to the multi-faceted nature of the relationship 
between Martinique and France. The tightrope between independence and dependence of the 
colony on France, and women on men, is represented through the powerful female characters 
of this play. For example, Rosalie’s marriage to Fonval represents the fruitfulness of the 
colony, without any input from France. If Rosalie married Fatincourt she would be subject to 
French control, but by marrying Fonval she asserts that the colonies do not need France to 
control their interested. 
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Fascinatingly, this play seems to leave out one key component of Martinque’s society: 
the slaves. In one scene M. de la Cale calls his slaves to the house to give them news; 
otherwise, slaves are absent from the play. All the relationships that are explored between the 
women and France do not reference slavery, or the way the characters accumulated their 
wealth. It goes without saying that these wealthy plantation widows built their riches on the 
labor of African slaves. This is another classic denial of the slaves who actually supported the 
economic prosperity of the colony; however, this denial is more noticeable considering the 
nature of this play as compared to the others in this study. 
Les Veuves créoles may skip the discussion of slavery, but other plays in the colonies 
did portray the slave and black characters on the stage. One of the most renowned colonial 
pieces, Jeannot et Thérèse, features all black characters. Accordingly, it portrays a significantly 
different image of the colonies than the one featured in Les Veuves créoles. Instead of being 
written from the perspective of wealthy white planters, Jeannot et Thérèse is written from the 
perspective of lower class black workers. An adaptation of Rousseau’s Devin du village, 
Jeannot et Thérèse also has a strong female protagonist in the character of Thérèse. Written 
entirely in the Creole of the period by famous Créole playwright “Le Gros Clément”, Jeannot 
et Thérèse is certainly unique among the corpus of plays featured in this study. While Thérèse 
embodies some of the qualities that Garraway and Jenson discuss, Thérèse also flouts 
convention as an independent black woman. 
According to Fouchard, the author Clément was born and raised in Le Cap. Although 
his true identity has not been confirmed, he is believed to be Claude Clément19 (285). In any 
case, this actor and playwright was known primarily as “Le Gros Clément” for his supposedly 
rotund figure. Fouchard describes Clément and his importance to the Saint-Domingue theater 
                                                
19 Fouchard draws this conclusion from inheritance papers which name Claude Clément.  
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community, writing: “Clément n’était pas une touriste de passage. Il était fils du Cap-Français, 
un créole authentique parlant le patois avec la saveur des meilleurs narrateurs nègres des 
ateliers du Nord” (Fouchard 285). As a true local, Clément reflects a nuanced understanding of 
French Caribbean society and the complicated social structures of Saint-Domingue.  
Clément’s first piece debuted in 1750 in Cap-Français, where he participated in the first 
acting troops until 1762, when he transferred to Port-au-Prince (Fouchard 286). He performed 
in Port-au-Prince until 1767 when an epidemic hit the town and he returned to Le Cap for good 
(Fouchard 288-289). By 1786 after over 30 years of performing, Fouchard explains that 
Clément had become an indispensable artist who was called upon for every formal 
circumstance (289). His role as the go-to playwright demonstrates Clément’s importance and 
renown on the Saint-Domingue theater scene. 
Composed in 1758, Jeannot et Thérèse was performed in all of the major cities of 
Saint-Domingue many times between 1758-1788 with success (Fouchard 297). Fouchard said 
of the piece: “une parcelle de patrimoine colonial et la propriété de tous” (Fouchard 297). The 
piece was very well known in Saint-Domingue and became a cultural artifact of sorts. In Port-
au-Prince special attention was paid to the décor for this piece to try to represent the island as 
well as possible.  An advertisement for the piece emphasized the care taken for the decor, 
claiming: “On représenta une place en vivres, avec la hutte de Papa Simon” (Fouchard 298). 
The attention paid to this piece in general, and the décor in particular, reflects its attempt to 
portray a “realistic” version of life in Saint-Domingue.  
A parody of Rousseau’s Devin du village, Jeannot et Thérèse follows the same basic 
storyline but changes the characters to black characters and incorporates many elements of the 
locale where it takes place. The play’s namesakes Jeannot and Thérèse are two lovers at odds 
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with one another. Thérèse is heartbroken because Jeannot has left her for another woman. To 
solve her dilemma, Thérèse seeks advice from Papa Simon who is described as a negro who is 
a great sorcerer (gnion nègre qui grand sorcié) (Jeannot et Thérèse 1). Like the soothsaying 
devin in Rousseau’s version, Papa Simon advises Thérèse to make Jeannot jealous by flirting 
with other men, which she succeeds in doing. Unlike Rousseau’s version, throughout Jeannot 
et Thérèse, the protagonists’ love story is complicated by the racial relations in Saint-
Domingue. In the end, Jeannot and Thérèse recognize their love for each other and they 
reunite. The play ends with singing and “danses nègres” as they all celebrate the union of 
Jeannot and Thérèse. 
The character of Thérèse presents the spectators with another strong female protagonist 
who looks out for her own interests. She wants to take destiny into her own hands to stop her 
lover from straying. While Thérèse does not blame herself for Jeannot’s unfaithfulness, she 
recognizes her own worth. For example, Thérèse discusses all the other men who have tried to 
capture her attention, saying: 
yau tou dire pourquoi vous si farouche 
vous pas gagné bouche 
moi répondre oh! oh! (elle fait un geste d’épaule) 
moi conné ça vous conné zenvie 
quitté moi t’en prie 
moi quienne à Jeannot. (Jeannot et Thérèse 3) 
[They ask themselves why I am fierce, 
And if I have no mouth, 
I respond, oh! oh! (she gestures with her shoulder) 
I know what you desire 
Leave me alone if you please 
I belong to Jeannot.] 
 
Describing herself as farouche, which can be translated as both shy or antisocial and also 
fierce, Thérèse is both at once. She does not let other men approach her, instead she fiercely 
defends her love of Jeannot. At the same time the she acknowledges her own desirability as a 
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woman, she also illustrates her strength of character. She may be a desirable woman in the 
men’s eyes, but she is not the uncontrollable sexualized négresse that Jenson and Garraway 
discuss. 
In the excerpt above, Thérèse demonstrates her faithfulness despite the many 
temptations both sexual and financial. When discussing her devotion to Jeannot, we also see 
that Thérèse has not only been approached by black men or even mixed-race men, but also 
white men. She explains: 
 gnion jour quior bel blanc qui sorti France 
 qui gagné l’or sir li tout par tou 
 com’li té fair moi la reverence. (Jeannot et Thérèse 3) 
 [One day a handsome white man from France came 
 Who had gold all over his person 
 Oh, how he bowed to me.] 
 
Despite the rich appearance of the white Frenchman, Thérèse once again refuses his advances 
in favor of remaining faithful to Jeannot. She is not interested in exploiting her sexuality for 
social or monetary gain, but chooses love instead. It seems like she is the ideal faithful lover, 
an attribute highly praised in women, but not often seen in black characters. 
This excerpt also introduces race relations between white men and women of African 
descent to the spectators. Later, Thérèse tells a similar story of a “mulatre” who also 
propositioned her. Like the white man, she reproaches him in favor of Jeannot. In Rousseau’s 
Devin du village the wealth and class of Colette’s suitors is also used to make Colin jealous, 
but obviously the racial component does not exist. These stories give the impression that all the 
men of the island are interested in the négresse as a sexual partner, regardless of their race. 
Furthermore, when Thérèse tries to make Jeannot jealous, she uses these examples again to 
make him realize her worth. She states: 
 blanc payé 
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 blanc conné 
 richir femme 
 moi le flambé passé toy 
 tout mond va heler moi 
 madame. (Jeannot et Thérèse 10) 
 [The white man pays 
 The white man knows 
 How to enrich a woman 
 I will shine more than you 
 Everyone will call me 
 Madame.]  
 
Thérèse recognizes the change in social status and financial gain she would acquire if she 
accepted the advances of a white man, so she uses this information to taunt Jeannot.  However, 
she has no intentions of actually accepting these men’s advances. 
The image portrayed here is not at odds with Garraway’s theory on the depiction 
women in The Libertine Colony. Both Garraway and Jenson note that black and mixed-race 
women are viewed as desirable sexual partners by the various classes and races of men in the 
French Caribbean. The continual pursuit of Thérèse by white and mulatto men seems to 
confirm Garraway’s assertions about the trope of the lascivious woman of color. Garraway 
explains that “in the sexual relationship, power is attributed to the slave woman, who is 
accused of impurity and a libidinal excess that is equated with animality and seen to compel 
the master’s subjection” (208). Joan Dayan has described a similar issue with mulatto women 
who became “a concrete signifier for lust that could be portrayed as ‘love,’” which for 
Garraway “inspired both the sensual adulation in white men and brutal displays of jealousy in 
white women” (Garraway 229). Garraway adds to this that mulatto women were “credited with 
the power to dominate her lovers, when she did not dispose of them entirely” (233). Thérèse is 
portrayed as a black woman, but since her status as free or slave is not clear, she seems to share 
the traits of the stereotypical black and mixed–race women that Garraway and Dayan describe.  
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 Thérèse is not necessarily portrayed negatively as the sexualized woman of color, since 
she does after all refuse all the white and mulatto men’s advances. Yet her sexual allure seems 
to be taken for granted, both by her and the other characters. Thérèse herself implies that she 
could easily have any of the white or mulatto men that she wanted; it is her choice not to 
pursue these offers. Moreover, she uses these stories of her sexual prowess to provoke 
jealousy, just like Garraway and Dayan suggest; although, she is trying to make a man jealous 
rather than white women. Compared to Zilia, the other African female featured in this chapter, 
Thérèse is a more typical depiction of an African slave woman. In La Négresse Zilia is 
depicted more like a noble savage figure, but Thérèse is more of a classical depiction of a 
sexualized African woman.  
Moreover, the play contrasts Thérèse with the mulâtresse who tries to buy Jeannot’s 
affections. Jenson calls this detail “surprising” because the financial leverage of the mulâtresse 
is an unusual twist. Garraway research and contemporary commentators like Moreau de Saint-
Méry show that mixed-race women often used their love affairs with white men to gain status, 
not the reverse. At the same time, as a foil to Thérèse’s suitors and Thérèse’s own character, 
the mulâtresse’s wealth adds another layer to Thérèse and Jeannot’s relationship. It also 
reaffirms the image of the lascivious African woman, by suggesting that Thérèse’s refusal of 
these men’s advances is an anomaly. Both women are desirable to men of all races, but the 
play suggests that most women act on this desire like the mulâtresse. 
 Ultimately, Thérèse refuses the advances of the mulâtre and white men; instead, she 
stays with her true love Jeannot. Whatever social or financial gains Thérèse could receive are 
not worth the sacrifices these relationships would entail, not only because of her love Jeannot, 
but also her virtue. It could be suggested that Clément does not support interracial marriage, 
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because his work advocates that each race should find partners within their own class and race. 
Jeannot and Thérèse are both desired by other races, but the happy ending finds the two 
Africans, presumably lower class servants or slaves, together. Of all the possible matches for 
Jeannot and Thérèse the play concludes that it is best for the two black characters to remain 
together. It is impossible to guess Clément’s intentions, perhaps he was simply reacting to 
public discussion of biracial relationships. Regardless of the reasoning, this play reflects a 
common argument in the colonies: that relationships between different classes and races could 
threaten the fragile social structure. 
Again, Garraway’s conclusions about the gender and race relations in the colonies are 
applicable. Concerns with the growing mulatto population in the Caribbean islands led to more 
restrictive laws regarding interracial marriage and the creation of additional barriers to social 
and political advancement in the colonies (Garraway 213). As a primary example, Garraway 
cites the restrictions on legitimate marriages between whites and free nonwhites due to fears 
that “marriage debunked the equally pervasive stereotype of black sexual savage and prostitute, 
thus raising the far more threatening possibility of reciprocity and sentiment between whites 
and blacks” (214). The concerns Clément displays here seem to arise out of the same concern 
with relationships between the sexualized slave or black woman and powerful white and 
mulatto men. Many white colonists were worried that relationships between white men and 
African women would alter the balance of power on the island. 
By refusing her white and mulatto suitors, Thérèse rises above the stereotype of the 
lascivious black female who will do whatever necessary to climb the social ladder. Yet, her 
refusal of these suitors and relationship with Jeannot also reinforces the established power 
dynamic of the colonies. Thérèse may be an ideal version of the black, who does not succumb 
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to the sexual offers various men make her, but she does not defy the place in society that has 
been assigned to her. Rather, she fulfills societal expectations by staying with her black lover. 
Unlike many of the other female protagonists in this chapter, Thérèse does not try to break 
boundaries, she is content in her own station. Additionally, she is not the epitome of virtue 
even though she is not without virtue; she is a more realistic depiction of womanhood not an 
ideal example.   
In fact, Thérèse is primarily concerned with satisfying her own interests, as opposed to 
many of the other female characters who put others above themselves. In some ways, her 
protection of her own interests makes Thérèse one of the strongest female characters featured 
here. She does not accept Jeannot’s rejection or unfaithfulness but takes action to get what she 
wants. Furthermore, she refuses to allow white or mulatto men to control her destiny, instead 
she follows her heart. Luckily for the white colonists, her heart leads her right back to where 
they want her to be, in the African slave community. 
Conclusion 
The prevalent female protagonists featured in this chapter vary widely from 
conservative and traditional models of womanhood, to strong, powerful, and almost masculine 
women. In La Jeune Indienne, La Négresse, and Zélia we see fairly traditional depictions of 
women who follow the lead of the men in their lives and are examples of virtue to the 
spectators. Whereas in Hirza ou les Illinois, Les Veuves créoles, and even Jeannot et Thérèse 
many of the female protagonists are strong women who control their own destiny. Nonetheless, 
in each case, the women appear to be portrayed differently than studies of other genres by 
Garraway and Jenson. It must be taken into account that many women portrayed on the stage 
were not of African descent like those that Garraway and Jenson discuss. However, even the 
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two African characters complicate the image of the African woman suggested by Garraway 
and Jenson. Nonetheless, these characters are still subject to male and colonial control. 
Whereas Longino suggested that the East was cast as female against the colonizing 
male West, I would suggest that the Americas are also female in the eyes of Europe. In seeking 
to dominate the New World through colonization, the European male casts the Americas as 
female in order to fully dominate her as the male dominates the female. Even when the female 
characters in these plays contradict the norms of female conduct by asserting their 
independence, most plays reinforce the current social order. Only Les Veuves créoles stands 
out by suggesting that the colonies do not need interference from France for their well-being 
with the marriage of Rosalie to another colonist. In this instance, the colonial play seems to 
suggest that its identity and interests are separate from France’s. Yet, even this marriage can be 
considered beneficial for France and the colonies because the wealth of the plantation, and thus 
the colonies does not fall into the hands of the unsavory Frenchman. Some playwrights may be 
attempting to assert their own colonial identity, but their identity remains linked with France’s, 
reconfirming France’s continued dominance. 
Furthermore, the idolization of noble savage figures and the limited use of black 
characters illustrate the burgeoning awareness of race as another category of domination. This 
chapter shows how intertwined the issues of gender and race are in the French colonial social 
structure. These plays assert France’s racial superiority along with their male dominance by 
casting the Native Americans and Africans as female. These characters are doubly subjugated 
by the European male20. Even in Jeannot et Thérèse the absent white are depicted as wealthy 
and upper class and the black characters are not encouraged to have relationships with them. It 
                                                
20 It is not unusual for gender and slavery to be to be connected, for a discussion of this issue see Dobie 
Trading Places page 267. 
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is implied that these black characters should live in a different world than the white colonists. It 
is important to note that subjugation according to race is not determined only by gender as 
black males are equally subjugated, but that these plays show that female subjugation does 
become irrevocably intertwined with racial domination in the colonies. The following chapter 
will continue with a detailed analysis of the discussions of race that arise from the depictions of 




FROM THE NOBLE SAVAGE TO THE “BON NÈGRE” 
Introduction 
 After the loss of France’s holdings in Canada and Louisiana in 1763, the French public 
exhibited renewed interest in France’s remaining colonies in the Caribbean. With more eyes 
focused on the Caribbean, playwrights could no longer ignore the issue of African slavery and 
the transatlantic slave trade. While more frequent depictions of the slave or African on the 
stage did increase, these representations were not always faithful representations of the 
situation in the French Caribbean. Instead, much like the noble savage was used to critique 
French society, the playwrights frequently romanticized the African and slave on the stage 
rather than represent the true cruelty of the slave system in the colonies.  The figure of the “bon 
nègre” was put in opposition to the refined white European, enabling the French to once again 
interrogate their identity, this time as the paternal white parent in a colonial family romance. 
Prior to this period, representations of slavery in French plays were primarily 
metaphorical in nature. Authors of the Enlightenment generally opposed slavery for moral and 
philosophical reasons, but they often managed to communicate these beliefs without 
mentioning African slavery. Dobie argues that “in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the 
issue of colonial slavery was regularly projected or ‘displaced’ onto two adjacent cultural 
terrains,” namely, the Oriental and Native American societies (9). In turn, this displacement of 
the discussion of slavery onto other peoples and lands meant that “enslaved people of African 
descent, by contrast, were not widely portrayed as victims of European imperialism until the 
end of the eighteenth century, and their suffering was not woven into the fabric of any major 
philosophical traditions” (Dobie 10). Reasons for ignoring the transatlantic slave trade were 
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many, but Dobie suggests that economic motivations coupled with the absence of a discursive 
framework to discuss slavery were primarily responsible for the dearth of representations of 
slaves (12-13).  
Growing awareness of the Caribbean colonies and slavery in the 1760’s and 1770’s 
resulted in a “decisive rupture with the previous century and a half” in regards to the way 
slavery was represented in colonial discourse (Dobie 13). Along with the loss of France’s 
Canadian colonies and Louisiana to Britain and Spain, respectively, the foundation of the 
Société des amis des noirs brought the issue of slavery to the national political stage (Dobie 
14). The foundation of the Société des amis des noirs and its fight against slavery serves as an 
example of the primary mode in which slavery was discussed, namely in the context of 
abolition. Dobie and Fischer have both illustrated that the abolition movement was a key player 
in bringing the discussion of slavery to the forefront of public debate.  
Without considering abolition, a real discussion of slavery in the French colonies was 
unspeakable because “slavery was widely felt to be morally problematic yet also believed to be 
economically beneficial” (Dobie 12). To question slavery in the colonies on a moral and 
philosophical level would be a detriment to the French colonies. Hence, for Dobie, 
“representing the colonies entailed representing slavery, and slavery could be contemplated 
directly only within the discursive framework of a call for its elimination” (7). The necessity of 
an abolitionist, or anti-abolitionist framework to even begin the discussion of slavery is key to 
the analysis of both enslaved and free black characters on the stage. 
While Dobie acknowledges and analyzes the increased discussion of slavery and 
colonialism after the Seven Years’ War, she also states that “there was no parallel literary 
tradition in which French society was critiqued from the subordinate position of the slave: no 
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enslaved travelers, no figure of the ‘noble slave’ that could compete with the noble savage 
(Dobie 182). Whereas Dobie asserts that there is “no figure of the ‘noble slave’” to parallel the 
noble savage, I argue that the figure of the “bon nègre”, while different, is an evolution of the 
noble savage figure (182). Leon-François Hoffmannn’s classic study Le Nègre romantique: 
personnage litéraire et obsession collective can help us to better understand the definition of 
the “bon nègre” used here. Unlike Dobie, Hoffmann contends that the trope of the “bon nègre” 
naturally grew out of the myth of the noble savage, saying: “si le Bon Sauvage a pratiquement 
disparu, il est remplacé par le Bon Nègre, c’est-à-dire par le serviteur fidèle et reconnaissant du 
maître qui a su se montrer humain envers lui” (138). Like Hoffmann, I contend that the “bon 
nègre” evolved from the noble savage myth as a means to represent the black man and slave 
without truly condemning the white slaver. When authors could no longer ignore the plight of 
the slave, the figure of the “bon nègre” emerged to continue the legacy of the noble savage21.  
Hoffmann and Dobie agree that depictions of slaves are all but absent in the first part of 
the Early Modern period. However, Hoffmann places their emergence in literature earlier than 
Dobie and names different reasons for this absence. Hoffmann simplifies the reasoning for the 
absence of slaves in literature: “on ne rencontre pas d’esclaves antillais dans la littérature avant 
1730 environ; la raison en est fort simple: ils étaient rares dans les possessions 
françaises jusqu’au début du siècle” (52). For Hoffmann, as the number of slaves in the 
colonies increased exponentially over the eighteenth century, so did representations of black 
characters. Nonetheless, the increase in depictions of black people did not necessarily mean an 
increase in true depictions of slaves. Hoffmann takes care to assert that “Dans le roman 
jusqu’en 1750, tout se passé pratiquement comme si les seuls Nègres de la terre étaient des rois 
                                                
21 This is not meant to suggest that the noble savage figure disappeared from literature at this point, on 
the contrary, the noble savage continued to be popular into the 19th century. Rather, the “bon nègre” 
serves as an offshoot of the noble savage and begins to alter the representation of the colonies. 
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et des nobles africains n’ayant d’exotique qu’un nom de fantaisie et risquant tout au plus de ne 
pas être habillé à la mode de Paris et d’invoquer les fétiches plutôt que les saints” (59). These 
early depictions of Africans still ignore the slave trade, thus Dobie’s timeline for understanding 
the representations of slavery still applies for this study. Yet, Hoffmann’s inclusion of these 
characters is important for understanding how the “bon nègre” came to be such a common 
trope. Sylvie Chalaye also confirms Hoffmann’s assertion, specifiying that these early black 
characters were more like decorative objects, who never acquired the autonomy of a thinking 
and acting individual (69). 
Like Dobie, Hoffmann suggests that the image of the black man gradually changed 
over time and the role of blacks in literature became focused on their status as slaves. 
According to Hoffmann, philosophers and authors were interested first in:  
la condition d’esclave, symbole et scandale de l’obscurantisme des temps passés, et 
ensuite la qualité générale de ‘sauvage’, autrement dit de ‘bon sauvage’ en puissance. 
D’un côté donc, la victime noire témoigne des vices et de l’hypocrisie d’une société 
blanche qu’il s’agit de réformer ; de l’autre, n’ayant pas été contaminé par cette société 
qui lui refuse la condition d’homme à part entière, le Nègre est qualifié pour devenir le 
porte-parole de la réforme…ou de la révolte. (73) (emphasis my own) 
 
Thus, the black character moved from being an exotic figure, to a mouthpiece for messages of 
reform or revolt. Yet, Chalaye illustrates that giving a voice to the black man was problematic 
for playwrights because “créer un personage de nègre au théâtre, ce serait lui donner la parole 
et reconnaître sa liberté, ce serait donc l’affranchir de fait, en lui donnant les moyens de se 
defender seul” (87). Out of these concerns, grew the trope of the “bon nègre” who effectively 
defends his white master from criticism instead of being a mouthpiece for reform. For the 
purposes of this study, the “bon nègre” is defined as the depiction of the black man or slave as 
a faithful servant who is indebted and devoted to his white master; he is the model slave or 
servant.  
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The figure of the “bon nègre” truly comes to light during the revolution, as confirmed 
by Hoffmann’s statement, “On trouve quelques Bons Nègres avant la Révolution, bien sûr, 
mais à partir de 1789 ils deviennent des personnages conventionnels dont la présence est 
pratiquement obligatoire dès que le roman se passe aux colonies” (138). Like the noble savage, 
the “bon nègre” is not a true representation of the slave, but a mythical representation of the 
good and loyal slave that is employed for philosophical purposes to explore the state of slavery 
and colonialism in general. Hoffmann affirms that like the stock character of the “Mauvais 
Colon” the “bon nègre” is the exception that proves the rule (140). Unlike the noble savage 
figure, which continued to linger in the imagination of readers and authors alike for many 
years, the depictions of the “bon nègre” were short lived, disappearing from the French scene 
after 1800 (Hoffmann 116). As the French and Haitian Revolutions brought the plight of the 
slaves to the forefront of the literary scène, so did their bloody conclusions erase them from the 
page and the stage. After the horrors of the revolution in Saint-Domingue were revealed in 
France “l’opinion publique perdit toute sympathie pour les Noirs…L’image du noir bon et 
malheureux avait attendri l’opinion publique. L’image du Nègre lubrique et criminel allait 
l’effrayer” (Hoffmann 116). Even before the end of revolution plays like Adonis ou le bon 
nègre depict the opposition between the “bon nègre” and his evil counterpart, the bloodthirsty 
revolutionary slave.  
 Hoffmann is not the only critic to recognize the role of the “bon nègre” or good negro 
in literature. In his book The French Encounter with Africans: White Response to Blacks, 
1530-1880 William B. Cohen also likens the use of African society to that of Native American 
society, viewing the depiction of Africans as an extension of the noble savage concept. He 
states “the literary convention of using ‘primitive’ societies as foils for European shortcomings 
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or as rival paradigms led to the inclusion of the African in the Noble Savage concept” (Cohen 
73). Furthermore, Cohen emphasizes that “the very authors who described Africans as noble 
also had strong reservations about them” (73). While the authors employed images of Africans 
and slaves to speak about philosophical issues, they also portrayed them in contradictory ways. 
The black characters were depicted as being virtuous but with limited education or intelligence. 
Again, this contradictory portrayal is not unlike the contemporary depictions of Native 
Americans who were praised for their proximity to nature and criticized for their simplistic or 
barbaric society. By casting these characters as both virtuous and simplistic, French 
playwrights reinforce white dominance.  
Along with Hoffmann and Cohen, Michèle Duchet also addresses the topic of the “bon 
nègre” in her book Anthropologie et histoire au siècle des Lumières. Duchet focuses primarily 
on the dichotomy found in representations of Africans and blacks who have been transported to 
the Caribbean. Duchet asserts that “l’Afrique noire n’existe qu’en creux, comme une terre 
hostile et refusée. Tout se passe comme si, transplantés en Amérique, les habitants de la Nigitie 
cessaient d’être des ‘Africains’ pour n’être plus que des ‘nègres’ presque une autre race” 
(Duchet 36). For Duchet, the African is simply forgotten once the philosopher considers the 
slaves in the Caribbean. With this outlook, Duchet describes the “bon nègre” as a generous 
slave who has forgotten his African origins, therefore he derives more sympathy from the 
European public than the hopeless left in Africa (36). Duchet bases her commentary on the 
lack of portrayals of black Africa in literature an absence which is equally felt on the stage. 
This contrast between the depiction of the African, in plays like La Négresse ou le pouvoir de 
la reconnaissance, will be examined here in relation to the more common portrayals of the 
black slave or Caribbean free blacks.  
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The Emerging Category of Race 
 In order to discuss the portrayal of black characters and slaves on the stage, it is 
imperative to have an understanding of the emerging category of race in the eighteenth century. 
Race was understood quite differently in the eighteenth century than our modern understanding 
of racial difference. Peabody argues that “ideas of racial difference are best understood to be 
embedded in the social and economic relations within which they occur, and not as 
transhistorical categories with fixed meanings and uniform social implications” (Dobie 137). 
Eighteenth-century philosophers and scientists studied race as a part of their study of mankind, 
considering what it meant to be human both in a physical and metaphysical sense. They 
considered “whether all human beings share a common origin, and to what extent skin color 
and other physical characteristics are determined by climate and/or physiology and heredity” 
(Dobie 28). Race had long been seen as a category of difference, but during this period people 
developed new theories to explain the differences between races.  
 The theories to explain different races revolved around whether or not those of African 
descent could be considered the same species as whites, and if so, were Africans equally 
evolved with white Europeans. Cohen explains the basic dichotomy between monogenism, the 
belief that “all races were descended from the same pair” and polygenism, which posited a 
separate origin of different races (12). Even monogenists did not necessarily believe in the true 
equality of races, since Africans could still be considered inferior to Europeans in terms of 
development. Many writers, such as the Comte de Buffon and Cornelius De Pauw, sought to 
explain the skin color of Africans based on environmental factors. For example, De Pauw 
declared Africans victims of the sun while Buffon suggested the extreme heat was to blame22 
                                                
22 For additional information on how race was understood by De Pauw, Buffon, and others, see Michèle 
Duchet’s Anthropologie et histoire au siecle des lumieres: Buffon, Voltaire, Rousseau, Helvetius, 
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(Cohen 82; Duchet 269). Regardless of the explanation, the blackness of Africans’ skin set 
them a part from Europeans and was generally viewed as a trait of inferiority (Cohen 13). It 
was not a big step for Europeans to believe that the difference in skin tone was related to some 
sort of inner character flaw or depravity. 
Of course, the timing of the emergence of race as a category and the increase in 
colonial ventures is no coincidence. Dobie suggests that “the linkage between the theorization 
of race and the colonial order is self-evident. Europe’s colonial expansion was obviously an 
important catalyst for the crystallization of the category of race” (28). This crystallization of 
the category of race, also contributed to growing racism that was often used in defense of 
slavery. Hoffmann explains this phenomenon that was actually strengthened by the system of 
slavery in place in the French Caribbean: 
l’esclavage des Noirs sera pour la première fois, et de plus en plus violemment attaqué, 
et ceux qui en profitaient mis en demeure de le justifier. Pour cela ils inviteront le 
racisme ou plutôt, si l’on peut dire, ils activeront le racisme latent de l’homme 
occidental. C’est ainsi que certains auteurs essayeront de prouver l’infériorité naturelle 
des fils de Cham, de justifier leur exploitation en se réclamant sinon de la théologie, au 
moins de l’économie politique. (50) 
 
Essentially, the system of slavery made it easier to arbitrarily divide people along racial lines. 
Rather than inciting pity for these enslaved people, often their enslavement led to more 
instilled racism.  
At the same time, there were others who fought for the rights of the enslaved and 
defended their humanity. Hoffmann highlights the other writers who took efforts to defend 
those of African descent, saying: “Jadis simple objet de curiosité, le Noir s’insinuera dans la 
mauvaise conscience collective des Français” (50). The plight of the slaves was not ignored by 
                                                                                                                                                     
Diderot and William Cohen’s introduction to The French Encounter with Africans: White Response to 
Blacks, 1530-1880.  
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all men; however, recognizing the black man as human did not make him equal to the white 
man. Hoffmann explains: 
tout le monde semble à peu près d’accord: le Noir est un inférieur, un cannibale, un 
vendeur d’hommes, un être lubrique et fort laid, ignorant l’ABC de civilisation et de la 
bonne philosophie. Bon sauvage arraché au paradis terrestre? Oui, pour les besoins de 
la poésie didactique et comme symbole attendrissant. Mais personne ne risqué de 
prendre cette métaphore pour la réalité. Homme à peine mais homme quand même, on 
réclame pour lui un minimum de bien-être. (97)  
 
Essentially, while some believed that Africans did not deserve to be enslaved, they were still 
considered a lesser form of the human race. As Paul Miller explains: “the crux of the 
Enlightenment problem lies, therefore, in who and what qualifies as a person and what 
precisely are the Enlightenment “rules” for representing her” (6).  Were those of African 
descent entitled to the same rights as Europeans? 
Many abolitionists, such as Condorcet and Olympe de Gouges (famous for her defense 
of slaves and campaign for women’s rights) acknowledged a belief that blacks were not equal 
to whites as far as intelligence or common sense. In his famous Réflexions sur l’esclavage des 
nègres, Condorcet wrote:  
On ne peut dissimuler que les Negres n’aient en général une grande stupidité: ce n’est 
pas à eux que nous en faisons le reproche, c’est à leur maîtres…Les relations de la 
nature ou n’existent point, ou sont corrompues dans les esclaves. Les sentimens 
naturels à l’homme ou ne naissent point dans leur ame, ou sont étouffés par 
l’oppression. (35)  
 
Condorcet used the slaves’ perceived lesser intelligence and lack of education to champion for 
gradual emancipation and education of slaves, rather than immediate emancipation. Laurent 
Dubois explains the logic of Condorcet and others on the topic: 
Condorcet read the history of slavery as separating slaves from social existence and 
thus from social rights. They had never learned the meaning of those rights and could 
not exercise them; their moral condition, formed by violence and abuse, would carry 
that debasement into society. Thus Condorcet’s work gives us insight into what can be 
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termed Republican racism: an abolitionist version of the history of slavery became a 
vehicle for justifying continued racial exclusion. (Dubois 182)  
 
The slaves were debased not only by their moral condition as Dubois states here, but for many 
their very race meant that they were less intelligent and not as capable of functioning in society 
without guidance. Even those who defended the African against slavery believed that the black 
man needed the superior white man’s instruction and protection. 
Many considered blacks, and even Native Americans, to be less intelligent because they 
were less evolved than white Europeans. The famous commentator on life in Saint-Domingue 
Moreau de Saint-Méry offers one explanation for the state of blacks: 
le nègre est dans un état de dégénération réelle comparativement à l’européen civilisé. 
Cet état est tel qu’il autorise à soutenir que cette dégénération qui est, peut-être, 
l’ouvrage des siècles, voudrait d’autres siècles pour que ses effets généreux 
disparussent tout-à-fait & un concours de causes & de volontés dont il est difficile de 
supposer la réunion subite, quelque séduisant que cet espoir puisse être. (62)  
 
Moreau de Saint-Méry’s belief that blacks were degenerated in comparison to the white 
European was a common assumption during the period, and was frequently used to defend 
slavery. Of course these arguments were often just veiled excuses for gradual emancipation 
instead of immediate abolition which would certainly have had a negative impact on the 
French economy. Even when their moral conscience dictated that they speak out against 
slavery as an institution, abolitionists still tried to protect their own interests. 
The idea that blacks were less evolved, or degenerate in comparison to Europeans, 
permeates the theater pieces that feature black characters, regardless of whether these pieces 
defend slavery, or speak out against it. Much like the mythical Noble Savage undermined the 
humanity of the Native American, making it easier for Europeans to justify their ill treatment, 
the image of the simple “bon nègre” undermined the slave’s agency. Over time the “bon nègre” 
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could only be conceived in relation to his counterpart, the kind master who protected his 
interests. 
The way that black characters were presented on the stage was further complicated by 
the practicalities of representing black characters who were traditionally represented by white 
actors, particularly in metropolitan France. Even in the colonial theaters where a large number 
of the population was black or mixed-race, white actors performed the roles of the black 
characters. The actors who portrayed black characters wore a costume that indicated their race 
and supposedly imitate the gestures and speech of blacks. After the famous actress of color, 
Minette broke the barrier in 1781, accounts of black and mulatto actors on the stage in the 
colonies were more frequent, but these actors were not relegated to playing the roles of black 
characters. Many would play traditional roles from classical French pieces, further 
complicating the depiction of race on the stage. Though little information is available about 
these actors or their performances, it would seem that overtime the actors on the stage enjoyed 
more color-blindness than the characters in these plays, at least on some colonial stages (Clay 
221-223). 
The “Bon Nègre” and Négresse on the French Stage 
 Before embarking on the study of the representation of the slave on the stage, it is 
important to have an understanding of how characters of African descent were represented in 
general. One of the rare instances where Africans in Africa were depicted on the stage was in 
La Négresse ou le pouvoir de la reconnaissance. This story of an African woman who protects 
two shipwrecked Frenchmen from her tribe who is not friendly to outsiders reveals how the 
African was understood outside of the context of slavery. Untouched by slavery, the 
protagonist Zilia is depicted similarly to the noble savage, full of virtue and living a life close 
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to nature. An examination of the depiction of Zilia’s society illustrates how Africans 
themselves, not just slaves were viewed in relation to the white European. 
While the heroine Zilia is the focus of the play, the representation of the other Africans 
in the play is equally enlightening regarding the perception of Africans in general. At the 
beginning of the play, Frontin and Dorval discuss the people on the island (from whom they 
are hiding), calling them the “negre anthropophage” or negro cannibals (Radet and Barré 2). 
To clarify, there is no other mention of cannibalism throughout the play, and there does not 
appear to be a factual basis for this comment. It appears that for Dorval and Frontin, any 
barbaric African is assumed to be cannibalistic. I employ the term barbaric here intentionally, 
because that is the image that is being portrayed of a barbaric people who would eat those of 
their own species. This comment is also in line with general commentary that circulated about 
people groups in Africa as well as in the New World23. Hoffmann has pointed out how little 
was known about the African continent at this time: “l’Afrique ne représente encore qu’une 
série d’escales sur la route de l’Asie, qu’une série de comptoirs commerciaux somme toute 
assez rudimentaires” (51). Since so little was known about the continent aside from the 
coastline, it was easy for depictions of Africa to rely on hearsay and myths such as the idea that 
Africa was full of cannibals. In contrast, the Caribbean colonies were much better known than 
Africa, which helps to account for the larger number of plays that include black characters 
from the Caribbean instead of Africa (Hoffmann 55). 
Dorval and Fontin’s views about the Africans are not only based on their fears about 
the barbaric nature of this people, they also question the importance of race in general. At the 
beginning of the play, feeling discriminated against by the Africans they ask each other: “Est-
                                                
23 For further information regarding the emergence of the term and growing tales of cannibalism in the 
early modern period, see Peter Hulme’s Colonial Encounters: Europe and the Native Caribbean, 1492-
1797. 
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ce notre faute à nous, si nous ne sommes pas noirs comme eux” (Radet and Barré 3). Though 
they are asking if they should be blamed for being white, this is a clever role reversal that the 
author uses to question why we should blame Africans for being black. In this comment, these 
characters imply that people should not be judged by their skin color. Paradoxically, 
throughout the play continually judge Zilia and her compatriots based on their race. Like 
abolitionists who believe that Africans are still inferior to white men, Dorval and Frontin 
cannot view themselves as equals with the Africans. 
Even though they espouse virtuous ideas about racial distinctions, their actions and 
commentary reveal that the skin color and origins of Zilia are a key issue for the French 
characters. Despite Zilia’s kindness towards the shipwrecked Frenchmen, Frontin criticizes her 
race saying she would be beautiful if she weren’t black, belying his prejudice against her race. 
Yet, the ending of the play where Dorval agrees to marry Zilia indicates that the characters are 
willing to overlook her race because of her virtue. Dorval is willing to accept Zilia as his wife 
because she is an exceptional example, not because he would accept any African as an equal.  
Another interesting episode in the play is difficult to interpret, but clearly important for 
understanding how race is conceived. In one scene, worried about being found out and tired of 
hiding, Frontin and Dorval put on blackface to blend in with the African tribe. What is the 
significance of this act? On the one hand, it implies that the Africans would be fooled by 
something as superficial as blackface into believing that the white men were actually black. At 
first glance, this scene seems to imply that the Africans are ignorant of the world, or generally 
ignorant; however, later Frontin is also able to fool a European into believing he is an African 
using blackface. The ability to fool all characters with blackface seems to indicate that race is 
something that is easily taken for granted, as none of the characters looks past what they see at 
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first glance. Perhaps the use of blackface is intended to suggest that we must look past the 
color of skin to discover the true nature of the person. Likewise, it seems to imply in part that 
race is only skin deep. The characters do not change when they put on blackface, implying that 
race does not inherently make them different. 
For all its defense of the black race, albeit inconsistent, this play cannot necessarily be 
construed as an abolitionist text. For example, at the end of the play when Dorval must save 
Zilia from the slavers by purchasing her from her captors, Frontin simply assumes that Zilia 
will not be Dorval’s slave. Despite all she has done for them, Frontin tells Zilia “votre 
condition n’en sera pas plus mauvaise. Nos femmes blanches aiment beaucoup une femme 
noire à côté d’elles” (Radet and Barré 43). He automatically assumes that when Dorval bought 
her from the slavers he intended to make her his slave, not free her. Furthermore, Frontin 
expects Zilia to be happy with her fate, which he does not view as a burden, but as a rather 
normal occurrence. Additionally when Frontin explains that European women like to have a 
black woman at their side, he seems to paint the picture of Zilia as a pet or novelty for white 
women.  
While Zilia is devastated at the idea of Dorval marrying another, her sister Zoé does not 
seem to be outraged at the possibility of being Dorval’s slave. Instead she sings of their good 
fortune: 
Père à Dorval, 
Toi liberal, 
Acheter aussi petite; 
Partir ensuite, 
Emmener moi; 
L’esclavage pour servir toi 
sera douce loi 
Près de soeur à moi (Radet and Barré 32). 
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Not only does Zoé ask to be bought as a slave herself, she says that slavery in service of Dorval 
and his family would be a “sweet law” because of their liberal treatment of slaves. In the end, 
Dorval is repulsed at the idea of Zilia being his slave and he makes her his wife instead. 
Nonetheless, the reactions of the other characters treat slavery as natural; in fact, they are 
considered much more natural than Zilia becoming Dorval’s wife. These scenes imply a certain 
acceptance, if not condoning, the state of slavery. Frontin and Zoé’s actions imply that if the 
master treats the slaves well, then slavery can be acceptable, at least in certain circumstances. 
Overall, the play transmits contradictory messages regarding slavery and the way in 
which Zilia and her fellow Africans are viewed and understood. At the end of the play, Dorval 
Père invites Zilia to return to France with them as Dorval’s wife saying “Venez, Zilia, venez en 
France montrer un modèle de bienfaisance & d’humanité” (Radet and Barré 51). At once, they 
denigrate Zilia for her race, speaking of her lack of beauty because of her dark skin, and then 
they praise her as a model of humanity. This contradiction is often an inherent part of the 
figure of the “bon nègre”, a role which Zilia fulfills here. Her role as noble savage is 
transformed by her race into that of the bon négresse, similar to the noble savage but further 
undermined by her skin color. We see further evidence of the contradictory view of the “bon 
nègre” throughout the play. In one instance, Dorval explains to his father the care that Zilia 
provided him, explaining “Oui, mon père, dans une grotte solitaire au milieu de ce peuple 
sauvage, votre fils a trouvé tous les secours de la tender humanité” (30). Dorval insinuates that 
Zilia’s people as a whole are wild and uncivilized, but Zilia is the exception who showed him 
tender hospitality. 
Admittedly, the contrast between savagery and kindness is not terribly different from 
comments seen in other texts about the noble savage; however, the focus throughout the play 
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on race, or some understanding of that category, is a contrast from depictions of Native 
American societies. The depictions of noble savages in French theater rarely mention their 
appearance of skin color. Still, Dorval and Frontin are not blaming the Africans for their skin 
color or even for their violent actions towards Europeans. For example, at the beginning of the 
play, Dorval explains how the African community was affected by the culture of slavery, 
saying:  
Jadis, ils ont accueilli les Européens, ils les ont reçus dans leur Isle avec douceur et 
amitié. Enchantés de les voir, empressés à leur plaire, ils leur offroient des secours avec 
la plus naïve joie ; mais les cruautés & les perfidies des blancs les ont bientôt fait 
chasser sans retour par les habitants du pays, dont les mœurs ne sont pas naturellement 
cruelles. Nous en pouvons juger par Zilia, cette charmante Négresse (Radet and Barré 
6).  
 
Dorval acknowledges the natural hospitality of the people, much like Zilia’s hospitality toward 
Dorval and Frontin, who initially welcomed Europeans to their island, until the Europeans 
treated them cruelly. While Dorval does not explicitly mention the Europeans enslaving 
Africans here, since the Europeans do not have much other involvement with the African 
continent at this point other than slave trading, it is obvious what is intended by “cruautés & les 
perfidies” (6). Nonetheless, the authors seem hesitant to name the actual act of the Europeans 
enslaving Africans, instead they allude to slavery strongly without naming it. In this scene, it is 
also evident that from the beginning Zilia is explicitly intended to be a noble representative of 
her people. Dorval states that they should judge the people by Zilia’s actions, not by their 
recent actions of attacking Europeans. As the example of all the goodness of her people, Zilia 
is placed immediately in the role of the bon négresse. 
Finally, one part of the depiction of Africans that cannot be overlooked in La Négresse 
is the depiction of the language used by Zilia and the other African characters. Zilia, Zoé and 
the other African characters speak in a grammatically incorrect, broken jargon of French rather 
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than standard French. According to Hoffmann, this is the first instance of black characters 
speaking a different jargon on the French stage. Hoffmann explains that that this jargon was 
“à-peu-près le jargon de nos nègres de Saint-Domingue que l’auteur a mis dans leur bouche, et 
ce jargon a, comme on sait, une sorte d’énergie et de douceur assez originale” (101). The fact 
that the jargon spoken by the African characters is more similar to that spoken in Saint-
Domingue is reflective of the French peoples’ contact with Saint-Domingue which was much 
more extensive than their contact with any people on the African continent. Furthermore, the 
use of this jargon separates the African characters from their white European counterparts, and 
makes them seem uncultured and uneducated, to fit with the descriptions offered by Frontin 
and Dorval. Perhaps most importantly, the use of this broken jargon in La Négresse started a 
trend in plays depicting black characters, whether from Africa or the French Caribbean. From 
this point on most black characters on the stage spoke in a broken jargon similar to Zilia and 
her people and this became an expected attribute of the stock black character. 
The reception to these new black characters on the stage seems to have been favorable, 
especially considering that Zilia is one of the first Africans on the French stage. Grimm 
indicates that the audience agreed with Dorval’s assessment of the French public’s reaction to 
Zilia, writing in his review “Le parterre, à la première représentation, paraissait même assez 
disposé à defendre l’honneur du préjugé; mais l’amant répond que si le public trouve Zilia 
intéressante, il approuvera le mariage. Le père finit par consentir, le parterre aussi, et l’on 
s’embarque pour revenir en France” (Grimm 101). Of course, the audience’s acceptance of 
Zilia and Dorval’s marriage does not indicate an acceptance of all black characters, or Africans 
in general, but an acceptance of this bon négresse figure who is not so differentiated from the 
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figure of the noble savage that the public has already accepted and become accustomed to on 
the stage long before. 
With an understanding of how Africans were treated on the stage in general, it is 
important to understand how the enslavement of these Africans changed their depiction on the 
stage. In the next play, L’Esclave ou le marin généreux, the figure of the slave graces the 
French stage in 1774. The origins of the slave in this play are unclear, at times she appears to 
be of Eastern origin while at other times she seems to be one of many African slaves. Her 
unclear origins allow us and the spectators to focus on her status of slave without focusing as 
much on her race, much like the depiction of Zilia allowed the audience to focus on her as an 
African. 
By an unknown author, the play L’Esclave ou le marin généreux has remained fairly 
obscure since the eighteenth century. The only documented performance in the eighteenth 
century took place in Zweibrucken, Germany in 1774 (César “L’Esclave ou le marin 
généreux”). However, the printed edition of the play, printed in 1773 in Paris at la Veuve 
Duchesne, indicates that the play was also performed in the provinces of France, although it 
does not specify dates or locales of these performances. Since this piece is labeled as an 
“intermède en un acte”, this may have accounted for the limited representations of the piece or 
limited documentation of the representations of the piece which was presented only in 
companion with other presumably longer and better-known pieces.  
The notes preceding the play indicate that it was a translation of an Italian piece. At the 
same time, the notes specify that the original piece was “comme presque tous les Drames de ce 
Théâtre, un décousu de scènes mal dessinées et dialoguées à l’avenant: un changement 
successif de décors inutiles, un désordre de chœurs qui ne finissent pas, pendant lesquels les 
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Acteurs ont l’air de jouer sans cesse à la cachette comme les petits enfans & de prendre les 
Spectateurs pour leurs Bonnes” (L’Esclave ou le marin généreux Aij). This critique of Italian 
theater pieces implies that the retelling of this story does not share these qualities, but is in fact 
superior in style. Later in the notes, the author continues to critique the extravagances that are 
considered by him to be incurable in the play. Nonetheless, the unknown author of the piece 
fears the quality of his own rewriting of the piece, saying: 
il a fallu garder le fond pour ménager l’expression de la partie lyrique: aussi le tout a-t-
il conserve un gout de terroir, & paroîtra foible à bien des égards; en sorte que malgré 
les amputations réitérées qu’on a été oblige de faire, on craint bien d’avoir coupé au-
dessous du mal. On espere toutefois, moyennant l’art du célèbre Piccini. (Aiij)  
 
Additionally, the notes also warn against performing many translations of this kind because 
they steal from their original authors while giving glory to other composers (Aij).  
L’Esclave ou le marin généreux is set in Livourne, Italy near the port, where a ship 
arrives carrying Piratino, the Captain of the merchant vessel, and a “jeune fille”, his slave, 
Zulime. Meanwhile, a young widow Madame Citronelli and Lelio, the son of a powerful 
merchant are sitting at a café by the port when Lelio witness the debarkation of Zulime and the 
Captain. Struck by Zulime’s beauty, Lelio almost immediately confesses that he must love 
Zulime or perish. Later, Lelio confesses to the Captain that he wants to make Zulime his wife; 
however, Zulime is focused on trying to obtain her liberty and is not really interested in his 
offer. Zulime refuses Lelio once the Captain agrees to sell her to Lelio on the grounds that she 
does not want to be sold because she should be free. Meanwhile, the captain approaches Mme 
Citronelli and tells her of his own love for her. While the captain is courting Mme Citronelli, 
Zulime plans and attempts her escape with the help of some other African slaves. 
Unfortunately, Lelio catches her trying to escape and vows that he will follow her to the ends 
of the earth. Knowing that Lelio is willing to leave with her, Zulime finally agrees to marry 
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him. In yet another twist of events, the Captain discovers the couple leaving; nevertheless, all 
ends happily when the Captain informs them that he will marry Mme Cirtonelli and they can 
live together happily.  
The central character, and the slave of the title, Zulime is a fairly mysterious character 
whose beauty is renowned, but whose origins are hazy. When he first sees her, Lelio simply 
calls Zulime “une Etrangere”, but then immediately remarks “Qu’elle est belle & séduisante!” 
(L’Esclave ou le marin généreux 8). His immediate focus is on both her beauty and 
strangeness. Again, when Lelio actually meets Zulime, he focuses on her appearance asking 
the Captain “Et quelle est cette jolie débarquée?.. Ce ne seroit pas votre femme?” (10). 
Subsequently, when Lelio learns that Zulime is actually the capitain’s slave, he is shocked, yet 
he still remarks on her pleasant appearance, saying “Votre esclave!.. J’entends!.. Dieux! qu’elle 
est jolie! (10). A little later, he praises her appearance once again saying “Zulime! Que ce nom 
est doux! Qu’elle est belle! Quelle heureuse physionomie!” (12). All of these comments on 
Zulime’s physical appearance so early in the play indicate the importance of her exotic beauty 
to the others in the play, as well as instruct the spectator on her primary qualities. In contrast to 
Zilia in La Négresse, who is praised for her virtue not her beauty; Zulime’s worth is derived 
first and foremost from her physical appearance and sexual appeal. 
Despite the repeated references to Zulime’s beauty, there is little description of her 
origins or what she actually looks like. The Captain gives us her history, as far as he knows it, 
explaining her violent capture from “Le Corsaire à qui je l’ai ravie, l’a payée de la vie: j’ai fait 
une boucherie horrible de lui & de ses gens, & je n’ai conserve que sa Frégate, ses effets, & 
Zulime” (L’Esclave ou le marin généreux 17). When Lelio asks what country Zulime is from, 
the captain simply replies “Je l’ignore encore; c’est de quoi je me soucie peu: quand on est 
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honnête on est de tous les pays” (19). This comment reveals that Zulime’s origins are not 
important to the Captain as long as she is a dutiful slave. Yet, he also implies that all people are 
related to one another.  
In a similar fashion, Lelio responds her origins don’t matter because “elle rassemble les 
perfections de la terre entière” (L’Esclave ou le marin généreux 19). He then launches into a 
song describing where her various physical traits could have originated: 
On peut dire qu’à Cythere 
L’Amour tailla sa paupière; 
Sa bouche fut faite en Grece: 
Le reste….devinez? 
En Norvege sa tresse; 
Son teint en Géorgie, 
Son front en Laponie; 
Sa taille est à L’Angloise, 
Son pied à la Chinoise, 
Enfin à la Françoise 
Son joli petit nez (19) 
 
When describing Zulime, Lelio pulls his description from widely varied locations, making it 
impossible to tell Zulime’s true origins. However, his comment that her complexion is from 
Georgia seems to apply that she is white. Yet, the appearance of “nègres” later in the play 
complicates this assessment by inferring that she is an exception to the many black slaves. 
Nonetheless, this list of varied attributes implies that it does not matter where Zulime is from, 
because she is a renowned beauty. Likewise, it implies that a slave’s origins are not important; 
rather, their current status as slave supersedes any history they may have. Once enslaved, their 
history is erased and their status becomes simply that of a slave. Only a few slaves who are 
endowed with special attributes, like Zulime’s beauty, can transcend their state as slave and 
attain a new social status. 
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Despite the focus of Lelio on Zulime’s physical appearance throughout, Zulime is not 
just a beautiful face. The captain praises Zulime when he defends her virtue saying “cette jeune 
personne est honnête” (18). Furthermore, Zulime is beautiful, but not vain. Rather than 
accepting the praises coming her way, she is primarily concerned with obtaining her liberty. 
She first mentions it to Lelio when responding to his proposition of marriage: “Bien loin de 
chercher à porter de nouveaux fers, je n’aspire qu’à voir briser les miens” (15). Zulime likens 
marriage to the state of slavery, at least when the love between the two partners is not 
reciprocal. Throughout the play, Zulime returns continually to her thirst for liberty. When the 
Captain says he will sell her to Lelio, Zulime declares “vous me vendez, vous me livrez 
impitoyablement!” (L’Esclave ou le marin généreux 22). Later, she also sings of her pitiful 
state as a slave: 
Dieu de l’indépendance! 
Embrasse ma défense: 
L’innocence 
Se met sous ta puissance; 
Guides me pas tremblans vers ma Patrie… 
Où faut-il que je fuye? (40) 
 
While the other European characters in the play do not critique slavery, making it seem 
acceptable in some way, Zulime is the voice of reason condemning the state of slavery. Like 
Hoffmann suggested, Zulime’s character functions the “porte parole” for the condemnation of 
slavery. Coming from the mouth of a slave, the condemnation incites pity rather than anger at 
European characters. 
 Overall, the play presents a complicated picture of slavery and Europeans’ relations to 
the slaves and the institution itself. First, let us consider the potential marriage between Zulime 
and Lelio. Despite her status as a slave, Lelio wants to marry Zulime. On the contrary, the 
other characters do not so readily accept this idea like they accepted Dorval and Zilia’s 
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marriage in La Négresse. The captain’s reaction seems to reflect that of the spectator as 
witnessed in the exchange between the two: 
Le Capitaine: qu’en voulez-vous faire? 
Lelio: Ma femme. 
Le Capitaine: Une Esclave! 
Lelio: Affranchissez-la. 
Le Capitaine: jeune fou! Y réfléchissez-vous? (L’Esclave ou le marin généreux 21) 
 
Clearly, the captain is shocked by Lelio’s desire to marry Zulime. In the same scene the captain 
tells Lelio “vous vous dégradez” (21). These comments reveal the state of the slave in the eyes 
of the Captain, and likely most Europeans. For Lelio to associate with a slave in such a way is 
degrading to him. Regardless of her beauty or virtues, Zulime is lesser than Lelio in the eyes of 
others, and it degrades his own social status to marry her. While Zulime is hailed for her 
beauty, she is still a slave in most people’s eyes and she cannot overcome that without 
extraordinary circumstances.  
Although the captain gives leave for Zulime and Lelio to marry in the end, it is unclear 
if he has actually freed Zulime or not. Speaking of their escape attempt, the Captain says 
“Insensés! Imprudents! Restez avec nous, je vous pardonne, & je vous unis” (47). While he 
says “je vous pardonne” relating to Zulime’s attempt to escape, he never explicitly offers 
Zulime her freedom. Furthermore, Lelio and Zulime still act as though they owe their 
happiness to the captain, thanking him profusely and honoring his goodness. 
 As stated earlier, Zulime is not the only slave featured in L’Esclave ou le marin 
généreux. Several black slaves make an appearance in several scenes, although they do not 
speak. These slave figures are featured mainly in the stage directions. In the first instance, the 
stage directions indicate that “Pendant l’Ariette un Negre sort de la maison, & rentre dans le 
vaisseau” (L’Esclave ou le marin généreux 31). It seems that this slave’s sole purpose is to 
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remind the audience of slavery’s role in the Captain’s lifestyle, as well as to remind them 
where the slaves came from. Shortly thereafter, another stage direction indicates another black 
slave crossing the stage, when it states: “Pendant l’Ariette, l’autre Negre sort de la maison, & 
considère en passant un Brillant, qu’il indique avoir reçu de Zulime, & retourne au vaisseau” 
(33). In this instance, the term “un Brillant” probably refers to a gemstone or diamond of some 
kind. While it is unclear what exactly the slave is doing with the diamond, since he indicates 
that he received the gem from Zulime, it seems that these other slaves are helping Zulime to 
escape. Perhaps the diamond was payment for their services in aiding her escape, or perhaps 
Zulime will use the gem herself to fund her escape.  
In any case, the presence of these black slaves on the stage, and their references to 
Zulime are clearly intended to connect the various slaves together. The presence of these slaves 
of African origin further complicates Zulime’s character. Though Zulime’s origins are 
undetermined, she appears to be white. Does she have a relationship with these slaves simply 
because she is a fellow slave? She may be a slave, but Zulime stands out among these black 
slaves because praised for her beauty and virtue. While Zulime’s heritage remains cloudy, her 
association with these slaves forces the audience to acknowledge; however subtly, the plight of 
slaves in the French Caribbean who are of African descent. Yet, the portrayal of these black 
slaves does not necessarily illicit sympathy from the audience in the same way that Zulime 
does. In fact, it implies that Zulime does not deserve to be a slave because she is beautiful and 
most likely white. 
 Even though L’Esclave ou le marin généreux does not break as many boundaries with 
the ambiguous origins of Zulime, bringing the issue of slavery onto European soil is an 
important change. When Zulime initially refuses Lelio’s suit, he tells the captain: “Zulime n’est 
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plus votre Esclave: elle est libre dans un pays libre” (L’Esclave ou le marin généreux 25). 
Although the play technically takes place in Italy, this comment seems to refer to the law in 
France that slaves were freed upon entering the land. Sue Peabody’s book There are No Slaves 
in France: The Political Culture of Race and Slavery in the Ancien Régime discusses this 
“Freedom Principle”, the widely held notion that “any slave who steps foot on French soil 
becomes free” (3). Peabody explains in the introduction to her book, that the Freedom 
Principle did in fact exist in France where “the tension between France’s economic dependence 
on colonial slavery and its celebration of liberty is manifest in hundreds of court cases in which 
slaves who were brought to France as servants by their colonial masters sought to escape 
slavery in the final century of the Ancien Régime. On the basis of the Freedom Principle, 
nearly all of them obtained their freedom” (3). Lelio’s assertion that Zulime is “libre dans un 
pays libre” certainly seems to refer to this Freedom Principle, and speaks to the knowledge of 
these cases as a news items.  
In fact, according to Peabody, the notion that “there were no slaves in France” is 
perpetuated to this day with the stories of those slaves liberated by the Freedom Principle. It 
also implies that while slavery can exist in the colonies, when you bring it to the European 
shores it becomes unconscionable. Likewise, the implication that slavery cannot exist in 
hexagonal France distances the French public from the responsibility they hold by participating 
in the economic system of slavery, whether as consumers or traders. Like the old saying goes, 
for the French, slavery was out of sight, out of mind. Yet, in L’Esclave ou le marin généreux 
Zulime and her fellow slaves bring the issue of slavery to Italy, France’s close neighbor. The 
play may leave Zulime’s origins ambiguous to avoid an outright discussion of African slavery, 
but it also implies that slavery can no longer be out of sight or out of mind. 
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Contrasting French and French Colonial Depictions of Black Society 
 Whereas La Négresse focused on issues of race, and L’Esclave ou le marin généreux 
focused on slavery itself, the majority of plays featuring black characters inevitably addressed 
both. Comparing theatrical depictions of African slaves on both sides of the Atlantic reveals 
the preoccupation of both the French and French colonists to protect their interests, regardless 
of the playwrights’ stance on slavery. These plays present contradictory evidence that at once 
paints slavery as wrong, and yet lauds many white men and masters for their kindness. These 
contradictions on the stage reveal how the French tried to address the problem of slavery 
without undermining their own identity or fully accepting blame.   
Written by Billardon de Sauvigny the author of Hirza ou les Illinois, Les Nègres was 
relatively unknown piece published in 1783 in Paris. Despite its publication in 1783 the first 
representations of the piece are unknown, but expected to be during the same period. The piece 
returned to the theater on January 28, 1790 at the Théâtre de l’Ambigu-Comique (César “Les 
Nègres”). It played again at the same theater at the end of year, on December 28th(César “Les 
Nègres”).  In 1794, Les Nègres returned to the Palais des Variétés in Paris for two shows in 
September (César “Les Nègres”).   
Situated in Saint-Domingue on the plantation of Monsieur Camille near the Cap, Les 
Nègres is a comedic love story. In Les Nègres a white English colonist, M. Adams Thomson, 
dresses as a black slave in order to meet with his love Camille, whose father is one of the 
richest colonists in Saint-Domingue. In an effort to stop Camille’s impending marriage to the 
manager of her father’s estate Thomson must infiltrate the estate disguised as a slave. His 
disguise is necessitated not only by his mission, but by virtue of Thomson being an 
Englishman in French territory during a war between the two nations. Originally Thomson 
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entrusts another slave, Christine with a letter for Camille; unfortunately, Christine betrays him 
to the estate manager Calvinville. Nevertheless, Thomson has allies in the slaves, and the 
overseer Azor, who remember his goodness to them and help him to circumvent the estate 
manager Calinville, who unlike Thomson is not respected by the slaves. Azor helps Thomson 
to arrange a meeting with Camille, meanwhile, Thomson’s father is supposed to convince 
Camille’s father to allow the two to marry. In the meantime, peace between the English and the 
French is achieved and the barriers to Thomson and Camille’s union are removed. To 
conclude, the spectacle terminates with a love song and dance between two slaves, mirroring 
the play’s opening. 
In a piece named after slaves, it is expected that they will be the focus of Les Nègres, 
and yet the play actually features a love story between two white colonists. Nonetheless, the 
presence of slaves in the piece does begin with the first scene where a slave is singing a love 
song to his companion. Strangely, the love song includes details about his state as a slave: 
Moi travailler matin & soir; 
Moi battu quand il plait à Maître; 
Esclave à li pour toujours l’être. (Billardon de Sauvigny Les Nègres 5) 
 
From the first scène we see the gritty details of slavery revealed when he says that he will be 
beaten whenever it pleases his master, and that he works from morning to night. The state of 
slavery seems to be condemned here with these statements, and yet the state of slavery does not 
seem to be at question throughout the play. For example, in a later scene Thomson offers 
freedom to Christine to entice her to stop betraying them. He says, “Je te donne cette bourse, & 
je te promets la liberté si j’épouse Camille mais à condition que tu ne nous trahiras plus” (40). 
Rather than a human right, her freedom is a reward for faithful service. This scene implies that 
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freedom must be earned by the slaves, who are not entitled to it by virtue of their humanity 
alone.  
The author does explore the qualities of the slave, even admitting that some of their 
talents exceed that of white men. For instance, at the end of the play while the slaves are 
singing to one another, they repeat the refrain: 
Pour danser, vivent nos ames, 
Les noirs dansent mieux que les blancs (Billardon de Sauvigny Les Nègres 54). 
 
Since dance is an art form, the author is at least admitting that they have talents greater than 
even white men. In the same song, more is revealed about the perception of black slaves in 
relations to whites in the following stanza: 
Les blancs ont plus de gentillesse, 
C’est le beau jour qui brille aux yeux; 
Mais belle nuit vaut encor mieux 
pour danse & pour la tendresse (54). 
 
This song suggests the whites are kind, kinder than the black slaves, but they are creatures of 
the day, whereas blacks are creatures of the night full of dancing and lovemaking. The 
depiction of black slaves in this scene is certainly in line with the depiction of black women 
that is discussed in Chapter 3 as highly sexualized beings. 
 This is not the only instance in the play where the whites are described as being kind. 
Many of the white characters are praised for their goodness and kindness. In particular, the 
slaves and Azor respect Thomson. Despite his disguise, they recognize him, saying “Eh! C’est 
Thomson, c’est ami nous, c’est bon Maître” (Billardon de Sauvigny Les Nègres 13). Much like 
the “bon nègre”, the good master is another trope used in French literature to justify or soften 
the truth of slavery. It seems that Thomson also has affection for the slaves, because when he 
addresses them he calls them “Mes chers enfans” (Billardon de Sauvigny Les Nègres 14). This 
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is typical of the depiction of whites as the benevolent parent of the black slaves who are 
portrayed as their happy, admiring children. Hoffmann agrees with this assessment calling the 
play “un monde idyllique qui nous est présenté, comme celui que montrent certaines gravures 
de l’époque où des Noirs épanouis chantent, dansent et se content fleurette sous les regards 
indulgents et amuses des bons maîtres blancs” (68). The play romanticizes the slave and master 
relationship, in what Garraway has termed a family romance where the kind and good master 
cares for his happy, even dancing, slaves.  
 Les Nègres not only addresses master-slave relations, it also depicts the relations 
between the English and the French in the Caribbean region. After Azor remarks that Thomson 
must really be in love to travel amongst his enemies, Thomson replies: “Ennemis? C’est bon 
pour les gens de guerre: d’ailleurs j’ai beaucoup vécu à Paris & au Cap, & tu remarqueras que 
plus un Anglois connoit la France & plus il aime les François” (Billardon de Sauvigny Les 
Nègres 13-14). The relationship between English and French colonists is a complicated one 
because they are essentially neighbors in a land far from their own, but are also at war with one 
another. Thomson does not view them as enemies, but separates the war from his own personal 
relationships. Later Thomson defends his English heritage saying: “entre nos deux nations la 
guerre n’a jamais détruit l’estime; & l’estime fait excuser les torts de l’amour” (17). 
Simultaneously, he justifies his relationship with Camille, as if saying love conquers all.  
On the other hand, Camille does not seem as convinced that the war between the 
English and French is quite so negligible. She expresses her concern telling Thomson “Moi fuir 
avec un Anglois! Non, je ne saurois m’y résoudre”, but Thomson responds in his usual way 
“Eh! Qu’importe la nation? Je vous respecte, je vous adore; je suis votre Amant, voilà mon 
titre” (Billardon de Sauvigny Les Nègres 45). Once again, Thomson implies that in the 
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Caribbean it is not your nationality that is important, but your relationships. In the end, the 
difference of nationality does not matter because peace is declared. Camille’s father admits that 
all is well between the two nations because “La paix satisfait également les deux Nations il ne 
reste plus entre nous qu’une noble emulation; nous serons toujours rivaux de gloire dans la 
carrière des arts” (50). The final song also pays tribute to the two glorious nations that are once 
again at peace, singing: 
Trinquons, ensemble, à la santé 
De la France & de l’Angleterre: 
Vive George, vive Louis, 
François, Anglois, soyons amis (52) 
 
This song not only celebrates the peace between the two nations, but also their monarchies by 
praising the countries’ respective kings.  
The reinforcement of traditional political roles here speaks volumes about the overall 
intent of the play, and also figures into understanding the play’s stance on race and slavery. 
While the play mentions the evil aspects of slavery, it insinuates that these evils result 
primarily from the “mauvais colon” or overseer who mistreats the slaves, not from the nature 
of slavery itself. Yes, some slaves are at the mercy of cruel masters like the introductory scene 
of the play suggests, but other slaves are well-treated, even dancing. Thomson’s relationship 
with the slaves suggests that the master-slave relationship can be a fruitful and happy one. The 
master and slave can be a happy family if each performs his own role. 
Ultimately, Les Nègres is reinforcing not only the traditional political nature of the 
monarchical state, but also the traditional colonial social and plantation structure. The king 
must take care of his citizens’ interests by working for peace, and the master of the plantation 
must look after his slaves by treating them well. Just as peace between nations is good for the 
colonies, peace on the plantation is good for the economy of France.  
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In the colonies themselves depictions of African slaves on the stage were rare since the 
issue was a problem on their own shores; yet, there are a few instances where issues of race are 
presented on the stage. Unsurprisingly, the concept of race and slavery in these plays is much 
more nuanced on the French Caribbean stage. Featuring an all black character list, Jeannot et 
Thérèse paints a different picture of race relations on the island between the different classes of 
whites, mulatres, and blacks. Thérèse and Jeannot both have lovers or suitors who are of white 
or mixed race descent. Though these characters do not appear on stage, the descriptions of 
these figures play an important role in the understanding Jeannot and Thérèse’s complicated 
relationship and the complicated relationship between the different races in Saint-Domingue.  
Beyond an understanding of the different categories of race between whites, Native 
Americans, and blacks, the race relations in the Caribbean colonies were particularly tenuous. 
The Caribbean colonies were the scene of complicated racial categories composed of whites, 
blacks, and those of mixed race. Moreau de Saint-Méry famously tried to categorize the mixed 
race people mathematically on a continuum from white to black and every shade in between. 
Hoffmann explains the important role of the mixed-race community in the French Caribbean, 
not only socially, but also politically. Hoffmann explains the role of biracial population:  
Les Mulâtres ne représentaient pas seulement un problème abstrait de science 
hématologique. Ils manifestaient vigoureusement leur existence dans la vie politique et 
sociale. Dès avant la Révolution ils avaient réclamé l’égalité, et ils continueront à la 
réclamer pendant tout la première moitié de XIXe siècle. (127)  
 
Sometimes a link between the white and black communities, and sometimes a barrier between 
the two, these biracial individuals played an important role in French Caribbean society and 
eventually in the revolution.  
The complicated race relations between whites, blacks, and biracial men and women is 
featured in Jeannot et Thérèse through the relationships that Thérèse and Jeannot have with 
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their various suitors. When describing the many suitors she has refused in the past, Thérèse 
explains that both white men and mulatto men approach her emphasizing their wealth, 
describing them as dripping in gold (Jeannot et Thérèse 3). Later, she highlights the benefits 
she would receive if she accepted a white man as her suitor, namely wealth and status. If 
Thérèse were to accept a white man as her lover, she would gain a certain respect from the 
community. However, historical accounts indicate that she would also be the recipient of many 
judgmental glances from the white community who would never truly accept her into the fold. 
It is not just white men that pursue Thérèse, but mulatto men as well. All the men of the island, 
regardless of race are attracted to the black seductress Thérèse.  
 While Thérèse is pursued by white and mulatto men, Jeannot is pursued by a 
mulâtresse. In a role reversal, which Jenson terms “surprising”, the black man is pursued by 
the mulâtresse, an unusual turn of events. Generally, the mulâtresse pursued white or mulatto 
men who could bring them wealth and status, like Thérèse suggests, rather than black men who 
are generally of a lower class - unless the women are slaves, which is not the case here. Simon 
informs Thérèse of Jeannot’s lover, the mulâtresse, saying: 
vous pas conné c’est mulatresse 
qui gange beaucoup la richesse 
qui tienbé li dans cap, dans pi que vous paie voir li 
li metté li comm’ blanc la ville 
machett’ festoon calin in pille 
silla qui payé ben c’est premier yau servi. (Jeannot et Thérèse 5) 
[You didn’t know it was a mulâtresse 
Who is very rich 
Who keeps him in the Cap, since the last time you saw him 
He dresses like the whites from town 
Machete, festoons and very delicate. 




Again, the qualities of the mulâtresse emphasized here are primarily her wealth and status, 
much like the men that pursued Thérèse. On the contrary, Jeannot does not respond like 
Thérèse but instead accepts the mulâtresse’s advances and becomes a kept man, wearing fancy 
clothes.  
The final line from Papa Simon “Celui qui paye bien, c’est le premier qu’on sert” is a 
typical depiction of the race relations in Saint-Domingue. As Garraway points out in The 
Libertine Colony, many of the relationships are driven not only by sexual desire but also 
economic and social gain. At the same time, Thérèse rejects this philosophy that seems to 
govern the affairs of many in the French Caribbean. By rejecting the exchange of sexual favors 
for wealth, Thérèse places herself above many black and mixed-race women that the white 
society of the French colonies judges for their loose morals (despite their frequent participation 
in these acts). Even though Thérèse is an exception to the stereotype, the play acknowledges 
the validity of these stereotypes in colonial society where sexuality, race, and violence are an 
integral part of the social structure. 
Another unique aspect of this play is found is the use of religion and spirituality in the 
depiction of black characters. Unlike other plays featured here, religion plays an important part 
in the depiction of the black man in Jeannot et Thérèse. Confronted with Jeannot’s 
unfaithfulness, Thérèse first seeks out the help of Simon who is a powerful sorcerer. Her turn 
to a religious figure in her time of need places emphasis on the mystical nature of black culture 
in the colonies. It is carefully noted that Simon is from Africa, and is not a Creole black born in 
Martinque. This distinction is important because it associates the mystical religion with African 
society rather than Martinique’s society. At the same time, Simon does not actually perform 
any spells, or provide any medicine, he simply gives advice to Thérèse. This undermines the 
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efficacy of the religion, which does not perform real magic and furthers the idea that it is not a 
true religion. Equally, the presence of this magical figure in the play illuminates the image of 
blacks that Europeans have as non-Christian and heathen people.  
Ultimately the picture of black French Caribbean in Jeannot et Thérèse is a 
significantly more complicated, and realistic portrayal of French Caribbean society. It explores 
more than the other plays the sexual and racial aspects of social politics in the French 
Caribbean. At first, it seems to confirm many of the statements made by Garraway and Jenson 
regarding the libertine society of the French Caribbean, although Thérèse offers an alternative 
to this generalization. At the same time it questions the unequivocal statements made by 
historians like Garraway and Jenson with the appearance of the wealthy mulâtresse. When the 
religious elements are also factored in, the spectator has a better picture of the truly diverse 
nature of the French Caribbean society.  
Likewise, we see the desire by Clément and his spectators to try to understand and 
grapple with the complicated nature of their society. The play also exhibits the desire to break 
down some of the generalizations - for example, that all black and mixed-race women are 
sexualized beings seeking social advancement (through the virtuous Thérèse) - while 
acknowledging that these stereotypes do exist in their society (in the figure of Jeannot’s 
mulâtresse). The play does not comment on slavery, but its comments on race are invaluable to 
understanding how French colonial society tried to come to terms with their own convoluted 
identity. While French playwrights were using black figures to confirm their patriarchal 
superiority, in the French colonies playwrights were just beginning to sort through the various 
racial and social identities that existed in their society. 
“Revolutionizing” the Image of the “Bon Nègre” 
As the images of the black man multiplied nearing the French Revolution, the character 
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of the black man, and in particular, the “bon nègre” were also adapted to the revolutionary era. 
This trope was adapted to speak to the chief concerns of this period. Examining two plays, 
featuring different perspectives on the French and Haitian revolutions and abolition, illustrates 
how the black characters grew and changed during the period. Equally, this examination will 
reveal that regardless of political perspective, each piece still used fairly formulaic black 
characters to support their cause. Those who defended and opposed slavery both callously 
appropriated the black man for their own political purposes. 
The first piece at question here, Adonis ou le bon nègre, defends the white colonists in 
Saint-Domingue and in turn the practice of slavery. This melodrama co-authored by Louis-
François Guillaume Beraud de la Rochelle and Joseph Rosny, premiered in Paris at the Théâtre 
Ambigu-Comique in August of 1798, and then returned for 5 shows in 1799 (César “Adonis ou 
le bon nègre”). The title of the play, Adonis ou le bon nègre, is quite telling of the subject 
matter of the piece. The melodrama depicts the capture of Adonis and his master during the 
revolution in Saint-Domingue by Biassou, portrayed after general Georges Biassou. After 
Biassou captures the d’Herouville family plantation, he takes d’Herouville and his faithful 
servant Adonis with him to his palace as prisoners. There at the palace, d’Herouville insists 
that he cannot live without his wife, and with some convincing, Biassou allows Adonis to leave 
to bring back d’Herouville’s family to help his ailing health. Adonis is assisted by his one-time 
love, Zerbine, who is now Biassou’s companion despite her love for Adonis. While on his 
journey back to the plantation, Adonis meets some French soldiers and explaining his plight, 
enlists their aid to save his master d’Herouville as well as the family and the plantation. In the 
finale of the play, d’Herouville frees Adonis for his wonderful self-sacrificing act of saving the 
family, when he could have sided with Biassou and been freed immediately. 
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Adonis ou le bon nègre, and the novel of the same name by Picquenard that inspired it, 
are both based on a colonist’s account of his own capture and release by a former-slave during 
the revolution. Many facts of the story and play differ, notably the savior in Mr. Gros’ account, 
named Aubert, was mulatto and was actually part of the insurgency, whereas Adonis is truly a 
black slave, owned by the colonists he aims to free. The changes made in the play intentionally 
address the master-slave relationship that was not prominent in the source story. Throughout 
the play the master-slave relationship is portrayed as a nurturing familial relationship that 
should be defended. In this familial relationship d’Hérouville, the master, is inevitably cast as 
the benevolent father while Adonis serves as the good and faithful son. Despite Adonis’ role as 
savior, the class distinction between the master and the slave is definitely maintained in this 
family romance. Race, class, and power distinctions are delineated in part through the 
linguistic skills of the characters. Much like Zilia and her sister Zoé in La Nègresse ou le 
pouvoir de la renconnaissance, Adonis and his fellow slaves speak in a broken French and 
creole mixture intended to represent the creole of Saint-Domingue at the time, much like Zilia 
and Zoé in La Négresse. Conversely, the d’Herouville family and even the black general 
Biassou speak in standard French.  
From the beginning, the protagonist Adonis is described by fellow slaves and whites 
alike, as the quintessential “bon nègre”. For instance, a fellow house slave Marinette describes 
him as “trop bon”. At the end of the play, Madame d’Herouville the lady of the house gives 
him the title of “sauveur de la Colonie” (Beraud de la Rochelle and Rosny 46). For his part, 
Adonis shows his undying devotion to his master in word and deed, praising him continually 
and risking his own life to save the family because he is a “bon nègre”. Hoffmann describes the 
“bon nègre” as the faithful servant who was grateful for his kind master’s humanitarian 
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treatment (138). This definition of the “bon nègre” describes the character of Adonis to a t. 
Adonis not only sacrifices himself out of his own goodness and loyalty to his master, he also 
knows his role, as any good slave would, and seeks to fulfill it. He himself acknowledges his 
role of “bon nègre”, saying “moi pas brigan, moi bon nègre, qui aimait toujours blancs” (31). 
This simple statement reveals the appropriate mindset of the “bon nègre”, who honors whites 
and remains in his place as the faithful and good servant. Though he has an opportunity to gain 
his freedom under the regime of Biassou, he prefers to continue his life as a slave of the 
d’Herouvilles24. 
Adonis is not the only “bon nègre” in this play. All of the d’Herouville slaves are 
depicted as hard workers, devoted to their masters, and praised by their masters in turn. When 
threatened by the revolution, the house slaves also pledge their allegiance to the d’Herouville 
family saying they will defend them until they have strength left (Beraud de la Rochelle and 
Rosny 6). The females slaves even sing of their masters’ goodness and kindness: 
Pour nous maitresse est une mère 
Qui gagner soin de ses enfants, 
oh ! oh ! oh !... 
Esclavage être supportable, 
oh ! oh ! oh ! 
Quand c’est comm’ ça 
Maitre à nous n’est pas moins aimable, 
oh ! oh ! oh ! 
C’est vrai cela, 
De la bonté, c’est le modèle, 
Faut aimer li ben tendrement. 
oh ! oh ! oh ! 
Nègre est sensibl’, nègre est fidèle ; 
Quand maitre à li n’est pas méchant. (6)    
                                                
24 It is important to note that Adonis is freed by his master in the end, but when Adonis saves the family 
he is not aware he will be freed eventually and he does not request his freedom. He is content with his 
lot in life. 
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In this song, the slaves call their mistress their mother, and go so far as to say that slavery is 
supportable when you have a master and mistress such as theirs.  
Aside from the obvious pro-slavery propaganda in this song, we see important uses of 
language that differentiate the slaves from other characters in the play. Throughout the play we 
see the slaves, Adonis included, using a creolized version of French. Some changes to the 
standard French are used primarily to denote Creole pronunciation or accent, as when the 
possessive adjective, lui is changed to li. The use of moi (me) instead of je (I) is also an 
attribute of the Creole of the period. However, we also see other changes to grammar and word 
order that seem to be used to create the effect of a broken or ungrammatical French. For 
example, verbs are often not conjugated at all. On the whole, the slaves’ speech is moreso 
ungrammatical French with a touch of Creole, than a true representation of Creole of the 
period. This could be partially for the sake of the French-speaking audience who would not 
understand true Creole; however, I believe there is more to it.  
While the authors’ use of Creole offers local color, the language used by the slaves also 
functions to distinguish them from their masters in class and education. The slaves are clearly 
set apart from the other characters, black characters included, by their language use. Their 
broken language reinforces the image of the “bon nègre” who is virtuous, but uneducated and 
ignorant, thus lesser than white men.  Even as these slaves are venerating their masters and 
their way of life, the playwrights simultaneously undermine the slaves’ authority by placing 
them in a different register because of their imperfect speech. Despite his role as undisputed 
hero, Adonis speaks like all the other slaves; consequently, his authority as a hero is undercut 
by his simplistic expression. In actuality, Adonis fulfills his role as the “bon nègre”. Part of 
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being a “bon nègre”, in its inheritance from the noble savage trope, means that Adonis has a 
simple and natural virtue, but lacks education or artifice.  
 In contrast to Adonis and the other slaves featured in the play, the villainous general 
Biassou is given more power by his ability to speak well. Representing the historical Georges 
Biassou, known for his self-proclaimed cruelty, the character Biassou is portrayed as a vicious 
and heartless insurgent. At the same time, he does not speak in the broken vernacular of 
Adonis and the slaves, but in perfectly grammatical French. There is a clear juxtaposition 
between Biassou and the other black characters that reveals a distinction that goes beyond race 
to address issues of class and education. Historically, we know that Biassou himself was a 
former slave, but whether the authors of the play were aware of this fact or not is unknown 
(Landers 55). In either case we can imagine that even as a former slave, being the general of an 
insurgent army gives Biassou a certain legitimacy and presumed education in the authors’ eyes, 
for he is indeed portrayed as an educated and powerful individual. In fact, Sara Olsen shows 
that accounts of the actual General Biassou reveal that he was a theatrical character who was 
known for projecting a particular image of himself; however, he did not speak standard French 
but a mixture of French and Creole (45). While Adonis’ heroic efforts are undermined by his 
representation as a simplistic and uneducated individual, Biassou, the clear villain, is 
empowered by his speech capabilities. This juxtaposition further illustrates the intentional use 
of language as a divider between slaves and other characters. 
The two characters of Adonis and Biassou represent two different visions of what the 
slave can be. Adonis the “bon nègre” represents the good slave who is a faithful servant, while 
Biassou is the bloodthirsty slave who revolts against his master. Once again, Adonis’ situation 
suggests that slavery can be a happy family romance if the master is kind and the slave is 
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faithful. On the other hand, Biassou shows what can go wrong when masters do not control 
slaves with kindness. Still, the blame for violence is placed more with Biassou than the white 
masters who may have mistreated him. Once again, the French colonist is cast as the 
patriarchal father, and the slave is the rebellious child who is disrupting the family dynamic. 
In contrast to Adonis ou le bon nègre, the second revolutionary play La Liberté 
générale ou les colons à Paris also treats events during the Saint-Domingue revolution but 
from afar and in a different tone. La Liberté générale follows a group of colonists from Saint-
Domingue who go to Paris to represent the colony; however, in this play the colonists are the 
villains. The colonists Page, Bruley, and L’Archevesque-Thibaut plot to maintain slavery in 
Saint-Domingue. The play opens on the inn of Madame Rêveche, an ignorant Parisian who 
does not even know what slavery is until her black neighbor Théodore explains it to her. At 
Madame Rêveche’s inn, the colonists hatch a plan to protect their interest, but little do they 
know that Madame Rêveche and Théodore are eavesdropping with the intent of gathering 
information to foil their plan.  At the end of the play, we discover as the colonists do that their 
plans have failed and that the National Assembly has declared general liberty for slaves. They 
learn about the declaration from another colonist Verneuil, who nearly perished at the hands of 
an angry revolutionary crowd, but was luckily saved by Télémaque a former slave. The play 
ends with the colonists being chased from the scene and Théodore, Télémaque, and Madame 
Rêveche celebrating the declaration of general liberty.   
According to Sibylle Fischer and JC Benzaken, Léger-Félicité Sonthonax, the onetime 
commissioner of Saint-Domingue famous for declaring the abolition of slavery in Saint-
Domingue requested the play. J.C. Benzaken has proven that the play was composed by 
François Bottu, another member of the administration, likely with input from Sonthonax and 
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other advisors. The play was used primarily to attack Sonthonax’s enemies, white colonists 
who were opposed to his actions in Saint-Domingue. Debuting in Saint-Domingue at the 
Théâtre du Cap-Français on August 10, 1796, La Liberté générale provoked strong and varied 
responses which were printed in journals such as Le Courrier français, L’Impartial, and the 
Journal Historique et politique, de la Marine et des Colonies. The content of these articles 
varied from outraged white colonists who were against the defamatory play, to those who 
supported its stance on the debates. 
Like the character of Adonis in Adonis ou le bon nègre, in La Liberté générale the two 
black characters Théodore and Télémaque fill traditional roles serving white men while acting 
as a mouthpiece for the white man’s message. Although this play shares many points with 
Adonis ou le bon nègre, the propaganda in this play clearly supports upholding the abolition of 
slavery25. An analysis of the black characters shows that representations of the slave and black 
man in La Liberté générale are similar to those seen in Adonis, despite its divergent stance on 
slavery. Even though the playwright supports abolition, the black men are not portrayed as 
equals with the white men. 
 First, let us look at Théodore, the primary denouncer of slavery in the play. Théodore is 
described as an “homme de couleur”, which is meant to distinguish Théodore as a mulatto 
man, as opposed to a black man who would usually be identified as noir or nègre. From the 
beginning of the play, Théodore is portrayed as a wise character, who acts as a foil to the 
slightly frivolous innkeeper Mme Rêveche. While conversing with Mme Rêveche, Théodore 
eloquently instructs her on the evil nature of the colonists’ goals in Paris and explains the 
concept of slavery to her for the first time. It appears that Mme Rêveche, the complicit but 
                                                
25 Slavery was abolished in Saint-Domingue during the revolutionary period, but was reestablished by 
Napoleon in 1802, so the abolition of slavery was subject to ongoing debate during the period. 
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ignorant Parisian, has never heard of slavery. Shocked to learn the truth about the colonists, 
Mme Rêveche plots with Théodore to eavesdrop and thwart their plans.  
A quick glance at Théodore’s conversation with Mme Rêveche reveals that Théodore 
speaks French perfectly. In fact, his French is not only grammatically correct; it is also 
eloquently phrased. Furthermore, when explaining slavery to Mme Rêveche, Théodore invokes 
the idea of the natural rights of man versus the barbaric rights which slavers claim, belying not 
just an education, but a philosophical one at that. Once again, we see that class and presumed 
education play an important role in the way in which a black man is portrayed. Being of mixed 
race, Théodore is portrayed as educated and intelligent, and is actually more refined than the 
whites in the play, even the “good” characters like Mme Rêveche, who are rather crass. 
When the colonists receive the news of general liberty, the second black character 
Télémaque enters the scene for the first time. Télémaque’s character is at once the slave 
representative, a former slave himself, and the black savior. When Télémaque enters the scene, 
we learn that he has saved Verneuil from possible death at the hands of an angry crowd. 
Verneuil himself calls Télémaque his savior and angel, very similar wording to the language 
used to describe Adonis. More is revealed about Télémaque’s character when he refuses a 
reward for his actions saying “argent pas valoir bonne action,moi l’avoir pas fait pour gagner 
pour à vous” (Bottu 46). Télémaque saved Verneuil’s life because it was the right thing to do, 
not for any recompense, demonstrating his innate goodness. When the colonists express their 
shock at his sacrificial actions, Télémaque comments on this character trait himself. He states 
“ça étonné vous…vertu dans coeur à nous, être dans place naturelle à li” (46). Again 
Télémaque’s natural virtue recalls that of Adonis. Like Adonis, he is a representation of the 
“bon nègre”, who fills his intended role, serving the white man against all odds.  
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At the same time, Télémaque’s speech is indicative of the limited role that he is 
allowed to play. His language, much like the slaves in Adonis ou le bon nègre, is a similar 
creolized French meant to mimic the speech of slaves. Even more so than in Adonis ou le bon 
nègre, the author and those consulting with him on the play would have been very familiar 
with the Creole of the period, so the choice to use broken French for the slaves is clearly 
intentional.  Like his counterparts in Adonis, Télémaque’s speech is meant to show 
Télémaque’s simple and natural virtue, seemingly devoid of artfulness. While worthy of praise 
for his heroic actions, Télémaque’s authority is undermined in many ways by his imperfect 
speech. He can fulfill the role of “bon nègre”, but without an education like Théodore he 
cannot rise about his class as a slave, even though he is now a free man. Again, the 
juxtaposition between Théodore’s eloquence and Télémaque’s limited linguistic skills shows 
the distinction made between slaves and other characters. 
Today, one would expect plays with opposing stances on slavery to represent slaves in 
dissimilar ways. Conversely, the similar language use of slaves in these plays, which cannot be 
dismissed simply as local color, speaks volumes about the status of the slave and the black man 
in the eyes of the French and French colonists. No matter what they may do, slaves and former 
slaves are of a lower class than other men. Like many philosophers suggest, this could be 
attributed to their status as slaves, which is a base state that strips them of their humanity. 
However, in these plays even freed slaves, like Télémaque, who are no longer in this base 
state, are portrayed like the other slaves. The slaves’ baseness is not determined solely by race, 
or current status, as revealed by characters like Biassou and Théodore.  
Education and class are equally important barriers to advancement in these plays. 
Biassou is presumed to be educated because of his power and status as a general, while 
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Théodore’s mixed blood seems to immediately classify him as educated and of a higher social 
station. It seems that ultimately, black men who are slaves have the possibility of improving 
their station in life, but they must earn it. Even the natural virtue that Adonis and Télémaque 
exhibit in the role of “bon nègre” is not enough to merit equal respect with white men. They 
must prove their worthiness and earn status through different means, namely through education 
or power.  
However strange these representation of the slave and black man are to today’s readers, 
these depictions fit in with the rhetoric of the period. As indicated in the introduction to this 
chapter, even true abolitionists who defended blacks’ humanity, questioned blacks’ equality 
with whites26. The depiction of slavery serves as a vehicle for racial exclusion even as its 
abolishment is being defended. In both plays, slaves are not truly endowed with the same 
intelligence or natural rights as white men, no matter their virtue or important role. Black men 
must earn respect and place in society, whether that is through a heroic act, through education, 
or by obtaining power by force. Even abolitionists who are defending former slaves in La 
Liberté générale must keep the black man in his place, one that can never truly be equal to the 
white European. In each of these plays, the slaves are depicted as the “bon nègre” with limited 
linguistic skills to keep them in their rightful place, below the white man.  
Conclusion 
 These final two plays indicate a progression in the image of the “bon nègre” that 
continued to evolve from the middle of the century through the revolution. While the “bon 
nègre” figure emerged as a sort of replacement to the increasingly outdated and tired Noble 
Savage trope, it developed its own particular qualities and gradually morphed into a rather 
different character. Whereas the Noble Savage was the ‘natural’ counterpart to white man, the 
                                                
26 See the example of Condorcet provided in the introduction to this chapter. 
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foil to the erudite and fussy European, the “bon nègre” gradually assumed a different role. 
Some of the early depictions like those of Zilia and Zulime portray the black character as noble 
and virtuous, while educated differently, worthy of being treated almost equally with the white 
characters. However, as representations of the “bon nègre” and other black character types 
multiply, the black man’s role as subservient to the white man becomes more crystallized in 
literature. Even in a play like La Liberté générale that supports the abolition of slavery, the 
black man is still cast as the supporting character to the white man. The black man must save 
the white man from his own follies. In Les Nègres, Adonis, and La Liberté générale the black 
man is always cast as the helpmate of the white man. Some playwrights advocate for better 
conditions for the black slave or free blacks, but even then the black man is meant to serve the 
white man. 
Beyond their role as the white man’s servant, the black characters function as a 
mouthpiece for the debates on colonial issues. Adonis and La Liberté générale are both equally 
as concerned with colonial governance as they are with slavery. Adonis questions the right of 
black slaves to seize the lands of white colonists, concerned primarily with protecting the 
colonists’ economic interests. On the other hand, meant as an attack on Sonthonax’s enemies, 
La Liberté générale is preoccupied with the political governance of the colonies, advocating 
that the colonies stay under the wise and benevolent rule of the French empire which is 
forward-thinking enough to abolish slavery without input of the colonies, rather allowing the 
colonies to attempt to govern themselves. As the servant of the white man, the black character 
must also serve the interests of France and its colonies, educating the white man on the best 
way to govern the black man. The image of the black man helps the French and the French 
colonists to further define their identity as the patriarchal colonial power. The growing use of 
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the black characters to instruct spectators on the best colonial policies functions as part of a 
greater trend of increasingly political plays that focus primarily on colonial policy debates.  
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CHAPTER 5 
FRENCH IDENTITY AND POLITICS IN COLONIAL THEATER 
Introduction 
In the last quarter of the eighteenth century, metropolitan France began to pay more 
attention to the colonies. The call for the abolition of slavery and the more frequent depiction 
of slavery in colonial discourse was only one part of this trend. As the century came to a close, 
French theater and French colonial theater increasingly address political matters in France and 
the colonies that included, but went beyond, the discussion of slavery. The political nature of 
the plays produced during this period reflects how colonial matters began to permeate life in 
the French hexagon toward the end of the Eighteenth Century. Questions of national identity 
and social class became a focal point in political and colonial discourses, not just on the stage.  
For scholars of the early modern French colonial period, the Seven Years’ War has long 
been considered a turning point for French colonial affairs and policy. At the end of the Seven 
Years’ War, the Treaty of Paris, signed on February 10, 1763, forced France to give its colonial 
territories in Canada to the English and its holdings in Louisiana to Spain in exchange for 
keeping their colonies in the Caribbean (Pluchon 13). According to Pierre Pluchon, “ce traité 
de Paris contribue à donner une allure nouvelle à l’activité coloniale de la France en assurant 
dans ce domaine la prépondérance exclusive de l’aspect mercantile sur les tentatives de 
‘peuplade’ ou de conquête territoriale” (13). The renewed interest in the colonial venture meant 
the French public turned its eyes towards the activity in the remaining French colonies, 
particularly the Caribbean.  
Ultimately, the French chose the Antilles over Canada and Louisiana in order to save 
that what they considered to be essential to their economy, the products of the Caribbean 
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islands (Pluchon 14). At the time, the economic philosophy was essentially based on the 
following idea: “plus les colonies diffèrent de la métropole par leurs productions, plus elles 
sont parfaites” (Pluchon 15). For France, the agricultural production of products such as sugar, 
coffee and spices in the Caribbean was the perfect complement to the production in 
metropolitan France. Thus, the Caribbean colonies were considered more valuable to the 
French economy than the products coming out of Canada where French settlers had long 
struggled. At the same time, the loss of the French colonies in Canada was a great loss for the 
expansion of the French Empire, provoking nostalgia for these lost colonies and a renewed 
interest in the other French colonial ventures. 
After the loss of Nouvelle France and Louisiana, the Caribbean colonies became the 
focal point not only of French government, but also the French public. The plantation system in 
the Caribbean which thrived on the use of slave labor was vastly different from colonial 
strategies in Nouvelle France; therefore, discussions surrounding colonial endeavors and these 
colonies in particular also varied greatly. Not only were the eyes of France on these Caribbean 
colonies that were their last foothold in the New World, but this time period was also “the 
apogee of the triangular, slave-based economy: the slave trade churned, the plantations worked 
slaves to death, and the colonial products of their labor brought heaps of wealth to the planters 
and slave traders” (C. Miller 27). Essentially, the height of the slave trade coincided with the 
moment when France really began to turn its eyes to the new colonies. In many ways this is not 
coincidental because after losing their colonies in Nouvelle France, French investors turned 
their focus to the Caribbean colonies, thus increasing the importation of slaves.  
Meanwhile, Dobie asserts that during this period when more people started writing 
about the colonies, they did so “in the context of the rise of abolitionist argument. Representing 
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the colonies entailed representing slavery, and slavery could be contemplated directly only 
within the discursive framework of a call for its elimination” (6-7). As slavery was reaching its 
height, the abolition movement was also gaining momentum and drawing attention to the 
plight of the slaves in the Caribbean, all while the French public turned their eyes to this area 
of the world. The timing of these various events resulted in more representations of slavery and 
other colonial issues than ever before. 
Just over a decade after the end of the Seven Years’ War, the Declaration of 
Independence by the thirteen English colonies instigated the American Revolution, another 
incredibly influential event for the French political landscape. French participation in the 
American Revolution on behalf of the American revolutionaries not only created additional 
opposition with England, it also complicated France’s own colonial endeavors. Simply put, if 
colonists in America sought independence, why shouldn’t French colonies also consider their 
own independence? Meanwhile, the concurrence of these political events meant that the 
colonies entered discussions in France on a more routine basis. Dobie has previously noted that 
all these events together “created a new level of awareness of colonial questions” (14). In 
concert with this new interest in the colonies, theater increasingly depicted the colonies, the 
political events across the Atlantic World, and the impact of these events on France. 
Until this point, discussions of the colonies were limited because France kept their 
colonial efforts separate from metropole interests. Scholars Sue Peabody and Dobie have both 
noted that France was very effective at keeping African slaves out of France during the 
majority of the Early Modern period. Consequently, the French kept many discussions of 
colonial matters at bay. Nonetheless, the events in the later half of the century brought issues of 
colonialism to France’s shores. French government officials, authors, and playwrights could no 
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longer ignore colonial issues. After 1763, it could not be denied that France and its colonies’ 
political and economic interests were inherently intertwined.  
Despite the interest in the colonies during this period, until recently most literary 
scholars and historians have separated the historical record and literary production if France 
and its colonies. Work by those like Dobie and Melzer has sought to “reconfigure the nation’s 
cultural paradigm to account for the more complex dynamics of the culture/colonization 
nexus” (Melzer 15). In Colonizer or Colonized Melzer asks the question “How did France’s 
colonial relation to the New World matter for understanding France and its emerging cultural 
identity in the early modern era?” (16). This chapter explores a related question; how did 
France’s colonial relationship with the New World aid in the construction of the French 
national political identity? More specifically, this chapter will demonstrate how France and its 
colonies explore and construct the French national identity through the very political medium 
of theater.  
In order to understand how theater contributed to the French and French colonial 
identities, we must first acknowledge the important political role of theater in the eighteenth 
century. Recent work by Jeffrey Ravel, Bernard Camier, Laurent Dubois, and Lauren Clay has 
illustrated the important political role that theater played both in France and the colonies. In 
The Contested Parterre: Public Theater and French Political Culture 1680-1791, Ravel 
contends that “the public theaters of Paris are central to a fully integrated study of eighteenth-
century French political culture because they combine, in the same space, the rituals and 
concerns of the court, the ideas of philosophes and others, and the everyday actions of 
Parisians” (7). For Ravel the political nature of theater was not only revealed on the stage 
through the plays performed, but also in the audience. Clay’s work on the growth of the theater 
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industry supports the view that the eighteenth-century theater was an important fixture in 
French communities throughout France and its colonies impacting life outside of the theater. 
The audience in the parterre has long been considered a decision maker regarding the 
success or failure of the plays produced on the stage. In her classic work La Vie théatrale en 
France au XVIIIe siècle Martine Rougemont explains that: 
le parterre à Paris, comme à Londres le pit, représente le centre des décisions. Son 
pouvoir est précis. Quels que soient les efforts entrepris pour balancer son jugement, 
comme l’institution presque officielle de la claque, c’est lui qui permet ou empêche la 
création et le maintien de pièces nouvelles. D’un bout du siècle à l’autre, il conserve ce 
droit d’interrompre une représentation qui lui déplaît et de réclamer une autre œuvre du 
répertoire. (229)  
 
The interactive nature of the parterre with the actors on the stage gave them considerable 
influence on the pieces produced in Parisian theaters. Subsequently, Ravel takes the analysis of 
the parterre a step farther to show that the space of the theater itself, where different people 
from all levels of society mingled, created a public meeting space where many political issues 
played out in the space of the theater itself. Recognizing the theater’s power over public 
opinion, “both absolutist bureaucrats and enlightened reformers attempted to bend the will of 
disorderly parterre spectators to their own political and cultural agendas. The space of the 
parterre became a contested terrain where issues basic to French political culture in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries came into play” (Ravel 9). Even Rougemont’s earlier 
study acknowledged the theater was not only a spectacle but a space for celebration and 
meeting with others (231). Ravel further asserts that political issues are actually played out in 
this microcosm.  
Despite the focus on the parterre, neither Ravel nor Rougemont ignore the important 
political subject matter of the theater pieces during this period. Rather, Ravel suggests that the 
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political pieces went hand in hand with the political nature of the theater space. Ravel suggests 
that: 
perhaps as a result of the victory of the ‘moderns’ in their quarrel with the Ancients’, 
perhaps owing to an increasingly progressive, secularized outlook on the part of 
educated French individuals after the exhausting wars at the end of the reign of Louis 
XIV, apologists and attackers alike began to evaluate the stage in terms of its value for 
civil society, independent of Christian moral imperatives. (193)  
 
Ravel’s comment is reflective of discussions going on between theater theorists of the period. 
By way of example, Louis Sébastien Mercier, playwright and author, described what the aims 
of theater should be in his 1763 Du Théâtre ou Nouvel essai sur l’art dramatique. For Mercier 
theater should primarily be useful and instructive to the public. On the first page of his essay, 
he asserts: “le Spectacle est un tableau; il s’agit de rendre ce tableau utile, c’est à dire de le 
mettre à la portée du plus grand nombre, afin que l’image qu’il présentera serve à lier entr’eux 
les hommes par le sentiment victorieux de la compassion & de la pitié” (Mercier 1). Beyond 
utility, the theater should add to the spectator’s personal experience by teaching men who are 
uncertain in their thoughts what they should hate, like, or admire (Mercier 16). Theater is more 
than entertainment; it should be a form of education. 
While Mercier’s philosophical aims for theater may seem idyllic and are not necessarily 
reflected in practice, Mercier did acknowledge that the theater was often employed for purely 
political reasons, rather than trying to effect real change. He complains: “Je veux que le théâtre 
soit pour lui un objet d’instruction, un honnête délassement, un plaisir utile, & non une 
distraction, ou un moyen politique pour l’étourdir & pour l’amuser, loin de toute réflexion 
sérieuse & patriotique” (Mercier 216). In this quotation, Mercier acknowledges the same 
problem the Ravel noted, the fact that groups would use the theater to lobby for their own 
political purposes, much like they would during the Revolution. Mercier pushed for theater that 
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sought to educate the spectator on philosophy and how to act, rather than one that fulfilled the 
political wishes of a particular constituency.  
Regardless of the various opinions on whether or not theater should represent political 
issues, in fact the theater of the eighteenth century increasingly reflected both Mercier’s desire 
to educate the public, and his fear that theater would be politicized. Many theater pieces, 
particularly the drames from Diderot and others, were intended to educate the public on 
various philosophical ideas. By way of example, many pieces in this corpus, such as 
Chamfort’s La Jeune Indienne, were created in part with the education of the public in mind. 
Military commanders also recognized the power of the theater to educate and present 
propaganda to troops, as is evidenced by their support of the development of provincial 
theaters where their troops could both stay out of trouble and learn conduct27 (Clay 74-75). As 
the political and social atmosphere in Paris and elsewhere became increasingly tenuous nearing 
the French Revolution, theater became increasingly political.  
These plays were not the first to discuss political matters; many earlier pieces did 
classically reinforce the monarchy and deal with questions of governance. Rather, the theater 
shifted from pieces that glorified the monarchy and superiority of the king like the classical 
tragedies of the seventeenth century to republican pieces declaring the glory of the French 
people, peasants and all. In any case, these changes were certainly not a sudden occurrence. 
Instead as Ravel noted, this “new theatrical regime, like its political counterpart, emerged 
fitfully from the clashes between political factions in the assembly, the streets of Paris, and the 
nation at large” (222). Furthermore, the increasingly political subject matter of the theater in 
                                                
27 For a detailed discussion of the military’s embrace of theater throughout France, see Clay’s third 
chapter “The Extent and Limits of State Intervention” from Stagestruck: The Business of Theater in 
Eighteenth-Century France. 
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Paris and France at large was not solely the result of philosophers or politicians turned 
playwrights, instead Rougement suggests that: 
La politisation du répertoire ne relève pas des auteurs, à peine des acteurs: elle est le 
fait du parterre qui met des allusions d’actualité dans des répliques ou même des mots 
sortis de leur contexte… Ce qui rend le théâtre subversif, c’est son public…La 
représentation théâtrale sert de prétexte à des confrontations, qui font peur à peu 
l’opinion publique à la fin de l’Ancien Régime. On peut considérer qu’elle est, avec 
toutes ses ambiguïtés, une métaphore de la prise du pouvoir politique qui se jouera 
bientôt sur d’autres théâtres. (231)  
 
Rougemont’s commentary reveals that the political nature of the parterre took pieces that were 
moderately, if not mildly, political and turned them into movements for political change. The 
classic example is Le Mariage de Figaro which was used as a catalyst for political change 
despite its fairly mild political rhetoric. In this sense, the theater truly served as a microcosm of 
the larger French society outside of theater walls. 
In their article “Voltaire, Zaïre, Dessalines: Le Théâtre des Lumières dans L’Atlantique 
français" Camier and Dubois consider Ravel’s model of the political parterre in relation to the 
colonies in the Caribbean, particularly Saint-Domingue. They assert: “bien que l’on ne leur ait 
pas porté autant attention qu’aux essais et aux nouvelles comme lieu de formation du débat 
politique et philosophique à l’époque des Lumières, les pièces de théâtre n’en ont pas moins eu 
une influence populaire significative des deux côtés de l’Atlantique” (Camier et Dubois 40). 
As in the metropole, in the colonies the theater was a public space where various classes of 
society, white colonists, mulattos, and even some free blacks and slaves were united under one 
roof. Therefore, the theater served an important social and political purpose. In some ways the 
theater in the colonies held even more sway over public opinion as the entertainment and 
gathering places were more limited in the colonial cities.  
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Furthermore the theater was one of the only public gathering spaces where whites, 
mulattos, and eventually free blacks were all gathered at the same time. Although the theater’s 
seating was segregated by color, reinforcing the order of the social structure, it was more 
inclusive than other social institutions such as lodges, or chambers of commerce (Clay 199). 
Clay suggests that more inclusive nature of the theater in the colonies was due to the 
commercial nature of the venture, meaning that allowing the various races to attend resulted in 
higher revenues (199). Nevertheless, the theater became a locale where upwardly mobile 
people of color could go to assert their own power within the social structure. In a society 
plagued with division and conflict, the theater functioned as a gathering place where people of 
all races and classes came together if only for a moment, fostering a fragile sense of cultural 
unity that was lacking elsewhere (Clay 212-215).  
While the plays in this dissertation are primarily those that depict the colonies, in 
general, many of plays performed in the colonies were the same hits shown in Paris or local 
adaptations of these plays. Camier and Dubois note that though these theater pieces came from 
the France, “les pieces qui atteignaient les colonies n’étaient pas des corps étrangers, car le 
théâtre des Lumières était en fait infléchi de façon significative par les questions culturelles et 
politiques liées à l’expansion européenne” (40). These plays were based on the same cultural 
and political questions that concerned the spectators in the audience, but these texts were 
likewise “refondus, réécrits, et finalement transformés quant à leur sens et à leur implication 
dans le contexte colonial” (Camier and Dubois 41). It is important to note that these plays were 
not only transformed in the literal sense that some texts were recreated as “creole” adaptations, 
but also that many spectacles which were not changed in any way textually from what was 
performed in Paris had their meaning transformed by the context of the colonial society. The 
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theater not only allowed French colonists a chance to make French theater their own, it gave 
them an opportunity to assert their “Frenchness” (Clay 211). Watching plays imported from 
France gave spectators a link to their French roots while also cultivating their own sense of 
colonial identity. 
The reaction of the parterre in Saint-Domingue would not necessarily echo that of the 
parterre in Paris since it was composed of a different population. It is important to understand 
these variables so that we can also envision the eighteenth-century Atlantic as “un espace 
cohérent – bien que de façon variable – d’échanges et de débats dans lequel les esclaves 
n’étaient pas seulement fondamentalement des acteurs mais également des théoriciens à 
l’époque des Lumières” (Camier and Dubois 42). In the theaters of the colonies, slaves and 
slaveholders were not merely figures on the stage but actors in the political realm.  
This chapter demonstrates how theatrical works in both France and Caribbean worked 
to create a coherent, if varied Atlantic space. During this period, each side of the Atlantic was 
concerned with similar issues of national identity, liberty, and individual agency, whether the 
agitators were slaves or peasants. Authors and spectators used the theater to construct a French 
national identity on both Atlantic shores, even though the perspectives on what it meant to be 
French differed in each location and changed over time. Both France and the colonies’ 
understanding of their own national identity became entangled with the others’ own conception 
of what it meant to be French. 
The Colonies Invade the Motherland: French Plays on Conflicts in the Colonies 
Many plays dealt directly with the French national identity by representing colonial 
conflicts and their ramifications on the stage. One example, D’Hebrois’ Les Français à la 
Grenade ou L’impromptu de la guerre de l’amour, discusses the aftermath following France’s 
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capture of Grenada from the English. The play was published following the capture of Grenada 
in 1779 to commemorate this French victory. The author clearly intends for Les Français à la 
Grenade to be a piece of political propaganda celebrating France’s victory in Grenada along 
with the monarchy and the French military in general. In the Avant-Propos, the author tells his 
readers: 
Quel Français bien né, vivant sous Louis XVI, ne se sent dispose, lorsqu’il entend 
raconter de tel succès, à faire pour le service de son Roi, quelque chose de mieux que 
des Piéces de Théatre? Mais au moins y a-t-il un peu de Patriotisme à donner de tels 
Spectacles; & c’est dans leur succès, que ceux qui s’y emploient trouvent leur 
récompense (D’Herbois n.p.).  
 
The author is at once praising the theater, while giving deference to the king and citing his own 
aim to be patriotic. By statingthe desire to commemorate the capture of Grenada and honor 
their king in the Avant Propos, the content of the play that follows is not surprising.  
The author of this piece, Jean Marie Collot D’Herbois is known as both a playwright 
and director of the Théâtre de Lyon (1787) as well as the theater in Genève (César 
“D’Herbois”). D’Herbois is known for writing over 20 plays, produced mostly in Bordeaux, 
Lyon, and La Haye (César “D’Herbois”). Some of his pieces, like La Famille patriote (1790), 
achieved a certain measure of success, while others like Les Français à la Grenade remained 
rather obscure. Born in Paris in 1750 to a bourgeois family named Collot, as a young comedian 
he added the “d’Herbois” to his name (Bourloton, Cougny, and Robert 115). Despite his 
success in the theater, D’Herbois is probably best known as a revolutionary when he held a 
position on the committee for public safety (Bourloton, Cougny, and Robert 115). Among his 
other actions, he is known for denouncing Robespierre and contributing to his death by 
guillotine. For his part in this action, he was actually deported to French Guyana on April 1, 
1795 where he reportedly died from a fever (Bourloton, Cougny, and Robert 115).  
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With only one performance on record on September 20, 1779, at the Théâtre de Lille 
and Douay simultaneously, Les Français à la Grenade has remained in obscurity since its 
inception. While the printed play indicates that the play was subsequently performed at other 
“Théâtres de Province” there are no further records of these productions. The frontispiece of 
the printed play indicates that the play was “Composée à l’occasion des avantages remportés 
par les Armées de Sa Majesté très-Chrétienne en Amérique, pendant la Campagne en l’année 
1779” (D’Herbois). This dedication refers to the celebrated French capture of British Grenada 
during the Battle of Grenada in 1779 by Count Charles Henri D’Estaing. At the time, this 
French triumph was also commemorated by another anonymous one-act play La Prise de la 
Grenade and Delaire’s 1779 “Ode sur la prise de la Grenade”. Considering the French 
military’s support of the theater industry in France (as documented by Clay), it is not surprising 
that several productions were created to commemorate one of their impressive victories. 
Set in an unnamed town near the port of Grenada, Les Français à la Grenade ou 
l’impromptu de la guerre et de l’amour is set in the home of Madame Moulding, a widowed 
English American colonist. In the opening scene Mme Moulding’s niece Miss Mak-bell is 
discussing the war and the French victory with her chambermaid Betzi. Previously engaged to 
be married to an Englishman, Foorbirk, Miss Mak-bell begins to reconsider her choice in favor 
of a French war hero, Le Chevalier. Miss Mak-bell and her aunt’s opinions are encouraged by 
rumors of Foorbrik’s less than courageous behavior in the war, which is contrasted with the 
Chevalier’s brave actions. In actuality, there is little intrigue in this short play; instead, it is 
composed mainly of political and nationalistic rhetoric. In the end, Miss Mak-bell is engaged 
to the chivalrous Chevalier and the islands’ inhabitants seem content with their new French 
governance. 
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 Although many of the play’s central characters are English colonists who were 
residents of Grenada prior to the French capture of the island, they are not displeased by the 
French victory. In fact, the women praise the French soldiers’ bravery and heroism, rather than 
lamenting the loss of their own English countrymen. Hearing of the French victory, Miss Mak-
bell declares: “Le Général a prouvé dans cette occasion qu’un Héros Français est toujours aussi 
galant qu’il est brave” (D’Hebrois 7). Of English descent, Miss Mak-bell exhibits no concern 
about the loss of the colony to the French; instead, she focuses on the military prowess of 
France. Meanwhile, her chambermaid Betzi responds with her own love for the French, 
gushing: “Depuis que j’ai passé trois années en France, je les aime à la folie. Ces Français!...La 
prise de la Grenade me semble une bonne fortune” ( 7). At first, her love for the French 
appears to be a schoolgirl crush on the gallant French men; however, Betzi returns to the 
political matter at hand referring to the future French governance as good fortune. Clearly these 
assertions from the English colonists are far from what one would expect from a recently 
defeated people. Even though the war ended only the day before, Betzi even goes so far as to 
state that the French officers are not their enemy (7). The outright praise of France’s military 
from the mouths of English characters may not be a realistic depiction of events, but it 
illustrates the outwardly patriotic nature of the play foretold in the frontispiece and Avant-
Propos.  
 As the play progresses, the characters quickly move from praising France’s military 
prowess, to praising the French people in general. The characters complement the French 
disposition and character, and contrast these traits with less desirable English character traits. 
In one scene, the Francophile Betzi muses to herself, “en vérité, avec les dispositions que j’ai 
dans le cœur, je devais naître à Paris, & non pas à Londres. Il faut qu’il y ait eu quelqu’échapé 
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de Français dans ma famille” (D’Herbois 9). Enamored with French ways, and not particularly 
humble, Betzi imagines herself to be of French descent so that she can be a part of the 
excitement.  
Moreover, the young girls, whose admiration could be easily dismissed, are not the 
only ones to be swayed by dashing French soldiers. Like the younger women’s admiration for 
French bravery, the older, and presumably wiser, Madame Moulding also praises the French 
calling them: “un people de Héros” (D’Herbois 19). The soldiers who fought in Grenada are 
not the only heroes; rather the entire French people are termed heroic. Much like her younger 
counterparts, she praises the French demeanor by associating herself with their better traits: “je 
suis plus qu’à moitié Françoise; que ces gens font les choses comme il faut […] je veux 
devenir Française” (19-20). If imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, then these women are 
certainly impressed by more than French military skill, they admire the French culture and 
mores. 
 Regardless of the effusive praise by the English women, the best example of the 
glorification of both French military prowess and French demeanor is seen in the exemplary 
character of the Chevalier. In addition to his noteworthy military actions, the Chevalier’s 
character supposedly unites all the best French traits in one single person. His servant describes 
him to the women as: “valeureux, comme notre Général, il a la douceur d’un Parisien, la 
vivacité d’un Provençal, la franchise d’un Picard & la bonté d’âme d’un Flamand” (D’Herbois 
12). Obviously, this description paints a picture of the Chevalier as the perfect soldier and 
suitor for Miss Mak-Bell, while overtly glorifying the various French regions for their various 
positive attributes. Although the various regions are presented in a stereotypical fashion, this 
praise turns the focus from France’s military success, to their excellence as a people. Beyond 
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that, the unification of these different regions into one person functions to cast the French 
regions as one united nation. This is an attempt to define the French national identity beyond 
regional differences; an attempt that is ironically based on French military action in the French 
colonies. 
 Along with the descriptions of the French character, the comparison of love and war 
within the play also comments on French identity. Les Français à la Grenade ou l’impromptu 
de la guerre et de l’amour glorifies France’s triumph in Grenada, but, as the subtitle indicates, 
the plot of the comedy revolves around a love story. Throughout the play, the way that the 
French make love is compared to they way that they wage war. First, the chevalier’s servant 
says “en amour comme en guerre, nous aimons les impromptus” (D’Herbois 12). This example 
speaks to the vivacity and appeal of Frenchmen to the women, but it also sets up the 
comparison of love and war that will follow. Later, Miss Mak-Bell tells the chevalier “de 
toutes les conquêtes que vous pouvez prétendre, je souhaite que vous puissiez trouver celle de 
mon cœur la plus estimable, parce que je me portés avec plaisir à vous l’assurer” (14). By 
comparing the conquest for her heart to that of Grenada, Miss Mak-bell compares the French’s 
lovemaking skills with their military prowess. Ultimately, Miss Mak-Bell succumbs to the 
Chevalier’s many charms, declaring: “Je vous crois loyal & fidele; vous êtes un de nos 
vainqueurs, & nous n’avons rien de mieux à faire que de nous soumettre” (14). The words 
vainquers and soumettre again evoke love and war. Recalling the supposed ease with which the 
French captured Grenada, the Frenchmen have no difficulties conquering women’s hearts.  
Aside from the poetic nature of the comparison of love and war throughout the play, the 
link between lovemaking and waging war solidifies French identity as well. It seems that the 
French want to be known for their sensuality and vivacity as much as they do for their military 
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endeavors. These comments on the French character are important to forming a French identity 
because they speak about the people as a whole rather just their military efforts.  
 The conception of French identity becomes even more defined when the French are 
contrasted with English characters. In spite of their own English origin, the Grenadine colonists 
show general contempt for the English. For example, Betzi compares French and English 
character in general, saying: “Quelle aimable petulance, il y a de la différence de ce flegme 
Anglais si ennuyeux, à leur charmante vivacité” (D’Herbois 19). Similar to the praise of the 
Chevalier’s vivacity, Betzi extends this trait to the French people as a whole. Naturally, since 
the Chevalier is vying with Foorbrik for Miss Mak-bell’s affections, a comparison between the 
two suitors is expected. Whereas the Chevalier is applauded for his heroism and courage 
during the battle for Grenada, Foorbrik’s cowardly actions are criticized. In fact, when 
Foorbrik comes to call, Madame Moulding critiques Foorbrik’s actions directly to his face 
saying “le peu de courage que vous avez fait voir, ne doit pas me disposer en votre faveur” 
(22). Rather, Madame Moulding favors the Chevalier who showed great courage. Throughout 
the conversation, Madame Moulding’s critique becomes even more scathing when she calls 
Foorbrik “un ingrat, qui ne méritez pas les bontés qu’on a pour vous” (23). In contrast to the 
vivacious and brave French soldiers, particularly the Chevalier, Foorbrik’s cowardice and 
generally bland personality function as the ultimate condemnation of English character.  
Ultimately, French national identity in Les Français à la Grenade is constructed in 
opposition to English national identity. The English people suffer repeated blows at the hands 
of the French: first in its North American colonies and now in in Grenada. In fact, an English 
soldier acknowledges the repeated setbacks for the English empire, saying “les Amériquains 
nous ont fait mourir de faim & les Français nous donnent du pied au cul” (D’Herbois 11). With 
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this comment, the spectrum of comparison is widened from a comparison of the two 
motherlands and their various traits to encompass their colonies as well. This comment implies 
that France is much more successful in the colonies than the English. The play implies that in 
spite of the loss of Nouvelle France in Canada to the English and the Louisiana territory to the 
Spanish, France is a force to be reckoned with in the Caribbean. At the same time, it quickly 
recalls the French military prowess against the English in the American Revolution as well. 
The victory in Grenada is only one example of French glory which extends throughout their 
empire. 
Up to this point, it seems as though the play focuses solely on the French nation’s 
qualities despite the colonial setting. Nonetheless, the play does contain commentary on the 
colonies at large which are encompassed within the French and English national identities. The 
French soldiers also comment on their gain in the colonies, saying “Cette Isle de la Grenade 
rapportera beaucoup à la France” (D’Herbois 14). At first glance, it seems this comment finally 
turns the focus from French prowess to the item of their conquest, the colony. However, the 
value of the colony is defined only by what it brings to metropolitan France. The French 
conquerors begrudgingly acknowledge that “Il y a de l’esprit à la Grenade”, but the rest of their 
efforts are spent praising their own accomplishments (25). Once again the colonies are only 
valuable because they serve the greater interests of France. In this case, the capture of Grenada 
bolsters French national identity because of French military prowess, not because the colony 
itself is noteworthy. Grenada is but a pawn in the rivalry between England and France. 
Furthermore, the colonists of Grenada do not seem concerned by their role as servant to the 
French empire or by their lack of agency. It is so easy for the colonists to accept their new 
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French masters because they are not truly a part of the English empire; the colonies are but a 
commodity in the war between the French and English. 
While focusing on France’s attributes, the play must also praise the monarchy. Aside 
from the praise of the king in the Avant Propos, in the Entr’acte the characters sing the praises 
of the French monarchy: “Après la Victoire, Chantons Bourbon, fêtons les Lys: Pour tout 
Français c’est le cri de la gloire, Vive Louis, vive Louis…votre plus douce recompense, c’est 
un regarde de votre Roi, ” (D’Herbois 18). The glory of the French troops refers back to their 
great leader, the king. Again, towards the end of the play, they chant: “Tous Français a nom de 
Louis/ Devient terrible aux ennemis…Vive Louis, vive Antoinette” (34). The focus of France’s 
triumph must ultimately go to their king who is their military leader. With the French 
Revolution several years away, at this time the understanding of French national identity is 
closely tied to their traditions, namely their king. Despite the differences of the regions 
highlighted in the character description of the Chevalier, the French are united in service to 
their one King and are defined by their service to this excellent ruler.  
The praise of the monarchy only reinforces that the glory for the action in Grenada, and 
the success of the colonies, must honor metropolitan France. The French view the colonies to 
be a part of France when it serves their interests, but they do not consider them to be equal with 
other French regions. The desire of the colonists in Grenada to join the French empire implies 
that their own identity is nothing without the French. French writers assume that the colonists 
are happy to be a part of France and do not consider the idea that colonists have an identity that 
is independent of the motherland. Rather, the writers continue to relegate the colonies to a 
position of service to the nation and king. 
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 Even though most of the military action was occurring in the colonies, the success of 
the French military was also a popular subject in France itself. Billardon de Sauvigny’s Les 
Amants françois also glorifies French military action in the colonies against the English, even 
though the intrigue of the play has little to do with the colonies. Primarily a comedic love story 
set in France, Les Amants françois is an excellent example of how actions in the colonies began 
to permeate daily French life. Despite the fact that the focus of the play is not the colonies, 
according to the Frontispiece the play was published “à l’occasion des avantages remportés, 
sur mer & sur terre, par les François & les États-Unis de l’Amérique, dans la Virginie” 
(Billardon de Sauvingy Les Amants françois “Frontispiece”). Of course this 1782-1783 play is 
referring to French participation in the American Revolution, which was winding down in 
1783 and finally ends with the Treaty of Paris on September 3, 1783. Unfortunately there is no 
record of the play’s performances, although it was most likely produced in Paris around the 
time of the publication in 1782 or 1783.  
Set in a Paris household, Les Amants françois does not take place in the colonies, but 
the play addresses many issues relating to the colonies, particularly France’s role in the 
American Revolution. The two-act comedy’s plot revolves around Clarice who has two suitors 
vying for her hand, one the Chevalier de S. Clar, and the other Le Marquis Lucidor. S. Clar 
was promised Clarice’s hand by her now deceased father before he went off to win glory as a 
French officer.  However, in his absence Lucidor, supported by Clarice’s aunt Madame 
Lisimon, has tried to court Clarice. After returning from the war, S. Clar comes to the house to 
speak with Clarice, but does not wish to reveal his name. Despite his mysterious identity, 
Clarice’s uncle Monsieur Lisimon is impressed with S. Clar’s character and tells him to return 
later that day. Unfortunately, S. Clar’s secrecy causes confusion amongst the characters and 
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ultimately leads S. Clar to believe that Clarice loves Lucidor. Chivalrous hero that he is, S. 
Clar decides to step down and sends a letter to Clarice wishing her well with Lucidor. In 
another twist, Mme Lisimon intercepts and hides the letter from Clarice. Meanwhile, Clarice 
refuses Lucidor in favor of S. Clar whom she admires and loves. Clarice goes so far as to 
admonish Lucidor telling him he should be less frivolous and more like S. Clar. In a surprising 
ending, Lucidor takes Clarice’s message to heart and seeks out S. Clar, eventually reuniting the 
two lovers.  
Despite the French setting and the fact that the plot centers around the love triangle 
between Clarice and her two suitors, Les Amants françois refers to the American Revolution 
repeatedly throughout the play. First, Clarice’s uncle Lisimon is involved in the American 
Revolution, albeit from a distance. Lisimon’s efforts’ are described as:  
En sage politique 
Il gouverne à la fois L’Europe et L’Amérique; 
Cela l’occupe fort. A présent je croirois 
Qu’il gagne une bataille, ou bien qu’il fait la paix. (Billardon de Sauvingy Les Amants 
françois 4)  
 
The abilities of her uncle to govern in France and abroad are praised here, but the praise goes 
beyond Lisimon’s talent. The mention of the capability of Lisimon to govern both at home and 
abroad reflects on France itself and the country’s ability to manage affairs at home while also 
conducing a successful war abroad. Once again, like in Les Français à la Grenade, the losses 
of Canada and Louisiana are ignored or glossed over in favor of more recent successes. Aside 
from Lisimon’s involvement in the war, the Chevalier S. Clar is also a war hero returning from 
the American Revolution. S. Clar himself is praised frequently, but the character of the French 
soldiers in general is also praised. The French soldiers are described as: 
Protecteurs généreux des prisonniers anglois, 
Votre courage & vos bienfaits 
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Ont su les vaincre & subjuguer leurs haines, 
Ainsi doit se montrer à des âmes hautaines 
Tout Chevalier François. (Billardon de Sauvingy Les Amants françois 40) 
 
In this excerpt, the French are depicted not only as courageous and skilled in military 
maneuvers; they are also humanitarians who treat the English prisoners well. The French 
soldiers are once again contrasted with the hateful and haughty English, much like in Les 
Français à la Grenade. In addition, although S.Clar is the epitome of an excellent French 
soldier, according to this excerpt, every French chevalier acts with courage and honor. S. Clar 
is but one specimen of this excellent breed. A military hero himself, Lisimon extends the 
courage from the French military to the Frenchmen in general, saying “Je suis François, 
j’estime le courage” (14). This comment is used to implicitly contrast the courageous French 
with the English once more. 
The play declares that all French soldiers are to be admired, but S. Clar remains the 
model to be followed. Much like the contrast of the Chevalier and Foorbrik in Les Français à 
la Grenade, in this comedy Clarice’s two suitors S. Clar and the Marquis are contrasted to 
reveal the excellent character of the French. The Chevalier S. Clar is described as “un brave 
militaire…(qui) jouait d’un assez grand renom” who is known for his courage fighting in the 
Americas (Billardon de Sauvingy Les Amants françois 9, 17). On the other hand, Lucidor is 
described as: “un jeune pédant, esprit fort, sans esprit, doublement ridicule, égoïste & frondeur 
(10). Clarice openly contrasts the two suitors throughout the play, extolling the Chevalier’s 
many merits to the Marquis:  
Saint-Clar, dès sa plus tendre enfance, 
Brûloit pour me foibles appas; 
Mai c’est par les effets de sa valeur suprême,  
C’est en cherchant un beau mépas, 
Que Saint-Clar m’a prouvé qu’il m’aime. 
Jugez s’il en est digne, & ne vous plaignez pas. (35) 
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For Clarice, it is S. Clar’s desire to prove his love through his military conquests that makes 
him worthy of admiration. Furthermore, S. Clar’s actions throughout the play reveal that he is 
not only courageous, but humble and kind as well. Speaking of the French military in general, 
in a humble manner S. Clar exalts the French military above himself, saying: 
Des marins le courage est le moindre mérite; 
Je les ai vus combattre, & tous se signaler 
Par la capacité, le zele, & la conduite…  
J’ai vu part-tout la gloire où j’ai vu des François. (17-18) 
 
S. Clar does not wish to be exalted above his fellow soldiers, but instead states that all French 
soldiers are not only courageous, but zealous.  
In contrast, the Marquis is revealed to be without substance. One of the servants Finette 
cautions Madame Lisimon about the fake Marquis saying “un homme de caractere n’est pas 
fait pour en être aimé”, to which Mme Lisimon replies: “Il est riche, voila la chose essentielle” 
(Billardon de Sauvingy Les Amants françois 23). Here the Marquis is revealed to be nothing 
but pretty words and a large bank account. Unlike her aunt who is blinded by the Marquis’ 
wealth and appearance, Clarice is never fooled. When the Marquis approaches her she rebukes 
him: 
Monsieur, il est pour vous un soin plus important 
Que celui de nourrir un amour pacifique: 
On veut dans un guerrier voit une ame héroïque. 
Le devoir vous appelle & l’honneur vous attend 
Auprès de vos drapeaux aux bords de l’Amérique. (32)  
 
Her main objection to the Marquis is his passive love that does not take any action. His 
passivity is contrasted with S. Clar’s desire to make Clarice proud by his heroic military 
actions.  
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Beyond the motivation to impress a lover, Clarice views heroic participation in 
France’s military efforts as a patriotic duty. Once again, Clarice extends S. Clar’s example as a 
model for all Frenchmen, all while glorifying the many French soldiers fighting in the 
Americas. Clarice later suggests that S. Clar’s excellent attributes should be the model for all 
Frenchmen: “Sachez que d’un François il doit faire un héros,” (Billardon de Sauvingy Les 
Amants françois 35). Whereas Les Français à la Grenade focused on the many different 
attributes of the excellent Frenchman, in Les Amants françois the focus is primarily on military 
glory and patriotic duty as the primary characteristic of the French national identity. 
 While both lovers in this case are Frenchmen, the play still takes many opportunities to 
contrast the valiant soldiers with their current enemy, the English. To begin with, Clarice’s 
aunt who is obsessed with money and appearances is also fascinated by English ways and 
fashion. M. Lisimon discusses his wife’s obsession with the English: 
C’est sa maudite anglomanie: 
Tout ce qu’on fait vaut mieux à Londres qu’à Paris: 
Ses robes, ses chevaux, ses gens, sont à l’angloise. (Billardon de Sauvingy Les Amants 
françois 9) 
 
For Lisimon, it is unpatriotic for his wife to follow the fashions of the English while they are at 
war with each. Since Mme Lisimon is continuously portrayed in a negative light as frivolous, 
her adoration of the English in an implied indictment of English society and mores. Only a 
selfish fool like Mme Lisimon could admire the English who are enemies of France. 
Meanwhile, S. Clar sets himself apart not only from the Marquis, but also against his 
counterparts the English. When S. Clar explains his actions in the military, he states them in 
terms of a need to build his reputation. He states:  
Je voulus que ma gloire excitât ses regrets, 
Je vendis tous mes biens; &, devenu corsaire, 
J’allai jusqu’en leurs ports défier les Anglois. (14) 
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Not only did S. Clar sell all his possessions to pursue his patriotic duty, he names his enemy as 
the English. In contrast to S. Clar and the French soldiers glorious exploits, the English are 
nothing but a weak people to be imitated by silly and frivolous women. 
While the play focuses on the glory of the French, and the weakness of their English 
rivals, beneath the surface, the play also provides important reflection on the colonies. Much 
like the comparison of love and war Les Français à la Grenade, in Les Amants françois the 
battle for independence in the colonies is related to Clarice’s battle for independence. The play 
questions the freedom of women in marriage and the state of marriage itself. When pressured 
by her aunt to accept the Marquis’ hand in marriage, Clarice quips: 
On y pense à deux fois, Madame, en vérité, 
Quand il faut pour jamais perdre sa liberté. (Billardon de Sauvingy Les Amants françois 
21) 
 
At first glance this is a simple indictment of marriage; however, if one looks further the 
relation to the revolution in America is evident. In a play with so many references to the 
American Revolution, any reference to liberty cannot be overlooked. The United States were 
fighting for their liberty from England, who they felt had infringed on their rights as citizens, 
much like Clarice was fighting against her aunt who wanted to infringe on Clarice’s rights for 
her own gain.  
Mme Lisimon also relates women’s role in society to the fight for independence in the 
colonies. Mme Lisimon responds to Clarice’s argument above by saying: 
C’est ce que j’entends dire à nos femmes honnêtes 
Tant l’esprit raisonneur a dérange les têtes, 
Ce ton d’indépendance, ennemi de l’État, 
A passé jusqu’à nous dans le siècle où nous sommes; 
Il ne nous manquoit plus pour ressembler aux hommes 
Que la fureur du célibat. (Billardon de Sauvingy Les Amants françois 21) 
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Again, on the face of it, Mme Lisimon seems to focus on women’s roles in society. Yet, when 
looking at the line “Ce ton d’indépendance, ennemi de l’État” we see Mme Lisimon’s opinion 
of the American colonies fight for independence. Ultimately the declaration of independence 
from England by the American colonies makes them enemies of the state. I would suggest 
further that this comment is not only meant to refer to the American revolutionaries, but is also 
intended to criticize those calling for reform in France. Since these words come from the 
mouth of one of the characters who is negatively portrayed, the author does not necessarily 
agree with Mme Lisimon’s conclusions; however, the author treads lightly regarding this 
sensitive subject. Overall, these comments coupled with the glorification of the French military 
actions in the Americas illustrate how the colonies began to permeate the theater of France 
during this period. Even in a classic comedy, references to the colonies and France’s 
involvement there are peppered throughout.  
When examining Les Français à la Grenade and Les Amants français together we can 
see how French theater appropriated the colonies to create their own identities. Just as Mercier 
feared, politicians in France used their influence in the theater to raise support for their own 
political causes: the fight against the English and the expansion of the French empire. The 
playwright Collot-D’Herbois held many different positions in the government and was overtly 
championing his own political causes in Les Français à la Grenade. On the other hand, the 
author of Les Amants français Billardon de Sauvigny had an illustrious career in the military 
and held several high-ranking positions including a role as censeur de la police. His bias in 
favor of military action in the colonies is also clear in Les Amants français. These two 
playwrights unapologetically use the stage as a mouthpiece for their own political goals. Much 
like colonial commodities were imported to support the French economy, French playwrights 
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imported images of French prowess in the colonies to help them bolster the glory of the French 
nation. The French constructed their identity on the back of the colonies, just as the French 
economy amassed riches on the backs of slaves. 
Political Theater in the Colonies 
Like French theater that treated increasingly political themes, after 1763 pieces 
presented in France’s colonies also touched on recent political events. By way of example, this 
chapter will examine La Répétition interrompue written by Théodore Charles Mozard, one of 
Saint-Domingue’s most celebrated literary figures. Presented for the first time on October 4, 
1789, La Répétition interrompue is described in the Frontispiece as a “divertissement national, 
en un acte, en prose et en vers, mêlé de chant, Fait à l’occasion de la réunion des trois Ordres 
de l’Etat” (Mozard “Frontispiece”). This dedication refers to the beginning of the French 
Revolution with the storming of the Bastille and the calling to order of the Third Estate. 
However, as will be evident in this analysis, when composing the play the author was unaware 
of the impending French Revolution or the violence that would ensue. Another indication of 
the political nature of this piece is feature in a footnote on the list of characters, which states 
“Le public ayant manifesté au Spectacle, le desir de voir représenter une Pièce qui eût trait aux 
nouvelles nationales; ce divertissement a été fait & joué en sept jours; il a été accueilli avec 
d’autant plus de bonté qu’il respire les mêmes sentiment de patriotisme dont étoient animées 
les Spectateurs” (Mozard 2). With this piece, Mozard specifically set out to satisfy the Saint-
Domingue’s desire for a commemorative event celebrating the movements toward reform in 
France.  
Born in Paris on February 2, 1755, Théodore Charles, more commonly known as 
Charles Mozard, was recognized as both a journalist and playwright in Saint-Domingue and 
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Paris. Mozard first traveled to Saint-Domingue at the age of 18, where he worked as a tutor 
before moving to a position for the Imprimerie royal in Port-au-Prince. Today, Mozard is best 
known for his position as editor of the Affiches Américains from 1784 until December 1790 
(Fouchard 265). Later, he also founded the Gazette de Saint-Domingue, politique, civile, 
économique et littéraire until his departure from Saint-Domingue in 1791. In 1788, he also 
received permission to found a second printing press in Port-au-Prince; however, this 
enterprise was short lived because the press was burned to the ground during the uprising of 
November 1791. Mozard returned to France in 1791 with the intention of purchasing new 
printing equipment, but he never returned to Saint-Domingue. In Paris his colonial experience 
secured him a place on the comité de salut publique, and later in 1794 he was appointed the 
consul of France to Boston where he served until 1799. Aside from his journalistic activities, 
Mozard was also known as a playwright in Saint Domingue where he produced at least two 
pieces, La Répétition interrompue, discussed here, and La Vengeance africaine ou les effets de 
la haine et de la jalousie produced for the first time in Le Cap on December 22, 1781 
(Fouchard 266).  
Set in the theater of Port-au-Prince, La Répétition interrompue tells the story of a 
theatrical production interrupted by the political news from the capital. The messenger shares 
both bad and good news of upheaval in the metropole, but ultimately reveals that the Third 
Estate has met and secured rights for common man through the Declaration of the Rights of 
Man. After receiving the news, Monsieur Vanhove and Saint Loup decide that they should 
hold an impromptu play to honor this occasion. La Répétition interrompue follows the 
production of the commemorative piece and the debate about what should and should not be 
included in the piece. Ultimately, there is no true plot development. Instead, the play features 
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discussions of how to honor France and the king who has allowed the Third Estate to meet 
once again. Fouchard describes the piece’s reflection of enthusiasm in the colonies, writing: 
“(elle) évoque l’enthousiasme du Port-au-Prince, à la nouvelle des événements de 1789. Elle 
éclaire la verve fantaisiste ou le style malhabile d’un écrivain colonial. Elle est un témoignage 
d’une époque, un fruit de Saint-Domingue” (266). Overall, the piece testifies to the cautious 
hope of the early revolutionary period; a hope for a new order to be installed peacefully in 
France before the true upheaval and violent Terror come to pass in France.  
The play focuses less on the actual events being commemorated and more on the 
significance and meaning of these important events. The comedy opens on theater manager M. 
Saint-Loup who is grumbling about the nature of the theater business, when a man from Nantes 
arrives with news from the capital. Vanhove, the theater prompter, tells Saint-Loup of the news 
that, “tous les citoyens sont réunis, que le Peuple est tout, & que les individus ne sont rien, que 
par ce qu’ils valent intrinsèquement” (Mozard 5). Rather than stating that the Third Estate has 
been called to order, Vanhove describes the events much more poetically. He concentrates on 
the ultimate meaning of the events for him and all Frenchmen. By saying that the citizens are 
reunited and the people are now one, Vanhove envisions the outcome of the Third Estate’s 
meeting where the people of the France will have take part in the government. Moreover, he 
redefines how to determine a man’s worth. For Vanhove, class and status no longer define a 
man, now men are recognized for their intrinsic value. 
In celebration of this event, Vanhove suggests that they create: “un petit divertissement 
adapté à la circonstance, fait pour le Peuple” (Mozard 6). Once again Vanhove stresses that 
this play is for the people, not a select group of wealthy or influential people. M. Saint-Loup 
replies “Vous voulez dire la Nation” which prompts M. Vanhove to clarify “Ma foi! Le Peuple 
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ou la Nation, c’est tout un, car, comme dit le Capitaine, il n’est plus question aujourd’hui que 
du Bonheur de tous, depuis notre bon Roi jusqu’au moindre citoyen” (6-7). Vanhove directs 
attention to the presumed outcome of the meeting of the Third Estate: namely, the unification 
and representation of all the people of France. He also points to the ultimate goal of these 
actions, the happiness of all citizens regardless of class or station in life. 
Unaware of the bloody revolution that is to come, or even beginning to unfold at that 
moment in France, the actors also praise the changes in France. For example, they proclaim 
saying: “Savez vous qu’après quelques jours de tumulte, il y a eu un ordre admirable en 
France: qu’on a senti le besoin de rentrer sous l’empire des Loix” (Mozard 10). In hindsight, 
this comment in particular speaks to the early revolutionary period when this play was 
composed before the Revolution had really begun and before the dark days of the Terror. 
Throughout the play, the characters praise the unification of their country following the events 
of the early days. Later in the play, the cast sings the refrain:   
Gloire à la Nation, 
J’abore la Cocarde, 
Emblême d’union… 
Et les François unis 
Sont tous amis (Mozard 31-32). 
 
In this song, composer Ramzeau is referring to the tricolor cocarde, which Louis XVI 
symbolically accepted on July 17, 1789. The tricolor cocarde incorporated the colors of Paris, 
red and blue, with the symbolic color of the Bourbon monarchy, white to symbolize the unity 
and equality of the country. By wearing the cocarde, Louis XVI accepted the new mayor of 
Paris and the new National Guard, but more symbolically this act represents the King giving 
the people of France more power. The blue is at the center with the red on the outside, thus the 
white symbolizing the monarchy is encased between the red and blue symbols of Paris and the 
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people. Like the king in this famous story, in La Répétition interrompue one of the actors 
symbolically attaches the cocarde to his hat to symbolize the unity of France. 
 In addition to glorifying France’s unity, the characters also glorify the monarchy and 
Louis XVI. At this point in history, the French people had not yet called for the King to step 
down, instead they encouraged him to champion change for the people of France by creating a 
constitutional monarchy. Praise for the King and his actions permeate the celebratory play, 
such as in the cocarde episode highlighted above. In another example, the actors sing the 
praises of France and the King: 
Ah! Que la France est agréable! 
Le plus aimé des Rois du monde, 
Établit sur la terre & l’onde 
Pour ses sujets Bonheur & paix. (Mozard 12) 
 
They sing that the King is the most loved in the world because he has created peace and 
happiness for his subjects. In hindsight, this song is a long cry from those that will be heard 
shortly in Paris and Saint-Domingue. In her article La Répétition interrompue: Represantando 
la descentralización del Caribe durante la Revolución Francesa, Janett Reinstädler writes that 
this declaration also suggests that the king is responsible for the changes, rather than the 
French people themselves (29).  Later, the play reemphasizes the role of the king, saying, “Il 
faut revenir…à l’amour de Louis XVI pour son people, pour sa bonne ville de Paris, dont les 
habitans ont montré tant de courage & de patriotisme” (Mozard 15-16). Finally, the play 
culminates with a chant for the King and France when with the actors shouting “Vive le Roi, 
vive la Nation” (Mozard 35). The chant reiterates the link between the king and his nation, 
showing that the successful king is one who supports the needs of his people.  
Furthermore, as Reinstädler proposes, the continual references to the king and the 
French nation’s unity on the Saint-Domingue stage work to reinforce an idea of Eurocentric 
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patriotism. While La Répétition interrompue glorifies French unity, it also discourages the 
colonies from beginning their own revolt like the citizens of Paris. By praising France and its 
King, the play encourages the citizens of Saint-Domingue that they are part of a great empire, 
and simultaneously discourages discontent. The play tells the colonies that they must 
remember that they cannot exist without their wonderful motherland, France. The colonies 
should feel grateful for the benevolence of such a great King and empire that protects their 
interests. 
Similar to the discussions of love and war, marriage and revolution in the two previous 
plays, La Répétition interrompue also focuses on another important institution: the arts. The 
play underlines the importance of philosophy and art in general, and the power of the pen and 
stage to further the revolution. For example, Madamoiselle Dorival comments on the power of 
the pen by offering Ramzeau the writing implements he needs. She says: “Je vais vous mettre 
les armes à la main. Voilà du papier, de l’encre & une excellent plume” (Mozard 9). In this 
instance, the pen and paper that will compose the commemorative piece are likened to the arms 
of the revolutionaries in Paris. This allusion demonstrates the power of the literature and 
theater to sway the public by subtly referring to the Enlightenment authors who influenced 
revolutionaries.  
The discussion of the importance of the arts does not end there.  Later, Ramzeau and 
Vanhove discuss at length the obscure nature of the allegory that Ramzeau has written and the 
important outcome of this work of art. Furthermore, the work of Ramzeau reveals the 
important work that theater can do to honor the state and create change or maintain order 
depending on the situation. As an example, Ramzeau creates a metaphor linking a garden and 
France. Of all the flowers in the gardens, one stands out:  
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Mais du Lys des jardins la grace, la blancheur.  
Attire ses regards & sa beauté l’invite.  
Il est pour les François la plus brillante fleur” (Mozard 23). 
 
For the French, the Lys is the most important flower because it symbolizes French monarchy. 
Ramzeau continues to elaborate upon the metaphor of the nation and the garden, culminating 
with the following image: 
Dans un jardin bien gouverné, 
Aucune fleur n’est déplacée, 
Dans un empire fortuné 
La timide & sage pensée 
Brille autant quelquefois, 
Que la rose éclatante & que le Lys des Rois. (25) 
 
In these verses the well-governed garden is a transparent metaphor for a well-governed nation 
where all the flowers are in order. Moreover, the last three lines reveal the secret to a well-
governed nation; namely wise thinking should shine as brightly as the king and aristocracy 
(represented here by the rose which is also a classic symbol of heraldry).  
In addition to the metaphor of the garden linking poetry and politics, Ramzeau honors 
the Arts with his verse outright. When others critique his overly flowery verses, Ramzeau 
proclaims: 
N’allez pas vous armer des traits de la critique, 
Pour juger cet essai consultez votre cœur 
Devenez indulgens, & que chancun se pique 
D’être l’ami des arts, plutôt que leur censeur” (Mozard 28). 
 
In this excerpt, Ramzeau is not only calling for understanding from the actors, but he is also 
calling for an end to artistic censure in France. He is calling attention to the important work of 
the arts when they are not censured. Despite the many links made here between the arts and the 
revolution, there is an acknowledgement of the separation between the world of theater, and 
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that of politics. Mlle Dorival states: “Nous ne sommes pas ici pour faire de la morale ou de la 
politique” (Mozard 10). It seems as if the author is on the defensive with this statement. 
Even though La Répétition interrompue glorifies the king and France, there are 
glimpses of colonial issues that will become evident during the revolution. At the beginning of 
the play, statements by the theater manager Saint-Loup reveal tensions between the colonies 
and the metropole. When grumbling about the complicated nature of running a theater, Saint-
Loup complains: “l’un veut blanc & l’autre noir” (Mozard 4). While not an unusual expression 
for comparing opposite requests, the contrast between white and black in the colonies cannot 
be ignored. The comment seems to be a veiled reference to race relations in Saint-Domingue. 
Reinstädler’s article supports this interpretation and further suggests that this line refers to the 
government of the island that must maintain control of the various racial groups of Saint-
Domingue during this tenuous period (27).  In the same paragraph, Saint-Loup also says of the 
theater: “Il faut tout surveiller, l’intérieur & l’extérieur” (Mozard 4). The interior and exterior 
could refer to the actual theater in Saint-Domingue. Clay has discussed how the unification of 
whites, mulatres, and free blacks in the public theater was contrasted with the social separation 
of these groups in social circumstances outside of the theater. Saint-Loup’s comment that they 
must watch both the interior and exterior of the theater implies that whites must be watchful of 
the various subsets of society that may wish to take advantage of new freedoms, particularly 
the mulatres and blacks. In this case, he is not only referring to the interior and exterior of the 
theater, but the metropole, or the interior, and the colonies, the exterior. This comment calls 
into question the colonies’ role in relation to France and how the colony will be affected by the 
imminent changes in France.  
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Whereas the previous two plays produced in Paris position the colony as a servant of 
the metropole, in this play produced in the colonies, the colonial characters question what the 
metropole will do for them. Reinstädler goes so far as to suggest that this play functions as a 
warning that the government must tread carefully regarding how the changes in France will 
affect the colonies and the many slaves they rely on (30). In this play, we see the colonies 
beginning to question whether their identity should be so closely tied to France’s even while 
they are glorifying France and the king. 
Questions about the relationship between France and its colonies are not the only 
revolutionary issues in the play. In one important example, the director tells that the set painter 
that he shouldn’t be concerned with getting paid at a time like this, implying that in patriotic 
duty he should only be concerned with glorifying the nation. The painter replies: “J’y serois 
réduit si je ne pensois qu’à la gloire. Rubens se faisoit payer ses chef-d’œuvre, en beaux & 
bons ducats de Brabant” (Mozard 20). While at first this seems to be a small detail, the 
inclusion of this spat not only reveals the behind the scenes of the theater, it also echoes the 
concerns of the French peasants and workers who are demanding reforms of the King. The 
concern about how reforms will be enacted also applies to how the metropole handle reform in 
the colonies. Will France give the colonies the same freedoms that French citizens enjoy? 
Moreover, how will France handle social reform in the colonies where slavery is prevalent and 
even free members of society are separated by race?   
Overall, the tone of the play is hopeful and joyful concerning the potential changes 
occurring in France. Nonetheless, these caveats show that the colonists are cautiously hopeful. 
Even before the upheaval and violence of the French Revolution is revealed, those in the 
colonies who are familiar with colonial upheaval in the nearby British colonies recognize that 
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the political changes in France will also impact the French colonies. The colonists do not yet 
know how France’s reforms will affect the colonies, but they know that they need to protect 
their own interests.  
Conclusion 
 Taken together, these various plays illustrate that France still considers the colonies to 
be an economic venture that serve’s France’s, while the colonies themselves begin to question 
their own rightful place in the French empire. None of these plays posits the colonies’ 
independence from France entirely, although rumors of independence were certainly 
circulating throughout the period. Both Les Français à la Grenade and Les Amants françois 
celebrate French military successes and attempt to fashion a patriotic French national identity 
all while reinforcing the idea that colonies should be happy to be a part of this great French 
nation. While La Répétition interrompue also celebrates the French nation, and incorporates 
the colony of Saint-Domingue within this French national identity, it is much more cautious in 
doing so. Furthermore, it questions exactly how the colonies can fit into the evolving French 
empire. 
In the end, the question of French colonial national identity remains unresolved, not 
only because of the upheaval in each nation, but also because French national identity itself is 
still in flux. Yet, the authors use the colonies to fashion a particular French cultural and 
political identity that focuses on their imperial power and military prowess. The French plays 
use the conflicts in the colonies to help define what it means to be French, namely that the 
French are a courageous and powerful people. Meanwhile, the colonial play La Répétition 
interrompue cautiously questions the complete truth of this mantra. Authors in the colonies 
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seem to more fully recognize the symbiotic nature of the colony-metropole relationship that 
makes it impossible for one identity to be fully separated from the other. 
In each case, the connection of the colonies to the discussion of French national identity 
illustrates how codependent the two sides of the French Atlantic became towards the end of the 
eighteenth century. At this point, neither side can fully construct its own identity without 
attempting to understand the other and its role in that identity construction. French 
participation in the American Revolution and the war against the British in Grenada bring the 
issue of the colonies to the forefront of the public debate, as reflected on the stage. The French 
playwrights, who both have political motivations, attempt to leverage the image of military 
prowess in the colonies in their favor, but this attempt also illustrates the importance of the 
colonies to France in this historical moment. The French colonies were an important political 
bargaining chip for French politicians during this period, a trend that would only grow during 
the French Revolution. 
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CONCLUSION 
 A GLANCE AT REVOLUTIONARY PLAYS 
 The way French theater and French colonial theater related the colonies to France 
certainly evolved over the course of the eighteenth century, but these were only the first of 
many changes to come. The hopeful and often patriotic message of plays like those featured 
thus far in this dissertation transformed even more during the revolutionary period. Each side 
of the Atlantic grappled with how the French Revolution would impact their understanding of 
what it meant to be French, with the colonists considering if they should even remain French. 
The way the theater considered these questions could be the subject of an entire study, but by 
taking a look at the two plays of the revolutionary period with divergent views on the colonies’ 
role Adonis ou le bon nègre and La Liberté générale ou les colons à Paris, this conclusion will 
briefly consider how the revolutionary period brought to light more questions for the French 
and French colonial identities.  
 Many colonial issues that playwrights and writers would only allude to before the 
revolution became the subject of great debate during the revolution. With the discussions of 
liberté, égalité, and fraternité on everyone’s lips, the French and French colonists were not 
only forced to reconsider slavery, but the colonial relationship itself. Would the freedoms given 
to French citizens extend across the Atlantic? Would the French colonies finally be considered 
politically equal with metropolitan France? Whereas the French had been constructing their 
identity all along the eighteenth century, the French colonies truly had to reconsider their own 
identity in relation to the French empire. 
The play Adonis ou le bon nègre is not only about the slave and master relationship, or 
the role of the black man, it also addresses colonial politics beyond matters of race. Aside from 
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the revolt and race relations in the colonies, Adonis also illustrates the concerns of white 
colonists with the rights of planters during the revolution. Like the attack on nobles in France 
during the terror, the uprising of slaves in Saint-Domingue resulted in an attack on the estates 
of wealthy white planters. Not only were the planters’ lives in danger, but the loss of their land 
and property was also a major issue of the revolution.  
In fact, many who had previously been sympathetic to the plight of slaves in the 
colonies were horrified by the reports of violence in the uprising in Saint-Domingue. 
Hoffmann has emphasized this change which occurred, “après le drame de Saint-Domingue, 
l’opinion publique perdit toute sympathie pour les Noirs…L’image du noir bon et malheureux 
avait attendri l’opinion publique. L’image du Nègre lubrique et criminel allait l’effrayer” 
(116). This violence and its devastation to the colony and its people is one of the main features 
of Adonis. One of the main objections against Biassou in the play is not just his revolt, but the 
violent nature of his actions.  D’Hérouville admonishes Biassou saying:  
Vous qui ne prévoyez rien au delà du jour qui vous éclaire, quelle sera votre sort, 
lorsque vous aurez tout pillé, dévasté, incendié? En supposant qu’aucun blanc à échape 
à votre fureur, pensez-vous pour cela en éteindre la race? Et ces millions d’habitans, qui 
peuplent l’ancien monde, ne viendront-ils pas venger la mort de leurs frères massacres! 
(Beraud de la Rochelle and Rosny 14)  
 
With this comment, D’Hérouville condemns both the violence of slaves against people but also 
against property. As previously demonstrated, the French colonies were mainly viewed as an 
economic resource, thus the ruination of the valuable land and crops was equally as devastating 
as the loss of French lives. Furthermore, with the destruction of plantations and their crops, the 
very structure of the colonial way of life was at stake. Beyond the rights of citizens the entire 
way that the colony functioned and related to France was being called into question.  
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Even other slaves criticize the way that Biassou acted calling him “Biassou qui a 
derange toute Colonie” (Beraud de la Rochelle and Rosny 29). While these slaves are being 
portrayed as the good negro and their comments must be taken with a grain of salt today, 
criticism coming from the mouths of fellow slaves is meant to be powerful. Even Mme 
D’Hérouville sings of her desire for the war to end: “Terminez ces affreux combats/O vous 
qu’on fol espoir anime, Ne désolez plus ces climats!” (30). Again, we see the focus of not only 
on the people of the colony, but the land which is so precious to France’s economy.  
Beyond the destruction of the resources in Saint-Domingue, the question of the rights 
of white planters was also at stake.  In particular the conversations between the villain Biassou 
and M. D’Hérouville reveal that ultimately the conflict in the play revolves around the rights of 
colonists in Saint-Domingue. The exchange between Biassou and M. Hérouville upon their 
meeting reveals the two sides of the issue of planters rights versus slaves rights: 
Biassou: Par quel moyen as-tu échappé à la juste fureur des noirs, que toi et tes pareils 
avez si long-tems opprimés? 
 
D’Hérouville: Par mon humanité. 
 
Biassou: Tu es blanc, et tu es humain? 
 
D’Hérouville: L’es-tu, toi? 
 
Biassou: Sans doute, puisque je purge la colonie de ces barbares Européens qui nous 
tenoient dans la honte, et dans l’esclavage. 
 
D’Hérouville: Tu traites les Français de barbares, toi qui jadis fus bien reçu dans leur 
patrie!...Tu es un ingrat!...qui t’a donné le droit d’exercer la violence? 
 
Biassou: Que t’importe? (Beraud de la Rochelle and Rosny 13). 
 
At the heart of this conversation is the question of whether the slaves have the right to commit 
violence against the white colonists. Embedded within this issue is not only the violence 
against colonists but the destroyed property that results from the violence.  
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Even when slaves are freed in Saint-Domingue, the question of who is entitled to own 
property still exists. For the French mainland, the rights of their citizens are more important 
than the basic right to human freedom for slaves. Later in the conversation D’Hérouville tells 
Biassou: “Je ne chercherai point ici à justifier les cruautés que quelques blancs ont commises, 
mais doit-on punir l’innocent pour le coupable?” (Beraud de la Rochelle and Rosny 13). This 
statement gets at the second component of white planters’ arguments against slavery in general 
and the changes in Saint-Domingue as well. Many planters maintained that they had treated 
their slaves well and did not deserve the violence committed against them. Of course, 
D’Hérouville uses the phrase “quelques blancs” to imply that the number of those slaveholders 
who were kind to their slaves outweighs those who were not, which historically was certainly 
not the case (C. Miller). 
Although the violence of the uprising is certainly emphasized in Adonis, there is a 
certain measure of hope suggested by the play as well. Adonis and Biassou are juxtaposed 
throughout the play, but a distinction is also made between “good negroes” and those who are 
revolting. The French officer tells Mme D’Hérouville: “je ne dout point qu’il (Adonis) ne soit 
donné pour exemple aux autres noirs, qui, comme nous, sont armés pour le maintien du bon 
ordre” (Beraud de la Rochelle and Rosny 33). The French officer is educating the audience on 
what the “good negros” of the colonies should do: help to maintain order. The expectation is 
that the slaves should love their masters like Adonis and the other D’Hérouville slaves do, and 
then they will be rewarded.  
Even Biassou who is causing the destruction envisions a more peaceful future for the 
colony. He offers clemency to the D’Hérouville family in the future: “Je m’appliquerai à 
adoucir votre sort, et lorsque tous les blancs m’auront reconnu pour le fondateur de la liberté 
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des noirs, je vous permettrai de vous retirer sur votre habitation ou dans votre patrie” (Beraud 
de la Rochelle and Rosny 43). Of course, Biassou’s reasoning that he will show clemency once 
they have acknowledged his demands does not sound too evil for a villain, but one must note 
the tone of arrogance in the phrase “le fondateur de la liberté des noirs”. It is as if all the efforts 
of the thousands of slaves who have revolted are nothing compared to Biassou’s leadership. 
Even with this small caveat from Biassou, the “good negro” is not meant to follow his 
example. Rather, the final line of play indicates how the blacks and whites of the island should 
act. After freeing his loyal slaves D’Hérouville declares, “la vertu trouve toujours sa 
récompense" (46). Ultimately, this last line leaves spectators with the message that virtue will 
triumph throughout the situation, and implies that however much the slaves might deserve 
liberty, violence and capture of property are not virtuous.  
Since Adonis was composed in France and primarily shown there, it is not surprising 
that the play focuses on maintaining French interests. The concern about white planters’ rights 
and the destruction of property does not arise from concern for the colony itself, but concern 
that the colony will no longer be productive for France. With the turmoil in France, the 
metropole needs the colony to be profitable more than ever before. Adonis is a good negro who 
continues to serve his French master who has always been good to him. This is a reminder that 
France has always been a benevolent master to the colonies and should continue to be the 
colonies master. The French recast their identity as a benevolent colonial master who has the 
interests of the colonies at heart, whereas the colonies are expected to maintain their identity of 
servant. 
Even more so than Adonis, the colonial play La Liberté générale ou les colons à Paris 
addresses the complicated colonial politics of the revolutionary period. In La Liberté générale 
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we see the debate between Sonthonax and his attackers on full display, but beyond personal 
attacks this play speaks to the debate over French control of the colonies and colonial 
independence. Furthermore, the play places the glory for the abolition of slavery with 
Sonthonax and the National Assembly, rather than with any colonial endeavors or work by 
mulatto and black revolutionary leaders like Toussaint L’Ouverture. In her analysis of the play, 
Sibylle Fischer explains that the play was written at a moment when “questions were arising 
whether Saint-Domingue could keep slavery from returning while still under colonial rule” 
(216). In fact, Fischer posits that the piece could be a defense of the accusations that Sonthonax 
supported independence or instead it could be viewed as a “veiled threat that if the Republic 
changed its politics concerning slavery, this allegiance might come to an end” (225). 
Consequently, the play provides a view of how colonial politics were viewed from Saint-
Domingue, rather than from Paris like in Adonis. 
Colonial emissaries, who also happen to be Sonthonax’s enemies, bring the discussion 
of who should control the governing of the colonies to France’s attention. The emissaries 
appoint themselves to go to Paris to protect their own interests by championing for the right of 
the colonies to govern themselves, but they are thwarted when the National Assembly declares 
general liberty for all slaves. In the exposition scene, Théodore points out to Madame Rêveche 
that the colons “prennent ici le titre envoyés des Colons de Saint-Domingue” (Bottu 6). His use 
of the verb prendre is used to illustrate that they are not in fact representatives of Saint-
Domingue, rather, they are assuming this role unjustly. The colons are taking it upon 
themselves to lobby for their government rather than following the traditional French 
government channels.  
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The colons plans are revealed when they meet at Mme Rêveche’s inn. Thibaut 
discusses the righteousness of their plans with the other colons, saying:  
Le bien de l’humanité toute entière n’exige-t-il pas que des hommes qui, les premiers, 
ont osé porter la main sur le régime bienfaisant et paternel des Colonies; qui n’ont pas 
craint de compromettre la fortune colossale, et si légitimement acquise de quelques 
Colons, pour donner la liberté à des millions d’individus, et pour rappeler à la dignité 
d’homme des êtres que nous n’avions jamais classes que parmi les animaux, le bien de 
l’humanité, dis-je, ne veut-il pas impérieusement que de pareils monstres disparaissent 
au plutôt de la surface de la terre? (Bottu 26)  
 
Not unlike the concern in Adonis with the rights of the white colonists in Saint-Domingue, here 
Thibaut emphasizes that the white planters legitimately acquired the land, and the fortunes they 
built upon the land. He goes so far as to call their actions in the colonies beneficial and 
paternalistic, all the while denigrating the black slaves and comparing them to animals. Later in 
the conversation, Bruley explains one tenant of their proposition that states: 
Chaque Colonie fera sa législation, et réglera son administration, « intérieure ». …Il 
est clair que le mot Colonie est ici mis à la place du mot Colons[…] la Colonie fera sa 
législation, et réglera son administration,  ‘intérieure’ c’est dire, que MM. Page, 
Bruley, Thibaut et leurs amis, seront les seuls Législateurs et Administrateurs des 
Colonies (25).  
 
Bruley not only reveals the white planters’ selfish concerns by saying that the colony is the 
colons, he also reveals their wish to cut France out of the governing of the colonies by 
establishing themselves as administrators. Making the colonists appear almost like separatist 
agents, the author encourages the spectators to associate the colonists with independence plots, 
instead of associating them with Sonthonax’s administration. 
The depiction of the colons as separatist agents is contrasted in the play with the image 
of Sonthonax who commissioned the play. In La Liberté générale Sonthonax is not only 
described positively, but he is cast as the beneficent father figure who secures freedom for the 
slaves. In his most significant speech, Télémaque says:  
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Oh! Moi libre déjà depuis bien long-temps: mais moi pas content, parce que frères à 
nous autres être encore dans l’esclavage…aujourd’hui moi bien heureux, et avoir pleuré 
de joi…et puis Bonheur aussi bien grand…père à nous, celui-là qui premier avait dit à 
nous autres que nous tous libres, plus être accuse, plus tourmenté par monde méchant, 
pique Convention avé fait comme yo, et dit, comme yo, que blé que nous tous gagné la 
liberté. (Bottu 50-51)  
 
Despite being free for sometime, Télémaque shares that his happiness cannot be complete until 
all his metaphorical “brothers” are also free. This classic expression of shared burden and joy 
illustrates Télémaque’s tenderness and virtue, but the second part of his speech turns the 
attention away from Télémaque towards another who is even more virtuous. Télémaque says 
that aside from general liberty being declared a “Bonheur aussi bien grand” has also occurred: 
the father of the slaves who first declared general liberty will no longer be accused or 
persecuted. At first glance one might be tempted to say that this “père à nous” must be 
Toussaint Louverture the “black Spartacus” predicted by Abbé Raynal and lauded by C.L.R. 
James. When looking more closely we see that this father figure can be none other than 
Sonthonax (Bottu 25). Théodore already stated that the whites were the first to declare general 
liberty, so the father who “premier avait dit à nous autres que nous tous libres” must be 
Sonthonax.  
Therefore, Télémaque, a black character, is attributing the bulk of the glory and thanks 
for the abolition of slavery to a white character, Sonthonax. Télémaque’s own exemplary 
character only serves to illuminate the whites’ glowing triumph. In La Liberté générale 
Télémaque may be cast as the savior of one white man, but Sonthonax, a white man, is the 
savior of all black men. Officially the National Assembly makes the abolition of slavery law, 
but Sonthonax receives additional praise from the other characters. Furthermore, Télémaque, 
like a bon nègre, tells Madame Rêveche that he and his fellow former slaves plan for their new 
colony: “nous autres tous travailler fort, pour bonne Patrie, qui vlé comme ça que nous autres 
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tous libres!” (Bottu 51). Not only does Télémaque readily agree with Madame Revêche that he 
and his fellow former slaves must work to rebuild the colony, but he specifies that they will 
work for the “bonne Patrie” who has freed them. This “bonne Patrie” reference to France once 
again places the appreciation for their freedom with the whites, this time specifically with 
France, not just the colonial administration spearheaded by Sonthonax.  
This nod to the assembly who granted general liberty corresponds to Fischer’s 
suggestion that the play “functioned as a defense against those who were suggesting that he 
(Sonthonax) was promoting the independence of the colony” (217). The character Télémaque 
first gives thanks to Sonthonax, the “père à nous” and then thanks France here in the most 
effective way, through work which will keep the colony, and by extension France, productive 
and profitable. This promise that freed slaves will work for France strikes at the heart of French 
concerns with the upheaval in Saint-Domingue, namely, the destruction of economic resources. 
There is no mention or even allusion to Toussaint who, according to James, is working closely 
with Sonthonax at this point in time28. Is this due to his controversial nature or is it as Fischer 
suggest used “as a justification of his presence as a representative of the French Republic in 
Saint Domingue”? (217). Whether the glory is due to Sonthonax or the National Assembly, the 
thanks for the slaves freedom in Saint-Domingue refers back to the motherland of France 
rather than local efforts because ultimately Sonthonax is France’s emissary. 
Praise for Sonthonax and the National Assembly for their abolition of slavery is 
certainly not the only commentary on colonial politics although it is the primary focus of the 
play. In addition, the play works to highlight the different roles and contributions of different 
groups in Saint-Domingue. For example, Théodore, who is a mulatto man himself, teaches 
Mme Rêveche: 
                                                
28 See James’s discussion of their partnership on pages 186-190 of The Black Jacobins. 
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les jaunes ont les premiers réclamé la jouissance de leurs droits, les noirs ont combattu 
pur les conquérir; que beaucoup de blancs se sont joints à eux (les noirs), ont fait la 
guerre avec eux, ont supporté la chaleur, la faim, la misère, pour la cause de l’égalité 
qu’enfin ce sont des blancs qui, bravant les périls, la mort même et l’échafaud, ont osé 
les premiers proclamer la liberté générale (Bottu 8; emphasis my own).  
 
In the first part of this statement he praises the whites for their support in the heat, hunger and 
general misery of the revolution in terms that are more descriptive and charged than those he 
uses for the blacks who simply “ont combattu pour les conquérir” or even his own class the 
mulattos (les jaunes) who reclaimed their rights (8). Then he goes on to say that “finally” 
braving death they were “the first” to declare general liberty  (8). According to Théodore, it is 
not Toussaint Louverture, slave rebellion leaders, or the mulatto leaders, such as Rigaud, who 
obtained liberty, but the whites, presumably Sonthonax himself. Once again, the whites, 
through Sonthonax’s magnanimity, are depicted as the saviors of the black slaves.  
While it is in fact true that Sonthonax officially declared liberty for the slaves, by 
denying the black man’s role in his own emancipation, the author has relegated Théodore to 
the role of “le porte-parole de la réforme” (Hoffmann 73). As Hoffmann explains, in French 
literature “n’ayant pas été contaminé par cette société qui lui refuse la condition d’homme à 
part entière, le Nègre est qualifié pour devenir le porte-parole de la réforme” (73). Applying 
Hoffmann’s idea here, we see Théodore only as the symbol of the white man’s message.  
Furthermore, Dobie, in line with the generally accepted view, notes that “what triggered the 
abolition decree of 1794 was in fact less the emergence of a moral consensus against slavery 
than the dramatic events unfolding in France’s most important colony, Saint-Domingue” (14). 
Essentially, as Dobie suggests, Sonthonax’s declaration was not really a magnanimous gesture 
based on moral convictions, but rather a move forced by the courageous uprising and demands 
of the slaves led by Toussaint L’Ouverture.  
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Overall, the discussion of colonial politics in La Liberté générale champions the ideas 
of those currently in power in Saint-Domingue. The juxtaposition of the colons in Paris, who 
are trying to secure more independence for the colony, with Sonthonax, who is depicted as 
having the colony and the slaves best interests at heart, shows the spectators that Saint-
Domingue needs French guidance to make it through the upheaval in the colony. It is meant to 
encourage the spectators that they should remain a part of the magnanimous French nation 
rather than leave themselves in the hands of the colons who only have selfish economic 
interests in mind. As a whole, the play encourages the inhabitants of Saint-Domingue to 
consider themselves as citizens of the great French nation. Moreover, casting France as the 
savior of the black man encourages the recently freed slaves to tie their identity to the bonne 
patrie of France. Whereas the colons in Paris view Saint-Domingue solely as an economic 
servant to the metropole and the interest of the white planters, the depiction of France as a 
whole is more of a kind parental relationship with Sonthonax cast as the local father. 
Essentially, this view of the France/Saint Domingue relationship is meant to be more inclusive, 
making Saint-Domingue feel as though it is a true part of France, rather than just an economic 
commodity.  
At the same time, the presence of the disgruntled white planters in the play speaks to 
the contingent in Saint-Domingue who wished to obtain more independence from France, if 
not total independence. The white planters blamed the violence and destruction of the slave 
uprising on revolutionary rhetoric from France infiltrating the colonies. Therefore, they 
propose that the colonies should have more governance over themselves, presumably allowing 
them to restore order and slavery on the island. Although the play does not support this view, it 
reveals the struggle to decide what the French colonial identity will be in light of the 
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revolution. Should the colonies continue to identify themselves with the “bonne patrie” or look 
after their own interests? The play answers that they link their identity to France’s, but the 
conflict reveals that this was not necessarily the consensus in Saint-Domingue. 
 In comparison to pre-revolutionary plays, both of these plays exhibited a pointed 
exploration of the colonies’ role relative to the metropole. Whereas Adonis attempts to cast the 
colonies in the traditional role of servant to France, La Liberté générale openly discusses the 
two sides of the argument and suggests that Saint-Domingue should consider itself an 
important, if submissive, part of the French empire. Each of these plays brings the national 
identity of Saint-Domingue further into question, but La Liberté générale certainly tries to 
instill French national pride and loyalty into the colonial subjects, even the newly freed slave 
subjects, that are threatening independence. Both plays are grasping at French identity that is 
changing so swiftly neither the French people nor playwrights could guess what would unfold 
on either side of the Atlantic. 
This brief look at revolutionary plays reveals that the revolution did not resolve what it 
meant to be French in France or in the colonies, rather the French Revolution raised additional 
and new questions about what it meant to be French on both sides of the Atlantic. Furthermore, 
history shows us that the French identity, like all national identities, would continue to evolve 
into the eighteenth century both on the stage and in reality. With this evolution, the role theater 
played in depicting and understanding this identity would also inevitably change. Eighteenth-
century theater provided a space for playwrights and spectators alike to question and construct 
the French identity that was unlike any other forum of the era. The interaction between 
philosophical and political material and citizens from all classes and races functioned as a 
fundamental link between France and its colonies as no other institution of the time could. 
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APPENDIX A 
Corpus of Plays 
Plays by French Playwrights 
1752, Arlequin sauvage, Comédie. Louis-François Delisle de La Drevetière.  
1764, La Jeune Indienne, Sébastien-Roch Nicolas Chamfort. 
1767, Hirza ou les Illinois (tragédie), Edme Louis Billardon de Sauvigny.  
1774, L’Esclave ou le marin généreux.  
1775, La Colonie, comédie en deux actes, Nicolas-Étienne Framery. 
1779, Les Français à la Grenade ou l'impromptu de la guerre et de l'amour, Collot D’Herbois. 
1783, Les Amants françois, Edme Louis Billardon de Sauvigny. 
1783, Les Nègres, Edme Louis Billardon de Sauvigny. 
1784, L’Habitant de la Guadeloupe, Louis-Sébastien Mercier. 
1786, L’Héroine américaine, Pantomime, Jean-François Mussot (Arnould). 
1787, La Nègresse ou le pouvoir de la reconnaissance, Jean Baptiste Radet and Pierre Yvon 
Barré. 
1797, Adonis ou le bon nègre, François Guillaume Beraud de la Rochelle et Joseph Rosny. 
Plays by French Colonial Playwrights 
1750, Jeannot et Thérèse, Clément. 
1768, Les Veuves créoles.  
1786, Le Héros américain, Louis-François Ribié (César).  
1779, Zélia, Paul-Ulric Dubuisson and Prosper-Didier Deshayes.  
1788, Les Vierges du soleil (also titled Les Enfants du soleil) Louis-François Ribié (César).  
1789, La Répétition interrompue, Charles Mozard. 
1795, La Liberté générale ou les colons à Paris, François Bottu (Citoyen B.).  
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